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Using the Command Library 
for HP-IB Control 

1 

This manual describes how to use the HP-TB Interface and Command Library 
for HP-IB control. Use this manual if you want to control instruments from a 
DOS-based langua.ge listed on the Supported Languages sheet. 

This chapter shows how to set up and use the Command Library for HP-TB 

instrument control. The following chapters provide detailed information about 
how to use the Command Library for programming in various languages. 

System Requirements 

You must have the following components to set up and use the Command 
Library: 

• An HP Vectra® PC or TBM PCjXTjAT (or compatible) computer with 
at least 256 kilobytes of memory and an MS-DOS® 3.1 or later operating 
system (or PC-DOS 3.1 or later). 

• The H P  82335 HP-IB Interface, which should be installed. (See the Installing 
the H P-IB Interface booklet for instructions.) 

If you're using an earlier HP 82990A HP-IB Interface, see "Compatibility" 
later in this chapter. 

• The Hp·\B Tools disks, which contain software to provide HP-IB control 
commands for the programming language you intend to use. 

• A supported programming language, such as Microsoft® QuickBASIC. This 
software is not part of the Command Library. (See the Supported Languages 
sheet for a list of languages.) 
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Programming Languages 

The Command Library supports four categories of programming languages. 
The supported versions of each language are listed on the Supported Languages 
sheet. 

• GW-BASIC@ and similar languages, induding HP Vectra BASIC, Microsoft 
GW-BASIC, and IBM DASICA. 

• QuickBASIC and similar languages, induding Microsoft QuickBASIC, 
Microsoft QBasic and Microsoft Compiled BASIC. 

• Pascal languages, induding Microsoft Pascal and Dorland Turbo Pascal. 

• C languages, induding Microsoft C ,  Microsoft QuickC, and Borland Turbo C .  

Each category is discussed i n  a separate cha.pter i n  this manual. See 
the appropriate chapter for specific programming information. General 
programming information follows below. 

Overview of the Command Library 

The HP-lB Command Library for MS-DOS i s  a series of commands that let 
you contro1 HP-ID jnstruments with a personal computer. 

The commands arc available on the Library disks in  several programming 
languages: BASIC (interpreted and compiled) ,  Pascal, and C. See the 
Supported Languages sheet for a detailed list of languages. For convenience, 
example programs in many supported languages are also included on the disk. 
In addition, a READ.ME file gives you current notes about the Command 
Library. 

The Hp·lD interface card provides the necessary electrical and mechanical 
interface for IEEE·488 communication. See appendix D for more information 
about Hp· ID operation. 
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HP-IB Control 

The Library commands give you access to the IEEE-488 stalldard control lines 
and bus commands listed below. 

Control Lines: 

Conunalld 

IFC 
ATN 
SRQ 
REN 
EO! 

Universal Dus Commands: 
LLO 
DCL 
SPE 
SPD 
PPU 

Addressed Dus Conunandc;: 
GTL 
SDC 
PPC 
GET 
TCT 

Unaddress Dus Commands: 
UNL 
UNT 

Description 

Interface Clea r 
Attention 
Service Request 
Remote Enable 
End Or Identify 

Local Lockou t. 
Device Clear 
Serial Poll Enable 
Serial Poll Disable 
Parallel Poll Unconfigurc 

Go To Local 
Selected Device Clear 
Parallel Poll Configure 
Group Execute Trigger 
Take Control 

Un listen 
Untalk 

The HP-IB Interface and Command Library support the following HP-IB 
functions (indicated by their IEEE �88.1 capability codes) :  SHI,  AHI, 1'5, 
'rE5, 1,3, LE3, SRI, RLO, PPO, DCO, DTO, E2, Cl, 2, 3, 4, 9. 
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Library Commands 

The Library commands give you a great deal of programming flexibility. For 
example, you can enter or output data directly as strings, real numbers, or 
binary data. 

The fol lowing commands perform over 80 perce nt of the I/O tasks i n  most 
applications. Because the Library has a built-in number builder and formatter, 
there's no need for the programmer to convert data between string and 
numeric format. This reduces the number of programming statements and 
the associated overhead. Alternatively, unformaHed transfers maximize the 
data-transfer rate. 

IOENTER 

IOENTERA 

IOENTERAB 

IOENTERB 

IOENTERF 

IOENTERS 

rOOUTPUT 

IOOUTPUTA 

IOOUTPUTAB 

IOOUTPUTB 

IOOUTPUTF 

IOOUTPUTS 

Enter a single real number from a device. 

Enter an array of real numbers from a device. 

Enter IEEE-488.2 "arbitrary-block" data from a device. 

Enter an un formatted block of data from a device. 

Enter the contents of a file from a d evice or interface. 

Enter an ASCII string from a device. 

Output a single real number to a d evice. 

Output an array of real numbers to a d evice. 

Output IEEE-488.2 Uarbitrary-block" data to a. device. 

Output an unformatted block of data to a d evice. 

Output the contents of a file to a device or interface. 

Output an ASCII string to a d evice. 
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The following commands let you check instrument and bus status whenever 
your program requires it. 

[OPEN 

[OPPOLL 

[OPPOLLC 

IOPPOLLU 

[OSPOLL 

[OSTATUS 

Set up a. service-request interrupt (BASIC only). 

Perform a parallel poll. 

Perform a pa.rallel poll configure. 

Perform a parallel poll unconrigure. 

Perform a serial poll. 

Determine the status of the lIP-ID interface. 

The following command s let you transfer active control using the HP 82335 
HP-IB card. 

[OPASSCTL 

[OREQUEST 

[OTAKECTL 

Pass active control from the computer to a device on the bus. 

Set up a serial poll status byte for the computer to request 
service from the active controller. 

Take active control from the currently active controller back to 
the computer. 
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The following commands give you access to various HP-IB control lines and bus 
commands. 

IOABORT 

IOCLEAR 

IOCONTROL 

IODMA 

IOEOI 

IOEOL 

IOFASTOUT 

IOGETTERM 

IOLLOCKOUT 

IOLOCAL 

IOMATCII 

IOREMOTE 

IORESET 

IOSEND 

IOTIMEOUT 

IOTRIGGER 

Compatibility 

Abort all interface activity. 

Return a device to a known sta.te. 

Write information d irectly to the interface. 

Set up DMA control. 

Control the interface EOI mode. 

Define an end-or-line string for output. 

Enables high-speed output timing. 

Determine the reason for a read terminal,ion. 

Disable device front panel o peration. 

Enable device front panel operation. 

Define a. read termination character. 

Place a device in REMOTE mode. 

Set the interface to its start-up configuration. 

Send user-specified HP-Ill commands. 

Set a timeout va.lue. 

1' rigger a device. 

This HP 82335 HP-IB Interface and Command Library di ffer from the earlier 
HP 82990A HP-lB Interface and Command Library. 

Any program written and compiled using the earlier Command Library will 
run properly on the currenl HP-lB interface. 

Any program written and compiled using the cun'ent Command Library 
will run properly on the earlier HP-IB interface-except that llASIC 
service-request interrupts using IOPEN a.nd pass control functions a.rc not 
supported by the earlier interface. All other current features of the Command 
Library arc supported ( see below). 
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The current Command Library differs from the earlier l ibrary in  the following 
ways: 

• The supported programm.ing languages have changed . 

• The current library and interface support service-request interrupts for 
BASIC languages. (This is not supported by the earlier interface.) 

• The current library supports arbitrary-block and binary data transfers, which 
don't require formatting COil vers ions . 

• The current library supports file transfers. 

• The current lib rary supports high-speed and sta.ndard-speed data transfers 
for all output operations, whereas the earlier Hbrary used high-speed 
transfers for DMA output and standa.rd-speed transfers for all other output. 

• The current library does not su pport the obsolete Hewlett-Packard PC 
Instruments System, whereas the earlier library did support it. This means 
you can't control both HP-lB instruments and the PC Instruments System 
from the same program with the current library. 

• The current library supports pa:ssillg uf active control. 

• The current library does not support HP-ID disk and tape access. 
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Typical HP-IB Operations 

The following sections of this chapter give general guidelines for typical HP-IB 
operations: 

• Formatted�da.ta tra.nsfers. 

• Block-data transfers. 

• File transfers. 

• String transfers. 

• Direct-memory-access (DMA) transfers. 

• Service-request interrupts. 

• Processing I/O errors. 

• Addressing Library commands. 

These guidelines apply to the type of operation, not to the programming 
language. Use this general information along with the specific information in  
the chapters that cover your programming la.nguage. 

Data Transfers 

The Command Library provides six types of data transfers, each with an input 
command and an output command. The type of transfer you use in a program 
depends in part upon these factors: 

• The format of the data required by the HP-IB device. 

• The type of program variable that holds or will hold the data. 

• The transfer speed requ ired by the program or application. 
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The following table shows some of the differences among the types of data 
transfers. [t can help you decide which type of transfer to use for a particular 
application. 

Type of Conunands HP·IB Device Program Transfer 
Traru;fer format Variable Speed 

Formatted IOENTER ASCII string Real number Slower 
Number IOOUTPUT 

Formatted Array IOENTERA ASCI! string Real number Slower 
IOOUTPUTA 

String IOENTERS ASCII string String (character Faster 
IOOUTPUTS array) 

Arbitrary-mock IOENTERAB IEEE-488.2 Real number, Faster 
Data IOOUTPUTAB (numeric or integer, or string 
(IEEE-188.2) string data.)· (charader 

array )* 

Binary Block IOENTERB Numeric or string Real number, Faster 
Data IOOUTPUTB data* integer, or string 

(character 
array)· 

File IOENTERF Numeric or string Real number, Slower 
IOOUTPUTF data integer, or string 

(character a rray )  

• String data not supported for BASIC. Use IOENTERS o r  IOOUTPUTS. 
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Certain other capabilities of the six types of transfers will help you decide 
wh.ich type to use. Detailed information about these diITerences is given i n  the 
sections that follow. 

Type of Transfer Commands DMA Transfer Byte-Swapping 
Supported? Supported? 

Formatted Number IOENTER No Not applicable 
IOOUTPUT 

Formatted Array IOENTEIlA No Not applicable 
IOOUTPUTA 

String IOENTERS Yes Not applicable 
IOOUTPUTS 

Arbitrary-Block Data IOENTERAB Yes* Yes* 
(IEEE-488.2) IOOUTPUTAB 

Binary Block Data IOENTERB Yes* Yes· 
IOOUTPUTB 

File IOENTERF No No 
IOOUTPUTF 

• DMA and byte-swapping not supported simultaneously. 

In the table above, "DMA transfer" refers to using the computer's ability to 
transfer data directly to and from memory-the data bypasses the computer's 
maln processor. "Byte-swapping" refers to the computer's ability to adjust 
for data-transfer differences between an HP-IB device and the computer
many devices send and receive numerical data with the most-significant byte 
first, whereas the computer stores and retrieves numerical data with the 
least-significant byte first. These aspects of data transfer are discussed in more 
detail next. 

Input transfers differ in the conditions that end the input. Output transfers 
differ in the actions that occur at the end of the output. The following table 
summarizes input and output termination. 
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Input Commands Output Commands 
and Terminating Conditions and Terminating Actions 

IOENTER 100UTPUT 

EO! sensed true (if ena bled) EOL added 
Linefeed received EOI set true (if enabled) 

IOENTERA IOOUTPUTA 

EO! sensed true (if enabled) EOL added 
Linefecd received EO! set true (if enahled) 
Maximum numb er of values received 

IOENTERAB IOOUTPUTAB 

Coded number of bytes received (definite) (nothing) 
Linefeed with EOI true (indefinite) * 

Maximum number of bytes received 
* 

IOENTERB IOOUTPUTB 

EOI sensed true (if enabled) EOL added 
Match character with EOI true (if enabled) EOl set true (if enabled) 
Maximum number of bytes received • 
* 

IOENTERF 100UTPUTF 

EOI sensed true (if enabled) EOL added 
Match character (i f ellabled) EO! set true (if enabled) 
Maximum number of charac ters received 

IOENTERS IOOUTPUTS 

EO! sensed true (if enabled) EOL added 
Match character (if enabled) EOI set true (if enabled) 
Maximum number of characters received * 
* 

* For BASIC only, ended by high-priority SRQ during DMA (if enab led) . 
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If you want to increase the speed of data transfers, you have several options: 

• V se block-data transfers. Arbitrary-block and binary transfers can be 10 
times faster than formatted transfers. (Also, string transfers are much faster 
than formatted transfers. ) 

• Vse the DMA option. DMA can speed transfers by 15 percent. 

• Use high-speed bus timing (output only) . High-speed timing can speed 
output transfers by 30 percent. 

The following topics describe various types of data transfers. 

Formatted-Data Transfers 

Many HP-IB devices send and receive numeric data as a string of ASCII 
characters-digits that represent the value. For example, the value 14.500 can 
be represented by the characters " 1 4 . 5"-although this string of characters 
has no numeric significance to the computer. However, the string of characters 
is readily converted to and from a nu meric value. Such "formatted data" 
provides a convenient method for transferring data. 

Operation 

A transfer of formatted data necessarily involves converting between ASCII 
characters and numeric values. The Command Library builds this conversion 
into the IOENTER, IOENTERA, IOOVTPUT, and IOOUTPVTA commands. 
If your HP-IB device sends and receives numeric data as ASCII characters, 
your program can use these commands to exchange data with the device. The 
following diagrams represent these transfers. 
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IOENTER 

EJ numeric ( 
Number 

) ASCII HP·IB 
Conversion Device 

IOOUTPUT 

IOENTERA 

Memory numeric ( 
Number 

) ASCII Hp·IB 
Conversion Device 

IOOUTPUTA 

Formatted-data transfers require the use of the computer's processor to 
convert the data. Therefore, these transfers can't use direct-memory access 
(DMA). The automatic data-conversion process also takes a small amount 
of time, making formatted-da.ta transfers slower than block-da.ta transfers. 
However, formatted-data transfers are usually satisfactory for all but the most 
time-critical of transfers. 

A valid number must contain only the allowable characters (0123456789+-. Ee) 
i n  a correct sequence-any other character indicates the end of the number. 
Numbers must be 0 or in the range ±IO-38 to ±l038 For array input, 
nonnumcric cha.racters separate the numbers. The following examples illustrate 
the conversion from characters to nu m bers: 

1. 25 Enters the value 1.25. 
-4.5E3 Enters the value -4-5 X 1(1 . 
. 00055abc Enters the value 0.00055. 
1,23410567 Enters three values: 1, 234, and .567. 
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Optional Conditions 

Formatted-data transfers support the following options: 

• Disabling EOl for input and output. The HP·JB End Or Identify line usually 
goes active for the last data byte transferred, but you can disable this 
convention-use the IDEOI command. 

• Changing the EOL string for output. Data is usually terminated by 
carriage-return and lincfeed characters, but you can change or eliminate these 
characters-use the 10EOT. command. 

• Setting the Hp·JB transfer timing for output. Data is usually output with 
standard timing, but you can set high·speed timing-use the IOFASTOUT 

command. 

Ending Formatted Input 

You can use the 10ENTER and IOENTERA commands to enter numeric 
data-onc value or an array of values. The input operation ends when one of 
these conditions occurs: 

• A data byte is received with the HP·JB EOI line active. You can prevent the 
EOr line from ending the transfer by using the IOEOr command to disable 
EO!. 

• A linefeed character is received (after a valid number has been received 
for IOENTER, or after the maximum number of values you specified In 
IOENTERA is received) .  

Ending Formatted Output 

You can use the rOOUTPUT and 100UTPUTA commands to send numeric 
data-one value or an array of values. At the end of the output operation these 
events occur: 

• The EOL string is sent at the end of the data. You can change or eliminate 
the EOL string by using the IOEDL command. 

• The EOI line is set active for the last data byte (usually the last EOL 

character). You can prevent this line from being set by using the IOEOr 

command to disable EO!. 
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Example of Formatted Transfers 

The following QuickBASIC 4.5 example shows how a program can input and 
output formatted data: 

DIM READINGS! (49) 
DEVICEl = 723 

MAX.ELEM'l. = 50 : ACT.ELEM'l. = 0 

'Read a maximum of 50 values from device 723 
CALL IOENTERA(DEVICEl,SEG READINGS! (0) ,MAX.ELEM'l.,ACT.ELEM'l.) 

IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

SUH! = 0 

FOR I'l. = 1 TO ACT.ELEM'l. 

SUM! = SUM! + READING! (I'l.) 

NEXT I'l. 

DEVICEl = 701 

'Send the sum to device 701 

CALL IOOUTPUT(DEVICEl,SUM!) 

IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

Block-Data Transfers 

Some HP-TB devices can send and receive data as a block of bytes-each group 
of bytes within the block conveys information in an "jnternar' form thaCs 
recognizable to the device and the computer. .For example, an integer from 
-32,768 to 32,767 may be represented by only two bytes, a real number may 
be represented by four bytes, and a string character may be represented by one 
byte. The actual number of bytes depends upon the internal designs of the two 
devices-and it's up to your program to ensure the devices are consistent in 
interpreting the data. 

Block-data transfers are efficient at moving data bytes between a. device and 
the computer's memory because the data isn't interpreted-it's just moved. 
However, the data is not necessarily recognizable to you by reading the bytes. 

Note that for string data, the block transfer simply transfers the characters-it 
doesn't access or update the string-length parameter or append a terminating 
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character. Note also that you can't transfer data to or from a string using 
BASIC. 

Operation 

A transfer of block data involves no conversions-data is moved byte-for-byte 
between the two devices. The Command Library provides transfers for two 
types of block data: 

• Arbitrary.block data. Block data that has two or more bytes of IEEE·488.2 
coding added to define the size of the block. For an output transfer, the 
size is definite. For an input transfer, the size can be definite, or it can be 
indefinite (with a termination byte). (See "Arbitrary-Block Data Coding" 
below for a description of the coding.) 

• Binary·block data. Block data that has no coding-just data bytes. 

If your HP-IB device sends and receives arbitrary-block data ( compatible with 
IEEE-488.2), your program can use the JOENTERAB and JOOUTPUTAB 
commands to exchange data with the device. 

If your H P-IB device sends and receives unforrnatted, uncoded binary data, 
your program can use the IOENTERB and TOOUTPUTB commands to 
exchange data with the device . 

The following diagrams represent these transfers. 

IOENTERAB 

Memory data byte. .... code + data byte. 
--

IOOUTPUTAB 

IOENTERB 

� 
, 

Memory 

, 

I· data byte. 

IOOUTPUTB 
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Optional Conditions 

Block-data transfers support the following options: 

• Disabling EO! for binary-block input and output. The HP-IB End Or 
Identify line usually goes active for the last data byte transferred, but you 
can disable this convention-use the IOEOI command. (Arbitrary-block 
transfers disregard this option.) 

• Changing the EOL string for binary-block output. Data is usually 
terminated by carriage-return and lincfeed characters, hut you can change 
or eliminate these characters-use the IOEOL command. (Arbitrary-block 
transfers disregard this option.) 

• Changing the terminating "match" charader for binary-block input. The 
input of binary data can usually be ended by a linefeed character, but 
you can change this character or disable this option-use the IOMATCH 
command. (Arbitrary-block transfers disregard this option.) 

• Using byte-swapping for input and output. mock data is usually transferred 
to and from sequential memory locations, but you can change the order in 
which memory locations are accessed. (See "Swapping Bytes" below.) 

• Enabling DMA for input and output. Data transfers are usually managed 
by the main processor, but you can specify that the DMA controller route 
the data di rectly to and from memory-use the IODMA command. (See 
"Direct-Memory-Access Transfers" below.) 

• Setting the HP-IB transfer timing for output. Data is usually output with 
standard timing, but you can set high-speed timing-use the IOFASTOUT 
command. 

Ending Arbitrary-Block Input 

You can use the 10ENTERAB command to enter arbitrary-block data. The 
input operation ends when one of these conditions occurs: 

• The maximum number of bytes specified in the command is received. 

• For input of a definite-length block, the number of bytes indicated by the 
block coding is received. 
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• For input of an indefinite-length block, a linefeed character is received with 
the EOI line active. (The linefeod character is not stored in memory.) The 
EOI option specified by the IDEOI command is disregarded. 

• For DMA input in BASIC, a high-priority service request occurs. (See 
"Service Requests" later in this chapter.) 

Ending Arbitrary-Block Output 

You can use the IDOUTPUTAB command to send arbitrary-block data with 
a definite length. At the end of the output operation, no events occur because 
the coding completely defines the end of the transfer: 

• No EOL string is sent. (The EOL string specified by the IOEOL command is 
disregarded. ) 

• The EOI line is not set. (The EOI option specified by the TOEOI command 
i s  disregarded.) 

For DMA output in BASIC, the transfer ends immediately if a high-priority 
service request occurs. (See '(Service Requests" later in this cha.pter. )  

Ending Binary Input 

You can use the 10ENTERB command to enter binary data. The input 
operation ends when onc of these conditions occurs: 

• The maximum number of bytes specified in the command i s  received. 

• A data byte is received with the H P-IB EOl line active. (This byte is stored 
in memory.) You can prevent the EOI line from ending the transfer by using 
the IOEOI command to disable EO!. 

• The terminating "match" character is received, the EOT option is enabled, 
and the HP-IB EO! line is active. (The "match" character is not stored in 
memory.) You can prevent the "match" character from ending the transfer 
or change the "match" character by using the IOMATCH command-or you 
can disable the EOI option by using the IDEOI command. You'll normally 
not use a IImatch" character because it  is likely that within the binary data 
stream there will be bytes corresponding to the match character. 

• For DMA input in BASIC, a high-priority service request occurs. (See 
"Service Requests" later in  this chapter.) 
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Ending Binary Output 

You can use the IOOUTPUTB command to send binary data. At the end of 
the output operation these events occur: 

• The EOL string i s  sent at the end of the data. You can change or eliminate 
the EOL string by using the IOEOL command. 

• The EOr line i s  set active for the last data byte (usually the last EOL 
character) .  You can prevent this line from being set by using the IOEor 
comma.nd to disable EOr. 

For DMA output in BASIC, the transfer ends i mmediately if a high-priority 
service request occurs. (See uService Requests" later in this chapter.) 

Swapping Bytes 

Whenever your program is transferring block data, you must ensure that you 
set up the transfer command to structure the data properly: 

• Data size. The send_ing and receiving devices should treat the data 
consistently. For example, if  the device sends values as two-byte numbers, 
the computer should use this data as two-byte numbers . For the computer, 
data size is determined by the variable types used in the program . 

• Data order. The sending and receiving devices should access data bytes 
in  the same order-or else compensate for differences. For example, most 
devices send values with the most-significant byte first, and most PC 
computers interpret data in memory as least-significant byte first. "Byte 
swapping" enables the computer to swap the order of bytes before they're 
stored in  memory and before they're sent on HP-lB. 

The IOENTERAB, IOENTERB, IOOUTPUTAB, and IOOUTPUTB 
commands provide a nag that specifics byte swapping-the value indicates the 
size of the data in bytes, from 1 to 8. 

The value 1 means one-byte data-no swapping occurs. This is appropriate for 
string data and for DMA transfers. 

The value 4 means four-byte data-groups of four bytes are interchanged 
before they're stored i n  memory or sent out. This is appropriate for four-byte 
data, such as single-precision real numbers. 
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For arbitrary-block data, only the data bytes are swapped-the IEEE coding 
isn't i nvolved. 

Arbitrary.Block Data Coding 

The IOENTERA B and IOOUTPUTA B  commands conform to the IEEE-488.2 
standard, which defines special coding for arbitrary-block data. This section 
describes the coding used by these commands. 

IOENTERAB accepts input data called "arbitrary-block program data," which 
can be either definite-length or indefinite-length. The data must be preceded 
by either ( 1 )  three or more characters that define the number of data bytes 
that follow or (2) two characters that indicate an indefinite number of data 
bytes (the end is indicated by a linefeed character with the EOI line active). 

IOOUTPUTAB sends output data called "definite-length arbitrary-block 
response data." The data. is preceded by three or more characters that define 
the number of data bytes that follow. (Note that no indeftnite·length output is  
possible. ) 

The data sequence for definite-length data contains four parts (the second 
character marks the data as definite-length): 

1. A # character. 

2. One count digit ( 1  through 9) that indicates how many digits follow to 
convey the byte count. 

3. One to nine digits (as previously specified) that convey the byte count-the 
number of data bytes that follow. 

4. The specified number of data bytes. 

The data sequence for indefinite-length data contains four parts (the second 
character marks the data as indefinite-length) :  

1. A # character. 

2. The count digit 0, which indicates an indefinite-length block. 

3. Any number of data bytes. 

4. A linefeed character with the EOI line active, which indicates the previous 
data byte was the last data byte. 
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The following examples show how arbitrary-block data is coded: 

t 1 2 byte byte 
t 3 0 0 2 byte byte 

• 0 byte . . .  byte linefeed/EO] 

Example of Block-Data Transfers 

One count digit specifying two data bytes. 
Three count digits specifying two data 
bytes . 
Unspecified number of data bytes. 

The following QuickBASJC '1 .5 exa.mple RhoWfi how il. program call input and 
output arbitrary-block and binary data with byte swapping: 

DIM READINGS. (49) 
DEVICEt = 723 

SWAPy' = 8 : MAX . BYTEy' = 50 • SWAPy' : ACT. BYTEY. = 0 

' Read a maximum of 50 binary 8-byte values from device 723 

CALL I OENTERB (DEVICEt .SEG READINGS' (O) .MAX . BYTEY. . ACT . BYTEy' . SWAPY.) 
IF PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB . BASERR 
SUM. = 0 

NUMy' = ACT . BYTEY. I SWAPy' 
FOR IY. = 1 TO NUMY. 

SUM. = SUM. + READING. (Iy') 
NEXT IY. 
DEVICE!: = 701 

' Send the sum to device 701 as arbitrary-block data 
CALL IOOUTPUTAB (DEVICEt . SEG SUM • •  SWAPY. . SWAPy') 
IF PCIB . ERR <> NO ERR THEN ERROR PCIB . BASERR 

File Transfers 

HP-JB devices can transfer data directly to and from a file on your computer. 

Operation 

The IOENTERF and IOOUTPUTF commands transfer data bytes as shown in 
the following diagram: 
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IOENTERF 

File dota bytes HP-IS 
Device 

IOOUTPUTF 

Optional Conditions 

File transfers support the following options: 

• Disabling EO! for input and output.  The HP-IB End Or Identify line usually 
goes active for the last data byte transferred) but you can disable th.is 
convention-use the IOEOl command. 

• Changing the EOL string for output. Data is usually terminated by 
carria.ge-return and linefeed characters, hut you can change or eliminate these 
characters-use the IOEOL command. 

• Changing the terminating "�atchn chara.cter for input. The input or file 
data can usually be ended by a linefeed character, but you can change this 
character or disable this option-use the IOMATCH command. 

• Setting the HP-IB transfer timing for output. Data is usually output with 
standard timing, but you can set high-speed timing-use the IOFASTOUT 
command. 

Ending File Input 

You can use the IOENTERF command to enter file data. The input operation 
ends when onc of these conditions occurs: 

• The maximum number of bytes specified in the IOENTERF command is 

received. 

• A data byte is received with the IIp·IB EOI line active. You can prevent the 
EO! line from endi ng the transfer by using the IOEOT command to disable 
EOT. 

• The terminating "match" character is received. You can prevent the "match" 
character from ending the transfer or change the " match" character by using 
the !OMATCH comma.nd. 
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Note [f you arc transferring binary files, you should turn off 
character match to make sure the transfer does not end 
prematurely, since it  is likely there will be a byte in the binary 
data stream that will correspond to the match character. 

• A file error occurs, usually meaning the disk is full. 

Ending File Output 

You can use the IOOUTPUTF comma.nd to send the contents of a. file to a 
specified device or interrace. After the fLle is sent, the EOL string is sent and 
the EOI li ne is set, if cna,bled. 

Example of File Transfers 

The following QuickBASIC 4.5 example shows how a program can transfer file 
data: 

OEV&: = 723 

LENGTH&: = 10 

FILE.NAHE$ = "ENTER . OAT" 

APPENOY. = 0 

CALL IOENTERF (OEV&: , FILE. NAME$,LENGTH&:,APPENOY.) 

IF PCIB.ERR NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB . BASERR 

String Transfers 

Many H P-IB devices send and receive data as a string of ASCII characters
either digits that represent values, or characters that convey other information. 
If your program doesn't need this data converted into numeric values, the data 
can be efficiently transferred as a string or characters. 

Operalion 

The IOENTERS and IOOUTPUTS commands transfer string data and ensure 
that the computer treats the data as a string variable (a  character array) . (If 
you're using Pascal or C, the [OENTERAB, IOENTERB, TOOUTPUTAB, 
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and IOOUTPUTB commands can also transfer string data, but they treat 
the data as binary data, without accessing or updating the string-length 
parameter or appending a termination character_} If your HP-Ill device sends 
and receives data as ASCII characters, your program can use the IOENTERS 
and IOOUTPUTS commands to exchange data with the device_ The following 
diagram represents these transfers. 

IOENTERS 

HP-IB 
Device I Memo� I_· __________________ �A�S�C�I�I ________________ , •• I 

'------' 

IOOUTPUTS 

Optional Conditions 

String-data transfers support the following options: 

• Disabling EO! for input and output. The HP-IB End Or Identify line usually 
goes active for the last data byte transferred, but you can disable this 
convention-use the IOEOI command. 

• Changing the EOL string for output. Data is usually terminated by 
carriage-return and lincfccd characters, but you can change or eliminate these 
characters-use the IOEOL command. 

• Changing the terminating "match" character for input. The input of string 
data can usually be ended by a linefeed character, but you can change this 
character or disable this option-use the IOMATCH command. 

• Enabling DMA for input and output. Data transfers arc usually managed 
by the main processor, but you can specify that the DMA controller route 
the data directly to and from memory-use the IODMA command. (See 
"Direct-Memory-Access Tra.nsfers" below.) 

• Setting the HP-IB transfer timing for output. Data is usually output with 
standard timing, but you can set high-speed timing-use the 10FASTOUT 
command. 
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Ending String Input 

You can use the TOENTERS command to enter string data. The input 
operation ends when one of these conditions occurs: 

• A data byte is received with the HP·lE EOr line active. You can prevent the 
EO! line from ending the transfer by using the IOEOI command to disable 
EO!. 

• The terminating "match" character is received. You can prevent the "match" 
character from ending the transfer or change the "ma.tch" (:}\ il.rar.t�r hy IIsing 
the IOMATCH command. 

• The maximum number of characters you specified is received. You specify 
the maximum number in the IOENTERS command. 

• For DMA input in BASIC, a high-priority service request occurs. (See 
"Service Requests" later i n  this chapter.) 

Ending String Output 

You can use the IOOUTPUTS command to send string data. At the end of the 
output operation these events occur: 

• The EOL string is sent at the cnd of the data. You can change or eliminate 
the EOL string by using the IOEOL command. 

• The EO! line is set active for the last data byte (usually the last EOL 
character). You can prevent this line from being set by using the rOEOI 
command to disable EOr. 

For DMA output in  BASIC, the transfer ends immediately if a high-priority 
service request uccurs. (Sec "Service Requests" later in this cha.pter.) 
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Example 01 String Translers 

The following QuickBASIC 4.5 example shows how a program can input and 
output string data: 

DEVt = 723 : INFO$ = "1ST!" 
LENGTHY. = LEN(INFO$) 
'Send " lST1" to device 723 . 

CALL IOOUTPUTS(DEVt , INFO $ , LENGTHY.) 
IF PCIB . ERR < >  NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB . BASERR . 
. 
HAX . LENGTHY. = 10 : ACTUAL . LENGTHY. = 0 

INFO$ = SPACE$ (HAX . LENGTHy') 
' Read a string of 10 characters maximum from device 
CALL IOENTERS(DEVt , INFO $ , HA X . LENGTHy' ,ACTUAL . LENGTHY.) 
IF PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB . BASERR 
INFO$ = LEFT $ (INFO$ , ACTUAL. LENGTHY.) 

Direct-Memory-Access Transfers 

Data transfers are usually managed by the main processor in the computer. 
But you can specify that the DMA controller route the data directly to and 
from memory. Thjs is often faster for transferring long strings or large blocks of 
arbitrary-block data or binary data. 

You can use DMA transfers for all types of transfers except formatted transfers 
and file transfers. Therefore you can use DMA for arbitrary-block data, bina.ry 
data., a.nd 1'iiring data. 
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The following table summarizes restrictions for DMA transfers. Any restriction 
that's violated causes an EUNKNOWN error. 

Command DMA Support D MA Restrictions 

Formatted Transfers: 

IOENTER Not supported 
IOENTERA 

IOOUTPUT Not supported 
IOOUTPUTA 

Block Transfers: 

IOENTERAB Supported Byte-swap flag � 1 (no swapping) 
IOENTERB Match flag = 0 (disabled) 

IOOUTPUTAB Supported Byte-swap flag = 1 (no swapping) 
IOOUTPUTB 

String Transfers: 

IOENTERS Supported Match flag = 0 (disabled) 

IOOUTPUTS Supported (None) 

File TrRllsfers: 

IOENTERF Not supported 

IOOUTPUTF Not supported 

To set up DMA transfers, use the IODMA command. This command requires 
three parameters: 

• Selecl code of the interface. 

• DMA size . This specifies the minimum number of bytes for which a DMA 
transfer is  used. If the transfer involves at least this number of bytes, a 
DMA tra.nsfer is used. IT the tra.nsfer involves a sma.ller number of bytes, a 
conventional transfer is used. If this value is 0, DMA transfers are disabled. 

• Channel number. This specifics the DMA channel number to use for DMA 
transfers. The number must be 2 or 3-channel 3 is recommended because 
it's less likely to conflict with other usage. 
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The IODMA command sets up DMA transfers selectively. That is, you specify 
the minimum size of transfers that use DMA. Then "large" transfers use DMA, 
and "small" transfers don't. A typical value for the DMA size is from 10 to 
100 bytes, but the performance of your application may be optimum at a very 
different DMA size. 

Of course you can disable DMA transfers or change the DMA size at any time 
using the IODMA command again. 

The following QuickBASIC 4.5 example shows how a program can set up and 
use a DMA transfer for binary input: 

DIM RDGS% ( 1000) 
MAXLENGTH% = 1000 • 2 

ISCt = 7 : ADDR& = 5 

DEVICE& = 100 • ISC& + ADDR& 
DMASIZE% = 10 : CHANNEL% = 3 

CALL IODMA (ISC& , DHASIZE%, CHANNEL%) 
IF PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB . BASERR 
MATCH% = 0 : EOL$ = . . . .  : SWAP% = 1 

CALL I OHATCH (ISC& ,EOL$ , MATCH%) 
IF PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCI B . BASERR 

CALL IOENTERB (DEVICE& , SEG RDGS% (O) ,MAXLENGTH% , LENGTH% , SWAP%) 
IF PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB . BASERR 

For DMA transfers in BASIC, the t ransfer ends immediately if a high-priority 
service request occurs. The BASIC PEN(l) function returns a value that 
indicates whether the last transfer was interrupted by a service request: 1 
indicates a DMA interrupt, 0 indicates no DMA interrupt. (See "BASIC 
Service-Request Interrupts" next.) 
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BASIC Service-Request I nterrupts 

BASIC languages (except QBasic) support interrupts caused by HP-m 
devices-the i nterrupts are called "service requests" because the device 
essentially requests the attention of the controller. If the controller enables 
service-request interrupts, it  is automatically notified when such an event 
occurs, and it  can respond as required. (See "Service Requests" in appendix B 
[or more information about the operation of HP-IB service requests.) 

If you want your progra.m to know �'right away" if a device requests service, 
you can enable service-request interrupts using the IOPEN Library command. 
While service-request interrupts are enabled, the computer automatica11y 
checks for pending service requests at the end of each program line-if 
a request is pending, the program immediately branches to the routine 
you specify. Thus, by enabling service-request interrupts, your BASIC 
program automa.tically checks for requests without actually branching to a 
status-checking routine-it branches only after a request occurs. 

You should be aware that the Command Library implements service-request 
interrupts using the BASIC functionality of the PEN commands, which were 
designed for interaction with a light pen. If your program requires the use of a 
light pen, the program shouldn't enable service-request interrupts-instead, it  
can use the IOSTATUS Library command at certain times to find Ollt whether 
a request is waiting. 

If you want your BASIC program to check llP-IB devices only at a certain part 
of the program, you don't need to use service-request interrupts-you can use 
the IOSTATUS Library command to find out whether a device has requested 
service since yuu last checked. 

Enabling and Disabling Service-Request Interrupts 

To enable service-request interrupts, your program must do the following: 

I .  Define the interrupt branching. Use the ON PEN command in BASIC to 
define the branching to perform when an event occurs. 

2. Enable the event to be logged. Use the PEN ON command in BASIC to 
aHow the program to recognize and respond to service-request interrupts. 
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3. Set up the interrupt event. Use the IOPEN Library command to define the 
select code of the HP-IB interface and the priority of the interrupt. 

4. Include a service routine. Include commands that perform the desired 
action whenever a service-request interrupt occurs. (See "Servicing a 
Request" below.) 

The following QuickBASIC 4.5 example shows how a program can enable 
service-request interrupts and branch to a routine when one occurs: 

ISC& = 7 : PRIORITY'l. = 0 

ON PEN GOSUB SRQ 
PEN ON 

' define interrupt branching 
' enable SRQ event to be logged 

CALL IOPEN (ISC&.PRIORITY'l.) ' set up interrupt event 
IF PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB . BASERR 

'main part of program here 

SRQ : ' service routine 

' service-request routine here 

RETURN 

To disable or suspend service-request interruptsl your program can do either of 
the following: 

• Disable requests. Use the PEN OFF command in BASIC to prevent the 
program from logging and responding to service requests. Requests that 
occur are discarded . 

• Suspend requests. Use the PEN STOP command in BASIC to temporarily 
prevent the progra.m from responding to service requests. However, requests 
are still logged, and they're processed when PEN ON is next executed. 

Although your program may disable or suspend service-request interrupts, 
the IOPEN command has set up the interface io look for service requests
and this continues to happen, even after PEN OFF or PEN STOP. For this 
reason, if the lOPEN command sets service-request interrupts to interrupt 
DMA transfers, they'll be interrupted even though service-request interrupts 
are disabled or suspended. (See "Interacting with DMA Transfers" below.) 
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The setup provided by IOPEN remains in effect until one of the following 
commands is executed. If you want service-request interrupts to be enabled 
after one of these commands, execute IOPEN again. 

• Another IOPEN command, which can redefine the priority (the select code 
shouldn't change). 

• An IORESET command, which resets the HP-IB interface. 

• A SHELL command, which temporarily reverts to MS-DOS, then clears the 
i nterrupt setup. 

Servicing a Request 

Your service-request routine should takc action according to the type of 
situation that occurred. (rn addition, it should perform some standard 
service-request functions described below. )  

For example, i f  your system has only Que device and it  will request service only 
when it has data available, then your service-request routine simply needs to 
clear the service request and enter data from the device. 

However, i f  your system has several devices that can request service, or i f  
service can be  requested for several reasons, then your service-request routine 
should determine the device and reason, then take the required action. 

Your service-request routine should normally include commands to do the 
following: 

1. Suspend requests. BASIC automatically suspends service-request interrupts 
when the interrupt .branch occurs-this prevents repeated branching from 
a service request. The program automatically performs a PEN STOP. 
PEN STOP lets the program remember requests that occur while the 
service-request routine is executing. You can include PEN OFF to stop and 
not remember incoming requests. 

2.  Poll devices. Use IOSPOLL to read the status from each device that could 
be requesting service. This lets you find the device that's requesting service. 
(Your routine could use IOPPOLL to help find the device faster.) IOSPOLL 
also dears the request-the same request won't be serviced a.gain. 

3 .  Enable requests. If you haven't stopped service-request interrupts with 
PEN OFF, BASIC automatically reenables interrupts when the routine 
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returns-this lets the progra.m resume servicing requests. To do this, the 
program automatically performs a PEN ON. 

The following QuickBASIC 4.5 example shows how a program can process a 
service request (assuming only one device can request service): 

ISCi; = 7 

ADDRt = 4 

DEVICEt = 100 • ISCt + ADDRt 

SRQ : ' service request rout ine--auto PEN STOP suspends interrupts 
CALL IOSPOLL(DEVICE& , STATUS'l,) ' clears request 
IF PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB . BASERR 
PRINT I Status : " , STATUSy' 

RETURN ' auto PEN ON enables interrupts 

Interacting with DMA Transfers 

Your program can set up service-request interrupts with one of two priority 
levels: 

• High priority-they can interrupt DMA data transfers . 

• Low priority-they can't interrupt DMA data transfers. 

A program call enable service requests to stop DMA data transfers-for 
example, another critical device can receive immediate service even i f  a. DMA 
transfer is in progress. 

However, if your program wants to interrupt DMA transfers in one section 
but not in another section, it must execute !OPEN to change the priority. It 
can't use PEN OFF and PEN STOP to disable service-request interrupts
they don't stop the interface from looking for service requests. If the !OPEN 
priority is high, a service-request interrupt will interrupt a DMA transfer 
regardless of whether requests are processed. 
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The following QuickBASIC 4.5 example shows how a program can set 
service-request interrupts active for the flfSt DMA transfer and inactive for the 
second transfer: 

DIM RDGS& ( lOOOO) 
ISCt = 7 : ADDRt = 100 • ISC& + 4 

SIZE% = 50 : CHAN% = 3 EN% = 1 

CALL IODMA(ISC&, SIZE%, CHAN%) 
IF PCIB. ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB . BASERR 
ON PEN GOSUB SRQ 
PEN ON ' enable SRQ processing 
CALL I OPEN ( ISCt , EN%) ' allow DMA interrupts 
IF PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB . BASERR 
MAX% = 10000 : LENGTH% = 0 : SWAP% = 1 

CALL IOENTERB (ADDRt ,SEG RDGSt (O) ,MAX%, LENGTH% ,SWAP%) 
IF PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 

PEN OFF 

EN% = 0 

CALL IOPEN(ISCt , EN%) 

' disable SRQ processing 

'no DMA interrupts !  
IF PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 
MAX% = 1024 : LENGTH% = 0 

CALL IOENTERB (ADDRt ,SEG RDGSt(O) ,MAX% , LENGTH% , SWAP'l,) 
IF PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 

SRQ : ' service request routine 
CALL IOSPOLL(ADDRt , STATUS'l,) 
IF PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB . BASERR 
IF PEN ( l )  = 1 THEN PRINT "DMA interrupted . "  
RETURN 

The second TOPEN command sets the low interrupt priority. If this command 
were omitted, a service request occurring during the second DMA transfer 
would interrupt the transfer (although it wouldn't be processed by the 
service-request routine). 
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Your service-request routine can use the PEN(I )  function to determine whether 
a DMA transfer was ended by the interrupt. If a DMA transfer was ended, 
PEN ( I )  returns the value I; otherwise, it returns the value O. (Normally, the 
PEN(I) function returns the x coordinate of the light pen.) 

Pascal and C Service-Request Interrupts 

HP-IB protocol provides that HP-IB devices may request attention from the 
controller by issuing a "service request"-a request to interrupt the normal 
progra.m flow. Your Pascal or C program can check for service requests at any 
time by using the IOSTATUS Library command. 

The program should check the interface status as often as necessary to provide 
adequate response time. If you need immcd_iate response throughout your 
program, you may want to include a. branch to a. status-check routine between 
most program lines. 

The status routine should execute IOSTATUS (condition I ) .  The returned 
status value indicates whether service has been requested or not. If service 
has been requested, the program can branch to a service-request routine. The 
service-request routine can use IOSPOLL to read the status from each device 
that could be requesting service. This lets you find the device that's requesting 
service. (Your routine could use IOPPOLL to help find the device faster.) 
IOSPOLL also clears the request-the same request won't be detected again. 
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The following example shows how a Turbo Pascal program can check for a. 
service request (assuming only one device can request service): 

PROCEDURE check_srq; 
CONST 

isc = 7 ;  

addr = 4 ;  
condition = 1 ;  

VAR 
device : LONGINT ; 
error : INTEGER; 
status : INTEGER; 
err : INTEGER j 

BEGIN 
device : ;  isc * 100 + addr 
err : =  IOSTATUS (isc , condition,status ) ;  
IF err <> NOERROR THEN errorcheck(err) ; 
IF status = 1 THEN BEGIN 

err : =  IOSPOLL(device , status) ; 
IF err <> NOERROR THEN errorcheck(err) ; 

END ; 
END ; . 

Processing I/O Errors 

During program execution, errors may occur as a result of I/O operations. For 
example, a device may not respond, a timeout may occur, or you might specify 
an incorred select code or some invalid parameter. Because there is no built-in 
error reporting procedure for Library commands, you should include error 
handling code in your program. Otherwise, errors go untreated and may cause 
unpredictable results. To help you provide the necessary code, this section 
explains general error handling. All Command Library errors are described in 
appendix A, "Error Descriptions." 
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Error Message Mnemonics 

As an aid to error testing, each error has an associated mnemonic variable. 
The mnemonics are declared in  the Command Library file appropriate for 
your programming language. You can use the mnemonic variables to test for 
the occurrence of errors. For example, error O-no error occurred-has the 
mnemonic NOERR. 

In BASIC, the following statement would cause program execution to branch to 
subroutine ERRCHECK if an error occurred. 

IF PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN GOSUB ERRCHECK 

In Pascal, the following statements would perform the Errcheck routine, which 
can compare the error status indicated by err and NOERR, then take action if  
an error occurred. 

err : =  IOENTER (709, reading) ; 
Errcheck (err) j 

All Command Library errors and their mnemonics arc listed in appendix A ,  
"Error Descriptions." 

BASIC Error Variables 

To assist you in detecting and handling errors i n  BASIC programs, the 
Command Library provides three error status variables. (These variables are 
not available for Pascal or C.) 

PCID.ERR 

PCID.ERR$ 

PCID.GLBERR 

This is a return status variable indicating whether 
an error was detected in the last Library CALL 
statement. It  is good practice to check the value 
of PClB.ERR after every CALL statement. If 
PCIB.ERR = 0, the command terminated without 
error . 

When PCIB.ERR is  non zero, this string variable 
contains an error message corresponding to the value 
of PCIB.ERR. 

This variable indicates if  an error occurred anywhere 
in the program. If PCID.GLBERR = 0, all preceding 
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Library calls completed without error. Otherwise, 
PCIIl.GLBERR contains the most recent error value. 
To locate the exact statement that caused the error, 
you must perform more detailed error checking. 

These three status variables reftect some HP-IB-specific errors ( 100000 
to 100009). They do not, however, reflect spelling errors or parameter 
passing-errors such as passing the wrong number or type of parameters i n  the 
CALL statement. 

Caution 

• 
Spelling errors and parameter-passing errors are not reflected 
by the error status variables. If the wrong number or type of 
parameters are passed in  a CALL statement, the resulting error 
may require the system to be restarted. Since your program 
may contain such errors, it is a good idea to always save your 
program before you run it. 

Error Reporting 

Your program should check for errors a.fter each Library command. Since a 
program normally has more than one CALL statement, you can write a single 
error handling routine to use after all CALLs. Examples are included for each 
type of programming language in cha.pters 2 through 6.  

For example, you may want to create an error handling routine that treats 
various errors (for example, timeout or invalid select code) differently, or that 
resumes program execution .(ter an error is logged or acknowledged. Whether 
you use the error handling routine provided or write your own, you will save 
time during program testing if you check for error1:i after each Command 
Library command. 
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Addressing Library Commands 

The first parameter of each Library command specifies an interface select code 
or a device bus address. Some commands allow only a select code (for example, 
IOAOORT). Some permit only a device address (for example, IOSPOLL). And 
some permit either (for example, IOCLEAR). If you specify a select code, the 
command is directed to the interface, and no bus addressing is performed prior 
to the transfer of data or commands. If you specify a device address, devices 
on the bus arc first addressed using the following sequences. 

For entering data: 

I .  Unlisten. 

2. My Listen Address. 

3. Talk Address of the target device. 

For out putting data: 

1. My Talk Address. 

2. Unlisten. 

3. Listen Address of the target device. 

These sequences conform to the IEEE 488.2 specifications. The addressing is  
followed by a data transfer or a bus command, depending on the command. 

A select code is a value in the range 0 to 99-only 1 through 16 are valid select 
codes, however, and there is only one valid select code for each HP·IB interface 
in your computer. If you specify a nonexistent select code, an error results. 

Note that the selccLcode and dcvicc_adrb'€ss parameters must be the 
appropriate type for your programming language. If an integer variable i s  
required, i t  i s  a "long" or "four-byte" integer-this provides the range required 
for extended addressing, described below. 
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Basic Addressing 

A basic device address is composed of the select code and the primary bus 
address of a device. It is  calculated as 

(select code X 100) + primary bus address 

A valid primary bus address is in  the range 0 to 30. Address 30 is reserved as 
the address of the controller. 

Extended Addressing 

You can use extended talker and listener functions of the Library by using 
extended addressing. To specify a.n extended address, calculate the device 
address as 

(select code x 1 0000) + (primary bus address X 100) + secondary address 

A secondary address may be in the range 0 to 31.  You can use extended 
addressing with any command in which the first parameter may be a. device 
address. 

As an example, consider a system with select code 7 that has a device with 
primary address 9 and secondary address 15. Each of these QuickBASIC 4.5 
IOCLEAR commands is valid. 

ISC& = 7 
CALL I OCLEAR (ISC&) ' Select Code Only 
DEVICE& = 709 
CALL IOCLEAR (DEVICE& ) ' Primary Address 
DEVICEt = 70915 
CALL I OCLEAR (DEVICE& ) ' Secondary Address 
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System and Active Control 

If you have an HP 82335 HP-lB interface, you can use the pM' control 
capabilities of the Command Library_ This section describes system and 
active control, and how to transfer control . It also describes a DOS program 
that controls the system control status, and the capabilities of the Command 
Library while it is  not a controller_ If your lIP-IB interface is the older 
HP 82990 or H P  27209 board, non-controller capabilities will not function 
properly_ 

Description of System and Active Control 

The system controller is the primary controller of an HP-ID system_ There can 
be only one system controller in a. system. The device that is system controller 
will always be system controller. 

The active controller is the device in the system that currently controls the 
ATN line and sends bus commands to all other devices. It is the device 
currently in charge of the interface and it controls all bus traffic. There can 
be only Ollt! active controller at a. Lime in a system, but active control may be 
passed from one device to another. 

When a system is first started, the device that is system controller is also the 
active controller. The active controller can, however, pass on active controller 
responsibilities to any other device on the bus capable of being an active 
controller. 

System Controller 

The system controller has exclusive use of the Interface Clear (IFC) line and 
the Remote Enable (REN) line of the HP-IB bus_ 

The IFe line is used to instantly regain active control if  it  has been passed to 
another device, abort all bus activity, unaddress all other devices, and disable 
serial poll. It is like a master reset line_ The Command Library can assert 
IFC using either 10RESET, IOABORT, or IOTAKECTL with priority 3_ 
IORESET has other side elfects, such as restoring EOI, EOL, timeout, and 
others to their power on default values. 

The REN line is used to place devices in remote programming mode. It can be 
set using the Library Command IOREMOTE and cleared using IOLOCAL_ 
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Active Controller 

The active controller is i n  charge of controlling all bus traffic and sending all 
bus commands to devices. The active controller determines which device will 
talk and which device(s) will listen. 

Using the Command Library, active control can be passed to another device 
using the IOPASSCTL command. When you want the H P  82335 interface 
to become the active controller again, use the IOTAKECTL command. If 
you want to request service from the currently active controller, nse the 
IOREQUEST command to assert SRQ and set up a response byte. 

Each of these commands is described in the appropriate reference chapter of 
this manual . 

For your reference, several sample programs are located i n  an archive file 
named PASSEXMP.EXE on the source disks. To unarchive these programs, 
use the DOS cd command to change your current directory to where you want 
the sample programs copied. Then, if the source disk is in drive A : ,  type 
A :  PASSEXMP at the DOS prompt to copy the sample programs to your current 
directory. 

SYSCTL.EXE Program 

This i s  a DOS program that controls the system controller status of the 
H P  82335 interface. 

Syntax 

c :  \ > SYSCTL selecLcode status 

selecLcode 

status 

specifies the interface select code. 

specifies if  system control should be turned off or on. If this 
parameter is a zero, the interface will be made the non�system 
controller. If i t  is non-zero, the interface will be the system 
controller. 
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Examples 

C : \  > SYSCTL 7 0 

This will make the interface at select code 7 a non·system controller. 

C : \  > SYSCTL 5 1 

This will make the interface at select code 5 a system controller. 

Comments When you first turn on your computer, the HP 82335 interface 

will be set to system controller. 

This utility is located on both the 3.5-inch Disk I-Install and 5.25-inch Disk 
I-Install disks. 

See the comment about §© and @(B,,,k) i n  the IOPASSCTL section for 
important information. 

Do not use the printer/plotter driver (HPlB.SYS) when the HP-lB board is 
non-system controller. 

When the Command Library is Not Controller 

The H P  82335 Command Library and interface can function as system or 
non-system controller as we)) as active or non-active controller. 

The H P  82335 Command Library and interface can read and write data using 
any of the entcr or output statements while non-active controller. They cannot, 
however, specify a device address, as this is the responsibility of the active 
controller.-

The HP 82335 Command Library can respond to a serial poll, but cannot 
respond to a parallel poll. 
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Detecting HP-IB Cards Programmatically 

The easiest way for your programs to automatically find HP-IH cards is to call 
IOSTATUS ( X . 8 . status) in a loop. The variable 'x' should start at 1 and end at 
16. If the return value is NO ERR, there is a card at location x.  If the return 
value is ESEL, there is no card at location x. 

Where to Go Next 

The general information in this chapter supplements the detailed information 
in the following chapters: 

• If you're programming with GW-llASIC or a similar language, go to chapter 
2,  "GW-BASIC Programming." 

• If you're programming with QuickllASIC, QBasic, Compiled BASIC, BASIC 
PDS,  or a similar language, go to chapter 3, "QuickBASIC Programming." 

• If you 're programming with Pascal, go to chapter 5, "Pascal Programming." 

• If you're programming with the C language, go to chapter 6, 
"C Programming." 

• If you're programming with FORTRAN, go to the section named "Using 
Microsoft FORTRAN With e" in chapter 6 .  

Additional information is available in  the appendixes: 

• A description of Command Library errors is included in appendix A, "Error 
Descriptions." 

• A brief description of HP-TB is included in appendix B ,  "Summary of 
HP-lB." 

• A list of reserved names is included in appendix C, "Reserved Names." 
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2 
GW-BASIC Programming 

Introduction 

This chapter explains how to use the HP-IB Command Library for GW-BASIC 
programmmg. 

Supported versions of GW-BASIC and similar languages arc listed on the 
Supported Languages sheet included with the Command Library. For example, 
yon can use certain versions of Vcctra BASIC and GW-BASIC on an HP 
Vectra computer. For an IBM or compatible PC,  you can use certain versions 
of BASICA. 

Note ]f you are ha.ving difficulties running GW-BASIC on a Vcctra. 
486 (even without loading the HP-Ill Command Library), try 
turning cache off by running the Easy Config configuration 
utility. 

This chapter contains several sections describing how you can use the 
Command Library with GW-BASIC: 

• Copying the necessary Library files to a work disk. 

• Writing a sample program using several Library commands. Your HP-IB 
Comma.nd Library disk contains a similar version of this program. You can 
run it on YOUT system to observe the results. 

• Processing errors. 

• Learning about parameters for Library commands. 

• Checking example programs. Two listings at the end of this chapter show 
how you can use Library commands in GW-BASIC programs. 

Detailed syntax information for the commands as they're used with 
GW-DASIC is included in chapter 4, "BASIC Reference." 
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Copying Files 

To begin programming in BASIC, you must copy the BASIC Li brary files to 
your work disk. 

The HP-Ill Command Library disk contains an INSTALL program that copies 
the GW-BASIC Library files to your system for you. 

To use INSTALL: 

1. Insert the Library disk into your flexible disk drive-if you 're using 5.25-inch 
disks, use the disk labeled "Disk I-fnstall." 

2. Run INSTALL by typing 

a; install ('Ejllli) 

3. Follow the instructions displayed on your screen. When you have 
successfully completed the instructions, the following files are copied: 

IBHPIll.LIll 
SETUP.BAS 
NODOC.BAS 
EXAMPLE.BAS 
IBAS.BAT 
VIBAS.BAT 
GWMETER.BAS 
GWSCOPE.BAS 

4. When asked, allow the program to change your AUTOEXEC.BAT file-it 
adds a line to define the PCIB environment variable. Press 0. (If you press 
(ill, you can edit the file yourself later.) 

5. Remove the Command Library disk. 

6. If you allowed INSTALL to change your A UTOEXEC. RAT file, restart your 
system by pressing §@-� (hold @ill and @' then press �). 

Also make sure you copy all the necessary files from your BASIC interpreter to 
your system. Refer to your BASIC manual for details. 
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Setting the Environment 

In preparation for BASIC programming, you must set some environment 
characteristics. Follow these steps to assign the PCIB environment variable, set 
the search path, and select BASIC: 

Note For convenience you can set up your system to automatically 
perform the next two steps. Simply edit the AUTOEXEC.BAT 
file and add the next two commands to the file. They'll be 
executed the next time you start your system. 

1 .  Assign the pcm environment variable. It should correspond to the 
destination where you copied the Library files earlier. (If you allowed 
INSTALL to change the At"TOEXEC.BAT file above, the pcm variable is 
automatically set to the proper value.) For example, type 

set pcib=c : \hpib (Ent�) 

This variable identifies the location of the Library. If this variable is not 
set correctly, you will get a ufile not found" error when YOII r u n  a. BASIC 
program. 

If you get an "out of environment spa.ce" message, type set to sec your 
current environment variables. To create more environment spacc, reduce 
the number of variables and reboot, or use COMMAND.COM with the lE: 
option to increase the environment space. 

2. In preparation for loading BASIC, set PATH to reflect the loca.tion of the 
Command Library files and the BASIC files. To find out the current PATH 
variable, you can type 

path (Enter) 

If the locations of the Library and BASIC are not in the current PATH, 
retype the current path and add the Library and BASIC directories. 
For example, if BASIC is in the BAS directory on the hard disk and the 
Command Library is in the HPIB directory, you can add them to the 
current PATH by typing 

path=c : \ ; c : \dos ; c : \bas ; c : \hpib � 
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3. Load BASIC into memory: 

• For GW-BASIC and Vetlra BASIC type 

vibas lE,,,,) ( for GW-BASIC or Vectra BASIC on HP Vectra) 

• For BASICA type 

ibas C&rtV (for BASICA on IBM or compatible) 

If you want to load and run an existing program when you load BASIC into 
memory, type the file name after VIBAS or !BAS. For example, 

vibas myprog C&rtV 

The language you choose depends on your computer. Refer to your 
computer manual for additional language installation instructions. 

Note If you try to execute GWBASIC or BASIC A to load BASIC 
(instead of executing VIBAS or !BAS),  you may encounter 
problems using the BASICA SHELL command or accessing all 
required memory. 

Programming in GW-BASIC 

For GW-BASIC programming, the Library is implemented as a series of 

assembly langua.ge subroutine calls. To access the subroutines, your application 
program must include the informalion from the SETUP.BAS Library file. This 
file acts as a header for your application program to provide entry points into 
the subroutine caBs. To save memory, you can use the uncommented version of 
SETUP.BAS called NODOC.BAS supplied on the Library disk. 

The following diagram shows how your application program merges with the 
SETU P.BAS file. 
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1 

2 These lines contain the 
3 SETUP .BAS file information 
4 that calls the necessary 
5 command subroutines 

999 

1000 

1001 These lines contain 
1002 your application 
1003 program 

9999 

There are several ways to combine your application program with the 
SETUP.BAS information: 

• Write your program, then merge SETUP.BAS into it . 

• Start with SETUP.RAS, then add your program to i t .  

You can write your program in a separate file, then merge SETUP.BAS into 
it. With this method, your program should begin al line 1000. When you are 
ready to merge, load your program and type 

merge "setup" (EOt;) 

Since SETUP.BAS slarts at line 5 and your program starts at line 1000, this 
merges SETUP.BAS into the beginning of your application program. You can 
save the result under your application program name. For example 

save "program" (EOt;) 

Or you can load SETUP.HAS and write your application program within it. 
Again, start line numbering at 1000, after the SETUP.BAS program lines. In 
this case, you do not have to merge anything, but you will want to save the 
result under a new filename so you don't overwrite SETUP.BAS. For example 
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Start your application at line 1000. When you're finished, save the result 

save "programll  (E!ite!) 

In the following example, the BASIC program is written within the 
SETUP.BAS file. 

Writing a BASIC Program 

In an application program, YOll typically use the Library commands i n  the 
following manner to execute an operation: 

1 .  Set up the required variables. 

2. Perform the operation. 

3. Test to see if  the operation completed successfully. 

In this example, you follow these steps to program two instruments-an 
HP3325A Synthesizer/Function Generator and an HP3456A Digital Voltmeter. 
You program the source to output a 2-V rms signal, swept from 1 kHz to 10 
kHz. You program the DVM to take 20 readings from the signal and output 
them to an array. Finally, you display the rcadings on the screen. 

From BASIC, begin by loading SETUP.BAS. 

load "setup" (E!ite!) 

Generally, you start line numbering at 1000, after the subroutine calling 
information. 

auto 1000 (E!ite!) 

Here, the line numbers have been set to coincide with those of the example file 
EXAMPLE.BAS on the Library disk. 
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1. Define some working variables. 

1070 

1080 

1090 

1 100 

1110 

1070 OPTION BASE 1 
1080 MAX. ELEMENTS = 20 

1090 DIM READINGS (MAX. ELEMENTS) 
1 100 ACT. ELEMENTS = 0 
1 1 1 0  CODES$ = SPACE$ (50) 

Set the array base to 1 so array element numbering begins with 1 
instead of O. 

Define a maximum-readings variable (MAX.ELEMENTS) so you can 
easily change this para.meter when desired. 

Dimension an array (READINGS) to hold the readings taken by the 
voltmeter. 

Set ACT. ELEMENTS, the actual number of elements read by 
IOENTERA, to O. ACT.ELEMENTS is an array parameter that must 
be dimensioned or initialized prior to its use in IOENTERA. 

Initialize a string (CODES$) to hold a sufficient number of instrument 
programming codes. 

Note If your program chains to other programs, you will need 
COMMON declarations to pass parameters to those programs. 
Also, you mllst call DEF.ERR upon entering a chained 
program to set up pointers to the Library error variables. The 
SETUP.BAS file i n  appendix B contains information on these 
topics. For more informa.tion on chaining, see your BASIC 
manual. 
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2. Initialize the bus and instruments. 

1150 

1 170 

1200 

1230 

1260 

1280 

1 150 ISC = 7 

1 170 DVM = 722 

1200 SOURCE = 717 

1230 CALL I ORESET (ISC) 

1240 IF PCIB . ERR < >  NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB . BASERR 
1250 TIMEOUT = 5 

1260 CALL IOTIMEOUT (ISC, TIMEOUT) 
1270 IF PCIB . ERR < >  NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 
1 280 CALL IOCLEAR (ISC) 
1290 IF PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 

Set the i nterface select code variable ISC to 7. 

Set the voltmeter address variable DVM to 722. 

Set the signal source address variable SOURCE to 717. (This example 
a.ssumes select code 7, voltmeter address 22, and source address 17.) 

Set the interface to its default configuration. 

Define a system tirneout of 5 seconds. 

Perform IOCLEAR to put all instruments into a known, 
device-dependent state. 

Note This program includes an error checking line after each Library 
command: 

IF PCIB. ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB . BASERR 

If there is an error (that is, the error variable PCm.ERR does 
not equal NOERR), this line calls the SETUP. HAS error 
handling routine. This routine prints error information and 
stops the program. See "Processing I/O Errors" in chapter ] 
and "DASIC Error Handling" later in  this chapter for more 
information. 
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3. Program the instruments. 

1350 CODES$ = "RF2 FU1 STlKH SP10KH KF1KH AH2VR TI5SE" 
1360 LENGTH = LEN (CODES$) 
1370 CALL IOOUTPUTS (SOURCE , CODES$ , LENGTH) 
1380 IF PCIB .ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 
1410 ' 
1420 CODES$ = "H SM004 F2 R4 FLO ZO 4STG 20STN RS1 T4" 
1430 LENGTH = LEN(CODES$) 
1440 CALL IOOUTPUTS (DVK ,CODES$ , LENGTH) 
1450 IF PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 

1350 Define the programming codes string CODES$ to hold :  

RF2-select the rear panel signal output. 
FU1-sclcct the sine wave function. 
STlKll-select a starting frequency of 1 kHz. 
SP10KH-select a stopping frequency of 10 kHz. 
MF1KH-select a marker frequency of 1 kllz. 
AM2VR.-select an amplitude of 2 V rms. 
Tl5SE--select a sweep time of 5 seconds. 

1370 Use the IOOUTPUTS command to send the programming codes to the 
source with the proper length parameter. 

1420 Define the programming codes string CODES$ to hold: 

H-software-reset the voltmeter. 

SM004-set the service request mask to enable the voltmeter to set 
the interface SRQ line when it finishes taking readings (when the Data 
Ready bit of the serial poll response byte is set) . 

F2-select the AC volts function. 
R4-sclect the 10 vol t range. 
FLO-turn off filtering. 
ZO-turn off auto zero. 
4STG-select the four-digit display. 
20STN-take 20 readings. 
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RS1-tllrn on reading storage. 
T4-selccl trigger hold. 

1440 Send the programming codes to the voltmeter with the proper length 
parameter. 

4. Trigger the instruments. 

1490 CALL IDTRIGGER(DVM) 
1500 IF PCIB .ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB .BASERR 
1510 CODES$ = "SS" 
1520 LENGTH = LEN(CODES$) 
1530 CALL IOOUTPUTS (SOURCE ,CODES $ , LENGTH) 
1540 IF PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB . BASERR 

1490 Execute the IOTRIGGER command for the voltmeter. 

1510 Define the programming codes string to hold the source's trigger code. 

1530 Send the programming codes to the SOllrce with the proper length 
parameter. 

These lines demonstrate that some i nstruments respond to an HP-IB 
trigger command, while others must be triggered with instrument-specific 
programming codes. 

5. Wait for the voltmeter to finish reading. 

1580 SRQ = 1 
1590 CALL IOSTATUS (ISC , SRQ , STATUS) 
1595 IF PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 
1600 IF STATUS = 0 THEN GOTO 1590 

1610 CALL IOSPOLL (DVM, RESPONSE) 
1615 IF PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB . BASERR 
1620 IF (RESPONSE AND 68) < >  68 THEN GOTD 1590 
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1580 Define the interface condition whose status is being checked. In this 
case, check for condition I-is the SRQ line set? 

1590 Execute the status command and return the result in STATUS. 

1600 As long as STATUS is 0, the SRQ line is not set, indicating that the 
voltmeter is not finished ta.king readings. 

1610 As soon as STATUS changes to 1, perform a serial poll on the voltmeter 
to learn which of its condition" if any, set the SRQ line. The serial poll 
also clears the SRQ. 

1620 The re,ult of the serial poll is the status byte of the voltmeter, returned 
in RESPONSE. Compare RESPONSE and the value 68-the sum of 
the Request Service bit (64) and the Data Ready bit (4). If these bits 
arc set, continue because the voltmeter is finished. If they are not set, 
perform the status check again. 

6. Enter the readings into an array and print them. 

1710 CODES$ = "SOl -20STR RER" 
1720 LENGTH = LEN(CODES$) 
1730 CALL I OOUTPUTS (DVM ,CODES$ , LENGTH) 
1740 IF PCI B . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB . BASERR 
1741 ' 

1745 STATE = 0 
1750 CALL IOEOI ( ISC , STATE) 
1760 IF PCIB . ERR <> NO ERR THEN ERROR PCIB . BASERR 
1770 CALL I OENTERA (DVH, READINGS ( l ) ,MAX . ELEMENTS , ACT . ELEMENTS) 
1780 IF PCI B . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB . BASERR 
1810 ' 
1820 PRINT "THE READINGS ARE: " 
1830 FOR I = 1 TO ACT. ELEMENTS 
1840 PRINT I ,  READINGS ( I )  
1850 NEXT I 
1860 ' 
1870 END 
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1710 Define the programming codes string to direct the voltmeter to output 
its stored readings: 

Sal-turn on system output mode. 
-20STR-unstore the 20 readings from register R. 
RER-recall (readout) the 20 readings. 

1730 Output the programming codes to the voltmeter with the proper length 
parameter. 

1750 Disable the Ear mode so reading won't terminate after entering only 
onc value. 

1770 Enter the voltmeter readings into the READINGS array starting at the 
first element. Include the maximum and actllal length parameters. 

1810 Print the readings. 

Saving the BASIC Program 

When you have finished writing the program, save it: 

1 .  Press C£ill-© to end auto line numbering. 

2. Save the program as an executable BASIC file in ASCII. For example, type 

save "program" t a (Enter) 

Your program, with the SETUP.BAS material, now resides as an ASCII file in  
the Library directory as PROGRAM.BAS. Saving the file in ASCII format (the 
"A" parameter) allows you to perform a subsequent MERGE. 

Running the BASIC Program 

When you're ready to run the program, connect the SIGNAL output of the 
source to the VOLTS input of the DVM. (Include a 50-ohm load i n  this line to 
ensure proper readings.) Use HP-ID cables to connect the instruments to your 
computer. 

To execute your program from BASIC, load it and type RUN. Watch the 
display on the function generator. You will see the various functions (sine 
wave, AC volts, sweep time) displayed as they are programmed. The voltmeter 
displays its operation as well-you can watch it take readings, store them, and 
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output tllCm to the READINGS array. As the program ends, it displays the 
readings on your screen. 

Note If the name of a. Library command i s  misspelled, or if the 
number or types of parameters is wrong, system restart may be 
required to recover .  

BASIC Error Handling 

General information about Command Library errors, BASTC error variables, 
a.nd how to process errors arc contained in "Processing I/O Errors" in chapter 
1 and in appendix A, "Error Descripiions." 

If you don't need to write a speciaJ error-pooc.essing routine for your program, 
you can use the one provided i n  SETUP.BAS. 

385 
390 
395 

Error handling routine 
, 

IF ERR=PCIB .BASERR THEN GOTO 410 
400 PRINT "BASIC error #1I ; ERR ; "  occurred in line u ; ERL 
405 STOP 
410 TMPERR = PCIB . ERR 
415 IF TMPERR = 0 THEN TMPERR = PCI B . GLBERR 
420 PRINT "HPIB error #" ; TMPERR ; II detected at line II ; ERL 
425 PRINT "Error : " ; PCIB . ERR$ 
430 STOP 

This error handling routine is based on the BASIC function ERROR and its 
associated variables ERR and ERL. (If YOIl need more details about ERROR, 
ERR and ERL, refer to your BASIC manual.) The variable PCIB.BASERR 
(value 255) provides a mecha.nism for differentiating between a BASIC error 
and an HP-IB Command Library error. If ERR = l'CIB.llASERR, the error i s  
generated by the Comrna.nd Library-otherwise, it's a BASIC system error. 

The above routine prints the type of error (BASIC or HP-IB), the 
error number, the error message, and the line on which the error was 
detected. Then, it stops the program. An ON ERROR statement (see 
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SETUP.BAS) defines a branch to the error handling routine for any BASIC or 
program-initiated call to the ERROR function. 

Command Library Parameters 

This section presents information about Command Library parameters as they 
are used with GW-BASIC. 

Passing Parameters 

In BASIC, all parameters used in  CALL statements must be passed by 
reference. That is, you must use variable names as parameters-literals or 
expressions are not permitted. For example, this statement i s  valid 

1050 lSC = 7 
1060 CALL lOCLEAR (lSC) 

but this one is invalid 

1050 CALL lOCLEAR (7) 

Parameter Types 

Several types of variables are Ilsed to describe parameters to Library command 
calls in chapter 4, "BASIC Reference." 

Numeric Variable 

A numeric variable i s  a single-precision real number variable. It i s  distinguished 
from other identifiers either by It!" appended to the variable name, or 
by no suffix appended at all. The valid  range for numeric variables i s  
approximately 2 X 10-39 to 2 X 10+38 (negative or positive). Single-precision 
real numbers have approximately seven digits of accuracy. Note that integers 
and double-precision real numbers may not be used as parameters-except 
as allowed for data with IOENTERAB, IOENTERB, IOOUTPUTAB, and 
IOOUTPUTB (see "Any Type of Array" below). 
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Valid  Numeric Variables: rsc 
DEVICE.ADDRESS 
READING! 

Invalid Numeric Variables: 

String Variable 

REASON% 
A$ 
AREA# 

A string variable is a variable that can contain any valid sequence of 0 or more 
ASCII characters. It is identified by a "$" appended to its identifier. The 
length of a string variable is not fixed, but may be anywhere from 0 (the null 
string) to 255. String variables should be initialized with SPACES before data 
is entered with an IOENTERS command. Otherwise, if  the current length is 
zero, no data will be transferred. 

Numeric Array 

A numeric array is an array of single-precision real numbers. Arrays arc 
declared using the DIM statement. Although the theoretical maximum size for 
a BASIC array is 32,767, the actual limit is approximately 14,000 elements 
depending on the length of your program. GW·BASIC does not permit the use 
of unsubseripted array names as parameters to CALL statements. Therefore, 
when you use arrays in  Library function calls, use the first clement of the array 
to be accessed as the varameter. For example 

VALUEs (O) Starts at element O. 
VALUES (5) Starts at element 5. 

Be sure the number-of-elements parameter value does not exceed the number 
of elements available in the array. For data output, the Library continues 
through memory sending the contents of the individual cells. For data. input, 
the Library continues through memory, writing over existing data or programs. 

Any Type 01 Array 

Any type of array can be a numeric array (single-precision real array) , an 
integer array, a double-precision real array, or other type of numeric array. 
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(The array can't be a string.) It indicates the place to start reading or storing 
data. 

BASIC does not permit the use of unsubscripted array names as parameters to 
CALL statements. Therefore, when you use arrays in Library function cails, 
use the first element of the array to be acccsscd as the parameter. For example 

VALUES (0) 

DATA# (5)  
FLAGS'l. (O) 

Single-precision real-starts at first element. 
Double-precision real-starts at element 5. 
rnteger-starts at first element. 

Be sure the number-of-bytes parameter value does not exceed the number of 
bytes available i n  the array-the number of elements times the number of bytes 
per clement. For data output, the Library continues through memory sending 
the contenb of the individual cell::>, For data. input, the Library COJltiIlue� 
through memory, writing over existing data or programs. 

Example Programs 

Oscilloscope Example 

The following program is written in GW-BASIC. The program uses two 
devices: HP 5460lA digitizing oscilloscope (or compatible scope) and a printer 
capable of printing H P  Raster Graphics Standard, such as a ThinkJet printer. 

The program tells the scope to take a reading on channel 1 and send the data 
back to this program. Then it prints some simple statistics about the data. 
The program then tells the scope to send the data directly to the printer, 
illustrating how the controller does not have to be dhectiy involved i n  an 
HP-lH transaction. 

Things to note about this program: 

• Note the use of the JOENTERAB command. This command will read an 
arbitrary block of data as defined i n  IEEE-488.2. IOENTERAB can read 
either definite length or indefinite length arbitrary block data. 
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• If your instrument sends data in some other block data format, you can 
use the IOENTERB and IOOUTPUTB commands in conjunction with 
IOENTERS and IOOUTPUTS, respectively, to simulate these other formats . 

• You should probably disable character matching before executing an 
IOENTERB or IOENTERA B because the character i n  the "match" string is 
generally a valid binary value, rather than a termination character. 

• The commands that are sent to the scope are device dependent and are 
found in the manual for the scope. 

• The error checking in  the program consists of executing an IF statement 
after each call to an HP-IB command. 

• Before an IOENTERS statement is executed , space should be allocated for 
the string by assigning the string to SPACE$(n) where n is the maximum 
length to be entered. If this is not done, the string will be of length 0, and 
no cha.racters will be entered. You can then shorten the string to the correct 
length (. i n  case less than the maKimum number of characters were entered) by 
using the LEFT$ function. 

The program has three main parts to it :  

1 .  Read the data from the scope. 

2. Print some statistics about the data. 

3. Have the scope send the data to a printer. 

999 rem this file should be appended to setup.bas or nodo c . bas 
1050 'This program tells the scope to take a reading on channel 1 ,  then 
1060 ' s ends the data back to this program. We can do anything we vant 
1070 ' t o  the data at this time, and ve choose to print some simple 
1080 ' statistics about the dat a .  The program then tells the scope to 
1090 ' s end the data directly to the printer, illustrating how the 

1 100 ' controller doesn ' t  have to be directly involved in an HP-IB 
1 1 1 0  ' transact ion. 
1440 ' 
1450 ISC = 7 
1460 SCOPE = ISC • 100 + 7 
1470 
1480 'reset the BPIB interface 
1490 
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1500 CALL IORESET(ISC) 
1510 IF PCIB. ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB . BASERR 
1520 
1530 � set up a timeout ot 5 seconds 
1540 ) 
1550 TIKE � 5 
1560 CALL IOTIKEOUT(ISC, TIME) 
1570 IF PCIB . ERR <> IOERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 
1580 
1590 ' clear the scope 
1600 
1610 CALL IOCLEAR(SCOPE) 
1620 IF PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 
1630 
1640 ' lockout the keyboard on the scope 80 the program has complete 
1650 ) control of it 
1660 
1670 CALL IOREMOTE(ISC) 
1680 IF PCIB. ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 
1690 
1700 ' set up some variables 
1710 
1730 DISABLE � 0 : ENABLE � 1 
1740 EOL$ � CHR$ (10) 
1750 CRLF$ � CHR$ ( 13) + CHR$ ( 10) 
1760 CMD$ � SPACE$(255) 
1770 
1780 ' 
1790 
1800 'this is the beginning of part 1 •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1810 - get the data from the scope 
1820 I 
1830 
1840 ' s etup scope to accept wavetorm data 

1850 
1860 eKDS = ".RST" 
1870 LERGTH � LEN(CKD$) 
1880 CALL IOOUTPUTS (SCOPE, CMDS , LENGTH) 
1890 IF PCIB . ERR <> HOERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 
1900 
1910 eMD$ = " : autoscalell 
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1920 LENGTH = LEN(CMD$) 
1930 CALL IOOUTPUTS (SCOPE , CMD$, LENGTH) 
1940 IF PCIB. ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 
1950 
1960 I s etup up the wavef orm source 
1970 
1980 CKO$ ::: " :  waveform: format word" 
1990 LENGTH = LEN(CHD$) 
2000 CALL IOOUTPUTS(SCOPE , CHD $ ,  LENGTH) 
2010 IF PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB . BASERR 
2020 
2030 l input waveform preamble t o  controller 
2040 
2050 eMD$ = " : digitize channel!" 
2060 LENGTH = LEN(CHD$) 
2070 CALL IOOUTPUTS (SCOPE, CHD$ , LENGTH) 
20BO IF PCIB. ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB . BASERR 
2090 
2100 CMD$ ;: " :  waveform: preamble?" 
2 1 1 0  LENGTH = LEN(CMD$) 
2120 CALL IOOUTPUTS(SCOPE, CHD$ , LENGTH) 
2130 IF PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 
2140 
2150 I read in the preamble 
2160 
2170 MAX = 1 0 :  ACTUAL = 0 
21BO DIM PRE[10) 
2190 CALL IOENTERA (SCOPE, PRE(O) , MAX , ACTUAL) 
2200 IF PCIB. ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 
2210 
2220 ' t urn off 1 1 f '  enter terminator, as l It '  is a legal binary value 

2230 
2240 CALL IOMATCR(ISC , EOL$ , DISABLE) 
2250 IF PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 
2260 
2270 lmake sure EOI is set 
2280 
2290 CALL IOEOI(ISC, ENABLE) 
2300 IF PCIB. ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 
2310 
2320 l cammand scope to send dat a .  I t  is sent in IEEE ar�itrary block 
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2330 ' format . 
2340 

2350 CMD$ = " : waveform:data?" 
2360 LENGTH = LEN(CMDS) 
2370 CALL IOOUTPUTS (SCOPE, CMDS, LENGTH) 
2380 IF PCI B . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 
2390 
2400 ' enter the data 
2410 
2420 DIM READINGS%(5000) : BYTES = 8000: ACTUAL = 0 :  FLAG = 2 
2430 CALL IOENTERAB (SCOPE, READINGS% ( O ) , BYTES , ACTUAL, FLAG) 
2440 IF PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 
2450 } 

2460 'use IOGETTERK to see if we entered all the points 
2470 
24BO CALL IOGETTERM (ISC, REASON) 
2490 IF PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB . BASERR 
2500 IF (REASON AND I )  = 0 THEN PRINT "NOT ALL POINTS FOUID" 
2510 
2520 Read the last byte from the scope. This must always be done 
2530 after an IOEHTERAB command . It the character read i s  a 
2540 ' If ' ,  then the device is done sending data. If the character 
2550 read is a } ; '  or a } , ' ,  then the device is waiting to send 
2560 another block of data. 
2570 
2580 Hote also that ve can use the select code instead of the device 
2590 address for the first paramet er of this command. This is because 
2600 the scope is still addressed to talk, and the computer to listen 
2610 from the IOENTERAB command. 
2620 
2630 LENGTH = 1 :  ACTUAL = 0 
2640 CMDS = SPACE$( I O )  
2650 CALL IOENTERS (ISC , CND S ,  LENGTH, ACTUAL) 
2660 IF PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB . BASERR 
2670 CNDS = LEFTS (CMDS , ACTUAL) 
2680 
2690 IF CMD$ <> CHR$ ( 10) THEN PRnT "scope, wants to send lItore data . . .  " 
2700 
2710 
2720 'this i s  the beginning of part 2 •••••••••••••••• * ••••••••• 
2730 - print some statistics about the data 
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2740 ' 
2750 
2760 ' calculate minimum. maximum, and sum ot the values �n the data 
2770 
2780 VD IV = 32 • PRE(8) 
2790 OFFSET = ( 128 - PRE(10» • PRE (8) + PRE (9) 
2800 SDIV = PRE(3) • PRE (5) / 1 0  
2810 DELAY = (PRE(3) / 2 - PRE(7» • PRE(6) + PRE(6) 
2820 
2830 ' Retrieve the scope ' s  ID string 
2840 
2850 CMD$ = ".IDN?" 
2860 LENGTH = LEN(CHD$) 
2870 CALL IOOUTPUTS (SCOPE, CHD$ , LENGTH) 
2880 IF PCIB. ERR <> NO ERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 
2890 
2900 LENGTH = 5 0 :  ACTUAL = 0 
2910 CHD$ = SPACE$(50) 
2920 CALL IOEBTERS (SCOPE , CMD$ , LENGTH, ACTUAL) 
2930 IF PCIB. ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 
2940 
2950 ' print the stats 
2960 
2970 PRINT 
2980 PRINT " Oscilloscope ID : " ; CKD$ 
2990 PRINT ,, ------- statistics --------" 
3000 PRINT .. Volt./Div = " ; 

3010 PRINT .. 
3020 PRINT .. 
3030 PRINT .. 
3040 PRINT 
3050 
3060 
3070 ' 

Ottset 
S/Div 
Delay 

= .. . , 
= .. . , 
= .. . , 

VDIV; " V" 
OFFSET; " V" 
SDIVj " S" 
DELAY; .. S" 

3080 'this is the beginning ot part 3 •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
3090 - have the scope send the graph directly to the printer 
3100 
3 1 1 0  ' 
3120 ' Next, let ' s  tell the scope to print directly to a printer. 
3130 ' We must tirst send the BP-ID commands to make the scope a talker 
3140 J and the printer a listener. This is done with the I OSEBD command . 
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3150 We will tell the scope t o  issue a service request when it J s  done 
3160 J printing, as ve need to wait for the printing to complete betore 

3170 continuing the program. 

3180 
3190 ' tell the scope to SRQ on ' operation completeJ 

3200 
3210 CMD$ = "'SRE 32 ; *ESE 1 "  
3220 LENGTH = LEN(CMD$) 
3230 CALL IDOUTPUTS (SCOPE , CMDS , LERGTH) 
3240 IF PCIB. ERR <> NO ERR THEN ERROR PCIB . BASERR 
3250 
3260 'tell scope to print 

3270 
3280 CHD$ = " : print? ; "OPC" 
3290 LENGTH = LEN(CMO$) 
3300 CALL IOOUTPUTS (SCOPE , CaD$ , LENGTH) 
3310 IF PCIB. ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB . BASERR 
3320 
3330 J tell 

3340 the 

scope to talk and printer to listen 

listen command is tormed by adding 32 
3350 ot the device to be a listener 

to the device address 

3360 the talk command is formed by adding 64 to the device address of 

3370 the device to be a talker 

3380 
3390 PRINT. LISTEN$ = CHR$(32 + 1 )  
3400 SCOPE . TALK$ = CHRS(64 + 7)  

3410 UNLISTEN$ = CHRS(63) 
3420 
3430 ' send the command 

3440 

' printer is at device address 1 
' s cope is at device address 7 

3450 CMD$ = UNLISTEN$ + PRINT . LISTENS + SCOPE . TALK$ 
3460 LENGTH = LEN(CMD$) 
3470 CALL IOSEND (ISC, CaD$, LENGTH ) 
3480 IF PCIB . ERR <> NO ERR THEN ERROR PCIB . BASERR 
3490 
3500 'now, the ATN line must be set to FALSE .  
3510 
3520 COND = 8 
3530 STATUS = 0 
3540 CALL IOCONTROL(ISC, COND , STATUS) 
3550 IF PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 
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3560 
3570 
3580 ' now wait for SRQ from scope 

3590 
3600 ' NOT.DOIE: 
3610 
3620 COND = 1 :  STATUS = 0 
3630 CALL IOSTATUS (ISC , CONO, STATUS) 
3640 IF PCIB. ERR <> ROERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 
3650 
3660 IF STATUS = 0 THEN GOTD 3600 
3670 
3680 'make sure it vas the scope requesting service 

3690 
3700 CALL IOSPOLL(SCOPE , STATUS) 
3710 IF PCIB. ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 
3720 
3730 I 64 ; bit 6 set 

3740 
3750 IF (STATUS AND 64) = 0 THEN GOTO 3600 
3760 
3770 Clear the status byte 80 the scope can assert SRQ again 

3780 it needed 

3790 
3800 CKD$ = "'CLS" 
3810 LENCTH = LEN(CKD$) 
3820 CALL IOOUTPUTS (SCOPE, CKDS , LENGTH) 
3830 IF PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 
3840 
3850 'gi�e local control back to the scope 

3860 ' 
3870 CALL IOLOCAL(ISC) 
3880 IF peIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 
3890 ) 
3900 SYSTEK 
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Multimeter Example 

998 ) This program should be appended to SETUP . BAS or HCOOe . BAS 

999 

1000 This example uses the HP 34401A Kultimeter as the primary device. 
1010 ) We vill also use the HP 332SA Function Generator as a source for 
1020 the multimeter. 
1030 

1040 This example sets up the meter to take 128 readings , reads the data 
1050 into an array. then plots the data on the screen. In etfect. it 
1060 ) turns the multimeter into a simple oscilloscope.  rhis program is 
1070 also checking other devices that are on the bus to see if they need 
1080 service . The SRQ line along with parallel and serial polling is 
1090 ' used to make these checks. The program viII continue until the user 
1100 presses the Ft key on the PC keyboard . 
1 1 1 0  I 
1380 

1390 HUM . READINGS = 128 

1400 ISC = 7 1 interface select code 
1410 SOURCE = ISC • 100+12 ' address of the function generator 
1420 

1430 

1440 

DV" = ISC • 100+22 

DIM READIHGS I [128] 
' address of the digital volt meter 
'place we viII put the readings from the dvm 

1450 ' the F1 key viII end the program 
1460 

1470 OH KEY ( I )  GOSUB 3730 'QUIT 
1480 KEYO) ON 
1490 

1500 ' reset the HPIB interface 
1510 

1520 CALL IORESET( ISC) 
1530 IF PCIB . ERR <> HOERR THEN ERROR PCIB . BASERR 
1540 

1550 ' set up a timeout of 5 seconds 

1560 

1570 TIKE = 5 

1580 CALL IOTIKEDUT(ISC, TIKE) 
1590 IF PCIB. ERR <> HOERR THEX ERROR PCIB . BASERR 
1600 

1610 ' clear the devices we are going to use 
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1620 

1630 CALL IOCLEAR(SOURCE) 

1640 IF PCIS. ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIS. BASERR 

1650 
1660 CALL IOCLEAR(DVM) 

1670 IF PCIS. ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIS. BASERR 

1680 

1690 'we meet the minimum requirements to use IOFASTOUT. 80 let ' s  use it 
1700 

1710 CALL IOFASTOUT(ISC , TRUE) 

1720 IF PCIS. ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIS . SASERR 

1730 

1740 HULLS = " " 

1750 CALL IOEOL(ISC, NULLS , FALSE) 

1760 IF PCIB. ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIS. BASERR 

1770 

1780 'Ve will nov configure all devices that can respond to a parallel 

1790 ' poll. This example assumes devices at addresses 20 and 7 can 
1800 ' respond to a parallel poll. See operators manual ot individual 

1810 devices to see if they can respond to a parallel poll. 
1820 

1830 ' configure the device at address 20 for a parallel poll 

1840 

1850 DEVICE. ADDR = ISC • 100 + 20 

1860 CONFIGURATION = nos ' RESPOND WITH A "I"  ON LINE 0 

1870 CALL IOPPOLLC(DEVICE.ADDR, CONFIGURATION) 

1880 IF PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 

1890 

1900 I configure the device at address 7 for a parallel poll 

1910 

1920 DEVICE. ADDR = ISC • 100 + 7 

1930 CONFIGURATION = lH09 ' RESPOND WITH A " I " ON LINE 1 

1940 CALL IOPPOLLC (DEVICE . ADDR, CONFIGURATION) 

1950 IF PCIB. ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 

1960 

1970 ' configure any other devices that can respond to parallel poll here 

1980 

1990 

2000 'let ' s  use dma to send the strings to program the devices 

2010 

2020 COUNT = 4 0 :  CHANNEL = 3 
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2030 CALL IODMA (ISC, COUNT, CHANNEL) 

2040 IF PCIB . ERR < >  NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 

2050 

2060 'program the function generator 
2070 

2080 CODES$ = "RFl FR30HZ FUl ST1KH SP10KH HF1KH AH1VR TI6SE" 

2090 LENGTH = LEN(CODES$) 

2100 CALL IOOUTPUTS(SOURCE, CODES$, LENGTH) 

2110 IF PCIB. ERR < >  NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB . BASERR 

2120 
2130 ' program the dvm 
2140 

2150 CODES$ = " : CONF:VOLT:DC 30, . 1 ; "  

2160 CODES$ = CODES$ + " : ZERO :AUTO OFF ; "  
2170 CODES$ = CODES$ + " : TRIG :DELAY MIN ; "  

2180 COOES$ = CODES$ + " : DISP :STATE OFF ; "  

2190 LENGTH = LEN(CODES$) 

2200 CALL IOOUTPUTS (DVM, CODES$ , LENGTH) 

2210 IF PCIB . ERR <> NoERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 

2220 

2230 ' turn dma off again 
2240 

2250 COUNT = 0 :  CHANNEL = 3 
2260 CALL IODMA (ISC, COUNT , CHANNEL) 

2270 IF PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB .BASERR 

2280 

2290 ' turn on automatic srq checking 
2300 

2310 ON PEN COSUB 2530 ' SRQ. HANDLER 

2320 PEN ON 

2330 

2340 PRIORITY = 0 

2350 CALL IOPEN(ISC, PRIORITY) 

2360 IF PCIB . ERR <> KOERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 

2370 

2380 

2390 'BACK: 

2400 
2410 ' can have controller do other work here 
2420 

2430 COSUB 3170 'GET. OATA 
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2440 
2450 GOTO 2390 ' BACK 
2460 
2470 ' end of main program. support routines follow . 
2480 
2490 
2500 'this is the routine def ined by the ' on pen gosub ' stat ement abov e .  
2510 ' this routine will be called each time an srq comes in. 

2520 
2530 'SRQ. HANDLER: 

2540 
2550 ' conduct a parallel poll 
2560 'note that the source doesn't re spond to parallel poll ' s ,  
2570 ' so we need to poll that device separately. 
2580 
2590 RESPONSE = 0 
2600 CALL IOPPOLL(ISC, RESPONSE) 
2610 IF PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB . BASERR 
2620 IF (RESPONSE AND 1 )  THEN GOSUB 2850 ' POLL . DEVICE . l  
2630 IF (RESPONSE AND 2) THEN GOSUB 3010 ' POLL . DEVIC E . 2  
2640 
2650 ' check all devices that were configured to r espond to 
2660 ' parallel poll 
2670 
2680 ' check any other devices on the bus here that weren 't 
2690 configured to respond to parallel poll by performing 
2700 ' a serial poll on each one . 
2710 
2720 CALL IOSPOLL (SOURCE , RESPONSE) 
2730 IF PCIB. ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCI B . BASERR 
2740 
2750 ' s ee if we ' ve cl eared the srq yet 
2760 
2770 STAT = 1 :  RESPONSE = 0 
2780 CALL IOSTATUS (ISC , STAT, RESPONSE) 
2790 IF PCIB. ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 
2800 IF RESPONSE=1 THEN PRINT "SRQ LOCKED HIGH" : GOTO 3730 'QUIT 

2810 
2820 RETURN 
2830 
2840 
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2850 ' P OLL . DEVICE . l :  
2860 

2870 'do a serial poll of the device configured to use parallel 
2880 I poll line 0 
2890 
2900 DEVICE . ADDR = ISC • 100 + 20 
2910 CALL IOSPOLL(DEVICE . AD D R ,  RESPOWSE) 

2920 IF PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 
2930 
2940 ' should check RESPONSE here to see if any action needs to be 
2950 taken . The values that RESPONSE can take are device 
2960 ' dependent . 
2970 
2980 RETURN 
2990 
3000 
3010 ' POLL . DEVICE . 2 :  
3020 
3030 'do a serial poll of the device configured to use parallel 
3040 ' poll line 1 
3050 
3060 DEVICE . ADDR = ISC • 100 + 7 
3070 CALL IOSPOLL(DEVICE. ADDR, RESPONSE) 
3080 IF PCI B . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 
3090 
3100 ' should check RESPONSE here to see if any action needs to be 
3 1 1 0  taken. The values that RESPONSE can take are device 
3120 ' dependent . 
3130 
3140 RETURN 
3150 
3160 
3170 'GET . DATA : 
3180 
3190 'Ask the DV" to send us the data 
3200 
3210 CODES$ = " : SAMPLE : COUNT 1 28 ; "  
3220 CODES$ = CODES$ + " : REAO?" 
3230 LENGTH = LEN(CODES$) 
3240 CALL IOOUTPUTS (DVH, CODES$, LENGTH) 
3250 IF PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCI B . BASERR 
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3260 
3270 ' Read in the data 

3280 
3290 LENGTH = NUH. READINGS 
3300 ACTUAL = 0 
3310 CALL IOENTERA (DVH, READINGS ! (0) , LENGTH , ACTUAL) 
3320 IF PCIB. ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 
3330 
3340 ' set graphics mode and draw border on screen 

3350 
3360 CLS: SCREEN 2 

3370 WINDOW ( 0 , 0 ) - (639, 199) 
3380 LINE ( 0 , 0)-(639 , 199) ,  , B  

3390 
3400 ' calculate min and max values for y-axis 

3410 
3420 YHAX = READINGS ! [OJ : YHIN = READINGS ! [oJ 
3430 FOR I = 1 TO ACTUAL 
3440 IF READING S ! [IJ < YHIN THEN YHIN = READINGS ! [IJ 
3450 IF READING S !  [IJ > YHAX THEN YHAX = READINGS ! [IJ 
3460 NEXT I 
3470 
3480 ' print graph labels 

3490 
3500 LOCATE 2 , 2  : PRINT "MAX = " ; YKAX; 
3510 LOCATE 24,2 : PRINT "HIN = " ; YHIN ; 
3520 
3530 ' scale ymin and ymax so there is space between graph and border 

3540 
3550 IF YHIN > 0 THEN YHIN = YHIN- 0 . 6  ELSE YHIN = YHIN-1 . 4  
3560 IF YHAX > 0 THEN YHA X = YHAX_ 1 . 4  ELSE YHA X = YHAX-0 . 6  
3570 
3580 ' graph the data 

3590 
3600 WINDOW ( O , YHIN)- (ACTUAL-1 , YHAX) 
3610 XAXIS = 1 
3620 PREY = READINGS ! [XAXIS-1J 
3630 PSET(lAXIS- 1 ,  PREY) 
3640 WHILE (lAXIS < ACTUAL) 
3650 CURRENT = READINGS! [XAXISJ 
3660 LINE ( lAXIS-1 ,  PREV) -(XAXIS, CURRENT) 
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3670 PREV = CURRENT 
3680 IAXIS = XAXIS + 1 
3690 WEND 
3700 RETURN 
3710 
3720 
3730 'QUIT: 
3740 
3750 ' clear the dvm so we can send the commands to reset it 

3760 
3770 CALL IOCLEAR(DVM) 
3780 IF PCIB. ERR .<> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB . BASERR 
3790 
3800 ' reset the dvm 
3810 
3820 CODES$ = " : DISPLAY : STATE ON; oRST" 
3830 LENGTH = LEN(CODES$) 
3840 CALL IOOUTPUTS (DVM. CODES$ . LENGTH) 
3850 IF PCIB. ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 
3860 
3870 ' unconfigure the parallel poll 

3880 
3890 CALL IOPPOLLU(ISC) 
3900 IF PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 
3910 
3920 SYSTEM 
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QuickBASIC and QBasic Programming 

Introduction 

This chapter explains how to use the HP-IB Command Library with 
QuickBASIC, QBasic, and similar BASIC programming languages. Unless 
noted otherwise, all references in this chapter to QuickBASIC apply to all 
similar BASIC languages including QBasic. 

3 

Supported versions of QuickBASIC and similar languages are listed on the 
Supported Languages sheet included with the Command Library. For example, 
you can use certain versions of Microsoft QuickBASIC and the Microsoft 
BASIC Compiler. 

This chapter contains several sections describing how you can use the 
Command Library with QuickBASIC: 

• Copying the necessary Library files to a work disk. 

• Creating, compiling, and running a QuickBASIC program. 

• Processing errors. 

• Learning about parameters for Library commands. 

• Checking example programs. Two listings at the end of this chapter show 
how you can use Library commands in QuickBASIC programs. 

Detailed syntax information for the commands as they're used with 
QuickBASIC is included in chapter 4, "BASIC Reference." 
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Copying Files 

To begin programming in BASIC, you must copy the BASIC Library files to 
your work disk. 

The HP-IB Command Library disks contain an INSTALL program that copies 
the QuickBASIC Library files to your system for you. 

To use INSTALL: 

1. Insert the Library disk into your flexible disk drive-if you're using 5.25-inch 
disks, use the disk labeled "Disk I-Install." 

2. Run INSTALL by typing 

a : install (E'mN) 

3. Follow the instructions displayed on the screen. When you successfully 
complete the instructions, the following files are copied: 

• For QuickBASIC 4.0 or later: 

QBHPIB.LlD 
QBHPIB.QLB 
QBSETUP.BAS 
QEXAMPLE.BAS 
QRCL.lIAT 
QBSCOPE.BAS 
QBMETER.BAS 

• For Compiled BASIC: 

QBHPIB.LIB 
QBSETUP.BAS 
QEXAMPLE.BAS 
CBCL.BAT 
QBSCOPE.BAS 
QBMETER.BAS 

• For QBasic: 

QHPIB.LIB 
QSETUP.BAS 
QCL.BAT 
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• For Microsoft BASIC 7.0 and 7.1 Professional Development System: 

QBXIIPTB.LTB 
QBXHPTB.QLB 
QBSETUP.DAS 
QDXCL.BAT 
QEXAMPLE.BAS 
QBSCOPE.llAS 
QI3METER.BAS 

If you specified invalid drives, or if the system disk is write-protected, no files 
will be copied. Also make sure you copy all the necessary files from your 
BASIC compiler and linker to your system. Rcrcr to your llASIC manual for 
details. 

Programming in QuickBASIC 

You can create a Quic.kBASIC program using a text editor, the QuickBASIC 
i ntegrated environment, or the interpreted BASIC environment. 

U you use the QuickDASIC interactive environment, you will need to load the 
lIP-Ill Quick library with it by invoking QuickBASIC as: 

QB IL QBHPIB 

This incorporates the HP-TB library into the interactive environment so the 
liP-TB routines will work. 

The following diagram shows the general structure of your application program. 

V.er-defined COMMO. declarations 

a� SIICLUDE : ' QBSETUP .B'S' 

!our BISIC application program 
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If you will be chaining programs, decide if you need any COMMON 
declarations for your application. These must appear before any executable 
statements. 

User-defined COMMON statements should be followed by a metacommand to 
include the QBSETUP.BAS file. For QuickBASIC programming, the Library is 
implemented as a set of assembly language subroutine calls. QBSETUP.BAS 
is a header for your application program. It sets up the necessary error 
status variables, declares some working variables, contains related COMMON 
statements and establishes an error handling routine. 

Your application programs should start after the statement to include 
QUSETUP.UAS. 

If you are using multiple modules in QuickBASIC or Compiled BASIC, 
wc recommend editing the file QBSETUP.BAS to change all COMMON 
statements to COMMON SHARED. Then add these COMMON SHARED 
statements to the beginning of each module. Refer to your BASIC manual for 
more details on how to use the COMMON statement. 

Dimensioning Arrays 

While the syntax of QuickDASIC allows dynamic arrays, they are not 
supported by the lIP-ID Command Library. This applies to arrays declared 
with the SDYN AMIC attribute as well as arrays declared using variables for 
the dimensions. For example: 

Correct 

Incorrect 

DIM READINGS (20) 

MAX . ELEMEN1S% = 20 
DIM READINGS(MAX . ELEMENTS%) 

Chaining in BASIC 

Every chained-to progra.m must include several statements from 
QBSETUP.BAS. 
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• Include the three COMMON declarations from QBSETUP.BAS: 

COMMON PCIB . BASERR , PCIB . ERR , PCIB . ERR$ ,PCIB . NAME$ ,PCIB . GLBERR 
COMMON FALSE'l. , TRUE'l. , NOERR, EUNKNOWN , ESEL , ERANGE ,ETIME, ECTRL ,EPASS 
COMMON ENUM , EADDR 

These lines should follow your own COMMON statements, and all 
COMMON statements must appear before any executable statements . 

The order in which COMMON variables are listed is significant. Mismatched 
COMMONs between chained programs can cause execution errors . 

• Include the call to DEFERR as shown in QBSETUP.DAS: 

CALL DEFERR (PCIB . ERR , PCIB . ERR$ ,PCIB . NAME$ ,PCIB . GLBERR) 

DEFERR tells the liP-ID Library where in memory your error variables 
(such as PCIB.ERR) are located. 

If you have sufficient space in your chained-to program, you can simply 
i nclude the entire QBSETUP.BAS file (following any user-defined COMMON 
st atement.s). Although only the COMMON statements and DEFERR call arc 
essential for chaining, QBSETUP.BAS also provides an error handling routine, 
initializes the error variables, and sets up the error mnemonics (such as ESEL). 

The behavior of QuickBASIC programs that use chaining depends on whether 
they are linked with the DASIC "runll library or with the "compile" library. 
For example, due to a l imitation in QuickBASIC, the values of COMMON 
variables are not preserved across a chain if  the program was compiled to run 
as a stand-aJone program . To work around this limitation, you should compile 
your program to require the file BRUN4x.EXE. To do this, simply add a !E 
switch to the DOS comma.nd line when compiling. For example, here is how to 
compile the program 'HELLO.DAS': 

BC HELLO !E!V!W; 
LINK HELLO ,  HELLO " QBHPIB 

You can also compile from within the environment and create an executable 
that requires BRUN4x.EXE. 

If YOll wlll be chainjug programs, read those porOons of your BASIC manual 
relating to compiling, linking, and running programs before you link a program. 
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Writing a BASIC Program 

In an application program, you typically use the Library commands in the 
following manner to execute a.n operation: 

1 .  Set up the required variables. 

2. Perform the operation. 

3. Test to scc if the operation completed successfully. 

In this example, you follow these steps to program two instruments-an HP 
3325A Synthesizer/Function Generator and an  HP 3456A Digital Voltmeter. 
You program the source to output a 2-V rms signal, swept from 1 kHz to 10 
kIlz. You program the DVM to take 20 readings from the signal and output 
them to an arra.y. Finally, you display the readings on the screen. 

Use a convenient editor and begin with the $INCLUDE metacommand: 

REM $INCLUDE : ' QBSETUP ' 

Be sure that you leave no spaces between the $ and INCLUDE. 

Since this example does not chain programs, no extra COMMON statements 
are needed. 

1. Define main program with wor1<ing variables. 

R.EII $I1CLUDE: 'QBSETUP' 

OPTIOI BASE 1 
NAI . ELEKElrSX == 20 

DIK REiDIIGS (20) 
iCT .£LEKEITS1; == 0 

CALL rlITIILIZE (lSCI, DVKI , SOURCEl) 

CILL SOURCESETUP (SOURCEI) 

CILL DVRSETUP (DVAI) 

CALL TRIGGER (DVR_ , SOURCEl) 

CILL VIITFORSRQ (ISel, DVRI) 

CILL TA�ERE1DIIGS (ISCI. DV"_ , RAI . ELEMEITSX. lCT. ELEKEITSX) 

CILL PRIITREADIIGS (ACT. ELEREITSt) 

ElD 
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• Set the array base to 1 so array element numbering begins with 1 instead of 
O. 

• Define a maximum-readings variable (MAX.ELEMENTS). 

• Dimension an array (READING S) to hold the readings taken by the 
voltmeter. This must be dimensioned using a. l iteral, not a variable. 

• Set ACT.ELEMENTS, the actual number of elements read by IOENTERA, 
to O. 

• Each subprogram is described as i t  is presented below. 

2. Write the initialization subprogram. 

SUB IIITIALIZE (ISC, DVM, SOURCE) 

SHARED PCIB.ERR, PCI B . BASERR. IOERR 

Isea .. 7 
DVMa '" 722 
SOURCEa '" 717 
C1LL IORESET (ISCt) 

IF PCIB. ERR <> IOERR THEI ERROR PCIB. B1SERR 

TIJlEOUT ! '" 5 . 0  

CILL IOTIKEOUT (ISCt, TIKEOUT ! )  

IF PCIB.ERR <> IOERR THEI ERROR PCIB. BISERR 

CALL IOCLEIR (ISCt) 

IF PCIB . ERR <> IOERR THEI ERROR PCIB. BASERR 

EID SUB 

• Set the interface select code variable ISC to 7 .  

• Set the voltmeter address variable DVM to 722. 

• Set the signal source address variable SOURCE to 717. This example 
assumes select code 7, voltmeter address 22, and source address 17. 

• Set the interface to its default configuration. 

• Define a. system timeout of 5 seconds. 

• Perform IOCLEAR to put all instruments into a known, device-dependent 
state. 
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Note This program includes an error checking line after each Library 
command: 

IF PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

If there is an error (that is, the error variable PClB.ERR does 
not equal NOERR), this line calls the QBSETUP.BAS error 
handling routine and passes the error number PCIB .BASERR. 
The routine then prints error information and stops the 
program. See "Processing I/O Errors" in chapter 1 and 
"BASIC Error Handling" later in this chapter for more 
information. 

3. Generate a subprogram to set up the source. 

SUB SOURCESETUP (SOURCEl) 

SBlkED PCIB.ERR. PCIB. B!SERR , 10ERR 

CODES$ .. "RF2 FUt ST1IB SPI01B "FIIH 'JII2VR TISSE" 

LE.GTB� • LE. (eDDES$) 

CALL IOOUTPUTS (SOURC&l,CODESS,LEJGTBX) 

IF PCIB.ERR <) IOERR THEI ERROR PCIB. BASERR 

EID SUB 

• Define the programming codes string CODES$ to hold: 

RF2-select the rear panel signal output. 
FUl-select the sine wave function. 
STlKH-select a starting frequency of 1 kHz. 
STIOKH-select a stopping frequency of 10 kHz. 
MFIKH-select a marker frequency of 1 kHz. 
AM2VR-select an amplitude of 2 V rms. 
T15SE-select a sweep time of 5 seconds . 

• Use the TOOUTPUTS command to send the programming codes to the 
source with the proper length parameter. 
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4. Generate a subprogram to set up the yoltmeter. 

SUB DYXSETUP (DVKt) 

SHARED PCIB.ERR, PCIB . BASERR, .OERR 

CODES$ '" "B SII004 F2 R4 no IO 4STG 20STJ aS1 T4" 

LE.GTBI = LEI(CODESS) 

CiLL IOOUTPUTS (DVR*.CODES$. LEIGTHl) 

IF PCIB. ERR <> IOERa THEI ERROR peIB. BISERR 

EID SUB 

• Define the programming codes string CODES$ to hold: 

H-software-reset the voltmeter. 

SM004-set the service request mask to enable the voltmeter to set the 
interface SRQ line when it finishes taking readings (when the Data Ready bit 
of the serial poll response byte is set). 

F2-select the AC volts function. 
R4-select the 10 volt range. 
FLO-turn off filtering. 
ZO-turn off auto zero. 
4STG-select the �-digit display. 
20STN-take 20 read i ngs. 
RS1-turn on reading storage. 
T4-select trigger hold . 

• Send the programming codes to the voltmeter with the proper length 
parameter. 
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5. Define a subprogram to trigger the instruments. 

SUB TRIGGER (DV"., SOURCEl) 

SHlRED peIB .ERR, PCIB. BlSERR , 10ERR 

CiLL IOTRIGGER(DYftt) 

IF PCIB. ERR <> tOERR THEI ERROR PCIB. BlSERR 

CODES' = "SS" 

LEIGTHX :::: LEI(CODES$) 

CALL IOOUTPUTS (SOURCF.I:.CDDES$,LEIGTHX) 

IF PCIB.ERR <> tOERR THEI ERROR PCI B . BlSERR 

EID SUB 

• Execute the IOTRIGGER command for the voltmeter. 

• Define the programming codes string to hold the source's trigger code. 

• Send the programming codes to the source with the proper length parameter: 

These lines demonstrate that some instruments respond to an HP-IB 
trigger command, while others must be triggered with i nstrument-specific 
programming codes. 

6. Wait for the voltmeter to finish reading. 

SUB VIYTFORSRQ (ISet, DVMl) 

SHARED PCIB.ERR. PCIB. BA5ERR , 10ERR 

SRQX :::: 1 
CHECKSTlT: CILL IOSTITUS (ISct, SRQt. STATUst) 

EID SUB 

IF PCIB.ERR <> 10ERR IHEI ERROR PCIB. B1SERR 
IF srlTUst :::: 0 THEf GOTD CBECISTIT 

CiLL IOSPOLL (OYMl, RESPOISEt) 

IF PCIB.ERR <> IOEkR THEI ERROR PCIB. B!SERR 

IF (RESPOISEt AID 68) <> 68 THEI GOTD CHECISTiT 

• Define the interface condition whose status is being checked. In this case, 
check for condition I-is the SRQ line set? 
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• Execute the status command and return the result in STATUS. 

• As long as STATUS is 0, the SRQ line is not set, indicating that the 
voltmeter is not finished taking readings. As soon as it changes to 1, perform 
a serial poll on the voltmeter to learn which of its conditions1 if any, set the 
SRQ line. The serial poll also clea.rs the request. 

• The result of the serial poll is the status byte of the voltmeter, returned 
in RESPONSE. Compare RESPONSE and the value 68-the sum of the 
Request Service bit (64) and the Data Ready bit (1) .  If these bits are set, 
continue because the voltmeter is finished. If they are not set, perform the 
status check aga.in .  

• Note that alphanumeric labels ( such as CHECKSTAT) may be used. 

7. Enter the readings into an array. 

SUB TiKEREIDIIGS (ISCt,DVftt ,K1I. ELE"ElTS%,iCT. ELEKElTS%) 

SHARED PCIB . ERR, PCIB . BASERR, IOERa, READIIGS() 

CODES$ = "SOl -20STR RER" 

LE.GTRX = LEI(CODES$) 

CALL IOOUTPUTS (DV"l,CODES$ , LE'GTH�) 

IF PCIB. ERR <> .DERR THE. ERROR PCIB.B1SERR 

STlTE't = 0 

CALL IOEDI (ISCl,STITEX) 

IF PCIB. ERR <> IDERR THEI ERROR PCIB. B1SERR 

ClLL IOE.TERA(DV"l ,SEG READIIGS (1) .M1I.ELEME'TS't.1CT.ELEMEITS%) 

IF PCIB. ERR <> IOERR THEI ERROR PCIB. B1SERR 

EID SUB 

• Define the programming codes string to direct the voltmeter to output its 
stored readings: 

SOl-turn on system output mode. 
-20STR-unstorc the 20 readings from register R. 
RER-recall (readout) the 20 readings. 

• Out.put the programming codes to the voltmeter with the proper length 
parameter. 
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• Disable the EOI mode so reading won't terminate after entering only onc 
value . 

• Enter the voltmeter readings into the REA DINGS array starting at 
the first element. Include the maximum and actual length parameters. 
READINGS(l)  here refers to the first clement of READINGS. 

8. Print the readings. 

SUB PRIlrRElDllGS (lCTUlLl) 

SHlRED REiDIIGS() 

PRIIl "THE REiDIIGS iRE: 

FOR It = 1 TO iCTUlLt 

PRIIT 11. RElDIIGS (I) 

IEIT 11 
EID SUB 

Saving the BASIC Program 

When you have finished typing your program, check it for typographical 
errors. Then exit your text editor, saving your program with the name 
QI3PROG.BAS. If you're using a general text editor or the interpreted BASIC 
editor, be sure to save i t  in ASCII format (most text editors do so by default). 

Note If you arc using the interpreted BASIC environment to write 
your program, you must lIse the A option to save i t :  

save "qbprogH . a  (E!lt;;) 

This saves your program in ASCII format and appends the 
suffix ".BAS". 
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Compiling and Linking the BASIC Program 

QuickBASIC provides three methods for compiling and linking a BASIC 
program: 

• Compiling the program with the /0 option , linking the new object file with 
the alternate run-time libra.ry and the Command Library, and running the 
new executable file. 

• Compiling the program without the /0 option, linking the new object file 
with the fUIL-time-Hlodule library a.ml the CUlllmaltu Liura.ry, ami runllillg 
the new executable file with the run-time module present . 

• Specifying the library when you start the QuickBASIC integrated 
environment, then running the program from there. 

The method used affects such factors as the size of the executable code 
generated, execution speed of your program, and the meaning of any CHA1N 
and COMMON statements in your program . 

This manual describes use of the HP-TB Command Library with the first and 
last methods . For further information, read those portions of your BASIC 
manual relating to compiling, linking, and running BASIC programs. 

Automatic Compiling and Linking 

A batch file ill your Command Library automatically compiles and links 
a specified BASIC program. The file you use depends upon your BASIC 
language. 

If you use this method, you should ma.ke sure your PATH environment variable 
includes the Command Library directory and the BASIC executables directory. 
For example, the following command in your AUTOEXEC.BAT file includes 
the HPIIJ and BAS directories in the PATH variable 

path=c : \ ; c : \dos ; c : \bas ; c : \hpib 

To compile and link a program, type the following at the MS-DOS prompt, 
where progname is the nallle of a BASIC program (without the .BAS extension 
appended ) .  

• QuickBASIC 4.0 or la.ter ( "ses file QBCL.BAT) 

qbcl progname (Enter) 
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• Microsoft Compiled BASIC (uses file CBCL.BAT) 

cbcl pmgname (&iter) 

• Microsoft BASIC PDS (uses file QBXCL.BAT) 

qbxcl progname (&iter) 

Note If your program includes any ON-event branching (such as 
ON PEN for service requests), you should edit the .BAT 
file named above to include the IV and IW switches in its 
commands. This enables end-of-command event checking. 

The original .fiAT file doesn't use these switches, but they're 
present in the file as unexecuted lines. 

For example, to compile and link the program described above using 
QuickBASIC 4.0, type 

qbcl qbprog (&iter) 

Compiling and Linking Separately 

To only compile a program, type the compiler command followed by the file 
name followed by the lE and 10 switches and any other compiler switches you 
need (see the note below). 

For QllickBASIC 4.0 or later, Compiled BASIC, or BASIC PDS: 

be progname /e /0;  (Enter) 

The compiler requires the lE switch to process the error routines since 
QBSETUP.BAS uses an ON ERROR branch. The 10 switch directs the 
compiler to assume it will use the alternate fun-time library instead of the 
run-time-module library. 
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Note If your program includes any ON-event branching (such as 
ON PEN for service requests) ,  you should also include the /V 
and /W switches to enable end-of-command event checking. 

If your program doesn 't use O N-event branching, omit the IV 
and /W switches to improve performance. 

For exa.mple, to compile the example program 

be qbprog le /0;  [Enter) 

This command generates an object listing named QBPROG.OBJ. 

The object file produced by the compiler from your program must be linked 
with the QuickBASIC HP-ID Library (QBHPID.LfB) before you run your 
program. The linker matches up your HP-ID Library calls with the proper 
subroutines from the library. Any compiled program must be linked prior to 
execution, even if it does not use the HP-IB Library. 

Note 

.. 
Be sure to use the linker distributed with your compiler. 
Differences between versions of LINK.EXE can result i n  
improper linking i f  you mix compilers and linkers. 

To link your program and libraries, type 

1 ink (EOter) 

As linking executes, severa.l prompts appear on the screen: 

1 .  When you are prompted for object modules, type 

qbprog (Enter) 

The linker appends the extension .OBJ to the filename and then searches for 
QBPROG.OBJ. 

2.  When you arc prompted for a run file, press (EOter). The default 
QBPROG.EXE is assumed. 

3. When you are prompted for a. ljst file, press (EOter). A listing file is not 
requi red for this example. 
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4. When you are prompted for runtime libraries, type your Command Library 
name: 

• QuickDASIC 4.0 and later: QBHPlD. 

• Microsoft Compiled BASIC: QBHPIB. 

• Microsoft PDS Compiler: QBXHPIB. 

For example, 

qbhpib (EOiff) 

This directs the linker to link the Command Library to your program. The 
linker also automatically links the alternative run· time library. 

When the linker returns with the operating system prompt, yOll ha.ve an 
executable file named QBPROG.EXE that is ready to run. 

See your reference manual for more information on the compiler and linker. 

Compiling and Linking In the QuickBASIC Environment 

'1'0 (;ornpile, lill k ,  and run a. program from the QuickBASIC integrated 
environment, you should start QuickBASIC 4.0 using the following command 
(and the QBHPIB.QLB library): 

qb progname /1 qbhpib (EOiff) 

This loads the Command Library into the QuickBASIC environment so you 
can run your program. See your QuickBASIC manual for more information 
about the environment. 

Running the BASIC Program 

When you are ready to run the program, connect the SIGN AL output of the 
source to the VOLTS input of the DVM. (Include a 50-ohm load in this line to 
ensure proper readings.) Use HP-IB cables to connect the instruments to your 
computer. 

To execute your program, type the name of the .EXE file-in this case 
QBPROG 

qbprog (EOiff) 
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Watch the display on the function generator. You will see the various functions 
(sine wave, AC volts, sweep time) displayed as they are programmed. 

The voltmeter displays its operation as weB-you can watch it take readings, 
store them, and output them to the READINGS array. As the program ends, 
i l displays the readings on your screen. 

Note If the name of a Library command is misspelled, or if the 
number or types of parameters is wrong, system restart may be 
required to recover. 

BASIC Error Handling 

General information about Command Library errors, BASIC error variables, 
and how to process errors are conta.ined in "Processing Y/O Errors" in chapter 
1 and in appendix A, "Error Descriptions." 

If you don't need to write a special error-processing routine for your program, 
you can use the one provided in QBSETUP.BAS. 

, Error handling routine 

ERRORBUOLER: 

99 IF ERR. PCIB.B1SERR THEI GOTO LIBERROR 

PRIIT "BASIC error I"; ER!!.; "occurred on line I"; EIlL 

STOP 

LIBERROR: 

TKPERR = PCIB.ERR 

If T"PERR = 0 THEI llIPERR ::: PCIB. GLBERR 
PRIIT "BP-IH error I"; TMPERR; " detected on line t"; ERL 

PRIIT "Error: "j peIB.ERRS 

STOP 

This errOr handling routine is based on the BASIC function ERROR and its 
associated variables ERR and ERL. (If you need more details about ERROR, 
ERR and EIlL, refer to your BASIC manual.) The variable PCIB.BASERR 
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(value 255) provides a mechanism for differentiating between a BASIC error 
and an HP-IB Command Library error. If ERR = PCIB.BASERR, the error i s  
generated by the Command Library-otherwise, it's a BASIC system error. 

The above routine prints the type of error (BASIC or HP-IB), the error 
number, the error message, and the l ine on wruch the error was detected. 
Then, it stops the program. An ON ERROR statement in  the QBSETUP.BAS 
file defines a branch to the error handling routine for any BASIC or 
program-i nitiated call to the ERROR function. 

Note If your program has u nnumbered lines, the indicated line 
number is the last numbered line encountered-most likely line 
99 in QBSETUP.BAS. 
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Programming in QBasic 

QBasic programming is very similar to QuickBASIC programming with these 
exceptions: 

• You must include the file QSETUP .BAS within all QBasic programs. You can 
do this using a DOS COPY command: 

COPY QSETUP.BAS+MYPROG . BAS FINAL . BAS 

At this point, you rUIl the program FINAL in the QDasic environment. 

• These commands are not supported in QBasic: 

IOPASSCTL 

IOTAKECTL 

IOREQUEST 

IOPEN 

If you need to use any of these commands, you must use QuickBASIC 
instea.d of QRasic. 

• These commands have a slightly different syntax i n  QuickBASIC and QBasic: 

IOENTERA 

IOENTERAB 

IOENTERB 

IOOUTPUTA 

IOOUTPUTAB 

roOUTPUTB 

Refer to Chapter 4 for details about the syntax of these commands. 
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Command Library Parameters 

This section presents information about Command Library parameters as they 
are used with QuickBASIC. 

Note that if you are using any DEF statement (such as DEFINT) i n  
Quickl3ASIC or compiled BASIC, you must make all HP-IB variables become 
real numbers by usiug the! suffix (for example, ERANGE!). 

Passing Parameters 

In QuickBASIC, all parameters used in CA LL statements can be passed by 
reference. That is, you can use variable names as parameters. However, for 
QuickBASIC 4.0 and later and Microsoft Compiled BASIC, you can also use 
literals and expressions for simple parameters that provide information to the 
command-but not for parameters that return information. 

For example, the IOSPOLL command uses two parameters: a device address 
and a response value. The address provides information, so it can be a 
variable, literal, or expression. The response returns information, so it must be  
a variable. 

Variables are always valid as parameters. For example 

ISCt = 7 

CALL IOSPOLL (ISC t , RESPONSE'l.) 

Parameter Types 

Several types of variables are used to describe paramet.ers to Libr<t.ry command 
calls in chapter 4, "BASIC Reference." 

Integer Variable 

An integer variable is distinguished from other identifiers by "%" appended to 
the variable name. The valid range for this variable type is integer numbers 
from -32,768 to 32,767. Integers are used to specify flags and other discrete 
information .  For example: 

FLAGY. 
STATUSY. 
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Long-Integer Variable 

A long-integer variable is distinguished from other identifiers by "&" appended 
to the variable name. The valid range for this variable type is integer numbers 
from -2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,617. Long-integer variables are used to 
specify select codes and device addresses, including extended addresses. For 
example: 

ISCDEVICE.ADDRESS& 

Single-Precision Real Variable 

A single-precision real variable is distinguished from other identifiers either by 
"!" appended to the variable name, or by no suffix appended at ail. The valid 
range for these varia.bles is approximately 2 X 10-39 to 2 X 10-+ 38 (negative 
or positive). Single-precision real numbers have a.pproximately seven digits of 
accuracy. They're used to specify numeric data. For example: 

VALUE 
READING! 

Single-Precision Real Array 

A single�precision real array is an array of single-precision real numbers. 
Arrays arc declared using the DTM statement. Although the theoretical 
maximum size for a BASIC array is 32,767, the actual limit is approximately 
14,000 elements depending all the length of your program. 

The Command Library supports only STATfC arrays. Dynamic arrays must 
not be used as parameters to Library caJls. 

BASIC does not permit the LIse of unsubscripted array names as parameters to 
CALL statements. Therefore, when you use arrays ill Library function calls, 
use the first element of the array to be acccssed as the parameter. In addition, 
the SEG keyword must be included with the array name. For example: 

SEG VALUES (0) Starts at element O. 
SEG VALUES(5) Starts at element 5. 

Be sure the number-of-elements parameter value does not exceed the number of 
elements available in the array. For data output, the Library continues through 
memory sending the contents of the individual cells until the specified count is 
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satisfied. For data input, the Library continues through memory, writing over 
ex.isti ng data or programs. 

String Variable 

A string variable is a variable that can contain any valid sequence of 0 or more 
ASCII characters. It is identified by a "$" appended to its identifier. The 
length of a string variable is not fixed, but may be anywhere from 0 (the null 
string) to 32,767 theoretically. However, the actual upper limit ranges from 
about 19,000 to 30,000 depending upon your compiler and the amount of code 
a.nd data i n  your program. String variables are used to specify characters and 
other ASCII text. For example 

COHHANDS$ 

String variables should be initialized with SPACE$ before data is entered with 
an IOENTERS command. Otherwise, if the current length i s  zero, no data will 
be transferred. 

Any Type 01 Array 

Any type of array can be a single-precision real array, an integer array. a 
double-precision real a.rray, or other type of numeric arra.y. (The array can't be 
a string.) Tt indicates the place to start reading or storing data. 

The Command Library supports only STATIC arrays. Dynamic arrays must 

not be used as parameters to Library calls. 

BASTe does not permit the use of tl nsubscripted array names as parameters to 
CALL statements. Therefore, when you use arrays in  Library function calls, 
use the first element of the array to be acccssed as the parameter. In addition, 
the SEG keyword must be included with the array name. For example: 

SEG VALUES(O) 
SEG DATH(S) 

SEG FLAGS'l.(O) 

Single-precision real; starts at first element. 

Double-precision real; starts at element 5. 
Integer; starts at first element. 

Be sure the number-of-bytes parameter value does 'not exceed the number of 
bytes available in the array-the number of elements times the number of bytes 
per element. For data output, the Library continues through memory sending 
the contents of the individual cells until the specified count is satisfied. For 
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data input, the Library continues through memory, writing over existing data 
or programs. 

Example Programs 

Oscilloscope Example 

The following program is written in QuickDASIC 4.0. The program uses two 
devices: an HP 54601A digitizing oscilloscope (or compatible scope) and a 
printer capable of printing HP  Raster Graphics Standard, such as a ThinkJet 
printer. 

The program tells the scope to take a reading on channel 1 and send the data 
back to this program. Then it prints some simple statistics about the data. 
The program then tells the scope to send the data directly to the printer, 
i llustrating how the controller does not have to be directly involved in  an 
HP-ID transaction. 

Things to note about this program: 

• Note the use of the JOENTERAD command. This command will read an 
arbitrary block of data as defined in IEEE-488.2. IOENTERAD can read 
either definite length or indefinite length arbitrary block data. 

• If your instrument sends data in some other block data format, you can 
use the IOENTERD and IOOUTPUTD commands in conjunction with 
[OENTERS and IOOUTPUTS, respectively, to simulate these other formats. 

• You should probably disable character matching before executing an 
IOENTERB or IOENTERAB because the character in the "match" string is 
generally a valid binary value, rather than a termination character. 

• The commands that are sent to the scope are device dependent and are 
found in the manual for the scope. 

• The error checking in  the program consists of executing an IF statement 
after each call to an HP-ID command. 

• Before an IOENTERS statement is executed, space should be allocated for 
the string by assigning the string to SPACE$(n) where n is the maximum 
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length to be entered. If this is not done, the string will be of length 0, and 
no characters will be entered. You can then shorten the string to the correct 
length (in case less than the maximum number of characters were entered) by 
using the LEFTS function. 

The program has three main parts to it: 

I. Read the data from the scope. 

2. Print some statistics about the data. 

3. Have the scope send the data to a printer. 
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'This program tells the scope to take a reading on channel 1, then 
'sends the data back to this program. Ve can do anything we want 
'to the data at this time, and We choose to print some simple statistics 

'about the data. The program then tells the scope to send the data 
'directly to the printer, illustrating hov the controller doesn't have 
'to be directly involved in an HP-ID transaction. 

REM $INCLUDE: 'QBSETUP' 
ISC! = 7 
SCOPE! = ISCa • lOO + 7 

'reset the HPIB interface 

CALL IORESET(ISCk) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

'set up a timeout of 5 seconds 

TIME! = 5 
CALL IOTIMEOUT(ISCI, TIME!) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

'clear the scope 

CALL IOCLEAR(SCOPEI) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

'lockout the keyboard on the scope so the program has complete control 
, of it 

CALL IOREMOTE(ISCt) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

'set up some variables 

OPTION BASE 1 
DISABLE% = 0 : ENABLE% = I 
EOL$ = CHR$(IO) 
CRLF$ = CHR$(13) + CHR$(IO) 
CMD$ = SPACE$(255) 
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'this is the beginning of part 1 •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
- get the data from the scope 

'setup scope to accept waveform data 

CKO$ = ".RST" 

LENGTHY. ; LEN(CMD$) 
CALL IOOUTPUTS(SCOPE�, CMD$, LENGTHY.) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

CMD$ !: ":autoscale" 
LENGTHY. ; LEN(CMD$) 
CALL IOOUTPUTS(SCOPE�, CMD$, LENGTHY.) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

'setup up the wave10rm source 

eND$ ;; ":vaveform:format word" 
LENGTHY. ; LEN(CMD$) 
CALL IOOUTPUTS(SCOPE�, CMD$, LENGTHY.) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

'input waveform preamble to controller 

CMD$ = I.: digitize channel 1 " 

LENGTHY. ; LEN(CMDS) 
CALL IOOUTPUTS(SCOPEt, CMD$, LENGTHY.) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

CMD$ ;; ":vaveform:preamble?" 

LENGTHY. ; LEN(CMD$) 
CALL IOOUTPUTS(SCOPEt, CMDS, LENGTHY.) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

'read in the preamble 

MAXY. ; 10: ACTUALy' = 0 
DIM PRE' [101 
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CALL IOEITERA(SCOPEt, SEG PRE!(I] , "AX'l., ACTUAL'l.) 

IF PCIB.ERR <> 10ERR THEI ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

'turn off 'If' enter terminator, as 'It' is a legal binary value 

CALL IO"ATCH(ISCt, EOL$, DISABLE'l.) 

IF PCIB.ERR <> 10ERR THEI ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

'make sure EOl is set 

CALL IOEOI(ISCt, EIABLE'l.) 

IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

'command scope to send data. It vill be sent 1n IEEE arbitrary block 
'format. 

eND$ = u:vaveform:data?" 

LEIGTH'l. = LEI(CHD$) 

CALL IOOUTPUTS(SCOPEt, C"D$, LEIGTH'l.) 

IF PCIB.ERR <> 10ERR THEI ERROR PCIB.BASERR 
, 

'enter the data 

01" READIIGS'l.(5000): BYTES'l. = 8000: ACTUAL'l. = 0: FLAG'l. = 2 
CALL IOEITERAB(SCOPEl, SEG READINGS'l.(l), BYTES'l., ACTUAL'l., FLAG'l.) 

IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

'use IOGETTERM to see it we entered all the points 

CALL IOGETTER"(ISCt, REASON'l.) 

IF PCIB.ERR <> 10ERR THER ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

IF (REASOR'l. AND 1) = 0 THEI PRINT "NOT ALL POINTS FOUND" 

, Read the last byte from the scope. This must always be done 
I after an IOEITERAB command. If the character read is a 

'If', then the device is done sending data. If the character 

J read is a ';' or a ',', then the device is waiting to send 

I another block of data. 

lote also that we can use the select code instead of the device 

address for the first parameter of this command. This is because 
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, the scope is still addressed to talk, and the computer to listen 

from the IOEHTERAB command. 

LEHGTH% = 1: ACTUAL% = 0 
CHD$ = SPACE$(10) 
CALL IOEHTERS (ISCt, CHD$, LENGTH%, ACTUAL%) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 
CHD$ = LEFT$(CHD$, ACTUAL%) 

IF CMD$ <> CHR$(iO) THEM PRIMT "scope wants to send more data ... " 

'this is the beginning of part 2 **.*.*.** •••• *.* •••• * ••• ** 
- print some statistics about the data 

'calculate m1n1mum, maX1mum, and sum ot the values in the data 

= 32 • PRE(S) VnIV! 
OFFSET! 
SDIV! 
DELAY! 

= (12B - PRE(10)) • PRE (B) + PRE (9) 
= PRE(3) • PRE (5) / 10 
= (PRE(3) / 2 - PRE(7)) • PRE(5) + PRE(6) 

'Retrieve the scope's ID string 

CMD$ = "*IDH?" 
LENGTH% = LEN(CHD$) 
CALL IOOUTPUTS(SCOPEt, CHD$, LENGTH%) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

LENGTH% = 50: ACTUAL% = 0 
CHD$ = SPACE$(50) 
CALL IOENTERS (SCOPEt, CHD$, LENGTH%, ACTUAL%) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

'print the stats 

PRINT 
PRINT " Oscilloscope ID: ";CMD$ 
PRINT to 

PRIHT " 
statistics --------" 

Volts/Diy = " ; VDIV!; to V" 
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PRIMT " Offset = ". OFFSET! ; " V" , 
PRINT " S/Div = ". SDIV! ; " S" , 
PRINT " Delay = " . DELAY!; " S" 
PRINT 

'this is the 
- have 

beginning 
the scope 

ot part 3 ••••••• * •••••••••••••••• 
send the graph directly to the printer 

'Next, let's tell the scope to print directly to a printer. 
We must first send the HP-IB commands to make the scope a talker and 
the printer a listener. This is done vith the lOSEND command. 

I We will tell the scope to issue a service request when it's done 
printing. as we need to wait for the printing to complete before 
continuing the program. 

'tell the scope to SRQ on 'operation complete' 

CKD$ = "*SRE 32 ; *ESE 1" 
LENGTH% = LEN(CHD$) 
CALL IODUTPUTS(SCOPEt, CHDS, LENGTH%) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

'tell scope to print 

CMD$ = ":print? ; -ope" 
LENGTH% = LEN(CHD$) 
CALL IOOUTPUTS(SCOPE>, CHDS, LEHGTHY.) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

'tell scope to talk and printer to listen 
the listen command is formed by adding 32 to the device address of the 

device to be a listener 
the talk command is formed by adding 64 to the device address of the 

device to be a talker 

PRINT.LISTEN$ = CHR$(32 + 1) 
SCOPE.TALK$ = CHR$(64 + 7) 
UNLISTEN$ = CHR$(63) 

'printer is at device address 1 
'scope is at device address 7 
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Jsend the command 

CMD$ = UNLISTEN$ • PRINT.LISTEN$ + SCOPE.TALK$ 
LENGTH% = LEN(CMD$) 
CALL IOSEND(ISCt, CMD$, LENGTH%) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

Jnow. the ATN line must be set to FALSE. 

COND% = 8 
STATUS% = 0 
CALL IOCONTROL(ISCt, CONDY., STATUS%) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NO ERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

Jnow wait for SRQ from scope 

NOT.DONE: 

COND% = 1: STATUS% = 0 
CALL IOSTATUS(ISCt, COND%, STATUS%) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

IF STATUSX = 0 THEN GOTO HOT.DONE 

Jmake sure it was the scope requesting service 

CALL IOSPOLL(SCOPEt, STATUSY.) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

I 64 = bit 6 set 

IF (STATUS% AND 64) = 0 THEN GOTO NOT.DONE 

Clear the status byte so the scope can assert SRQ again 
if needed 

CMD$ = "*CLS+t 
LENGTH% = LEN(CHD$) 
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CALL IOOUTPUTS(SCOPEa, CMDS, LENGTHY.) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

'give local control back to the scope 

CALL IOLDCAL(ISCl) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NDERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

SYSTEM 

Multimeter Example 

The following program is written in QuickBASIC 4.5 .. 

This example uses the HP 34401A Multimeter as the primary device. 

, We viII also use the HP 3325A Function Generator as a source for 

the multimeter. 

This example sets up the meter to take 128 readings, reads the data 

into an array, then plots the data on the screen. In effect, it 

turns the multimeter into a simple oscilloscope. This program is 

also checking other devices that are on the bus to see if they need 

service. The SRQ line along with parallel and serial polling is 

used to make these checks. The program will continue until the user 

presses the Fl key on the PC keyboard. 

REM $INCLUDE: 'QBSETUP' 

NUM.READINGS • 128 
ISCl • 7 
SOURCEa • ISCt • lOO • 12 
DVM� • ISCl • lOO • 22 
DIM READINGS' [128] 

'interface select code 

'address ot the function generator 

'address ot the digital volt meter 

'place ve viII put the readings from the dvm 

'the Ft key vill end the program 

OH KEY(I) GOSUB QUIT 
KEY( 1) ON 
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'reset the HPIB interface 

CALL IORESET(ISCt) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

'set up a timeout of 3 seconds 

TIME = 3 
CALL IOTIMEOUT(ISCl, TIME) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR peIB.BASERR 

'clear the devices we are going to use 

CALL IOCLEAR(SOURCEl) 
IF peIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR peIB.BASERR 

CALL IOCLEAR(OVHl) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> ROERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

'we meet the minimum requirements for IOFASTOUT, so let's use it 

CALL IOFASTOUT(ISCl, TRUE%) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

BULL$ = ".t 
CALL IOEOL(ISCl, NULL$, FALSE%) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NO ERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

'we will now configure all devices that can respond to a parallel poll 
this example assumes devices at addresses 20 and 7 can respond to a 

I parallel poll. see operators manual of individual devices to see if 
they can respond to a parallel poll. 

Iconfigure the device at address 20 for a parallel poll 

DEVICE.AOORl = ISCl • 100 + 20 
CONFIGURATION% = lH08 'RESPOND WITH A "I" ON LINE 0 
CALL IOPPOLLC(OEVICE.ADORl, CORFIGURATIOWI,) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

'configure the device at address 7 for a parallel poll 
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DEVICE.ADDRt = ISCt • 100 + 7 
CORFIGURATIONY. = aH09 'RESPOND WITH A "1" 01 LIKE 1 
CALL IOPPOLLC(DEVICE.ADDRt, COIFIGURATIONy') 
IF PCIB.ERR <> 10ERR THEI ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

'configure any other devices that can respond to parallel poll here 

'let's use dma to send the strings to program the devices 

COUNTy' = 40: CHANNELY. = 3 
CALL IODKA(ISCl, COUNTY., CHANNELY.) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

'program the function generator 

CODES$ = "RFl FR30HZ FUl STlKH SP10KH KFlKH AK1VR TI5SE" 
LENGT�1. = LEN(CDDES$) 
CALL IOOUTPUTS(SOURCEt, CODES$, LENGTHY.) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> HOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

'program. the dvm 

CODES$ = ":CONF:VOLT:DC 30,.1;" 

CODES$ = CODES$ + ": ZERO: AUTO OFF;" 
CODES$ = CODES$ + ":TRIG:DELAY KIN;" 
CODES$ = CODES$ + ":DISP:STATE OFF;" 
LENGTHY. = LEN(CODES$) 
CALL IOOUTPUTS (DVKl, CODES$, LENGTHY.) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

'turn dma ott again 

COUNTy' = 0: CHANNELY. = 3 
CALL IODMA(ISCl, COUNTY., CHANNELY.) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

'turn on automatic srq checking 

ON PEN GOSUB SRQ.HANDLER 
PEN ON 
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PRIORITY% = 0 
CALL IOPEN(ISCt, PRIORITY%) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

BACK: 

'can have controller do other work here 

GOSUB GET.DATA 

GOTO BACK 

'end of main program. support routines follow. 

'this is the routine defined by the 'on pen gosub' statement above. 

, this routine will be called each time an srq comes in. 

SRQ.HANDLER: 

'conduct a parallel poll 

'note that the source doesn't respond to parallel poll's, so we 
, need to poll that device separately. 

RESPONSE% = 0 
CALL IOPPOLL(ISCt, RESPONSE%) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 
IF (RESPONSE% AND 1) THEN GOSUB POLL.DEVICE.l 
IF (RESPONSE% AND 2) THEN GOSUB POLL.DEVICE.2 

'check all devices that vere configured to respond to parallel 

J poll 

'check any other devices on the bus here that weren't contigured 
, to respond to parallel poll by performing a serial poll on each 

, one. 

CALL IOSPOLL(SOURCEt, RESPONSE%) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 
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'see if we 've cleared the SRQ yet 

STAT% = 1: RESPONSE% = 0 
CALL IOSTATUS(ISC�. STAT%. RESPONSE%) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> ROERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 
IF RESPONSE% = 1 THEN PRINT "SRQ LOCKED HIGH" 

RETURR 

POLL. DEVICE. 1 : 

GOTO QUIT 

'do a serial poll of the device configured to use parallel poll 
, line 0 

DEVICE.ADD� = ISC� • 100 + 20 
CALL IOSPOLL(DEVICE.ADDR�. RESPDNSE%) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

'should check RESPOHSE% here to see if any action needs to be taken. 
'the values that RESPONSE% can take are device dependent. 

RETURN 

POLL. DEVICE. 2: 

'do a serial poll of the device configured to use parallel poll 
, line 1 

DEVICE.ADDR& = ISCt • 100 + 7 
CALL IOSPDLL(DEVICE.ADDR&. RESPONSE%) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

'should check RESPONSEX here to see if any action needs to be taken. 

'the values that RESPONSEX can take are device dependent. 

RETURN 
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GET.DATA: 

'Ask the DV" to send us the data 

CODES$ = ":SAHPLE:COUNT 128;" 
CODES$ = CODES$ + ":READ?" 
LENGTH% = LEN(CODES$) 
CALL IOOUTPUTS (OVH�, CODESS, LENGTH%) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

'Read in the data 

LENGTH% = NUH.READINGS 
ACTUAL% = 0 
CALL IOENTERA (DVH�, SEG READINGS' (0), LENGTH%, ACTUAL%) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

'set graphics mode and draw border on screen 

CLS: SCREEN 2 
WINDOW (0,0)-(639,199) 
LINE (O,O) -(639,199)" B 

'calculate min and max values for y-axis 

YHA X = READINGS! [OJ : YHIN = READINGS! [OJ 
FOR I = 1 TO ACTUAL% 

IF READINGS'[IJ < YHIN THEN YHIN = READINGS![IJ 
IF READINGS![IJ > YHAX THEN YHAX = READINGS![IJ 

NEXT I 

'print graph labels 

LOCATE 2.2 : PRINT "MAX = " ; YHAX; 
LOCATE 24,2 : PRINT "HIN = ";YHIN; 

'scale ymin and ymax so there is space between graph and border 

IF YHIN > 0 THEN YMIN = YHIN*O.6 ELSE YHIN = YMIN*t.4 
IF YHAX > 0 THEN YHAX = YHAX*1.4 ELSE YHAX = YHAX*0.6 
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'graph the data 

WINDOW (O,YMIN)-(ACTUALY.-l,YMAX) 
XAXIS = 1 
PREY = READINGS'[XAXIS-l] 
PSET(XAXIS-l, PREY) 
WHILE (XAXIS < ACTUALY.) 

CURRENT = READINGS![XAXIS] 
LINE (XAXIS-l, PREV)-(XAXIS, CURRENT) 
PREY = CURRENT 
XAXIS = XAXIS + 1 

WEND 
RETURN 

QUIT: 

'clear the dvm so ve can send the commands to reset it 

CALL IOCLEAR(DVMl) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BA5ERR 

'reset the dvm 

CODES$ = " : DISP: STATE ON; oRST" 
LENGTHY. = LEN(CODES$) 
CALL IOOUTPUTS (OVM&, CODES$, LENGTHY.) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

'uncontigure the parallel poll 

CALL IOPPOLLU(ISCt) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

SYSTEM 
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4 

BASIC Reference 

This chapter presents a detailed Command Library syntax reference for 
GW-BASIC and QuickBASIC languages. 

Parameters for Library comma.nds are separated into several groups according 
to the types of arguments you must provide. The following table summarizes 
these groups. See "Command Library Parameters" in chapters 2 and 3 for 
more detail about parameter types for GW-BASIC and QuickDASIC. 

Parameter Type GW-DASIC QuickBASIC and QDasic 

Select Codes and Single-precision real Long-integer variable 
Adtlrt!sses variable 

Flags and Single-precision real Integer variable 
Discrete Informatioll variable 

Nwneric Data (Single) Single-precision real Single-precision real 
variable variable 

Numeric Data (Array) Single-precision rea) array Single-precision real array 
passed by far reference 

Binary Dat. (Array) Any type of numeric array Any lype of numeric array 
passed by far reference 

String and Character Data String variable String variable 

For QuickBASIC 4.0 and la.ter, QBasic, and Microsoft Compiled BASIC, 
you can also use li terals and expressions for simple parameters that provide 
information io the command-but not for parameters that return information. 
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Throughout this chapter, HP-IB terms are listed by abbreviation rather than 
by name. For example, "Go To Local" is listed as "GTL." A complete list of 
HP-lB abbreviations is included in appendix B, "Summary of HP�IB.'" 
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IOABORT 

I OABORT 

This command aborts all activity on the interface. IOABORT will abort 
as much as it can depending upon its current system controller and active 
controller status. 

Syntax 

IOABORT (select-code) 

select-code specifies the interface select code. 

Examples 

For GW -BASIC: 

1 100 DEV = 7 

1200 CALL IOABORT(DEV) 
1300 IF PCIB.ERR <> NO ERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 

For QuickBASIC and QBasic: 

OEVl = 7 
CALL IOABORT(DEVl) 
IF PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB.BASERR 

Bus Activity 

If the 11 P 82335 is system controller: 

• IFC is pulsed at least 100 microseconds. 
• REN is set. 
• ATN is cleared. 

If the 11 P 82335 is active, but not system controller: 

• U NT is sent. 

If the HP 82335 is neither active nor system controller: 

• No bus activity. 
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Comments 

Devices in Local Lockout will remain locked out. 

Possible errors are NOERR and ESEL. 

If the H P  82335 was the system, but not active controller, IOADORT will make 
the H P  82335 both system and active controller. 
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I OCLEAR 

This command returns a device to a known, devite-dcpendent state. It can be 
addressed to the interface or to a specific device. 

Syntax 

I OCLEAR (device_address) 
I OCLEAR (selecLcode) 

device_add,.,,,. specifies the address of a device to be cleared. 

selecLco<le specifies the select code of the interface on which all devices are 
to be cleared. 

Examples 

For GW-BASIC: 

1 100 ISC = 7 
1 1 1 0  DVI1 = 723 
1120 CALL IOCLEAR(DVM) ' Clear the device at address 23. 

1 150 CALL IOCLEAR(ISC) 'Clear all devices on the interface . 

For QuickBASIC and QBas;c: 

ISCt = 7 
DVMt = 723 
CALL IOCLEAR(DVMt) ' Clear the device at address 23. 

CALL IOCLEAR(ISCt) ' Clear all devices on the interface . 
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Bus Activity 

If a device address is specified: 

• ATN is set. 
• MTA is sent. 
• UNL is sent. 
• LAD is sent. 
• OSA is sent i f  specified. 
• SI)C is sent. 

If a select code is specified: 

• ATN is set. 
• DCL is sent. 

Comments 

Possible errors are NOERR, ETIME, ECTRL, and ESEL. 
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IOCONTROL 

This command directly sets status conditions in the i nterface. It can be used to 
address or unaddress the interface as a talker or listener, or set the interface's 
bus address. rOCONTROL can also change system controller status of the 
HP 82335 interface. 

Note 

Syntax 

IOCONTROL should be used with caution since i t  operates 
directly on the interface. 

IOCONTROL CselecLcode. condition. status) 

selecLcode 

condition 

specifies the interface select code. 

specifies the status condition that is to be set. Conditions 
which can be set are: 

Value 

3 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Description 

Make the interface the non-system or system 
controller. 

Address or IInaddress the interface a.<; talker. 

Address or unaddress the interface as listener. 

Set the interface's bus address. 

Clear or set ATN. 
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status variable into which the condition's status is placed. It can have 
the following values: 

Condition 3 

Value Meaning 

0 Make interface non�system controller 

1 Make interface system controller 

Conditions 5 and 6 

Value Meaning 

0 Clear this condition 

1 Set specified condition 

Condition 7 

Value Meaning 

o to 30 Dus address of interface 

Condition 8 

Value Meaning 

0 Clear ATN 

1 Set ATN asynchronously 

2 Set ATN synchronously 

Other ERANGE error 
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Examples 

For GW-BASIC: 

1 100 ISC � 7 
1110 COND � 5 
1 120 STATUS = 1 
1 130 CALL rOCONTROL(rSC,COND,STATUS) 

1 140 JAddress the interface as talker 

For QuickBASIC and QBasic: 

rset = 7 
COND'l, = 5 
STATUS'l, � 1 
CALL IOCONTROL(rSCt,CONDy',STATUSY.) 

'Address the interface as t alker 

Bus Activity 

None. 

Comments 

IOCONTROL 

The added functionality for changing system controller status of the 
HP 82335 is included for completeness ill the Command Library. H P  
strongly recommends, however: that you do not use this command unless it 
is absolutely necessary. The recommended method of using the interfa.ce as 
a non-system controller is to use the DOS command SYSCTL.EXE in your 
AUTOEXEC.BAT file as described in Chapter 1 .  

Refer to  the Comments section of the IOPASSCTL command for important 
information about using �© and �(8reak). 
For condition 8, you can set ATN either synchronously or asynchronously. 
Typically, you will set ATN asynchronously. If so, data may get lost if a data 
transfer is occurring that does not involve the HP 82335. For example, if a 
scope is talking to a pdnter and ATN is set asynchronously, some data. may 
have been lost. If you want to avoid this situation, use status 2 to set ATN 
synchronously. 
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Possible errors are NOERR, ESEL, ECTRL, ETIME, and ERANGE. 
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I ODMA 

This command sets up DMA control. Using DMA may decrease the time 
required to transfer longer sequences of data using IOENTERAB, IOENTERB, 
IOENTERS, IOOUTPUTAB, roOUTPUTB, and JOOUTPUTS. 

Syntax 

IODMA ( select_ code. value, channel) 

selecLcode 

value 

channel 

Examples 

specifies the interface on which DMA is to he enabled or 
disabled. 

specifies one of the following: 

Value Action Taken 

zero Disables DMA. This is the default value. 

positive value Transfer size. Determines when a DMA read 
or wri te is executed. For example, if value ::: 

100, then DMA will be used when 100 or more 
bytes are to be read or written. 

negative value TIlegal. Will return an error. 

indicates which channel to usc for DMA. If the channel is other 
than 2 or 3, an error is returned. 

For GW-BASIC: 

1 100 ISC : 7 
1 1 10 VALUE : 1000 
1 120 CHANNEL : 3 
1 130 CALL IODHA(ISC,VALUE , CHANNEL) 
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For QuickBASIC and QBasic: 

rSct = 7 
VALUEy' = 1000 
CHANNELY. = 3 
CALL rODHA (rSCt . VALUE7..CHANNELY.) 

Bus Activity 

None. 

Comments 

DMA channel 3 is the recommended channel. This is least likely to conflict 
with established usage. 

If cbaracter matching is enabled at the time IOENTERAB, IOENTERB, or 
IOENTERS using DMA is attempted, the error EUNKNOWN will be returned 
for that command a.nd no data. will be transferred. 

If byte swapping is specified in IOENTERAB, IOENTERD, IOOUTPUTAD. 
or IOOUTPUTB using DMA (swapsize is greater than I), the error 
EUNKNOWN will be returned for that command and no data will be 
transferred. 

Possible errors are NOERR, ESEL, and ERANGE. 
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IOENTER 

This command reads a single real number. Rea.ding continues until one of these 
events occurs: 

• The EOI line is sensed true, if it is enabled . 

• A linefeed is encountered a.fter the number starts. 

Numeric characters arc the digits 0 through 9 "E" "e" "+" " - "  and"" in , , , , , . 
the proper sequence for representing a number. Note that U 11 (space) is not a 
numeric chara.cter. 

Syntax 

IOENTER (devieLaddress, data) 
IOENTER ( seleeLeode, data) 

device_address specifics a device address. 

se/eeL code 

data 

specifies the interface select code. 

variable into which the reading is placed. 

Examples 

For GW-BASIC: 

1 100 DEVICE = 722 
1110 CALL IOENTER(DEVICE,READING) 
1 120 'Input a number from device 722 and place it in READING 

For QuickBASIC and QBask: 

DEVICE& = 722 
CALL IOENTER(DEVICEt ,READING! ) 
'Input a number from device 722 and place it in READING 
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Bus Activity 

If a device address is specified: 

• ATN is set. 
• UNL is sent. 
• MLA is sent. 
• TAD is sent. 
• OSA is sent if specified. 
• ATN is cleared . 
• Data is entered. 

If a select code is specified: 

• If the interface is not addressed to listen, an error results. 
• If the interface is addressed to listen, ATN is cleared and the data is read 

from the interface. 

Comments 

If a. select code is to be specified ill the command, the interface must first be 
addressed to listen (with IOSEND, for example) or an error occurs. 

The approximate range of valid values is 10-38 to 1038. The IEEE 754 
standard for floating point numbers makes provisions for values less than 
10-38, however the internal number conversion may not properly handle 
values less than 10-38 when entered via HP-ID or used in assignment or print 
statemen t5. 

Possible errors are NOERR, ETIME, ESEL, EADDR, ECTRL, and ENUM. 
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I OENTERA 

This command enters numbers from a device or the interface and places them 
into a real array. Reading continues until one of these events occurs: 

• The EO! line is sensed true, if it is enabled . 

• A linefeed is encountered after the specified number of elements is received. 

Numeric cha.racters arc the digits 0 through 9 "E" (le" "+" " - " and " "  i n  , , , , , . 
the proper sequence for reprcscllliug a. lluwL)!;!f. Note that " "  (space) is not a 
numeric cha.racter. 

Syntax 

For GW-BASIC: 

IOENTERA ( device_address , readings, max. elements, actual. elements) 

IOENTERA (selecLcode, readings , max.clements, actu.al. elements) 

For QuickBASIC 

IOENTERA ( device_address , SEG readings. max.elements J actual. elements) 

IOENTERA (selecL code ,SEG readings, max.elements, actual.elements) 

device_address specifics a device address. 

select_code specifies the interface select code. 

readings array into which the rea.dings are placed. 

max. elements specifies the maximum number of elements to be rcad. (An 
error occurs if the number is less than 0.) 

actual. elements variable returning the number of elements actually read. 
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For QBasit: 

IOENTERA ( deviccaddress , segment, offset, max.elements, actual. elements) 

IOENTERA (se/eeLcade, segment, offset, max. elements, actual. elements) 

device_address specifies a device address. 

selecLcade specifies tIle interface select code. 

segment segment of the data array (use VARSEG( array) ). 

offset offset of the data array (use VARPTR(array) ) .  

max. elements specifies the maximum number of elements to be read. (An 
error occurs if the number is less than 0.) 

actual.elements variable returning the number of elements actually read. 

Examples 

For GW-BASIC: 

1100 DIM READINGS(49) 
1110 DEVICE = 723 
1120 MAX . ELEM = 50 : ACT.ELEM = 0 
1130 CALL IOENTERA(DEVICE,READINGS(O) ,MAX . ELEM,ACT. ELEM) 
1 140 ' Read a maximum of 50 values from device 723 and 
1150 'put them in READINGS . 

For QuickBASIC 

DIM READINGS ! (49) 
DEVICE&: = 723 
MAX.ELEM'l. = 50 : ACT.ELEM'l. = 0 
CALL IOENTERA(DEVICE& , SEG READINGS! (O) , MAX . ELEM'l. , ACT . ELEM'l.) 
' Read a maximum of 50 values from device 723 and 
' put them in READINGS . 
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For QBasic: 

DIM READINGS! (49) 
DEVICE& = 723 
MAX . ELEM% = 50 : ACT . ELEM% = 0 

IOENTERA 

CALL I OENTERA (DEVICE& . VARSEG(READINGS ! (O) ) . VARPTR(READINGS ! (  0) . 
MAX . ELEM%.ACT. ELEW/, )  

' Read a maximum o f  5 0  values from device 723 and 
'put them in READINGS . 

Bus Activity 

If a device address is specified: 

• ATN is set. 
• UNL is sent. 
• MLA is sent. 
• TAD is sent. 
• OSA is sent if specified. 
• ATN is cleared. 
• Data is entered. 

If a select code is specified: 

• If the interface is not addressed to listen, an error results. 
• If the interface is addressed to listen, ATN is cleared and the data is read 

from the interface. 

Comments 

You should initialize the aciuul.elements parameter to zero before you use it in  
an IOENTERA command. 

If the specified maximum number of clements to read is greater than the size of 
the readings array, input data can overrun the array and corrupt existing data 
or programs. 

Nonnumeric characters that do not properly .belong in a real number are 
considered value separators. Thus, the sequence "1 ,234,567" is entered as three 
numbers, not as "J 234567" . 
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The number of readings available is dependent upon the source device. 

The approximate range of valid values is 1 0-38 to 1038• The IEEE 754 
standard for floating point numbers nlakcs provisions for values less than 
10-38, however the internal number conversion may not properly handle 
values less than 10-38 when entered via HP-lB or used in assignment or print 
statements. 

If a select code is to be specified in the command, tbe interface must first be 
addressed to listen (witb TOSEND, for example) or an error occurs. 

Possible errors are N OERR, ETIME, ESEL, EADDR, ENU M ,  ECTRL, and 
ERANGE. 
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I OENTERAB 

This command enlers arbitrary-block program dala (numeric data with 
lEEE-488.2 coding) from a device or lhe interface. Reading continues until one 
of these events occurs: 

• The maximum number of bytes specified is received. 

• A Iinefeed is encountered wilh the EOl line sensed true, if the coding 
indicates indefinite length. 

• The number of bytes indicated by the coding is received, if the coding 
indicates definite length. 

Syntax 

For GW-BASIC: 

I OENTERAB ( det'ic,-address, data, max. bytes, actual. bytes , swapsize) 

I OENTERAB (selecLcode , data , max.bytes, actual. bytes , swapsize) 

For QuickBASIC: 

IOENTERAB ( device_address, SEG data , max.bytes, actual. bytes, swapsize) 

IOENTERAB (selecLcode , SEG data , max. bytes, actual. bytes, swapsize) 

device_address specifies a device address. 

selecLcode specifies the interface select code. 

data array into which the readings are placed. 

max. bytes specifies the maximum number of bytes to be read (excluding 
the coding bytes) .  (An error occurs if the number is less than 
0. ) 

actual. bytes variable returning the numher of bytes actually read 
(excluding the coding bytes). 

swapsue specifies how bytes are placed into memory. A value of 
1 indicates that bytes are placed in order. Larger values 
indicate that bytes are reversed in memory in groups of this 
size. The value should correspond to the byte size of the 
data variable. (For example, a value of 4 specifies that each 
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For QBasic: 

group of four bytes is swapped in memory.) Valid values are 1 
through 8-other values return an error. 

IOENTERAB (device_address . segment. offset. max.elements. actual. elements. swap) 

IOENTERAB (selecLcode , segment, offset, max. elements, actual. elements, swap) 

device_address specifies a device address . 

selecLcode specifies the interface select code. 

segment segment of the data array (use VARSEG( array) ). 

oflset offset of the data array (use VARPTR( array) ). 

max. elements specifies the maximum number of elements to be read. (An 
error occurs if the number is less than 0.) 

actual. elements variable returning the number of elements actually read . 

swap 

Examples 

For GW-BASIC: 

specifies how bytes are placed into memory. A value of 
1 indicates that bytes are placed in order. Larger values 
indicate that bytes are reversed in memory in groups of this 
size . The value should correspond to the byte size of the 
data variable. (For example, a value of 4 specifies that each 
group of four bytes i s  swapped in memory.) Valid values arc 1 
through 8-other values return an error. 

1 1 00 DIM READINGS#(49) ' Double-precision array (8 bytes/elem) 
1 1 10 DEVICE = 723 
1120 SWAP = 8 : MAX . BYTE = 5 0  • SWAP : ACT. BYTE = 0 
1 130 CALL IOENTERAB (DEVICE ,READINGS# (0) ,MAX . BYTE ,ACT . BYTE , 5WAP) 
1 140 ' Read a maximum of 50 values from device 723 and 
1 150 ' put them in READINGS . 
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For QuickBASIC: 

DIM VAL# (49) ' Double-precision array (8 bytes/elem) 
DEVICE& = 723 
SWAP% = 8 : MAX . BYTEy' = 50 • SWAPy' : ACT . BYTEY. = 0 

IOENTERAB 

CALL IOENTERAB(DEVICE& ,SEG VAL# (O) ,MAX . BYTEy' ,ACT. BYTEy' . SWAPY.) 
' Read a maximum of 50 values from device 723 and 
'put them in VAL . 

For QBasic: 

DIM VAL# (49) ' Double-precision array (8 bytes/elem) 
DEVICE& = 723 
SWAPy' = 8 : MAX . BYTEY. = 50 • SWAPy' : ACT. BYTEY. = 0 
CALL IOENTERAB (DEVICE& , VARSEG(VAL# (O) ) , VARPTR(VAL#(O) ) , MAX . BYTEY.,  

ACT . BYTEy' . SWAPy') 
' Read a maximum of 50 values from device 723 and 
' put them in VAL . 

Bus Activity 

If a device address is specified: 

• ATN is seL 
• UNL is sent. 
• MLA is sent . 
• TAD is sent. 
• OSA is sent if specified. 

• ATN is cleared. 
• Data is entered. 

If a select code is specified: 

• If the interface is not addressed to J isten, an error results. 
• If the interface is addressed to listen, ATN is cleared and the data is read 

from the interface. 
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Comments 

IEEE-488.2 coding is described under "Arbitrary-Block Data Coding" in 
chapter 1. The coding bytes are not placed into data-this also applies to the 
ending linefeed character for indefinite-length data. Leading characters are 
ignored until a �'#" character is  received. 

You should initialize the actual.bytes p3rameter to zero before you use it in an 
JOENTERAB command. 

If the specified maximum number of elements to read is greater than the size of 
the data array, input data can overrun the array and corrupt existing data or 
programs. 

If DMA is active for the transfer, the swapsize parameter must be  1 and 
character matching must be disabled-otherwise, an EUNKNOWN error 
occurs. 

The number of bytes available is dependent upon the source device. 

If a select code is to be specified in the command, the interface must first be 
addressed to listen (with IOSEN D,  for example) o r  a n  error occurs. 

Possible errors are NOERR, ETlME, ESEL, EADDR, ERANCE, ECTRL, and 
EUNKNOWN. 
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I OENTERB 

This command enters binary data. (numeric data with no coding or formatting) 
from a. device or the interface. Reading continues until one of these events 
occurs: 

• The maximum number of bytes specified is received. 

• The EOT line is sensed true, if i t  is enabled. 

• The termination characler set by IOMATCll is received with EO! true. 
(Linefeed is the default character.) 

Syntax 

For GW-BASIC: 

IOENTERB ( devicLaddress. data. max. bytes . actual. bytes. swapsize) 
I OENTERB (select-code . data. max. bytes. actual. bytes. swapsize) 

For QuickBASIC 

IOENTERB (device_address . SEG data. max. bytes. actual. bytes. swaps;ze) 
IOENTERB (selfcLcode . SEG data . max. bytes. actual. bytes. swapsize) 

device_address specifies a device address. 

selecLcode specifies the interface select code. 

data array into which the readings a.re placed. 

max.bytes 

actua/. bytes 

swapSlze 

specifies the maximum number of bytes to be read. (An error 
occurs if the number is less than 0.) 

variable returning the number of bytes actually read. 

specifies how bytes are placed into memory. A value of 
1 indicates that bytes are placed in order. Larger values 
indicate that bytes arc reversed in memory in  groups of this 
size. The value should correspond to the byte size of the 
data variable. (For example, a value of 4 specifies that each 
group of four  bytes is swapped in  memory.) Valid  values are 1 
through 8-other values return an error. 
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For QBasic: 

IOENTERB (device_address, segment, offset, max.elements, actual. elements , swap) 

IOENTERB (se/eeLcade , segment , offset, max. elements, actual. elements , swap) 

device_address specifies a device address. 

selecLcode specifies the interface select code. 

segment segment of the data array (use VARSEG ( arroy » ) .  

offset offset of the data array (use VARPTR (array » ). 

max.eLements specifics the maximum number of elements to be read. (An 
error occu TS if the nu m ber is less than 0.) 

actual. elements variable returning the number of elements actually read. 

SUJap 

Examples 

For GW-BASIC: 

speci fies how bytes arc placed into memory. A value of 
I indicates that bytes are placed in order. Larger values 
indicate that bytes are reversed in memory in groups of this 
size. The value should correspond to the byte size of the 
dala varia.ble. (For example, a value of 4 specifies that each 
group of four bytes is swapped in  memory.) Val id values are I 
through 8-other val ues return an error. 

1 100 DIM READINGS.(49) ' Double-precision array (8 bytes/elem) 
1 1 1 0  DEVICE = 723 
1 120 SWAP = 8 : MAX . BYTE = 50 • SWAP : ACT. BYTE = 0 
1 130 CALL I OENTERB (DEVICE ,READINGS' (O) , MAX . BYTE , ACT . BYTE , SWAP) 
1 140 ' Read a maximum of 50 v alues from device 723 and 
1 150 ' put them in READINGS . 
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For Qui,kBASIC: 

DIM VAL.(49) ' Double-precision array (8 bytes/elem) 
DEVICEt = 723 
SWAPy' = 8 : MAX . BYTEy' = 50 • SWAPy' : ACT. BYTEy' = 0 

IOENTERB 

CALL I OENTERB (DEVICEt ,SEG VAL. (O) ,MAX . BYTE% , ACT. BYTE% , SWAPy') 
' Read a maximum of 50 values from device 723 and 
'put them in VAL . 

For QBasic: 

DIM VAL.(49) ' Double-precision array (8 bytes/elem) 
DEVICEt = 723 
SWAPy' = 8 : MAX . BYTE% = 50 • SWAP% : ACT . BYTE% = 0 
CALL IOENTERB (DEVICE& ,VARSEG(VAL. (O) ) , VARPTR(VAL. ( O ) ) ,MAX . BYTE% , 

ACT. BYTEy' , SWAP%) 
' Read a maximum of 50 values from device 723 and 
' put them in VAL . 

Bus Activity 

If a device address i s  specified: 

• ATN is set. 
• UNL is sent. 
• MLA is sent. 
• TAD is sent. 
• OSA is sent if specified. 
• ATN is cleared. 
• Data is en tered . 

If a select code is specified: 

• If the interface is not 'addressed to listen , an error results. 
• If the interface is addressed to listen , ATN is cleared and the data is read 

from the interface. 
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Comments 

You should initialize the actual.bytcs parameter to zero before you use it in an 
JOENTERB command. 

If the specified maximum number of elements to read is greater than the size of 
the data array, input data can overrun the array and corrupt ex.isting data or 
programs. 

All data received is stored in memory-except a final "match" character with 
EO! true if matching is enabled. 

If DMA is active for the transfer, the swapsize parameter must be 1 and 
clJaracter matching must be disabled-otherwise, an EUNKNOWN error 
occurs. 

The number of bytes available is dependent upon the source device. 

If a select code is to be specified in the command, the interface must first be 
addressed to listen (with JOSEND, for example) or an error occurs. 

Possible errors arc NOERR, ETIME, ESEL, EADDR, ERANGE, ECTRL, and 
EUNKNOWN. 
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I OENTERF 

This command reads from a device and places all received data into a file. 
Reading continues until one of these events occu rs: 

• The EO! line is sensed true, if it is enabled. 

• The termination character set by IOMATCH is received (Iinefeed is the 
default). Note: If you are transferring binary mes, you should turn off 
character match using IOMATCTI to m •. ke SlIre the transfer does not end 
prematurely. 

• The maximum number of bytes specified is received. 

• A file error occurs, usually meaning the disk is full. 

Syntax 

I OENTERF ( device_address ,jiILoame, length, append_flag) 
IOENTERF ( selecLco<le ,jiILoame, length, append_fiag) 

device_uddn:ss specifies a device address. 

selecLcode 

jile_name 

length 

append_flag 

specifies the interface select code. 

specifies the file into which the data is written. 

specifies the maximum number of elements to be read. (An 
error occurs if the number is less than 0.) The actual number 
of bytes read is returned here. 

specifies whether to append to the file or to ovcrwrite it. Zero 
overwrites; non-zero appends. 
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Examples 

For GW-BASIC: 

1 100 DEV = 723 
1200 LENGTH = 10 
1300 FILE . NAHE$ = "ENTER . DAT" 
1400 APPEND = 0 
1500 CALL I OENTERF (DEV ,FILE. NAME$ , LENGTH , APPEND) 
1600 IF PCIB. ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB . BASERR 

For QuickBASIC and QBasic: 

DEvt = 723 
LENGTHl = 10 
FILE. NAHE$ = "ENTER . DAT" 
APPEND7. = 0 
CALL IOENTERF (DEVl,FILE . NAHE$ , LENGTHl , APPEND7.) 
IF PCI B . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB . BASERR 

Bus Activity 

If a device address is specified: 

• ATN is set. 
• UNL is sent. 
• MLA is sent . 
• TAD is sent. 
• OSA is sent if specified. 
• ATN is cleared. 
• Data is entered. 

If a select code is specified: 

• If the interface is not addressed to listen, all error results. 
• If the interface is addressed to listen, ATN is cleared and the data is read 

from the interface. 
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Comments 

Possible errors are NOERR, ETIME, ESEL, EADDR, ERANGE, ECTRL, and 
EFILE. 

Ifthe file does not exist, and a valid filename is given, IOENTERF will create 
the file regardless of the append flag. 

We recommend turning off character matching using the IOMATCH command, 
especially if you are transferring a bina.ry file. 

Note This command does not transfer files to an HP-IH disk drive, 
but rather transfers bytes from the HP-IB bus to a built-in disk 
drive on your computer. 
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This command enters a charader string from a device or the interface. Reading 
continues until one of these events occurs: 

• The EO! line is sensed true, if it is enabled. 

• The termination character set by !OMATCH is received (linefeed is the 
default). 

• The maximum number of characters specified is received. 

Syntax 

IOENTERS ( device_address . data. max.lcngth. actual. length) 

IOENTERS (selecLcode, data, max. length , actual. length) 

device_address specifies a device address. 

selccLcode 

max.length 

actual. length 

Examples 

specifics the interface select code. 

specifies the maximum number of elements to be read. (An 
error occurs if the number is less than 0.) 

variable returning the number of elements actually read. 

For GW-BASIC: 

1100 DEV • 723 
1 1 10 MAX . LENGTH • 10 : ACTUAL. LENGTH • 0 
1120 INFO$ • SPACE$ (MAX . LENGTH) 
1 130 CALL IOENTERS(DEV, INFO$ ,MAX . LENGTH ,ACTUAL . LENGTH) 

1140 ' Read a string of 10 characters maximum from 
1 150 ' device 723 , put in INFO$ 

1 160 INFO$ • LEFT$ (INFO $ , ACTUAL . LENGTH) 
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For QuickBASIC and QBasic: 

DEV& = 723 
MAX . LENGTHY. = 10 : ACTUAL . LENGTHY. = 0 
INFO$ = SPACE$ (MAX. LENGTHy') 
CALL IOENTERS (DEV& , INFO$,MAX. LENGTHy' ,ACTUAL . LENGTHY.) 
' Read a string of 10 characters maximum from 
' device 723 , put in INFO$ 
INFO$ = LEFT$ (INFO $ , ACTUAL . LENGTHY.) 

Bus Activity 

If a device address is specHied: 

• ATN is set . 

• UNL is sent. 
• MLA is sent. 
• TAD is sent . 

• OSA is sent if specified . 
• ATN is cleared. 
• Data is entered. 

If a select code is specified: 

• If the interface is not addressed to listen, an error results. 

IOENTERS 

• If the interface is addressed to listen, ATN is cleared and the data is read 
from the interface. 

Comments 

You should initialize the actual. bytes pa.rameter to zero before you use it in an 

IOENTERS command. 

You should initialize the string into which data is read with the SPACES 
function before you call IOENTERS: 

1 150 INFO$ = SPACE$ ( 10) for GW-BASIC 

INFO$ = SPACE$ ( 10) for QuickBASIC 

This prevents early termination if the string was not initialized, or was set to 
some other value. If the specified max.imum number of elements to read is 
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greater than the current length of the data string, the current length is used 
instead of the maximum number. 

To remove the termination character from the string, use the BASIC LEFT$ 
function. For example, to remove CR/LF from the end of your string, you can 
use this statement: 

1260 INFO$ = LEFT$ (INFO$ , ACT . LENGTH-2) for G W-BASIC 

INFO$ = LEFT$ (INFO $ , ACT. LENGTHY.-2) for QuickBASIC 

If a select code is to be specified in the command, the interface must first be 
addressed to listen (with IOSEND or a previous IOENTER, for example) or an 
error occurs. 

The termination character is entered as part of the string. 

If DMA is active for the transfer, character matching must be disablcd
otherwise, an EUNKNOWN error occurs. 

Possible errors arc NOERR, ETIME, ESEL, EADDR, ENUM, ERANGE, 
ECTRL, and EUNKNOWN. 
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This command enables or disables the End Or Identify (EOI ) mode of the 
interface. It is used to: 

IOEOI 

• Enable or disable a write operation to set the EOl line on the last byte of the 
write . 

• Enable or disable a read operation to terminate upon sensing the EOl line 
true. 

The default is EOI enabled. 

Syntax 

10EOI (selecLcode, state) 

specifies the i nterface select code. selecLcode 

state enables EO! if nonzero and disables EO! if zero. 

Examples 

For GW-BASIC: 

1 100 ISC : 7 
1 1 1 0  STATE : 0 
1 120 CALL 10EOI(ISC , STATE) 'Disable EOI 

For QuickBASIC and QBasic: 

ISCt • 7 
STATEY, : 0 
CALL 10EOI (ISCt , STATEY,) 'Disable EOI 

Bus Activity 

None. 
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Comments 

When reading with EOI enabled, receipt of a byte with EO! set causes the 
read operation to terminate, regardless of whether you are reading a string, 
a real number, or an array of real numbers. (The EOr state is ignored by 
IOENTERAB.)  

When writing, EO! i s  set on the last byte of the End Of Line sequence i f  EO! 
is enabled. Note that if the EOL sequence is of 0 length, EOr is set on the last 
data byte sent. (The EO! line is not set on the last byte for IOOUTPUTAB.)  

When sending a real number array with IOOUTPUTA, the EOL sequence (and 
subsequent EOI) is appended after the last element in  the array, not after each 
element. 

Note that IOSEND does not set Eor because this line has a different meaning 
in Command mode. 

Possible errors are NOERR and ESEL. 
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IOEOL 

This command deftnes the End of Line (EOL) string that is to be sent 
following every IOOUTPUT, IOOUTPUTA, IOOUTPUTB, and IOOUTPUTS 
command. 

The default is carriage return and linefeed. 

Syntax 

IOEOL (selecLcode, end/ine, length) 

selecLcode specifics the interfa.ce select code. 

endline specifies the EOL string that is to be sent following a data 
transmission. A maximum of eight characters can be specified. 

length specifies the length of the termination string. If zero is 
specified, no characters are appended to a data. transmission. If 
the length is less than 0 or more than 8,  an error occurs. 

Examples 

For GW-BASIC: 

1 100 ISC = 7 
1 1 10 ENDLINE$ = CHR$ ( 13)+CHR$ (10) 
1 120 LENGTH = LEN(ENDLINE$) 
1130 CALL IOEOL (ISC ,ENDLINE$ , LENGTH) ' EOL = eR/LF 

For QuickBASIC and QBasic: 

ISCt = 7 
ENDLINE$ = CHR$ ( 13 ) +CHR$ ( 10 )  
LENGTHY. = LEN(ENDLINE$) 
CALL IOEOL( ISCt ,ENDLINE$, LENGTHY.) 'EOL = eR/LF 
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Bus Activity 

None. 

Comments 

With IOOUTPUTA and IOOUTPUTB, the EOL sequence is appended after 
all data has been sent, not following each element. 

Possible errors are NOERR, ESEL, and ERANGE. 
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I OFASTOUT 

This command enables or disables high-speed bus timing for output transfers 
only. 

The default is high-speed output disabled (standard speed). 

Syntax 

IOFASTOUT (selecLcode, state) 

selecLcode specifies the interface select code. 

state enables high-speed output if nonzero a.nd disables high-speed 
output if zero. 

Examples 

For GW-BASIC: 

1100 ISC = 7 
1 1 10 STATE = 0 
1120 CALL IOFASTOUT (ISC, STATE) ' Disable high-speed output 

For QuickBASIC and QBasic: 

ISCt = 7 
STATEY. = 0 
CALL IOFASTOUT (ISCt , STATEy') ' Oisable high-speed output 

Bus Activity 

None. 
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Comments 

For proper operation, high-speed output requires the HP-IB system to meet all 
of these requirements: 

• All HP-IB devices must have tri-state drivers, not open-collector drivers. 
(The HP-IB interface meets this requirement.) 

• All HP-IB devices must be turned on. 

• HP-IB cable length should be as short as possible, but not longer than 15 
meters (50 feet). At least one HP-m device should be connected for each 
meter (3 feet) of cable, with a maximum of 15 devices. (The HP-m interface 
counts as one device.) 

• Each HP�IB device must have a capacitance of less than 50 pF on each 
HP-IB line except REN and IFC. (The HP-m interface meets this 
req uirement.) 

High-speed output applies only during output transfers (including DMA output 
transfers)-but not between transfers and not during input transfers. The 
speed of an input transfer depends upon the talker device. 

High-speed output decreases the data-settling time from 2.5 microseconds to 
840 nanoseconds. 

Possible errors are NOERR and ESEL. 
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IOGETTERM 

This command determines the reason the last read terminated. 

Syntax 

IOGETTERM (selecLcode, reason) 

selecLcode specifies the interface select code. 

reason variable to receive the sum of the values for the reasons the 
last read terminated. The possible reasons for termination arc 

Examples 

Value 

o 

1 

2 

4 

For GW-BASIC: 

1 100 ISC = 7 

Description 

The read was termi nated for some reason not 
covered by any of the other reasons. 

The expected number of elements was received. 

The termination character set by IOMATCH 
was encountered. 

The EOl line was sensed true. 

1 1 10 CALL I OGETTERH (ISC , REASON) 
1 120 IF « REASON AND 4) = 4) THEN PRINT "Eor ENCOUNTERED" 

For QuickBASIC and QBasic: 

ISCt = 7 
CALL IOGETTERM (ISCt ,REASONY.) 
IF «REASONy' AND 4) = 4) THEN PRINT "EOr ENCOUNTERED" 
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Bus Activity 

None. 

Comments 

Upon return, tile reason integer contains the sum of the values for the reasons 
for termination. For example, if  the last read terminated when the termination 
character was encountered a.nd E01 was set, the value of reason would be 
2 + 4 = 6.  

Possible errors arc NOERR and ESEL. 
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I OLLOCKOUT 

This command sends a Local Lockout (LLO) to disable a device front panel. It 
i s  received by all devices on the interface, whether or not they are addressed to 
Hsten. 

Syntax 

I OLLOCKOUT (selecLcode) 

selecLcode specifics the interface select code. 

Examples 

For GW·BASIC: 

1 100 ISC = 7 
1 1 1 0  CALL IOLLOCKOUT(ISC) 

For QuickBASIC and QBasic: 

Isca = 7 
CALL IOLLOCKOUT (ISCa) 

Bus Activity 

• ATN is sent . 
• LLO is sent. 

Comments 

If a device is in Local mode when LLO is received, LLO does not take effect 
until the device is addressed to listen. 

Possible errors are NOERR, ETIME, ECTRL, and ESEL. 
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This command executes a Go To Local (GTL) or clears the REN line to  enable 
a device front panel. 

Syntax 

IOLOCAL (device_address) 
IOLOCAL (selecLcode) 

device_address specifies a device address. 

selecLcode specifics the interface select code. 

Examples 

For GW-BASIC: 

1 100 DEVICE = 722 
1 1 10 CALL IOLOCAL(DEVICE) ' Place device 722 in local mode. 

For QuickBASIC and QBasic: 

DEVICEl = 722 
CALL IOLOCAL (DEVICEl) ' Place device 722 in local mode . 

Bus Activity 

If a device address is specified: 

• ATN is set. 
• MTA is sent. 
• UNL is sent. 
• LAD is sent. 
• OSA is sent if specified. 
• GTL is sent. 

If a select code is specified: 

• REN is cleared. 
• ATN is cleared. 
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Comments 

If a device address is specified, the device is temporarily placed in Local 
mode-it will return to Remote mode if i t  is later addressed to listen. If Local 
Lockout is in effect, the device will return to the Lockout state if it is  later 
addressed to listen. 

If an i nterface select code is specified, all instruments on the bus are placed in 
Local mode and any Local Lockout is cancelled. 

Possible errors are NOERR, ETIMt:, I:;C'I'RL, and ESEL. 
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This command defines the character used by IOENTERB and IOENTERS for 
termination. 

The default character is linefeed. 

Syntax 

rOMATCH (seleeCeode , eharacter,flag) 

seleeCeode 

character 

flag 

Examples 

specifics the interface select code. 

specifies the character used by IOENTERB and IOENTERS 
for term i na.tion checking. 

indicates whether character matching should be enabled or 
disabled. Zero disables matching, and any nonzero value 
enables it. 

For GW-BASIC: 

1 100 rsc = 7 
1 1 1 0  MATCH$ = CHR$ ( 10) ' Terminate on a linefeed. 
1120 FLAG = 1 
1 130 CALL r OMATCH (rSC ,MATCH$ , FLAG) 

For QuickBASIC and QBasic: 

rSct = 7 
MATCH$ = CHR$ ( 10) ' Terminate on a linefeed . 
FLAG% = 1 
CALL r OMATCH (rSCt ,MATCH $ , FLAG%) 
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Bus Activity 

None. 

Comments 

Only a single match character may be specified in this command. 

For IOENTERS, the match character becomes part of the entered string. For 
IOENTERll, the match character must be received with EO! true, and the 
cha.racter does not become part of the data. 

IOMATCH does not apply to IOENTER, IOENTERA, or IOENTERAB. 

Possible errors are NOERR and ESEL. 
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This command outputs a. real number to a. device or to the interface. After the 
number is sent, the EOL string is sent and the EO] line is set (if enabled). 

Syntax 

IOOUTPUT (device address , data) 
IOOUTPUT ( selecLcode, data) 

device_address specifies a device address. 

selecLcode 

data 

Examples 

specifies the inter race select code. 

specifies the number to be output. 

For GW-BASIC: 

1 100 INFO = 12 . 3  
1 1 10 DEV = 722 
1 120 CALL IOOUTPUT(DEV , INFO) ' output " 12 .3"  to device 722.  

For QuickBASIC and QBasic: 

INFO ! = 12 . 3  
DEVl = 722 
CALL IOOUTPUT(DEVl , INFO ! )  ' output " 12 . 3" to device 722 

Bus Activity 

If a. device address is specified: 

• ATN is set. 
• MTA is sent. 
• UNL is sent. 
• LAD is sent. 
• OSA is sent if specified. 
• ATN is cleared. 
• Data is output. 
• EOL is Olltput. 
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If a select code is specified: 

• If the interface is not addressed to talk ,  an error results . 
• If the interface is addressed to talk, ATN is cleared and the data is sent 

followed by an EO L. 

Comments 

Numbers with absolute values between 10-' and 106 are rounded to seven 
significant digits and output in IloaUug: point notation. If the number rounds 
to a.n integer value, the decimal point is not sent. Numbers outside this range 
are rounded to seven significant digits a,nd output in scientific notation. 

I f  the number is positive, a leading space is output for the sign; if it's negative, 
a leading "-" is output. 

If a select code is to be specified, the interface must first be addressed to talk 
(with 10SEND, for example), or an error occurs. 

Possible errors are NOERR, ETIME, ESEL, ECTRL, and EA DDR. 
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This command outputs an array of real numbers to a specified device or to the 
bus. Values output arc separated by commas. After the last number is sent, 
the EOL string is sent and the EOI line is set (if enabled). 

Syntax 

For GW-BASIC: 

IOOUTPUT A ( device_address, data, elements) 
IOOUTPUTA (seleeLcode, data, elements) 

For QuickBASIC: 

IOOUTPUT A ( device_address, SEG data , elements) 
IOOUTPUTA (selecLcode, SEG data, elements) 

device_address specifies a device add ress. 

selecLcode 

data 

elements 

For QBasic: 

specifics the interface select code. 

array containing the real numbers to be transmitted. 

specifics the number of elements in the array Lo be transmitted. 
(An crror occurs if the number is less than 0.) 

IOOUTPUTA ( device_address , segment, offset, elements) 
IOOUTPUTA (seleeLcode , segment, offset, elements) 

device_address specifics a device address. 

selecLcode 

segment 

offset 

elements 

specifies the interface select code. 

segment of the data array (use VARSEG( army» ) .  

offset of the data array (use VARPTR(array»). 

specifics the number of elements in the array to be transmitted. 
(An error occurs if the number is less than 0.)  
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Examples 

For GW·BASIC: 

1 100 DIM INFO(9) 
1 1 10 ELEMENTS = 10 
1 120 DEV = 722 
1 130 CALL IOOUTPUTA (DEV , INFO(O) ,ELEMENTS) 

IOOUTPUTA 

1400 ' Output array INFO to device 722 ; begin with element o .  

For Qu!�kBASIC: 

DIM INFO ! ( 9) 
ELEHENTSY. = 10 
DEVt = 722 
CALL IOOUTPUTA (DEVt ,SEG INFO ! (0) , ELEHENTSY.) 
' Output array INFO t o  device 722 ; begin with element o .  

For QBasic: 

DIH INFO ! (9)  
ELEHENTSY. = 10 
DEVl = 722 
CALL IOOUTPUTA (DEVt , VARSEG ( INFO ! (0» , VARPTR(INFO ! (O» ,ELEHEN TS%) 
' Output array INFO to device 722 ; begin with element O .  

Bus Activity 

If a device add ress is specified: 

• ATN is set. 
• MTA is sent . 
• UNL is scnt. 
• LAD is sent . 

• OSA is sent if specified. 
• ATN is cleared. 
• Data is output. 
• EOL is output. 
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If a select code is specified: 

• If the interface is not addressed to talk, an error results . 
• If the interface is addressed to talk, ATN is cleared and the data is sent 

followed by an EOL. 

Comments 

If the specified maximum number of elements to output is greater than the 
size of the data array, the output transfer can go beyond the array and send 
meaningless data.. 

Numbers with absolute values between 10-5 and 106 are rounded to seven 
significant digits and output in floating point notation. If the number rounds 
to an integer value, the decimal point is not sent. Numbers outside this range 
are rounded to seven significant digits and output in  scientific notation. 

If the number is positive, a leading space is output for the sign; if it's negative, 
a leading "-" is output. 

If a select code is to be used as a parameter, the interface must first be 
addressed to talk (with IOSEND, for example), or an error occurs. 

Possible errors are NO ERR, ETIME, ESEL, EADDR, ECTRL, and ERANGE. 
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IOOUTPUTAB 

This command outputs arbitra.ry-block response data (numeric data with 
IEEE-488.2 coding) to a specified device or to the bus. After the last data byte 
is sent, nothing additional occurs. 

Syntax 

For GW-BASIC: 

IOOUTPUTAB ( devicLadd,·css . data, bytes. swapsize) 
IOOUTPUTAB (selecLcode, data, bytes, swapsize) 

For QuiekBASIC: 

IOOUTPUTAB ( devic<-address, SEG data, bytes, swapsize) 

IOOUTPUT AB (selecLcode, SEG data. bytes. swapsize) 

device_address specifies a device address. 

selecLcode specifies the interface select code. 

dala array containing the data to be transmitted. 

bytes specifies the number of bytes to output (excluding the coding 
bytes). This value  should be no more than the number of 
elements in the array times the number of bytes per element. 
(An error occurs if the number is less than 0.) 

swapstze specifies how bytes are read from memory. A value of 1 
indicates that bytes a,re read i n  order. Larger values indicate 
that bytes are reversed as read from memory in groups of this 
size. The value should correspond to the byte size of the data 
variable. (For example, a value of 4 specifies that each group 
of four bytes is swapped when output.) Valid values are 1 
through 8-other values return an error. 

For QBasic: 

IOOUTPUTAB ( device_add,·ess, segment, offset, elements. swapsi:e) 
IOOUTPUTAB ( selecLcode, segment , offset, elements, swaps;:e) 

device_addres,c; specifies a device address. 
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selecLcode 

segment 

offset 

elements 

swapszze 

Examples 

specifies the interface se]ect code. 

segment of the data array (use VARSEG( array )) .  

offset of the data array (use VARPTR ( array) ) .  

specifies the number of elements in  the array to be transmitted. 
(An error occurs if the number is less than 0.) 

specifies how bytes arc read from memory. A value of 1 
indicates tha.t bytes arc read in order. Larger values indicate 
that bytes are reversed as read from memory in groups of thls 
size. The value should correspond to the byte size of the data 
variable. (For example, a value of 4 specifies that each group 
of four bytes is swapped when output.) Valid values are 1 
through 8�other values return an error. 

For GW-BASIC: 

1 100 DIM INFO.(9) ' Double-precis ion array (8 bytes/elem) 
1 1 1 0  SWAP = 8 
1 120 ELEMENTS = 10 • SWAP 
1 130 DEV = 722 
1 140 CALL IOOUTPUTAB(DEV , INFO#(O) ,ELEMENTS , SWAP) 
1 150 ' Output array INFO to device 722 ; begin with element O .  

For QuickBASIC: 

DIM INFO#(9) ' Double-precision array (8 bytes/elem) 
SWAP% = 8 
ELEMENTS% = 10 • SWAP% 
DEV& = 722 
CALL I OOUTPUTAB (DEV& , SEG INFO#(O) ,ELEMENTS%, SWAP%) 
' Output array INFO to device 722 j begin with element O .  
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For QBasit: 

DIM INFO.(9) ' Double-precision array (8 bytes/elem) 
SWAP;: = 8 
ELEMENTS7. = 10 • SWAP7. 
DEVt = 722 

IOOUTPUTAB 

CALL IOOUTPUTAB(DEVt , VARSEG (INFO# (O) ) , VARPTR (INFO. (O) ) , ELEMENTS7. , SWAP;:) 
' Output array INFO to device 722 ; begin with element O .  

Bus Activity 

If a device a.ddress is specified: 

• ATN is set. 
• MTA is sent. 
• UNL is sent. 
• LAD is sent. 
• OSA is sent if specified. 
• ATN is cleared. 
• Data i s  output. 

If a select code is specified: 

• If the interface is not addressed to talk, an error results. 
• If the interface is addressed to talk, ATN is cleared and the data is sent. 

Comments 

IEEE-488.2 coding is described under "Arbitrary-Block Data Coding" in 
chapter 1. The coding bytes are automatically computed and inserted in front 
of the data. 

If the specified maximum number of elements to output is greater than the 
size of the data array, the output transfer can go beyond the array and send 
meaningless data.. 

If DMA is active for the transfer, the swapsize parameter must be 1-
otherwise, an EUNKNOWN error occurs. 

If a select code is to be specified i n  the command, the interface must first be 
addressed to talk (with IOSEND, for example) or an error occurs. 
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Possible errors are NOERR, ETlME, ESEL, EADDR, ERANGE, ECTRL, and 
EUNKNOWN. 
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IOOUTPUTB 

This command outputs binary data (numeric data with no coding or 
formatting) to a specified device or to the bus. After the last number is sent, 
the EOL string is sent and the EOI line is set (if enabled) .  

Syntax 

For GW-BASIC: 

IOOUTPUTB (device_address. data . bytes. swapsize) 
I OOUTPUTB (se/ecLcode. data, bytes .swapsize) 

For QuickBASIC: 

IOOUTPUTB (device_address. SEG data. bytes. swapsize) 
I OOUTPUTB (selecLcode. SEG data. bytes. SWaT)size) 

device_address specifies a device address. 

se/ecLco<ie specifies the interface select code. 

data array containing the data to be transmitted. 

bytes specifies the number of bytes to output. This value should be 
no more than the number of elements in the array times the 
number of bytes per element. (An error occurs if the number 
is less than 0.)  

swapSlze specifies how bytes are read from memory. A value of 1 
indicates that hytcs arc read in order. Larger values indicate 
that bytes are reversed as read from memory in groups of this 
size. The value should correspond to the byte size of the data 
variable. (For example, a value of 4 specifies that each group 
of four bytes is swapped when output.) Valid values are 1 
through 8-other values return an error. 

For QBasic: 

IOOUTPUTB (device_address. segment. offset. bytes. swapsize) 
IOOUTPUTB (se/ecLcode. segment. offset. bytes. swapsize) 

device_address specifics a device address. 
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selecLcode 

segment 

offset 

bytes 

swapszze 

Examples 

For GW-BASIC: 

specifies the interface select code. 

segment of the data array (use VARSEG( array» ). 

offset of the data array (use VARPTR(array» ).  

specifies the number of bytes to output. This value should be 
no morc than the number of elements in the array times the 
number of bytes per clement. (An error occurs if the number 
is less than 0.) 

specifies how bytes are read from memory. A value of 1 
indicates that bytes are read in order. Larger values indicate 
that bytes are reversed as read from memory in groups of this 
size. The value should correspond to the byte size of the data 
variable. (For example, a value of 4 specifies that each group 
of four bytes is swapped when output.) Valid values are 1 
through 8-other values return an error. 

1 100 DIM INFO.(9) ' Double-precision array (8 bytes/elem) 
1 1 10 SWAP = 8 
1 120 ELEMENTS = 10 • SWAP 
1 130 DEV = 722 
1 140 GALL IOOUTPUTB (DEV , INFO#(O) , ELEMENTS ,SWAP) 
1 150 ' Output array INFO to devi�e 722 ; begin vith element O .  

For QuickBASIC: 

DIM INFO.(9) ' Double-precis ion array (8 bytes/elem) 
SWAP'l. = 8 
ELEMENTS'l. = 10 • SWAP'l. 
DEV& = 722 
GALL IOOUTPUTB (DEVl , SEG INFO# (O) , ELEMENTS'l. , SWAP'l.) 
' Output array INFO to device 722; begin with element O .  
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For QBasic: 

DIM INFO.(9) ' Double-precis ion array (8 bytes/elem) 
SWAPy' = 8 
ELEMENTSY. = 10 • SWAP'l. 
DEV&: = 722 

IOOUTPUTB 

CALL IOOUTPUTB (DEV& , VARSEG (INFO#(O) ) ,VARPTR(INFO. (O) ) ,ELEMEN TS'l., SWAPy') 
' Output array INFO to device 722 j begin with element o .  

Bus Activity 

If a device address is specified: 

• ATN is set. 
• MTA is sent. 
• UNL is sent. 
• LA D is sent. 
• OSA is sent if specified. 
• ATN is cleared. 
• Data is output. 
• EOL is output. 

If a select code is specified: 

• If the interface is not addressed to talk, an error results. 
• If the interface is addressed to talk, ATN is cleared and the data is sent 

followed by an EOL. 

Comments 

If the specified maximum number of elements to output is greater than the 
size of the data array, the output transfer can go beyond the array and send 
meaningless da.ta. 

Ir DMA is active for the transfer, the swapsize parameter must be 1-
otherwise, an EUNKNOWN error occurs. 

If a select code is to be specified i n  the command, the interface must first be 
addressed to talk (with IOSEND, for example) or an EUNKNOWN error 
occurs. 
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Possible errors are NOERR, ETIME, ESEL, EADDR, ERANGE, ECTRL, and 
EUNKNOWN. 
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IOOUTPUTF 

This command outputs the contents of a file to a specified device or interface. 
After the file is sent, the EOL string is sent and the EO! line is set (if enabled). 

Syntax 

I OOUTPUTF (device_address ,fil<-name , lenglh) 
I OOUTPUTF (se/ecLcode ,file_fwme , lenglh) 

device_address specifies a device address. 

specifies the interface select code. 

specifies the name of the file to output. 

se/eeL code 

file_name 

lenglh specifies the maxjmum number of elements to be written. (An 
error occurs if the number is less than 0.) 

Examples 

For GW-BASIC: 

1 100 DEV = 723 
1200 LENGTH = 10 
1300 FILE. NAME$ = "OUTPUT . OAT" 
1400 CALL IOOUTPUTF (OEV ,FILE. NAME$ , LENGTH) 
1500 IF PCIB . ERR <> NO ERR THEN ERROR PCIB . BASERR 

For Qui<kBASIC and QBasi<: 

DEV& = 723 
LENGTH& = 10 
CALL IOOUTPUTF (OEV& , FILE. NAME$ , LENGTHt) 
I F  PCIB. ERR < >  NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB. BASERR 
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Bus Activity 

If a device address is specified: 

• ATN is set. 
• MTA is  sent. 
• UNL is sent. 
• LAD is sent. 
• OSA is sent if specified. 
• ATN is cleared. 
• Data is entered. 
• EOL is output. 

U a select code is specified: 

• If the interface is not addressed to talk, an error results. 
• If the interface is addressed to talk, ATN is cleared and the data is sent 

followed by the EOL string. 

Comments 

Possible errors are NOERR, ETIME, ESEL, EADDR, ERANGE, ECTRL, and 
EFlLE. 

If you are transferring a binary file, we recommend that you turn off the EOL 
string using the IOEOL command. If you do not, the current EOL string will 
be appended to the file. 

Note This command does not transfer files from all HP-lB disk drive, 
but rather t.ransfers bytes from a built·in disk drive on your 
computer to the )'IP-IB bus. 
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IOOUTPUTS 

This command outputs a string to a specified device or to the interface. After 
the string is sent, the EOL string i s  sent and the EO! line is set (if enabled).  

Syntax 

IOOUTPUTS (device_address , data , length) 
I OOUTPUTS (sclccLcode, data , length) 

device_address speci fies a device address. 

selecLcode 

data 

specifies the interface Rp-led code . 

array specifying the string to be scnt. 

length specifies the length of the output string. (An error occurs if the 
number is less than 0.) 

Examples 

For GW-BASIC: 

1 1 00 DEV = 723 
1 1 10 INFO$ = " l ST1"  
1 120 LENGTH = LEN (INFD$) 
1 130 CALL IOOUTPUTS (DEV , INFO$ ,LENGTH) 
1 140 ' Send I IlST1" to device 723 . 

For QuiclcBASIC .nd QBasio: 

DEVl = 723 
INFO$ = " lSTl" 
LENGTH% = LEN (INFO$) 
CALL I OOUTPUTS(DEVt , INFO$ , LENGTH%) 
' Send " 1ST1 I 1  t o  device 723 . 
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Bus Activity 

If a. device address is  specified: 

• ATN is set. 
• MTA is sent. 
• UNL is sent. 
• LAD is sent. 
• OSA is sent if specified. 
• ATN is cleared. 
• Data is output. 
• EOL is output. 

If a select code is specified: 

• If the interface is not addressed to talk, an error results. 
• If the interface is addressed to talk, ATN is cleared and the data is sent 

followed by an EOL. 

Comments 

If the specified maximum number of elements to output is greater than the 
current length of the data string, the current length is used instead of the 
maximum number. 

If a select code is to be used in the command, the interface must first be 
addressed to talk (with IOSEND, for example) , or an error occurs. 

Possible errors are NOERR, ETIME, ESEL, EADDR, ECTIlL, and EIlANGE. 
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IOPASSCTL 

This command passes active control from the HP 82335 IIP-IB card to a device 
on the bus. The device must be capable of taking control. 

Syntax 

I OPASSCTL ( device_address) 

dcvicc_add7'fSS specifies a device address. 

Examples 

For GW-BASIC: 

1 100 KEY 1 5 ,  CHR$(tH04) + CHR$(tH2E) 
1200 ON KEY(15)  GOSUB 9000 
1300 KEY ( 15 )  ON 
1400 ' 
1500 DEV = 723 
1600 CALL I OPASSCTL(DEV) 

' Trap CTRL-C 

1700 IF PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB . BASERR 

9000 SYSTEH 

For QuickBASIC: 

KEY 1 5 ,  CHR$(tH04) + CHR$ (tH2E) 
ON KEY ( 15 )  GOSUB THEEND 

' Trap CTRL-C 

KEY(15)  ON 

DEVt = 723 
CALL IOPASSCTL(DEVt) 
IF PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB . BASERR 

THEEND: SYSTEH 

For QBasic: 

This command is not supporled with QBasic. 
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Bus Activity 

If a device address is specified: 

• ATN is set. 
• UNL is sent. 
• MLA is sent. 
• TAD is sent. 
• TCT is sent. 
• ATN is cleared. 

Comments 

If your program does not seem to work properly after passing control, make 
sure that you do not have an interrupt (IRQ) conflict with another device. You 
can find out what IRQ your Hp· ID board is using by running the INSTALL 
utility. 

The Command Library defaults to address 30. If you need to, you can change 
this using the IOCONTROL command. 

The IOpASSCTL command passes active control only. This command will not 
change the state of the system controller status of the HP 82335. 

Any type of shell command will cause the Command Library to stop working 
if it is currently non·controller, including the SHELL statement in BASIC 
languages. 

The Command Library needs to do some c1ea.ning up after running as 
non-active or non-system controller. It  will do this automatically when you 
take control back, or when your program exits normally_ It will not, however, 
clean up after itself if @© or (§ill-[Sruk) is used to exit the program. We 
recommend that you use the capabili ties of the language you are using to trap 
these keys and call a routine which exits normally, possibly with a non-zero 
exit code. In BASIC, use on key and system if @© is pressed. If you do 
not, your computer will be left in an unstable state and could lock up. 

Possible errors are NOERR, ETIME, ESEL, and ECTRL. 
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I OPEN 

This command enables the HP-IB interface to detect HP-IB service requests 
and process them as ON PEN events. It also sets the DMA·interrupt priority. 

The default is service-request events disa.bled. 

Syntax 

IOPEN ( .elecLcode , priority) 

selecl-code specifies the interface select code. 

p1'io1'ity specifies how service requests affect DMA tram:ifers. Valid 
values arc listed below-other values are illegal and will result 
in an error. 

Value 

o 

I 

Examples 

For GW-BASIC: 

1 100 ISC = 7 
1 1 1 0  PRI = 0 

Description 

Low priority-a service request won't interrupt 
a DMA transfer. This is the recommended 
val ue for general use. 

High priority-a service request will end a 
D M A transfer. 

1 120 CALL I OPEN (ISC , PRI) ' Set low priority 

For QuickBASIC: 

ISC3: = 7 
PRI'l. = 0 
CALL I OPEN (ISCi , PRI'l.) ' Set low priority 

For QBasic: 

This command is not supported with QBasic. 
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Bus Activity 

None. 

Comments 

The BASIC PEN ON, PEN OFF, and PEN STOP statements are unchanged
except that they apply to service requests after IOPEN is executed. I n  
addition, the PEN(l) function returns a value showing whether the service 
request ended a DMA transfer: 

PEN(l) 

o 

1 

Meaning 

No DMA transfer wa.s affected by the last service request. 

DMA transfer was ended by the last service request. 

To disable service requests from causing an ON PEN event, use IORESET. The 
SHELL command in BASIC also disables service request events. 

Possible errors are NOERR, ERANGE, and ESEL. 
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IOPPOLL 

This command performs a parallel poll of the interface. Tt sets a variable to a 
value ( 0  to 255) representing the response of those instruments on the interface 
that respond to a parallel poll. 

Syntax 

IOPPOLL (selecLcorie, response) 

selecCcode specifies the interface select code. 

response variable into which the parallel poll response byte is to be 
placed. The allowable range is 0 to 255. The eight bits of the 
response byte correspond to the eight HP-IB data lines (DID! 
through m08). Thus, a value of 32 would indicate that some 
device has responded to the parallel poll with a "1" on DI06. 

Examples 

For GW-BASIC: 

1 100 ISC = 7 
1 1 10 CALL IOPPOLL (ISC , RESPONSE) 

For QuickBASIC and QBasic: 

ISCl = 7 
CALL IOPPOLL (ISC&, RESPONSE'l.) 

Bus Activity 

• ATN and EOI are asserted for 25 microseconds. 
• The poll byte is read. 
• EOr is cleared. 
• ATN is restored to its previous sta.te. 
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Comments 

During a parallel poll, each enabled device may put a "1" on an assigned 
HP-IB data line according to its service request status--otherwisc, the line is a 
"0". There arc eight data lines (though more than one device may be assigned 
to one line). Using a parallel poll, several devices can indicate their service 
request status simultaneously. The response variable contains the state of the 
eight data lines: DI01 (in bit 0) through DIOS (in bit 7). 

If the response variable contains a " 1"  in any bit, a device assigned to the 
corresponding HP-ID line has the service request status the device was set up 
to report. (See JOPPOLLC.) For example, a device may be  set up to  report on 
line DI04 when it requests service. If an IOPPOLL command shows a "1" in  
bit 3 of response, your program knows the device needs service (assuming no 
other device is assigned to that line). 

Not all devices are capable of responding to a parallel poll. Consult your 
particular device manuals for specifics. 

Possible errors are NOERR, ECTRL, and ESEL. 
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I OPPOLLC 

This command performs a Parallel Poll Configure. In preparation for a parallel 
poll command, it tells an instrument how to respond affirmatively to the 
parallel poll, and on which data line to respond. 

In general, it sets a parallel poll response byte to reflect the response of a 
desired arrangement of instruments. Typically, you could define the bits to 
reflect the responses of particular i nstruments, or the result of a logical OR 
operation on several instrument responses . 

Refer to IOPPOLL for more information. 

Syntax 

IOPPOLLC (device_address, configumtiml) 
IOPPOLLC (se/eeLcode, conjigumtion) 

device_address specifies the bus address of the device to be configured. 

seLecLcode specifies the interface select code. 

configuration sent Lo the specified device indicating how it's to respond to a 
parallel poll. (See "Comments" below.) 

Examples 

For GW-BASIC: 

1 1 00 DEVICE ; 723 
1 1 10 CONF = 10 ' Respond vi th a " 1 "  on line D10 3 .  
1120 CALL IOPPOLLC(DEVICE , CONF} 

For QuitkBASIC and QBasit: 

DEVICEt ; 723 
CONF'l. = 10 ' Respond with a " 1 "  on line 0103 . 
CALL IOPPOLLC (OEVICEt ,CONFY,} 
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Bus Activity 

If a device address is specified: 

• ATN is set. 
• MTA is sent. 
• UNL is sent. 
• LAD is sent . 
• OSA is sent if specified. 
• PPC is sent. 
• PPE is sent. 

Ii a select code is specified: 

• PPC is sent. 
• PPE is sent. 

Comments 

The configuration parameter defines both the HP-IB line on which to respond 
and the service request status lo indicate. It represents an eight-bit byte 
descri bed below. 

Bit 7 Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3 Bit 2 I Bit 1 I Bit 0 

0 0 0 0 Response DID Line (DlOI to DI08) 
(0 or 1 )  

Bit 3 specifies the meaning of an affirmative response. Bits 2 through 0 specify 
the data line (DIOS through DIOI) . The valid range for configuration is 0 to 
IS-other values cause an error. 
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Parallel Poll Configuration Dits Value 

Affirmative response for service request 0000 I xxx B 

Affirmative response for no service request OOOOOxxx 0 

Respond on line DIOB OOOOxl l 1  7 

Respond on line DI07 OOOOx110 6 

Respond on line DIOO OOOOxlOI 5 

Respond on line 0105 OOOOxlOO 4 

Respond on line DI04 OOOOxOl 1  3 

Respond on line DI03 OOOOxOJO 2 

Respond on line 0102 OOOOxOOI I 

Respond on line 0101 OOOOxOOO 0 

For example, to set up a device to indica.te an affirmative response ( "1") on 
line DI05 if it needs service, the configuration value would be 8 + 4 = 12 .  
Alternatively, for the device to indicate an affirmative response ( "1") on line 
DI05 when it  docsn 'l need service, the configuration value would be 0 + 4 = 4. 

Not all devices can be configured to respond to a parallel poll. Consult your 
particular device manuals for specifics. 

Possible errors are NOERR, ETlME, ESEL, ECTRL, and ERANGE. 
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This command performs a Parallel Poll Unconfigure (PPU). It directs an 
instrument to not respond to a parallel poll. It can be addressed to the 
interface or a specific device. Refer to IOPPOLLC for more i nformation. 

Syntax 

IOPPOLLU (device_address) 
IOPPOLLU (selecLcode) 

device_address specifies a. device address. 

selecLcode specifies the interface select code. 

Examples 

For GW-BASIC: 

1 100 DEV = 722 
1 1 10 CALL IOPPOLLU(DEV) 

For QuickBASIC and QBasic: 

DEV& = 722 
CALL IOPPOLLU(DEV&) 

Bus Activity 

If a device address is specified: 

• ATN is set. 
• MTA is sent. 
• UNL is sent. 
• LAD is sent. 
• OSA is sent if specified. 
• PPC is sent. 
• PPD is sent. 
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If a select code is specified :  

• ATN is sent. 
• PPU is sent. 

Comments 

Some devices cannot be unconfigured from the bus. Consult your particular 
device manuals for specifics. 

Possible errors are NOERR, ETlME, ECTRL, and ESr�L. 
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This command places a device in Remote mode to disable the device front 
panel. It can be addressed to the interface or to a specific device. 

Syntax 

IOREMOTE ( devicE-address) 
IOREMOTE (selecLcade) 

device_address specifies a. device address. 

selecLcade specifies the interface select code. 

Examples 

For GW-BASIC: 

1 100 ISC = 7 
1 1 10 DVM = 723 
1 120 CALL I OREMOTE( DVM) 'Place the DVM in remote mode . 

1 150 CALL IOREMOTE(ISC) ' Set the interface REN line . 

For QuickBASIC and QBasic: 

ISCt = 7 
DVHt = 723 
CALL I OREMOTE (DVMt) 'Place the DVM in remote mode . 

CALL I OREMOTE(ISCt) ' Set the interface REN line. 
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Bus Activity 

If  a device address is specified: 

• !tEN is set. 
• ATN is set. 
• MTA is sent. 
• UNL is sent. 
• LAD is sent. 
• OSA is sellt if specified. 

If a select code is specified, then !tEN is set. 

Comments 

If a. select code is specified, a device will not switch into Remote mode until it  
is  addressed to listen. 

Possible errors are NO ERR, ETIME, ECTRL, and ESEL. 
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This command sets lip a serial poll status byte for the HP 82335 and optionally 
asserts the Service Request (SRQ) line. 

Syntax 

IOREQUEST ( se/eeLcode . stutus) 

selecLcode 

status 

Examples 

specifies the interface select code. 

specifies the serial poll status byte. If bit 6 in  the status byte 
is set, the SRQ line will be asserted. If bit 6 is clear, SRQ will 
not be asserted. 

For GW-BASIC: 

1 100 DEV = 7 
1200 STATUS = &H42 
1300 CALL IOREQUEST(DEV. STATUS) 
1400 IF PCIB .ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB .BASERR 

For Qui<kBASIC: 

DEVt = 7 
STATUSi( = tH42 
CALL IOREQUEST(DEVt . STATUSi() 
I F  PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB .BASERR 

For QBasi<: 

This command is not supported with QBasic. 

Bus Activity 

If bit 6 i s  set i n  the status parameter: SRQ is asserted. 

If bit 6 is clear in the status parameter: no bus activity. 
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Comments 

The HP 82335 interface must not be active controller, or else an ECTRL error 
will result. 

Possible errors are NOERR, ECTRL, and ESEL. 
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This command sets the interface to its start-up sta.te, in  which i t  is  not 
listening and not talking. 

In addition, it sets the following HP-IB parameters as indicated: 

• The interface timeout is set to 0 seconds (the timcout is disabled) .  

• The interface EO! mode i s  enabled. 

• High-speed data output is disabled. 

• Service-request events are disabled. 

• CR/LF is set as the EOL default .  

• LF is set as the IOMATCH default. 

• If the interfa.ce was system controller, then it will also become active 
controller. 

Syntax 

IORESET ( selecLcode) 

selecLcode specifics the interface select code. 

Examples 

For GW-BASIC: 

1 100 ISC = 7 
1 1 10 CALL IORESET (ISC) 

For QuickBASIC and QBasic: 

ISCa: = 7 
CALL I ORESET (ISC&) 
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Bus Activity 

If the interface is system controller: 

• [Fe is pulsed (at least 100 microseconds). 
• REN is cleared (at least 100 microseconds). 
• ATN is cleared. 

If the interface is non-system controller: 

• No bus a.ctivity. 

Comments 

IORESET 

This command returns all devices on the interface to local (front panel) control. 

Possible errors are NOERR and ESEL. 
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This command sends any sequence of user-specified HP-IB commands to the 
interface. For example, to send an output command to several instruments 
simultaneously, you can establish their talk/listen status with the IOSEND 
command, then issue the output command specifying a. select code rather than 
a device address. 

Syntax 

IOSEND (selecLcode, commands , length) 

selecLcode 

commands 

length 

Examples 

For GW-BASIC: 

1 100 ISC = 7 

specifies the interface select code. 

specifLes a. string of characters, each of which is treated as an 
interface command.  

specifies the number of  characters i n  the command string. 
(An error occurs i f  the number is less than 0.) 

1 1 10 COMMANDS$ = "?)/4" 
1120 ' Specifies unlisten, then,listen addresses 9, 15 ,  and 20. 
1 130 LENGTH = 4 
1 140 CALL IOSEND(ISC ,COMMANDS$ , LENGTH) 
1150 CALL IOTRIGGER(ISC) 
1160 ' Triggers devices at addresses 9, 15, and 20 . 

For QuickBASIC and QBasic: 

ISCt = 7 
COMMANDS$ = "?)/4" 
' Specifies unlisten , then listen addresses 9. 15, and 20 . 
LENGTHy' = 4 
CALL IOSEND(ISC&,COMMANDS$,LENGTHY.) 
CALL IOTRlGGER(ISCt) 
' Triggers devices at addresses 9 , 15.  and 20 . 
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Bus Activity 

• ATN is set . 
• Command bytes are sent. 

Comments 

See appendix B for a list of HP-IB commands and the corresponding data 
characters. 

All bytes are sent with ATN set. The EOL sequence is not appended, nor is 
EO! set. 

Possible errors are NOERR, ETIME, ESEL, ECTRL, and ERANGE. 
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This command performs a serial poll of a specified device. It sets a variable 
representing the device's response byte. 

Syntax 

IOSPOLL (devicLaddress, response) 

device_address specifies the bus address of the device to be p olled. 

response variable into which the response byte is p laced. 

Examples 

For GW-BASIC: 

1100 DEVICE = 723 
1110 CALL IOSPOLL(DEVICE,RESPONSE) 
1120 'Perform a serial poll on device 723. 
1130 'put the response byte in RESPONSE. 

For QuickBASIC and QBasic: 

DEVICE&: = 723 
CALL IOSPOLL(DEVICEl,RESPONSE'l.) 
'Perform a serial poll on device 723, 
'put the response byte in RESPONSE%. 
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Bus Activity 

• ATN is set. 
• UNL is sent. 
• MLA is sent. 
• TAD is sent. 
• OSA is sent if specified. 
• SPE is sent. 
• ATN is cleared. 
• Poll byte is read. 
• ATN is set. 
• SPD is sent. 
• UNT is sent. 

Comments 

If a device is requesting service, it stops requesting service when its response 
byte is read. 

Some devices are not capable of responding to a. serial po]), in which case 
polling ma.y result in  an error. Consult the instrument manual to determine 
if an instrument can respond to a serial poll and how its response byte is 
interpreted. 

Possible errors are NO ERR, ETIME, ECTRL, and ESEL. 
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This command determines the current interface status regarding a particular 
condition. It sets a variable representing that status. 

Syntax 

raSTA TUS (selecLcode, condition, status) 

selecLcode 

condition 

specifies the interface select code. 

specifies the condition being checked, from 0 to 1 1 .  The 
possible conclitions are: 

Value 

o 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

Description 

Is the interface currently in the remote state? 
(always no) 

What is the current state of the SRQ line? 

What is the current state of the NDAC line? 

Is the interface currently system controller? 

Is the interface currently active controller? 

Is the interface currently a.ddressed as talker? 

Is the interface currently addressed as listener? 

What is the interface's bus address? 

What is the state of the ATN line? 

What is the address status of the interface? 

What is Oll the 010 lines now? 

What is the bus status of the interface? 

What interface card is installed? 
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IOSTATUS 

variable into which the condition's status is placed. It can have 
the following values: 

Conditions 0 to 6 and 8 

Value Meaning 

0 Clear or No 

I Sd or Yes 

Condition 7 

Value Meaning 

o to 30 Address of card 

Condition 9' 

Bit Value Meaning 

0 1 ulpa 

1 2 TADS 

2 4 LADS 

3 8 TPAS 

4 16 LPAS 

5 32 ATN 

6 61 LLO 

7 128 REM 
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Condition 10 

Value Meaning 

o to 255 Value of the data lines on the bus 

Condition 11" 

Bit Value Meaning 

0 I REN 

I 2 IFC 

2 4 SRQ 

3 8 EOI 

4 16 NRFD 

5 32 NDAC 

6 64 DAV 

7 128 ATN 

• The actual value returned from conditions 9 and 1 1  will be the sum of the 
values of all true conditions. For example, the value returned if bits 2 and 3 
were true would be 12. 

To check whether a specific condition is true, use the AND operand 
in your language. For example, to check if DAY i s  true, you could call 
IOSTATUS(7L . l l.tresult), then check whether (result AND 32) = 32, then 
(DAY is set). Make sure you are using the binary AND in your language and 
not the logical AND. 
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Examples 

For GW-BASIC: 

1100 ISC = 7 
1110 SELECT = 1 

Condition 12 

Value Meaning 

0 no card 

I HP 82990 (old) 

2 HP 82335 

1 120 CALL IOSTATUS (ISC , SELECT,STATUS) 
1130 'Determine if SRQ is set. 

For QuickBASIC and QBasic: 

ISCt = 7 
SELECTY. = 1 
CALL IOSTATUS(ISCt ,SELECT'l., STATUS'l.) 
'Determine if SRQ is set. 

Bus Activity 

None. 

Comments 

Possible errors are NOERR, ESEL, and ERANGE. 

Status conditions 9 through 11 are rarely used. 

IOSTATUS 
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IOTAKECTL 

This command ta.kes active control from the currently active controller back to 
the HP-IB card. 

Syntax 

IOTAKECTL (selecLcode,priorily) 

se/ecl.-code 

priority 

Examples 

specifics the interface select code. 

specifies the priority of the request. This parameter can take 
onc of three values : 

Wait until the ac.t;ive controller passes control back 
to me. It will wait until it receives control or until i t  
times out as specified hy the IOTIMEOUT function. 

2 Assert SRQ with bits 1 and 6 set, then wait until the 
active controller passes control hack to me. It will 
wait until either it receives control or until i t  times 
out as specified hy the IOTIMEOUT function. 

3 Assert the Interface Clear (IFC) line. Asserting the 
IFC line immediately makes the HP 82335 the active 
controller. The HP 82335, however, must he the 
system controller to he ahle to assert the IFC line. If 
i t  is not the system controller, an ECTRL error will 
result. 

For GW-BASIC: 

1 100 DEV � 7 : PRIORITY � 1 
1200 CALL IOTAKECTL(DEV, PRIORITY) 
1300 IF PCIB . ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB .BASERR 

For QuickBASIC: 

DEVt � 7 : PRIORITY¥. � 1 
CALL IOTAKECTL(DEVt. PRIORITY¥.) 
IF PCIB.ERR <> NOERR THEN ERROR PCIB . BASERR 
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IOTAKECTL 

For QBasic: 

This command is not supported with QBasic. 

Bus Activity 

Bus activity is controlled by the active controller until IOTAKECTL is 
finished. 

Comments 

The Command Library defaults t o  address 30. If you need to, you can change 
this using the J'OCON.TROL command. 

It may take awhile for the device that has active control to  pass control back 
to the Command Library. You may want to increase your timeout value 
using IOTlMEOUT before calling IOTAKECTL, and decrease it after the 
IOTAKECTL call. 

Possible errors are NOERR, ETIME, ESEL, ERANGE, and ECTRL. 
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IOTIMEOUT 

This command sets an interface timeout value in seconds for I/O operations 
that do not complete (for example, the printer runs out of paper). 

The default is timeout disabled. 

Syntax 

IDTIMEDUT (selecLcode, timeout) 

selecLcode 

timeout 

Examples 

specifics the interface select code. 

specifies the length of the timeout period. A value of 0.0 
disables the timeout, while a negative value results in an error. 

For GW-BASIC: 

1100 ISC = 7 
1110 TIMEDUT . VAL = 2 'Timeout = 2 seconds . 
1120 CALL IOTIMEDUT(ISC ,TIMEOUT.VAL) 

For Qui<kBASIC and QBasic: 

ISCIt = 7 
TIMEOUT . VAL! = 2 'Timeout = 2 seconds. 
CALL IOTIMEDUT(ISCIt,TIMEDUT . VAL! )  

Bus Activity 

None. 

Comments 

Timeout is effective for any interface operation that transfers data or 
commands. 

A timeout error occurs only if timeout is enabled (that is, the timeout is set to 
a positive value). 
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IOTIMEOUT 

Timeout should be established early in your program. It provides a way to 
recover from I/O operations that are not completed. 

The tirneout value is a real number specified in seconds, which gets rounded 
to the nearest 1/16 second. To timeout after 5 seconds, set timeout to 5.0. 
To timeout after 0 .5  second, set timeout to 0.5. Note that a timeout of 0.0 
effectively disables any timeouts. The maximum allowable timeout is 4096 
seconds. 

Tf a transfer times out, the error variable peTB.ERR returns a. value of 100004, 
which corresponds to the ETIME error, and the error string PCIB.ERR$ 
returns the message "HPIB: timeout". 

Possible errors are NOERR, ESEL, and ERANGE. 
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IOTRIGGER 

This command triggers one or more devices. 

Syntax 

IOTRIGGER (device_address) 

IOTRIGGER (seleeLcode) 

device_address specifies a device address. 

se/eeLcode speci fies the interface select code. 

Examples 

For GW-BASIC: 

1100 DEV = 723 
1110 CALL IOTRIGGER(DEV) 

For QuickBASIC and QBasic: 

DEVl = 723 
CALL IOTRIGGER(DEVt) 

Bus Activity 

If a device address is specified: 

• ATN is set. 
• MTA is sent. 
• UNL is sent. 
• LAD is sent. 
• OSA is sent if  specified. 
• GET is sent. 

If a select code is specified: 

• ATN is set. 
• GET is sent. 
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IOTRIGGER 

Comments 

Only one device can be triggered at a time if a device address is specified. 

If a select code is specified, all devices on the bus that are addressed to listen 
(with IOSEND, for example) are triggered. 

Possible errors are NOERR, ETIME, ECTRL, and ESEL. 
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Pascal Programming 

Introduction 

This chapter explains how to use the HP-IB Command Library for Pascal 
programmtng. 

5 

Support.ed versions of Pascal are listed on the Supported Languages sheet 
included with the Command Library. ror example, you can use certain versions 
of Microsoft Pascal and Borland Turbo Pascal. 

This chapter contains several sections describing how you can use the 
Command Library with Pascal: 

• Copying Lhe necessary Library files Lo a work disk. 

• Creating, compiling, and running a Pascal program. 

• Processing errors. 

• Learning about parameters for Library commands. 

• Checking example programs. Two Hstings aL Lhe end of this chapter show 
how you can use Library commands i n  Pascal programs. 

Detailed syntax information for the commands as they're used with Pascal is 
included in chapter 7, "Pascal and C Reference." 
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Copying Files 

To begin programming i n  Pascal, you must copy the Pascal Library files to 
your work disk. 

The HP-lB Command Library disks contain an INSTALL program that copies 
the Pascal Li brary fi les to your system for you. 

To use INSTALL: 

1 .  Insert the Library disk into your flexible disk drive-if you're using 5 .25-inch 
disks, use the disk labeled "Disk [-Install." 

2. Run INSTALL by typing 

a : install (Enter) 

3. Follow the instructions disp layed on the screen. When you successfully 
complete the instructions, the fol lowing fi les are copied: 

• For Microsoft Pascal: 

PHPIR.LTB 
IODECL.EX 
IOPROC.EX 
PASCL.BAT 
EXAMPLE.PAS 
MSSCOPE.PAS 

• For Turbo Pascal: 

PnnHPID.TPU • 
TIODECL.EX 
TPASCL.BAT 
TEXAMPLE.PAS 
TMETER.PAS 

* nn represents the Turbo Pascal version number, such as 60 for version 
6.0 or 55 for version 5.5. 

If you specified invalid drives, or if the system disk i s  write-protected, no files 
will be copied. Also make sure you copy all the necessary files from your Pascal 
compiler and link.r to your system. Refer to your Pascal manual for details. 
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Programming in Pascal 

For Pascal programming, the Library is implemented as a series of functions 
that execute the commands. The fundions always return a value indicating the 
error status of the command. 

Writing a Pascal Prggram 

You can create a Pascal program using a text editor or the Turbo Pascal 
integrated environment. 

In an application program, you would typically use the commands in the 
fol lowing manner to execute an operation: 

• Set up the required variables. 

• Perform the operation. 

• Test to see if the operation completed successfully. 

In the following Microsoft Pascal example, you follow these steps to program 
two instruments-an HP  3325A Synthesizer/Function Generator and an 
HP 3456A Digital Voltmeter. You program the source to output a 2-V rms 
signal, swept from 1 kHz to 10 kHz. You program the DVM to take 20 
readings from the signal and output them to an array. Finally, you d isplay the 
readings on the screen. 

Use a convenient text editor to write your program. File names in the example 
are for Microsoft Pascal-names for Turbo Pascal are given in the comments 
below. 
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1. Define some·preliminary information. 

PROGRAM example (input , output) ; 

{$INCLUDE: ' IODECL . EX ' }  

CONST 
lSC = 7 ;  
source = 717 ;  
dvm = 722 ; 

TYPE 
stri0 = STRING( 10) ; 

VAR 
err : INTEGER; 

{$INCLUDE: 'IOPROC.EX'} 

• Include a compiler directive to access IODECL.EX, which declares constants 
and types. For Turbo Pascal, sce t he note below. 

• For error handling, declare a ID-character string type to hold the name of the 
command in which an error may occur. 

• Declare a variable err to represent the return status of subsequent function 
calls. 

• Define an interface select code constant isc as 7. 

• Define a source address constant source as 717. 

• Define a voltmeter address constant dvm as 722. 

• Include a compiler directive to access IOPROC.EX, which declares 
procedures and functions. For Turbo Pascal, this command isn't used-see 
the following note. 
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Note Be sure to include the compiler directives in their proper 
places: 

• For Microsoft Pascal, {$INCLUDE : ' I ODECL . EX ' }  after the 
program name and {$INCLUDE : ' IOPROC. EX ' }  at the end of 
the declaration section, before any user-defined procedures or 
functions that use Library calls . 

• For Turbo Pascal, USES PnnHPIB; and {$I TIODECL . EX} after 
the progra.1ll 11 ".rne. (RepJo.co tho nn with a 2-digit version 
number, such as P60HPIB for Turbo Pascal 6.0.) 

2. Write an error handling procedure. 

PROCEDURE Error_handler Cerror : integer; routine : strl0) ; 

BEGIN 
IF error <> naerr THEN BEGIN 

WRITELN ( ' Error in call to ' ,routine) ; 
WRITELN (ERROR:6 ,Errstr (error)) ; 
WRITE ( ' Press <Enter> to continue : J); 
READLN ; 

END; 
END ; 

• In the procedure header, declare an error variable to hold the error number, 
and a routine string to hold the name of the command in which the error 
occurred. 

• Declare estring to hold the error message string. 

• If there is an error (error <> naerr) : 

o Call the HP-IB Library error handling procedure Errstr. Pass it the 
command return variable err and estring to hold the error message. The 
Errstr routine returns error message strings. It is explained under "Pascal 
Error Handling" in this chapter. 
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o Print a message telling where the error occurred. 

o Print the error number and the error message string. 

o Display a prompt to continue when (E!itff) is pressed. 

o Include a READLN statement to accept the (E!itff). (§© terminates 
the program.) 

3. Initialize the bus and the instruments. 

PROCEDURE Initialize ; 

BEGIN 
err := IORESET (i.c) ; 
Error_handler (err , ' IORESET ' ) ;  
err : =  IOTIHEOUT (isc, 5 . 0) ; 
Error_handler (err , ' IOTIHEOUT ' ) ;  
err : =  IOCLEAR (i.c) ; 
Error_handler (err , ' IOCLEAR » ;  

END ; 

• Set the interface to its default configuration. 

• Define a timeout of 5 seconds. Note that the timeout parameter, passed by 
value, can be expressed as a literal (5.0) in Pascal. 

• Return all devices to a known state with IOCLEAR. 

• This program calls the Error _handler procedure after each command. Pass 
i t  the command's return variable (which contains the error number) and the 
name of the command. Include enough spaces to set the command name field 
to 10 spaces. 
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4. Program the source. 

PROCEDURE source_setup ; 

VAR 
codes 

BEGIN 

STRING(38) ; 

codes := 'RF2 FUl ST1KH SP10KH HF1KH AH2VR TI5SE' ; 
err : =  IOOUTPUTS (source , codes ,38) ; 
Error_handler (err , ' IOOUTPUTS ' ) ;  

END; 

• Declare the codes string to hold instrument programming codes. 

• Assign the necessary source programming codes to the codes string: 

RF2-select the rear panel signal output. 
FUl-select the sine wave function. 
STIKH-select a starting frequency of 1 kHz. 
SPIOKII-select a stopping frequency of 10 kllz. 
MFl Kif-select a marker frequency of 1 kHz. 
AM2VR-select an amplitude of 2 V rms. 
TI5SE-select a sweep time of 5 seconds. 

• Send the programming codes to the source with IOOUTPUTS. 
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5. Program the yoltmeter. 

PROCEDURE dvm_setup ; 

VAR 
codes : STRING (38) ; 

BEGIN 
codes : =  ' H  5M004 F2 R4 FLO ZO 4STG 20STN RSl T4' ; 
err : =  IOOUTPUT5 (dvm, codes ,38) ; 
Error_handler (err , ' IOOUTPUTS ,) ; 

END ; 

• Declare the codes string to hold instrument programming codes. 

• Assign the necessary programming codes to codes: 

H-software-reset the voltmeter. 

SM004-set the service request mask to enable the voltmeter to set the 
interface SRQ line when it finishes taking readings (when the Data Ready bit 
of the response byte is set). 

F2-se[ect the AC volts function. 
R4-se[ect the 10 volt range. 
FLO-turn off filtering. 
ZO-turn off auto zero. 
4STG-select the 4-digit display. 
20STN-takc 20 readings. 
RSl-turn on reading storage. 
T4-select hold trigger. 

• Send the codes to the voltmeter with IOOUTPUTS. 
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6. Trigger the instruments. 

PROCEDURE Trigger; 

VAR 

codes STRING(2) ; 

BEGIN 
err := IOTRIGGER (dvm) ; 
Error_handler (err , ' IOTRIGGER ,) ; 
codes : = ' SS ' ;  
err := IOOUTPUTS (source , codes ,2) ; 
Error_handler (err , ' IOOUTPUTS ' ) ;  

END ; 

• Declare the codes string to hold instrument programming codes. 

• Use lOTRIGGER to trigger the voltmeter. 

• Enter the programming code necessary to trigger the source into the codes 
string. Send it (with the proper length parameter) to the source with 
lOOUTPUTS. 

These lines demonstrate that some instruments respond to an HP-ID 
trigger command, while others must be triggered with instrument-specific 
programming codes. 
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7. Wail for Ihe vollmeler 10 finish reading. 

CONST 
srqline :: 1 ;  

VAR 
response : INTEGER; 
done : BOOLEAN ; 

BEGIN 
done := FALSE ; 
REPEAT 
REPEAT 

err : =  IOSTATUS (isc,srqline.response); 
Error_handler (err, ' IOSTATUS , ) ;  

UNTIL response <> 0 ;  
err := IOSPOLL (dvm,response); 
Error_handler (err , ' IOSPOLL , ) ;  
done := «response AND 68) = 68); 

UNTIL done; 
ENDj 

• Assign the interface condition whose status is being checked to srqline. In 
this case, check for condition I-the SRQ line. 

• Declare response and d.one variables for use in status checking. 

• Set done to false before the status check. 

• Use IOSTATUS with srqline set to I to see if the interface SRQ line has 
been set. Put the result in  response. 

• As long as response is zero, repeat the status check because the voltmeter 
has not yet set the SRQ line (indicating it is finished). As soon as response 
changes to some nonzero value, perform a serial poll of the voltmeter to see 
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which of its conditions, if  any, set the SRQ line. Also, the serial poll clears 
the SRQ . 

• The result of the serial poll is the status byte of the voltmeter returned in 
response. Compare response and the value 68-the sum of the SRQ bit 
(64) and the Data Ready bit (4). If these bits are set, done is true and the 
program continues. If they are not set, done is false and the status check is 
performed again. 

8. Enter the readings into an array and print them. 

PROCEDURE Readout ; 

VAR 
codes ; STRING (14); 
length ; INTEGER; 
readings ; REALARRAY(20) ; 
i ; INTEGER ; 
numvalues ; INTEGER ; 

BEGIN 
numvalues : =  20 ; 
length ;= 14 ;  
codes ; =  '501 -20STR RER' ; 
err ;= IOOUTPUTS (dvm,codes, length) ; 
Error_handler (err , 'IOOUTPUTS , ) ;  
err ;= IOEOI (isc ,O) ; 
Error _handler (err . ' IDEal , ) j 
err ;= IOENTERA (dvm,readings,numvalues);  
Error_handler (err , ' IOENTERA , ) ;  
WRITELN ( ' The readings are; , ) ;  
FOR i ;= 1 TO numvalues DO WRITELN (readings [I] ) ;  

END ; 

• Declare all necessary variables: codes to hold instrument programming 
codes; length to define the length of the codes; readings to hold the 
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voltmeter readingsj i for a for/next loop; and numvalues for the number of 
values to enter. For Turbo Pascal, readings should be defined as a regular 
ARRAY. 

• Program the voltmeter to output its stored readings: 

SOl-turn on system output mode. 
-20STR-unstore 20 readings. 
RER-recall (output) the 20 readings. 

• Disable the EO! mode so reading doesn't terminate after entering only one 
value. 

• Set the number of readings to 20 and use IOENTERA to enter the readings 
from the voltmeter. Put them i n  the readings array. 

• U se a loop to print the readings from the readings array. 

9. Assemble the procedures for execution. 

BEGIN {main} 
Initialize ; 
Source_setup ; 
Dvm._setup ; 
Trigger;  
Wait_for_SRQ ; 
Readout ; 

END . 

Saving the Pascal Program 

When you have finished writing the program, save it as PROGRAM.PAS in the 
Library directory LIB. (The method by which you save it depends on your text 
editor. ) 
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Compiling and Linking with Microsoft Pascal 

After the Pascal program is finished, you must compile i t  and link it. This 
example aSsumes that the necessary compiling and linking programs are on 
disk C, as is the Library directory. See the Microsoft Pascal manual for more 
details. 

Note These instructions may differ for different revisions of Microsoft 
Pascal. 

From MS-DOS, select the Library directory as the current directory. For 
example 

c: CE!it;l 
cd \hpib CE!it;l 

You can compile and link a Microsoft Pascal program in two ways: 

• Automatically using a Command Library program . 

• Separate compile and link steps using Microsoft Pascal commands. 

Automatic Compiling and Linking 

The batch file PASCL.BAT in your Command Library automatically compiles 
and links a specified Microsoft Pascal program. (You should make sure your 
PATH environment variable includes the Command Library directory and the 
Pascal executables directory.) 

To use PASCL.BAT, t.ype at the MS-DOS prompt (where fil.name is the name 
of your program without the .PAS extension) 

pasel filenamc CE!it;l 

For example, to compile and link the above program, type 

pasel program CE!it;l 
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Compiling and Linking Separalely 

From MS-DOS, start pass one of the compiler. You can use the default 
compilation by typing (where filename is the name of the program without the 
.PAS extension) 

pas 1 ftlename; (Eiiill) 

Alternatively, you'll be prompted for compiler options if you type 

pas 1 (Eiiill) 

For this example, type 

past program ; (Eiiill) 

If t here a.re no errors, Pass One No grrors detected. is displayed. 

To run pass two, type 

pas 2 (Eiiill) 

Pass two displays no intermediate prompts on the screen. If there are no 
errors, pass two displa.ys the following when it is complete: 

Code Area Size = 
Cons Area Size = 
Data Area Size = 

Pass Two No Errors Detected . 

Note Pass three is not required for this example. 

When compilation is successfully completed, link the Microsoft Pascal program. 
You can use the default compilation by typing (where ftlename is the name of 
the program without the .PAS or .ODJ extension) 

link filename" .phpib; (Eiiill) 

Alternatively, you'll be prompted for Iinker options if you type 

link (Eiiill) 
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For this example, type 

link program",phpibj [Enter) 

This directs the linker to link the Microsoft Pascal Command Library file 
PHPIB.L1B to your program. It also links the Microsoft Pascal system l ibrary 
file and all necessary modules in the run-time library. The MS-DOS prompt is 
displayed when linking is complete. 

Compiling with Turbo Pascal 

After the Pascal program is finished, you must compile it. (No separate linking 
process is required-compiling and linking occur together.) This example 
assumes that the necessary compiling programs are on drive C, as is  the 
Library directory. See the Turbo Pascal manual for more details. 

Note These instructions may differ for different revisions of Turbo 
Pascal. 

From MS·DOS, select the Library directory as the current directory. For 
example 

c: (E!1ie() 
cd \hpib (E!1ie() 

You can compile a Turbo Pascal program in three ways: 

• Automatically using a Command Library program. 

• Using the Turbo Pascal command-line compiler. 

• By funning i t  from the Turbo Pascal integrated environment. 

Using the Command Library Program 

The batch file TPASCL.DAT in your Command Library automatically 
compiles a speci fied Turbo Pascal program. (You should make sure your PATH 
environment variable includes the Command Library directory and the Pascal 
executables directory.) 
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To use TPASCL.BAT, type at the MS-DOS prompt (where ftlename is the 
name of your program without the .PAS extension) 

tpascl filename (Enter] 

For example� to compile t he above program, type 

tpascl program � 

Using the Command-Line Compiler 

From MS-DOS, type at the MS-DOS prompt (where jilename is  the name of 
your program without t he .PAS extension) 

tpc filename � 

Compiling in the Integrated Environment 

You can compile and run a. program from the Turbo Pascal integrated 
environment by selecting t hose choices from t he menus in the integrated 
environment. 

Running the Pascal Program 

When you are ready to run the program, connect the SIGNAL output of the 
source to t he VOLTS input of the DVM. (Include a 50-ohm load in this line to 
ensure proper readings.) Usc HP-IB cables to connect the instruments to your 
computer. The result of the compiling and linking procedure is an executable 
program file called PROGRAM.EXE, which is saved i n  the current directory. 
When you are ready to Tun it, type 

program � 

Watch t he display on t he function generator. You will see the various functions 
(sine wave, AC volts, sweep time) displayed as they are programmed. The 
voltmeter displays its operation as well-you can watch i t  take readings, store 
them, and output them to the "Readings" array. As  t he program ends, it 
displays t he readings on your screen. 
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Pascal Error Handling 

GeneraJ information about Command Library errors and how to process errors 
are contained in "Processing I/O Errors" in chapter 1 and in appendix A ,  
"Error Descriptions." 

If you don't need to write a special error·processing routine for your progra.m, 
you can write one like the following: 

PROCEDURE Check error (error : integer;  routine : str12) ; 

VAR 
estr: xxstr40 ; 

BEGIN 
IF  error <> no err THEN BEGIN 

estr : =  errstr (error) ; 
WRITELN ( 'Error I , error : 4 , estr . '  vas encountered ' ) ;  
WRITELN ( '  in call to HP-IB funct ion ' ,routine) ; 
WRITELN ; 
WRITELN ( 'Press <Enter> to continue:  J) ; 
READLN;  

END; 
END; 

This example uses "errstr"-a function provided in the IOPROC.EX or 
TIODECL.EX file that returns an error message string corresponding to the 
error value. 

The parameter routine in Checkcrror gives you an indication of where the 
error occurred. 

noerr is OIle of the mnemonic constants established in the IODECL.EX or 
TIODECL.EX file that correspond to the possible Command Library errors
other error mnemonics are listed under "Comma.nd Library Errors" in cha.pter 
1 .  
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Checkerror might then be used in your program as follows: 

err : =  IOENTER (709,reading) ; 
Check error (err , 'IOENTER ' ) ;  

Command Library Parameters 

This section presents information about Comma.nd Library parameters as they 
are used with PascaL 

Passing Parameters 

In Pascal , you can pass parameters to procedures and functions in  two ways: 
pass by value and pass by reference. Those passed by reference are indicated 
by _REF attached to their designators in the syntax reference later in this 
manual. 

With pass by value, a copy of the current value of the parameter is made for 
the called routine, and the original copy of the data is unchanged. [n this 
case, YOII may specify a variable (such as isc), a literal (such as 709), or an 
expression (such as, isc * 100 + 9) as the parameter i n  the caJ! statement. 

With pass by reference, only a single copy of the data exists. Therefore, 
any changes made to the variable in  the subroutine are reflected in both the 
called routine and the calling procedure. Whenever a reference parameter is 
indicated , you must use a variable-literals and expressions are not allowed. 

Parameter Types 

Several types of variables are used to describe parameters to Li brary command 
calls in chapter 7, "Pascal and C Reference." 

Integer Expression 

An  integer expression is any valid combination of integers1 integer variables1 
integer functions, and integer operators that evaluate to a single integer value. 
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The valid range for this variable type is integers from -32,768 to 32,767. 
Integers are used to specify flags and other discrete information. For example 

701 
isc 
isc • 100 + 9 
700 + ord( '$') 

LongjFour·Byte Integer Expression 

A long integer (Turbo Pascal) or four-byte integer (Microsoft Pascal) is similar 
to an integer expression, except the valid range is from -2,147,483,648 through 
2,H7,483,647. Anywhere a long/four-byte iuteger expression is indicated, you 
can use an integer expression instead. Long/four-byte integers arc used to 
specify select codes and device addresses, including extended addresses. 

Integer variable 

An integer variable is a variable of type INTEGER. that is to be passed by 
reference. You may not use long/four-byte variables when an integer variable 
is specified, nor may you use a constant, literal, or integer expression. Integer 
variables are used for returning meaningful integer values, such as with 
IOGETTERM or IOSPOLL. 

Real Expression 

A real expression is any valid combination of real numbers, real variables, 
real functions, and real number operalors that evaluates to one real value. 
The range of real numbers is limited to approximately 2 X 10-39 to 2 X 1038 
(negati ve and positive) and the precision to seven digits. (Turbo Pascal 
six-byte real numbers are converted to four-byte numbers internally, so the 
range is as stated here.) They're used to specify numeric data. For example 

1 .23 
data_value 
sqrt(data_value) 
2 * pi • r 
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Real Variable 

A real variable i s  a variable declared t o  be of type REAL that is to be passed 
by reference. You may not use constants, literals, or other expressions. They're 
used to return numeric data from input transfers. 

Real Array 

A real array is an array of real variables. When you declare arrays for 
Microsoft Pascal, use the super type REALARRAY-. it's defined in the 
IODECL.EX file. For Turbo Pascal, use arrays of type REAL. Although the 
theoretical size limit for arrays is 32,767 elements, the actual limit is smaller 
because of memory size Hmitations. They're used for numeric data. 

Be ca.reful when using very large arrays. Declared globally, they can result 
in link-time errors. Dcc1ared within subroutines, they may compile and link 
without error but cause system problems later when printed or accessed in  
computations. 

Each of the following examples allocates an array of 20 clements, which can be 
accessed as values [lJ through values [20J. Each clement is a Teal number . 

• For Microsoft Pasca): 

VAR values: REALARRAY(20) ; 

TYPE real20 = REALARRAY(20) ; 
VAR values : rea120; 

• For Turbo Pascal: 

VAR values : ARRAY [1 . .  20] of REAL ; 

TYPE real20 = ARRAY[l . .  20J of REAL ; 
VAR values : real20 ; 

Siring Variable 

A string variable is a variable declared to be of type STRING Or LSTRING 
that is to be passed by reference. You must establish the string size before you 
call a Library function that uses the string variable. Valid string sizes are 1 
through 32,767. You may not use string literals (such as 'My String'). Be 
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careful when you use very large strings. String variables are used to specify 
characters and other ASCII text. 

Each of the following examples declares a string with size 10. 

VAR instring : STRING(10) ;  

TYPE str10 = STRING(10) ; 
VAR instring : STR10; 

Character 

A character is any variable of type CHAR or a constant, literal, or character 
function that represents a single ASCII character. A variable with type 
STRING(l) is not compatible with a CHAR variable. In the example above, 
instring [l] is a character. For example 

ch 
, A '  
chr(jO) 

Any Type of Array 

Any type of array can be a real array, an integer array, a double/eight-byte real 
array, a stdng, or other type of array. It indicates the place to start reading or 
storing data. 

Each of the following examples allocates an array. (For M icrosoft Pascal, use 
the four array types defined for binary transfers by the IODECL.EX me: 
BININT, BINREAL, BIN DOUBLE, and BINCHAR.) 

• For Microsoft Pascal: 

VAR readings : BINDOUBLE(50) ; 

TYPE int20 = BININT(20) ; 
VAR values: int20 ; 

TYPE str10 = STRING(10) ; 
VAR instring : striO; 
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• For Turbo Pascal: 

VAR readings : ARRAY[i . .  50J of REAL8 ; 

TYPE int20 = ARRAY [i . .  20J of INTEGER ; 
VAR values : int20 ; 

TYPE stri0 = STRING(iO) ; 
VAR instring : striO ;  

Example Programs 

Oscilloscope Example 

The following program is written in Microsoft Pascal. The program uses two 
devices: HP 54601A digitizing oscilloscope (or compatible scope) and a printer 
capable of printing HP Raster Graphics Standard, such as a ThinkJet printer. 

The program tells the scope to take a reading on channel 1 and send the data 
back to this program. Then it prints some simple statistics about the data. 
The program then tells the scope to send the data directly to the printer, 
illustrating how the controller does not have to be directly involved i n  an 
HP-IB transaction. 

Things to note about this program: 

• Note the use of the IOENTERAB command. This command will read an 
arbitrary block of data as defined i n  IEEE-488.2. IOENTERAB can read 
either definite length or indefinite length arbitrary block data. 

• If your instrument sends data in some other block data format, you can 
use the IOENTERB and IOOUTPUTB commands in  conjunction with 
IOENTERS and IOOUTPUTS, respectively, to simulate these other formats. 

• You should probably disable character matching before executing an 
IOENTERB or IOENTERAB because the character in the "match" string is 
generally a valid binary value, rather than a termina.tion character. 
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• The commands that are sent to the scope are device dependent and are 
found in the manual for the scope. 

• The error checkin g  i n  the program consists of checking the return value 
of each Command Library function after i t  is called. In this program, a 
procedure (error _handle) has been set up to check this value automatically. 

• Before an IOENTERS statement is executed, space should be allocated for 
the string (if it's an LSTRING) by assi gning  the string  to ' " where the 
number of spaces is the maximum length t.o be entered. Tf this is not done, 
the string  will be of length 0, and no characters will be entered . .  You can 
then shorten the string to the correct length (in case less than the maximum 
number of characters were entered) by using  the DELETE procedure. 

The program has three maJn parts to it :  

1 .  Read the data from the scope (getAata procedure). 

2. Print some statistics about the data (massage_data procedure). 

3. Have the scope send the data to a printer (print_data procedure). 

( 0 

0)  

This program tells the scope to take a reading on channel 1 ,  then 
sends the data back to this program. We can do anything we want 
to the data at this time, and we choose to print some simple 
stat istics about the data. The program then tells the scope to send 
the data directly to the printer , illustrating how the controller 
doesn't have to be directly involved in an HP-IS transaction . 

program hpib_sample( input , output ) ;  

{$include : J iodecl . e x ' }  

const 
max_str_len ; 200; 

type 

var 
isc , 
scope integer4; 
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cmd 
pro 
reason 
status 
length 
bytes 
readings 

strtyp8; 
roalarray ( 10) ; 
integer; 
integer; 
integer; 
integer; 
binint(6000) ; 

{$include : l ioproc . e x ' }  

procedure error_handle(error : integer; routine : strtype); 
begin 

end; 

if error <> KOERR then begin 

end; 

writeln( ' Error in call to routine, error : 3 ,  errstr(error» ; 
abort ( ' HPIB error ' , 1 ,  0 ) ;  

procedure sendcmd (cmd: strtype) ;  
oar 

length : integer; 
begin 

length : =  retype (integer, cmd. len) ; 
error_handle ( IOOUTPUTS ( scope , cmd. length) , ' IDOUTPUTS ' )  

end; 

procedure initialize;  
begin 

end; 

iac : ==  1 ;  
scope : =  isc • 100 + 7 ;  

(* initialize the hpib interface and scope 
*) 

error_handle (IORESET(isc) . ' IORESET ' ) ;  
error_handle (IOTIKEOUT(isc , 5 . 0 ) ,  ' IOTIMEOUT ' ) ;  
error_handle(IOCLEAR( scope) . ' IOCLEAR' ) j  
error_handle(IOREMOTE(isc) , ' IOREMOTE ' ) ;  

procedure get_data; 
Var 
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i 
begin 

integer; 

(. setup scope to accept waveform data 
.)  

sendcmd ( ' *RST ' )  ; 
sendcmd ( ' : autoscale ' )  

(. setup up the waveform source 
.)  

sendcmd ( ' : vaveform:format word ' )  

( .  input waveform preamble to controller 
.) 

sendcmd C '  : digitize channell ' )  ; 
sendcmd ( '  : waveform: preamble? ' )  

length : =  1 0  
error handle (IOENTERA (scope, pre, length) , ' IOEHTERA ' }  

( .  turn off ' It '  enter terminator and turn on EOI 
• This is required, as ' If '  is a valid binary value . 
. ) 

error_handle(IOKATCH ( isc , chr(IO) , I ) ,  ' IOKATCH' ) ;  
error_handle(IOEOI(isc,  I ) ,  ' IOEOI ' ) ;  

(. command scope to send data 
.)  

sendcmd C '  : waveform : data? ' )  

(. enter the data 
.)  

bytes :=  8000; 
error_handle(IOEHTERAB(scope. readings , bytes , 2) , ' IOENTERAB ' ) ;  

(. use IOGETTERM to see it all points were entered 
.) 

error_handle(IOGETTERM(isc , reason) , ' IOGETTERK ' ) ;  

if (reason and 1)  = 0 then 
vriteln( 'lot all points received ' ) ;  
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end; 

(.  Read the last byte trom the scope. This must always be done 
• after an IOENTERAB command. It the character read is  a 
• ' It ' ,  then the device is done s ending data. If the character 
• read is a ' ; '  or a ' , ' ,  then the device is waiting to send 
• another block ot data. 
• 

• Note also that ve can use the select code instead ot the device 
• address for the first parameter of this command . This is because 
• the scope is still addressed to talk, and the computer to listen 
• trom the IOENTERAB command . 
. ) 

cmd : = " ; 
length : = 1 ; 
error_handle ( IOENTERS ( i c c ,  cmd , length) , ' IOENTERS #1 ' )  

(.  cmd[l] is the first character of string 
.) 

it ( cmd [IJ <> chr(10»  then 
begin 

writeln ( ' scope wants to send more data . . .  ' ) 
end; 

procedure massage_data; 
var 

vdiv 
off 
sdiv 
delay 
i 

begin 
vdiv 
ott 
sdiv 
delay 

real 
real 
real 
real 
integer 

: =  32 • pr. [7J ; 
. - (12B - pr. [9] ) • pro [7J + pr. [BJ 
: =  pro [2J • pr. [4J / 1 0  ; 
: =  (pro [2J 1 2  - pr. [sJ ) • pro [4J + pr. [5J 

(. retrieve the scope ' s  ID string 
.) 

sendcmd ( ' .ION? ' )  
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end; 

cmd : =  RULL ; 
for i : =  1 to max_str_Ien do 

con cat (cmd. ' ' ) ;  
length : =  max_str_len ; 
error handle ( 10ERTERS (scope. cmd, length) . ' 10ERTERS #2 ' )  
delete (cmd, length, upper( cmd) - length) ;  

(* print the statistics about the data 
* )  

writeln ( ' Oscilloscope ID : , cmd) , 
writeln ( , ---------- Current settings 
writeln ( , Volts/Div = , • vdiv 
uri teln ( , Offset = , .off 
uriteln ( , S/Div = , • sdiv 
uri teln ( , Delay = , , delay 

-----------' ) 
V ' ) 
V '  ) 
S '  ) 
S '  ) 

procedure print_data ;  
begin 

(* tell the scope to SRQ on ' operation complete' 
* )  

sendcmd ( ' *SRE 32 ; *ESE 1 ' )  

(* tell the scope to print 
* )  

sendcmd ( ' : print? ; *OPC ' )  

(* tell scope to talk and printer to listen 
* the listen command is formed by adding 32 to the device address 
• of the device to be a listener 
* the talk command is formed by adding 64 to the device address 
* of the device to be a talker 
* )  

cmd : =  chr(63) * chr(32+ 1 )  * chr(64+7) 

(* 63 is unlisten *) 
( *  printer is at address 1 ,  add 32 to get listen cmd .) 
(* scope is at address 7, add 64 to get talk command .) 

length ; =  retype (integer , cmd . len) ; 
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end; 

error_handle( IOSEIO ( isc.  cmd, length) , ' 105END ' ) ;  

( .  nov, the ATI line must be set to FALSE . 
. ) 

error_handle( IOCOITROL(isc,  8 ,  0) , ' IOCOXTROL ' ) ;  

( .  vait tor SRQ before continuing program 
.) 

status : =  0 
while status = 0 do begin 

while status = 0 do begin 

end; 

end; 

(. stay in this while loop until SRQ is asserted . )  
error_handle(IOSTATUS ( isc,  1 ,  status) , ' IOSTATUS ' ) ;  

( .  make sure it was the scope requesting service 
.) 

error_handle (IOSPOLL(scope . status) , ' IOSPOLL ' ) ;  
(. 64 = bit 6 set .)  
status : =  status and 64 ; 

procedure cleanup; 
begin 

end; 

(. give local control back to the scope 
. )  

error_handle (IOLOCAL ( isc) , ' IOLOCAL ' ) ;  

begin { main } 
initialize; 
get_data; 
massage_data ;  
print_data ; 
cleanup; 

end. 
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Multimeter Example 

{ 

} 

This eJample uses the BP 34401A Multimeter as the primary device. 
We will also use the HP 3325A Function Generator as a source for 
the multimeter. 

This example sets up the meter to take 128 readings , reads the data 
into an array , then plots the data on the screen. In effect , it 
turns the multimeter into a simple oscilloscope. This program is 
also checking other devices that are on the bus to see if they Deed 
service. The SRQ line along with parallel and serial polling is 
used to make these checks . The program viII continue until the user 
presses a key on the PC keyboard. 

program main( input . output ) ;  

uses Graph , Crt , p60hpib; 

{$I tiodecl . ex} 

const 
RUK_READIRGS = 128 ; 

type (. type declarations follow .) 
strtype = string [255J ; 
arrtype � array [1 . . HUM_READINGS] of real ; 

var 
isc : longint; 
dvm : longint; 
source : longint; 
device_addr_1 : longint ; 
device_addr_2 : longint; 
cmd : strtype; 
len : integer; 
response : integer; 
readings : arrtype; 
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procedure cleanup; torvard; 

procedure error_handle(error integer ; routine: strtype) ;  
var retval : IITEGER ; 
begin 

end; 

it error <> IcERR then begin 

end; 

( .  ve have an error, so let ' s  abort all activity on the RPIB bus 
. )  

retval : =  IOABORT (isc) ; 

cleanup; 
vriteln( ' Error in call to  I routine , error : 3 ,  errstr( error) ) ;  
h.lt ( 1 ) ;  

procedure cleanup ; 
var retval : INTEGER 
begin 

end; 

( .  clear the dvm so vs can send the commands to reset it 
.) 

retv.l : =  IDCLEAR(dvm) 

(* reset the dvm 
.) 

cmd : =  ' : DISP : STATE ON;  *RST' 
len : =  length(cmd) ; 
retval : =  IOOUTPUTS(dvm, cmd , len) 

(* uncon1igure the parallel poll 
. )  

retval : =  IOPPOLLU(isc) 

(* restore video mode 
.) 

CloseGraph; 

procedure get_data; 
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var 
i 
ymin. 

integer; 

ymax real ; 
xaxia , 
yaxis 
t emp 
textout 

integer; 
real; 
string; 

begin 

(+ Ask the DV" to send us the data 
. )  

str ( NUH.READIHGS : O ,  cmd) 
cmd ; =  I : SAMPLE: CQUHT I + cmd + ' ;  : R£A01 ' ; 
len : =  length(cmd) ; 
error_handle(IOOUTPUT5(dvm. cmd, leD) , ' !OOUTPUTS #2 ' ) ;  

(.  Read the data 
.) 

l.n : =  HUM.READINGS ; 
error_handle(IOENTERA (dvm . readings , len) , ' IOEHTERA #1 ' ) ;  

(* graph the data 
.)  

(.  clear screen, and drag a border around the screen 
.) 

ClearDevice ; 
Hov.To(O,O) ; 
LineTo(GetMaxX ,O) ; 
LineTo(GetMaxX ,GetMaxY) ;  
LineTo (O, GetMaxY) ; 
Lin.To(O ,O) ; 

( +  find the minimum and maximum values in the data 
. )  

ymin : =  readings [l] ; 
ymax . - readings [l] ; 
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for 1 : = 1  to len do begin 

end; 

if (readings [i] < ymin) then ymin : =  read1ngs [i] ; 
it (readings [i] > ymax) then ymax : =  readings [i] ; 

(* print some labels 
. )  

str(ymax : O .  textout) ; 
textout : =  ' MAX = I + textout j 
OutTextXY(2,  2 ,  textout ) ;  

str(ymin : O ,  textout) ; 
textout : =  'KIN = , + textout ; 
OutTextXY( 2 ,  GetMaxY-TextHeight (textout ) ,  textout) ; 

(*  scale the min and max values to give extra space on top t bottom 
* ot screen 
.) 

if ymin > 0 then 
ymin : =  ymin * 0 . 6  

else 
ymin : =  ymin * 1 . 4; 

if ymax > 0 then 
ymax . - ymax * 1 . 4 

else 
ymax : =  ymax * 0 . 6; 

(.  plot the data 

. ) 
temp : =  readings [l] ; 
temp : =  « temp-ymin) * GetMaxY) / (ymax-ymin) ; 
yaxis : =  round(GetMaxY-temp) ; 
MoveTo (O, yaxis ) ;  
for i : =  2 to len do begin 

temp . =  i ;  
temp : =  temp * GetMaxX;  
temp := temp / (len - 1 ) ;  
xaxis : =  round(temp ) ;  
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end; 
end; 

temp : =  readings (i] ; 
temp : =  « temp-ymin) * GetMaxY) / (ymax-ymin) ; 
yaxis : =  round(GetMaxY-temp) ; 

LineTo (xaxis ,  yaxis) ;  

procedure poll_device (dev_addr : longint) 
var 

response 
begin 

integer; 

end; 

(* do a serial poll ot the device contigured to use parallel 
* poll line 0 
.) 

error_handle( IOSPOLL(dev_addr , response) , ' IOSPOLL #3 ' ) ;  

( .  should check RESPONSE here to see it any action needs to be taken. 
* the values that RESPONSE can take are device dependent . 
. ) 

procedure check_srq; 
var 

response : integer; 
begin 

(*  conduct a parallel poll 
• note that the source doesn ' t  respond to parallel poll ' s ,  
* so ve need to poll that device separately . 
. ) 

error_handle (IOPPOLL(isc,  response) , ' IOPPOLL #1 ' ) ;  
i1 « response and 1)  <> 0) then 

poll_device (device_addr_ l ) ; 

if « response and 2) <> 0) then 
poll_device (device_addr_2) ; 

(*  check all devices that vere configured to respond to 
• parallel poll 
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end; 

. )  

( .  check any other devices on the bus here that veren ' t  
• contigured to respond to parallel poll by performing 
• a serial poll on each one . 
. ) 

error_handle ( IOSPOLL (source , response) . ' IOSPOLL #2 1 ) ;  

( +  see it we've cleared the srq yet 
. )  

error_handle( IOSTATUS (isc . 1 ,  response) , ' IOSTATUS #3 ' ) ;  
if (response = 1 )  then begin 

end; 

cleanup ; 
vriteln( ' SRQ locked high' ) ;  
halt ( 1 )  ; 

procedure setup ; 
begin 

e+ let ' s  use dma to send the strings to program the devices 
. )  

error_handle(IODMA (isc.  40 , 3 ) ,  ' IDDMA #1 ' ) ;  

e t program the function generator 
. )  

cmd : =  'RFl FR30HZ FUl STIKH SPIOKH HFIKH AHIVR TI6SE' ; 
len : =  length(cmd) ; 
error_handle(IOOUTPUTS (source . cmd. len) , ' IOOUTPUTS #1 ' ) ;  

e t  program the dvm 
. )  

cmd ; =  , : COHF : VOLT:DC 30, . 1 ; '  ; 
cmd ' = cmd + ' : ZERO; AUTO 
cmd : =  cmd + ' : TRJG: DELAY 
cmd : =  cmd + ' : DISP: STATE 
cmd . - cmd + ' I ;  
len : =  length(cmd) ; 

OFF; ' ;  
MIN ; I ; 
OFF ; J j 

error_handle (IOOUTPUTS (dvm. cmd, len) , ' IOOUTPUTS #2 ' ) ;  

e+ turn dma off again 
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0) 
error_handle (IODMA (isc. 0 ,  3 ) ,  ' IODMA #2 ' ) ;  

end; 

procedure init ialize; 

var 
GraphDriver 
GraphKode 
ErrCode 
TempChar 

begin 
isc : =  7 ;  

integer; 

integer ; 
integer; 
char ; 

dvm : =  isc • 100 + 22;  
source : =  isc • 100 + 12; 
devic8_addr_l := isc • 100 + 20 ; 

device addr_2 : =  isc • 100 + 7 ;  

e t  initialize the hpib intertace and scope 
0) 

error_handle (IORESET(isc) . ' IORESET ' ) ;  
error_handle(IOTIHEOUT(isc.  3 . 0 ) .  ' IOTIMEOUT ' ) ;  
error_handle(IOCLEAR(source) . ' IOCLEAR #1 ' ) ;  
error_handle ( IOCLEAR(dvm) , ' IOCtEAR #2 ' ) ;  
error_handle(IOFASTOUT(isc,  1 ) ,  ' IOFASTOUT' ) ;  

TempChar : =  chr( 10) ; 
error_handle (IOEOL(isc,  TempChar , 0) . ' IOEOL ' ) ;  

e t  We will now configure all devices that can respond to a parallel 
• poll . This example assumes devices at addresses 20 and 7 can 

• respond to a parallel poll. see operators manual of individual 

• devices to see if they can respond to a parallel poll. 
0) 

(.  configure the device at address 20 for a parallel poll 
0) 

error_handle(IOPPOLLC (device_addr_ l ,  $08) , ' IOPPOLLC # l ' ) j  

(.  contigure the device at address 7 for a parallel poll 
0 )  

error_handle(IOPPOLLC(devic8_addr_2 .  $09) , ' IOPPOLLC #2 ' ) ;  
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end; 

(* contigure any other devices that can respond to parallel poll here 
.) 

( *  set video mode 
.) 

GraphDriver := Detect ; 
InitGraph(GraphDriver, GraphMode, " ) ; 
ErrCode : =  GraphResult ;  
it ErrCode <> grOk then 
begin 

writeln ( '  Graphics error: ' .  GraphErrorMsg(ErrCode» ; 
end; 

begin { main } 

end . 

init ialize; 

setup; 

while not keypressed do 
begin 

end ; 

error_handle(IOSTATUS( isc . 1 ,  response ) , ' IOSTATUS #1 ' ) ;  

it response = 1 then 
check_srqj 

get_data 

cleanup; 
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C Programming 

Introduction 

This chapter explains how to use the HP-ID Command Library with the C 
programming language. 

6 

Supported versions of C are listed on the Supported Languages sheet included 
with the Command Library. For example, you can use certain versions of 
Microsoft C, Microsoft QuickC. and Bar/and Turbo C. This chapter contains 
several sections describing how you can use the Command Library with C: 

• Using various memory models. 

• Copying the necessary Library files to it work disk. 

• Creating, compiling, and funning a C program. 

• Processing errors. 

• Learning about parameters for Library commands. 

• Checking example programs. Two listings at the end of this chapter show 
how you can use Li brary corn mands in  C programs. 

Detailed syntax informa.tion for the commands as they're used with C is 
included in chapter 7, " Pascal and C Reference." 
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Specifying Memory Models 

When used with C, the HP-IB Command Library uses the "large" memory 
model. You should ensure that your C program is compatible with the 
Command Library by using one of these methods: 

• Use the large memory model for your program. However, not all C languages 
let you use the large memory model. 

• Prototype all Command Library functions as "far" calls in  your program 
and all parameters passed by reference as "far" references-enabling the 
program to use a smaller memory model. The Command Library includes 
the CFUNC.ll file, which makes these declarations. 

Consult your C manual for a discussion of the differences betwccn memory 
models. 

Copying Files 

To begin programming in C ,  you must copy the C Command Library files to 
your work disk. 

The HP-IB Command Library disks contain an INSTALL program that copies 
the C Library files to your system for you. 

To use INSTALL: 

1 .  Insert the Library disk into your flexible disk drive-if you're using 5.25-inch 
disks, use the disk labeled "Disk I-Install." 

2. Run INSTA LL hy typing 

a :  install (Enter) 

3. Follow the instructions displayed on the screen. When you successfully 
complete the instructions, the following files arc copied: 

• For Microsoft C and QuickC: 

CLHPIB.LIB 
QCHPIB.QLB 
CHPIB.H 
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CFUNC.II 
MSCL.BAT 
QCCL.BAT 
EXAMPLE.C 
MSMETER.C 

• For Turbo C: 

CLHPIB.LIB 
CHPIB.H 
CFUNC.H 
TCCL.BAT 
EXAMPLE.C 
TSCOPE.C 
TCHHPIB.C 

If you specified invalid drives, or if the system disk is write-protected, no files 
will be copied. Also make sure you copy all the necessary files from your C 
compiler and linker to your system. Refer to your C manual for details. 
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Programming in C 

For C programming, the Library is i mplemented as a series of function 
calls .  The functions always return a value indicating the crror status of the 
command. 

Writing a C Program 

You can create a C program using a text editor or the QuickC or Turbo C 
integrated environment. 

In an application program, you typically use the commands in the following 
manner: 

1 .  Set up the required variables. 

2. Perform the operation. 

3. Test to sec if the operation completed successfully. 

In the following example, you follow these steps to program two instruments
an HP 3325A Synthesizer/Function Generator and an HP 3456A Digital 
Voltmeter. You program the source to output a 2-V rms signal, swept from 1 
kHz to 10 kHz. You program the DVM to take 20 readings from the signal and 
output them to an array. Finally, you display the readings on the screen. 

Use a convenient text editor to write your program. File names in the 
example are for Microsoft C and QuickC-names for Turbo C are given in  the 
comments below each example. 
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1 .  Define some preliminary information. 

'include "CHPIB . Htl 
'include "CFUNC . HI I  

'define ISC 7L 
'define SOURCE 717L 
'define DVM 722L 
'define SRQLINE 1 
int error ; 

• Include a compiler directive to access CHPIB.H and CFUNC.H, which 
define some constants, an error string procedure, and function prototyping. 
CFUNC.H isn't mandatory for a large memory model program, although 
its inclusion helps reveal variable· type problems. If you are compiling C++ 
programs with Turbo C++, instead of including the files CFUNC.H and 
CHPIB.H,  you need to add the following statements to your program: 

extern "C" 
{ 

} 

'include <cfunc . h> 
'include <chpib . h> 

Note that this does not apply when you are compiling standard C programs 
in Turbo C++; only C++ programs using C++ constructs require this. 

• Define an interface select code constant ISC as 7. 

• Define a sourCe address constant SOURCE as 717. 

• Define a voltmeter address constant DVM as 722. This example assumes select 
code 7, voltmeter address 22, and source address 17. Also, ISC, SOURCE, and 
DVM must all be LONG values. 

• Define the constant SRQLINE for use as the condition parameter in calls to 
IOSTATUS. 
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• Declare a variable error to represent the return status of subsequent 
function calls. 

2. Write an error handling procedure. 

error_handler (error, routine) 
int error; 
char *routine; 

{ 

} 

char ch ; 

if (error ! =  NO ERR) 
{ 

} 

printf ("Error in call to %s \nll � routine) ;  
printf ( l I%d %5 \nu , error, errstr(error) ) ;  
printf ( UPress Enter to continue:  1 1 )  j 
scanf (II%CIl • &ch) ; 

• In the procedure header, declare a.n error va.riable to hold the error number, 
and a routine string to hold the name of the command in which the error 
occurred. 

• If there is an error (error ! =  NOERR): 

o Print a message telling where the error occurred. 

o Print the error number and the errOr message string. (The errstr routine 
returns error message strings. It i s  explained in the <le Error Handling" 
section of this chapter . )  

o Display a prompt to continue when (Enter) is pressed. 

o Include a scanf statement to accept the (Enter). (§© terminates the 
program.) 
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3. Initialize the bus and the instruments. 

initialize 0 
{ 

} 

error = lORESET (lSe) ; 
error_handler (error. " IORESETU ) ;  
error = lOTlHEOUT (lSe , 5 . 0) ; 
error _handler (error, I IIOTIMEOUT'1 ) ;  
error = lOCLEAR (lSC) ; 
error_handler (error, "IOCLEARI I ) j 

• Set the interface to its default configuration. 

• Define a timeout of 5 seconds. Note that the timeout parameter 1 passed by 
value, can be expressed as a literal (5.0) in C.  Be sure to include the decimal 
point-otherwise, the C compiler will assume you are passing an integer 
value even though a double value is required. 

• Return all devices to it known slate wilh IOCLEAR. 

• Call error _handler after each command. Pass it the command's 
return variable (which contalns the error number) and the name 
of the command. You can combine these operations-for example 
error_handler (IORESET (lSC) , "lORESET" ) ;  

4. Program the source. 

sourcesetup 0 
{ 

} 

char *codes j 
codes = "RF2 FUl STtKH SP10KH HF1KH AH2VR TI5SE" ; 
error = lOOUTPUTS (SOURCE, codes , 38) ; 
error_handler (error , "IOOUTPUTS " ) ; 
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• Declare the codes string to hold instrument programming codes. 

• Assign the necessary source programming codes to the codes string: 

RF2-select the rear panel signal output. 
FUl-select the sine wave function. 
STIKH-select a starting frequency of 1 kHz. 
SPIOKH-selcct a stopping frequency of 10 kHz. 
MFIKH-select a marker frequency of 1 kHz. 
AM2VR-select an amplitude of 2 V rms. 
TI5SE--select a sweep time of 5 seconds. 

• Send the programming codes to the sourCe with IOOUTPUTS. 

5. Program the Yoltmeter. 

dvmsetup ( )  
{ 

} 

char *codes ; 
codes = "H 5M004 F2 R4 FLO ZO 4STG 20STN RSl T4" ; 
error = IOOUTPUTS (DVM, codes , 38) ; 
error_handler (error , t lIOOUTPUTS") ;  

• Declare the codes string to hold instrument programming codes. 

• Assign the necessary programming codes to codes: 

H-software·reset the voltmeter. 

SM004-set the service request mask to enable the voltmeter to set the 
interface SRQ line when i t  finishes taking readings (when the Data Ready bit 
of the serial poll response byte is set ) .  

F2-select the AC volts function. 
R4-select the 10 volt range. 
FLO-turn off filtering. 
ZO-turn off auto zero. 
4STG-select the 4-digit display. 
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20STN-take 20 readings. 
RSl-turn on reading storage. 
T4-selcct trigger hold. 

• Send the codes to the voltmeter with IOOUTPUTS. 

6. Trigger the instruments. 

trigger ( )  
{ 

} 

error = IOTRIGGER (DVM) ; 
error_handler (error, 11 IOTRIGGER11) ; 
error = IOOUTPUTS (SOURCE , "55" , 2) ; 
error_handler (error, " IOOUTPUTS") ; 

• Use IOTRIGGER to trigger the voltmeter. 

• Send the programming code necessary to trigger the source ("SS") using the 
proper length parameter (2) with  IOOUTPUTS. Note that a literal string 
can be used as a parameter to IOOUTPUTS. 

These lines demonstrate that some instruments respond to an HP-ID 
trigger command, whHe others must be triggered with instrument-specific 
programming codes. 
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7. Wait for the voltmeter to finish reading. 

wait_for_srq ( )  
{ 

} 

int response ; 
do 

{ 

} 

do 
{ 

} 

error = rOSTATUS (rse , SRQLINE, &response) ; 
error_handler (error,  "IOSTATUS") ; 

while (response == O) ; 
error = rOSPOLL (DVH , &response) ; 
error_handler (error, " IOSPOLV') ;  

while ( (response & 68) ! =  68} ; 

• Decla.re response variable for use i n  status checking. 

• Use IOSTATUS with SRQLINE set to 1 to see if the interface SRQ line has 
been set. Put the result in response. 

• As long as response is zero, repeat the status check because the voltmeter 
has not yet set the SRQ line (indicating it is finished). As soon as response 
changes to some non zero va.lue, perform a serial poll of the voltmeter to see 
which of its conditions, if any, set t he SRQ line. Also, the serial poll clears 
the SRQ. Note that "&" must precede response in order for the poll value 
to be  properly returned. 

• The result of the serial poll is the status byte of the voltmeter returned in 
response. Compare response with the value 68-the sum of the SRQ bit 
(64) and the Data Ready bit (4). If these bits are set, exit the function
otherwise, the status check is performed again. 
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8. Enter the readings into an array and print them. 

readout ()  
{ 

} 

char 
float 
int 
int 

*codes ;  
readings [20] ; 
i ;  
numvaluesj 

numvalues = 20j 
codes = "501 -20STR RER" ;  
error = IOOUTPUTS (DVH, codes , 14) ; 

error_handler (error, I IIOOUTPUTS" ) ; 
error = 10EOI (lSe, 0 ) ; 
error_handler (error, IIIDEOl") ; 
error = 10ENTERA (DVH , readings , &numvalues) ; 
error_handler (error , 11 IOENTERA") ; 
printf ( lI\n The readings are: \n" ) ; 
for ( i  = 0 ;  i < numvalues ; i++) 

printf (4'Y.f \ni1 J readings [iJ ) ;  

• Declare all necessary variables: codes to hold instrument programming 
codes; readings to hold the voltmeter readings; i for a for/next loop; and 
numvalues for the number of values to enter. 

• Program the voltmeter to output its stored readings: 

SO l-turn on system output mode. 
-20STR-unstore 20 readings. 
RER-recall (output) the 20 readings. 

• Disable the Eor mode so reading doesn't terminate after entering only one 
value. 

• Set the number of readings to 20, and use JOENTERA to enter the readings 
from the voltmeter. Put them in  the readings array_ readings does not 
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need the "&11 before it because C always passes a pointer for an array in a. 

function call . 

• Use a loop to print the readings from the readings array. Remember that C 
array indices begin at O. 

9. Assemble the procedures for execution in the MAIN function. 

main ( )  
{ 

} 

initialize ( ) ; 
sourcesetup ( ) ;  
dvmsetup 0 ;  
trigger ( ) ; 
wai tforsrq ( ) ;  
roadout ( ) ; 

Saving the C Program 

When you have finished writing the program, save it as PROGRAM.C. I t  may 
be convenient to save it in  the Command Library directory (such as LIB). (The 
method by which you save it depends on your text editor.) 

Compiling and Linking the C Program 

After the C program is finished, YOll must compile and link it. This example 
assumes that the necessary compiling and linking programs are on disk C, 
along with the Library directory. 

From MS-DOS, select the Command Library directory as the current directory. 
For example 

c :  ('Efltef) 
cd \hpib (Enter] 
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You can compile a C program in three ways: 

• Automatically using a Command Library program. 

• Using the C command-line compiler. 

• By running it from the C integrated environment. 

Using the Command Library Program 

A batch file in your Command Library automatically compiles a specified C 
program. The file you use depends upon your C language. (You should make 
sure your PATH environment variable includes the Command Library directory 
and the C executables directory.) To compile and link a program, type the 
following at the MS-DOS prompt (where ft/ename is the name of your program 
without the .C extension) 

• Microsoft C (uses file MSCL.BAT) 

mscl progname (Efi!;) 

• Microsoft QuickC (uses file QCCL.BAT) 

q eel progname (Efi!;) 

• Turbo C (uses file TCCL.BAT) 

teel IJrogname (Efi!;) 

Note Each of these programs uses the large memory model. 

For example, to compile the above progra.m using Microsort C, type 

msel program (Efi!;) 
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Using the Command-Line Compiler 

The compiler command depends upon your C language. From MS-DOS, type 
the following at the MS-DOS prompt (where Jilcname is the name of your 
program without the .C extension) 

• Microsoft C 

cl I AL progname clhpib . lib � 

• Microsoft QuickC 

qel IAL progname elhpib . lib � 

• Turbo C 

tee -ml progname clhpib . l ib � 

• Borland C++ 

Note 

" 

bee -ml progname elhpib . lib [E,",) 

Each of these commands specifies the large memory model. If 
you include the CFUNC.H file in your progra.m, you can omit 
the memory-model option (lAL or -rnl) from the command to 
use the default model or specify another memory model. 

For example, to compile the example program: 

cl IAL program clhp ib . lib [E,"') 

Note Turbo C thinks that the library CLHPIB.LIB is a replacement 
for its fun-time library, CL.LID. Therefore, if you are compiling 
Turbo C programs from the Turbo C environment, you need to 
explicitly list CL.LIB (or appropriate file, depending on what 
memory model you are using) in your .PRJ files so that both 
are linked into your program. 

If you are compiling Turbo C huge model programs with greater than 64K 
of static data, be sure to use the library named TCHHPIB.LIB instead 
of CLHPIB.LIB. This file is located in  the directory you specified during 
installation. 
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Compiling in the Integrated Environment 

You can compile and run a program from the QuickC or Turbo C integrated 
environment by selecting those choices from the menus. However, you must 
previously specify CLHPIB.Lm as a required library file from the menu. 

Note If you're using QuickC 1.0, you can't create executable files 
on disk from the i ntegrated environment because it  ignores 
the Command Library, but you can create them in memory. 
However, YOll can create execu ta.ble files on disk using the 
Command Library program or the command-line compiler. 

Running the C Program 

When you arc ready to rull the program, connect the SIGN AL output of the 
source to the VOLTS input of the DVM. (Include a 50-ohm load in this line 
to ensure proper readings.) Use HP-IB cables to connect the instruments to 
your computer. The result of the compilation and linking procedures is an 
executable program file called PROGRAM.EXE, which is saved in the current 
directory. When you are ready to run it,  type 

program (EiitU) 

Watch the display on the function generator. You will see the various functions 
(sine wave, AC volts, sweep time) displayed as they are programmed. The 
voltmeter displays its operation as well-you can watch it take readings, 
store them, and output them to the readings array. As the program ends, it 
displays the readings on your screen. 

USing Microsoft FORTRAN With the C Library 

Microsoft languages can generally call the Microsoft C versions of functions in  
the lIP-lB Command Library by following the mixed language programming 
guide included with language. For example, the documentation for Microsoft 
FORTRAN includes a section titled "FORTRAN Calls to C". 

lIere is an example using Microsoft FORTRAN version 4.1. It was compiled 
and linked with the command line FL HPIB . FOR CLHPIB . LIB, wluch compiles 
the source file HPIB.FOR and links it with the standard FORTRAN library 
and the library CLHPlB.LIB. 
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C HPIB . FOR 82335A FORTRAN Example Program 
C 

C Declare HP-IB functions the program will use 
C 
C Note that IORESET is a function returning a 2-byte integer, 
C and has one 4-byte integer parameter, ISC . 
C 

INTERFACE TO INTEGER*2 FUNCTION I ORESET 
+ [C ,ALIAS : '  _IDRESET ']  (ISC) 

INTEGER*4 ISC 
END 

C Note that the timeout value , N ,  is an a-byte real . 
C 

INTERFACE TO INTEGER*2 FUNCTION IOTIHEOUT 
+ [C , ALIAS : ' _IOTIHEOUT ' ]  (ISC, N) 

INTEGER*4 ISC 
REAL*8 N 
END 

C Note that parameters that are pointers to data are declared 
C FAR and REFERENCE 
C 

INTERFACE TO INTEGER*2 FUNCTION IOENTERS 
+ [C , ALIAS : ' _ IOENTERS' ]  (ISC , S ,  L) 

INTEGER*4 ISC 
CHARACTER*20 S [FAR, REFERENCE] 
INTEGER*2 L [FAR, REFERENCE] 
END 

INTERFACE TO INTEGER*2 FUNCTION IOOUTPUTS 
+ [C ,ALIAS ; ' _IOOUTPUTS ' ]  (ISC , S ,  L)  

INTEGER*4 ISC 
CHARACTER*20 S [FAR, REFERENCE] 
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C 

INTEGER*2 L 
END 

C MAIN START 
C 
C FORTRAN requires functions to be declared here as well. 

C 

INTEGER*2 IORESET 
INTEGER*2 IOTIMEOUT 
INTEGER*2 IOENTERS 
INTEGER*2 IOOUTPUTS 

INTEGER-" ISC 
INTEGER-" DEV_ADDR 
INTEGER-2 ERRNO 
CHARACTER*20 STR 
INTEGER_2 LENGTH 

ISC = 7 
DEV_ADDR = 702 
STR = ' HELLO WORLD' 

C CALL IORESET(7) 
C 

ERRNO = IORESET( ISC) 
IF (ERRNO . GT .  0) GOTO 100 

C 
C CALL IOTIHEOUT(7 , 5 . 0) 
C 

ERRNO = IOTIMEOUT (ISC, 5.0) 
IF (ERRNO . GT .  0 )  GOTO 100 

C 
C CALL IOENTERS(702, STR, 10) 
C 

LENGTH = 10 
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C 

ERRNO = IOENTERSCDEV_ADDR , STR, LENGTH) 
IF CERRNO .GT .  0) GOTO 100 

C CALL I OOUTPUTSC702 , ' HELLO WORLD ' ,  11)  
C 

LENGTH = 1 1  
ERRNO = IOOUTPUTS CDEV_ADDR, STR, LENGTH) 
IF CERRNO . GT .  0) GOTO 100 
GO TO 200 

100 CONTINUE 
WRITE C . , . )  ' HP-IB ERROR ' ,  ERRNO 

200 CONTINUE 

END 
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C Error Handling 

General information about Command Library errors and how to process errors 
are contained in "Processing I/O Errors" in chapter 1 and in appendix A, 
"Error Descriptions." 

It's good practice to check for errors after each Command Library call. If you 
don't need to write a special error-processing routine for your program, you can 
use the error_handler routine provided in EXAMPLE.C, or you can write onc 
like the following: 

checkerror (error, routine) 

int error; 
char *routine ; 

{ 
char ch ; 

if (error ! - NOERR) 

} 

{ printf ( l1 \n Error Yod Yos \n" . error . errstr(error» j 
printf ("  in call to HP-IB function '/.5 \n\nll . routine) ; 
printf (IIPress Enter to continue : 11 ) ;  
scant (I I%Cll , lch) ; 

} 

This example uses "errstr" , a. function contained i n  CHPIB.H that returns an 
error message string corresponding to the error value. 

The parameter routine in CHECKERROR gives you an indication of which 
Library command produced the error. 

NOERR is one of the mnemonic constants established in the file CHPIB.H that 
correspond to the possible Command Library errors-other error mnemonics 
are listed under "Command Libra.ry Errors" in chapter l .  

Checkerror might then be used in  your program as follows: 

error = IOENTER (709L , treading) ; 
checkerror (error , I rIOENTER" ) ;  
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Command Library Parameters 

This section presents information about Command Library parameters as they 
are used with the C language. 

Passing Parameters 

In C, all single. valued function parameters are passed by value. With pass by 
value, a copy of the parameter is made for use by the called routine, and the 
original data is unchanged. If the parameter only provides information to a 
function, you may specify a variable (such as isc), a literal (such as 709), or an 
expression (such as isc • 100 + 9) as the parameter in the function call. 

Array and structure variables a.re passed by far reference. When such a 
multicomponent variable appears in a parameter list, the address of its first 
element is used. Any changes made to the data structure in a called function 
are reflected back in the calling function. 

When single-value data must be communicated back from a called function 
(such "-. the reading value of an IOENTER), pass by value can be overridden. 
This is done by adding the "address of' operator (&) to the front of the 
variable name in the parameter list. 

Parameters passed by reference are indicated by _REF attached to their 
designators in the syntax reference. This applies to arrays and structures as 
well as scalar values with the prefix operator "&". 

Parameter Types 

Several types of va.rialJles are used to describe parameters to Library command 
calls in chapter 7, "Pascal and C Reference." 

Inleger Expression 

An integer expression is any valid combination of integers, integer variables, 
integer functions, and integer operators that evaluate to a single (two· byte) 
integer value. The range of integers is limited to whole numbers from -32,768 
to 32,767. Integers are used to specify flags and other discrete information. For 
example (assuming the declaration int numval ; )  
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32 
numval 
numvalY.3 

Long-Integer Expression 

A long-integer expression is similar to an integer expression, except the range 
of valid values is - 2 , 147,483,648 through 2,147,483,647 (it evaluates to a 
four-byte value). Integer expressions and long-integer expressions arc not 
compatible in parameter lists. LOllg-iuteger expressions are used to specify 
select codes and device addresses , including extended addresses. For example 
(assuming the declaration long isc ; )  

701L 
isc 
isc * 100 + 9 

Integer Variable 

An integer variable is a variable declared to be of type INT (two bytes) that is 
to be passed by reference (such as by using the "address of' operator "&"). 
You may not use a long-integer variable when an integer variable is specified, 
nor may you use a constant, literal, or expression. Integer variables are used for 
returning mean ingful integer val ues, such as with IOGETTERM or IOSPOLL. 

Float Expression 

A float expression is any valid combination of real numbers, real varia.bles, real 
functions, and real number operators that evaluates to a single real value. Only 
four· byte real numbers are a.lIowed, limiting the range of real numbers from 

approximately 2 X 10-38 to 2 X 1038 (negative or positive) and the precision 
to seven digits. Long float and double variables are not compatible with float 
expressions. Float expressions are used to specify numeric data. For example 
(assuming the declaration float data_value, pi , r ; )  

1 . 23 
data_value 
2 . 0  * pi * r 
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Float variable 

A float variable is a variable of type FLOAT (four bytes) that is to be passed 
by reference, using the "address of' operator "&". If a float variable parameter 
is indicated, you may not use constants, literals, or other expressions. Float 
variables arc used to return numeric data from input transfers. 

Double Expression 

A double expression is any valid combination of real numbers, real variables, 
real functions, and real number operators that evaluates to a single real value. 
Only eight-byte real numbers are allowed, giving a range of real numbers 
from approximately 2 X 10-308 to 2 X 10308 (negative or positive). Float 
variables are not compatible with double expressions. Double expressions are 
used to specify numeric data for IOOUTPUT and IOTIMEOUT. For example 
(assuming the declaration double t imeout ; ) 

timeout 
60 . 0  ... timeout 

Float Array 

A float array is  an array of FLOAT values. Although the theoretical size limit 
for arrays is 32,767 elements, the actual limit may be smaller, depending 
on which memory model you are using. For further details, see your C 
manua.l. Be careful not to viola.te memory restrictions when you use very 
large arrays. Declared globally, they can result in link time errors. Declared 
within subroutines, they may compile and link without error, but cause system 
problems such as stack overflow during execution. Large arrays should be 
declared outside of functions to save stack space. 

String variable 

A string variable is a variable declared to hold mUltiple characters. It can be 
either a pointer to a character or a character array. Use caution when using 
very large strings because linkage or stack problems may occur. Literals (such 
as liMy String") may not be used. For example 

char *info ; 
char inbytes [lO] 
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Siting Expression 

A string expression may be a string variable or a. literal string such as 

"My String". 

Character Expression 

A character expression is any single CHAR variable, constant, expression, 
literal, or character function that represents a single ASCII character. 

Any Type 01 Array 

Any type of array can be a float array, an integer array, a double array, a 
string, Of other type of array. Tt indkates the place to start reading or storing 
data. 

Example Programs 

Oscilloscope Example 

The following program is written in Turbo C. The program uses two devices: 
an H P  5460lA digitizing oscilloscope (or compatible scope) and a printer 
capable of printing HP Raster Graphics Standard, such as a ThinkJet printer. 

The program tells the scope to take a reading on channel 1 and send the data 
back to this program. Then it prints some simple statistics about the data. 
The program then tells the scope to send the data directly to the printer, 
illustrating how the controller does not have to be directly involved in an 
HP-JB transaction. Things to note about this program: 

• Note the use of the IOENTERAB command. This command will read an 
arbitrary block of data as defined in IEEE-488.2. IOENTERAB can read 
either delinite length or indefinite length arbitrary block data . 

• If your instrument sends data in some other blod: data format, you can 
use the IOENTERB and IOOUTPUTB commands in conjunction with 
IOENTERS and IOOUTPUTS, respectively, to simulate these other formats. 
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• You should probably disable character matching before executing an 
IOENTERD or IOENTERAB because the character in the "match" string is 
generally a valid binary value, rather than a termination character. 

• The commands that are sent to the scope are device dependent and are 
found in the manual for the scope. 

• The error checking in the program consists of checking the return value 
of each Command Library function after it is called. In this program, a 
procedure (error _handle) has been set up to check this value automatically. 

The program has three main parts to it :  

1. Read the data from the scope (get_data procedure) . 

2. Print some statistics about the data (massage_data procedure). 

3. Have the scope send the data to a printer (printAata procedure). 

I' 
This program tells the scope to take a reading on channel 1 ,  then 
sends the data back to this program. We can do anything vs vant 
to the data at this t ime , and we choose to print some s imple 
statistics about the data. The program then tells the scope to send 
the data directly to the printer , illustrating how the controller 
doesn ' t  have to be directly involved in an HP-IB transaction. 

'1 

#include <stdio.h> I. used 
#include <stdlib.h> I· used 
#include "CHPIB . H" I· HPIB 
#include "CFURC . H" I· HPIB 

/* function prototypes */ 
void error_handle ( int . 
void initialize (void) j 
void get_data (void) ; 
void massage_data (void) 
void print_data (void) i 
void cleanup (void) ; 
void sendcmd ( char *) ; 

/* global data */ 
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long isc 
long scope 
char cmd [50] 
float pr. [10] 
int reason 
int status ; 
int length . • 
int bytes . • 
int readings [5000] 

void main () 
{ 

} 

initialize ( )  ; 
get_data ( )  ; 
Massage_data ( )  
print_data ( )  
cleanup ( )  ; 

void initialize ( ) 
{ 

} 

isc :: 7L ; 
scope :: isc * 100L + 7L ; 

/* initialize the hpib intertace and scope 
./ 

error_handle (IORESET (isc) . "IORESET" ) ; 
error_handle (IOTIKEOUT Cisc.  5 . 0) . "IOTIKEOUT") 
error_handle (IOCLEAR (scope ) .  ItIOCLEAR") ; 
error_handle (IOLLOCKOUT (isc) . "IOLLOCKOUT" )  ; 

void get_data ( )  

{ 
/* setup scope to accept waveform data 

./ 
sendcmd ( "*RST") ; 
sendcMd ( " : aut06ca.1e") 

/* setup up the waveform source 
./ 
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sendcmd ( "  : waveform: format word") ; 

/. input waveform preaable to controller 
of 

sendcmd ( " : digitize channel1")  ; 
sendcmd ( " : waveform: preamble? " )  

length = 1 0  ; 
error_handle (IOEITERA (scope , pre. &-length) , "IOEHTERA.") 

/. turn off ' It '  enter terminator and turn on EOI 

• This is required, as 'If '  is a valid binary value . 
of 

error_handle (IOMATeR (isc , ' \n ' ,  0 ,  "IOMATCH" )  
error_handle (IOEOI ( isc ,  1 ) ,  "IOEOI # 1 " )  ; 

/. command scope to send data 
of 

sendcmd ( " : waveform: data?") 

/. enter the data 
of 

byte. = 8000 
error_handle (IOElfTERAB (scope, readings . tbytes,  2 ) .  "IOERTERAB") 

/. use 10GETTERM to see if all points were entered 
of 

error_handle (IOGETI'ERM (isc,  treason) , "IOGETTERM" )  

if « reason a 1 )  == 0) 
{ 

printf ("lot all pOints received\n") 
} 

/. Read the last byte from the scope. This must always be done 
• atter an IOEITERAB command . If the character read is a 
• ' If ' ,  then the device is done sending data. It the character 
• read is a ' ; '  or a ' , ' ,  then the device is waiting to send 
• another block of data. 
o 
• Rote also that we can use the select code instead of the device 
• address for the first parameter of this command. This is because 
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} 

• the scope is still addressed to talk, and the computer to listen 
• from the IOEITERAB co�and. 
0/ 

length = 1 ; 

error handle ( IOEIITERS (isc , cmd, t:length) , "IOEITERS" )  
if (cmd [0) ' =  ' \n ' )  
{ 

printf ( " scope wants to send more data . . .  \n") 
} 

void massage_data ( )  
{ 

} 

float vdiv ; 
float off ; 
float sdiv ; 
float delay ; 

= 32 0 pre [7) ; 
• pro [8) 

vdiv 
ott 
sdiv 
delay 

= ( 128 - pre [9) 0 pr. [7) 
= pre [2) 0 pro [4) / 10 ; 

= (pro [2) / 2 - pro [6) 0 pro [4) • pro [5) 

/- retrieve the scope ' s  ID string 
0/ 

sendcmd ( "_IDI?") ; 
length = 49 ; 
error_handle ( IOENTERS (scope, cmd , t:length) , "IOEHTERS") 

/. print the statistics about the data 
0/ 

printf ("\nOscilloscope ID:  Y.s\n" , cmd) 
printf ( "  ---------- Current settings -----------\n") 
printf ( "  Volts/Div = %f V\n" . vdiv) ; 

printf ( "  Offset = %1 V\n" • ott) . • 
printf ( " S/Div = %f S\n".  sdiv) ; 
printf ( "  Delay = %f S\n".  dolay) . • 

void print_data ( )  
{ 
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/* tell the scope to SRQ on ' operation complete ' 
of 

sendcmd ("*SRE 32 ; *ESE 1 " )  

/ - tell the scope to  print 
of 

sendcmd ( " : print? ; -ope") 

/* tell scope to talk and printer to listen 
• the listen command is tormed by adding 32 to the device address 
• ot the device to be a listener 
• the talk command is tormed by adding 64 to the device address 
- ot the device to be a talker 
·f 

emd[O] 
emd[l] 
emd[2] 
emd[3] 

= 
= 
= 
= 

63 ; 
32+1 

64+7 

' \0 ' ;  

fo 63 is unlisten 
fo printer is at address 
fo scope i s  at address 7 ,  

fo terminate the string 

length = strlen (cmd) ; 

1 ,  make it 
make it a 

error_handle ( I05EJrn (isc,  cmd . length) . "105£50") 

/- nov , the ATK line must be set to FALSE. 

of 
errochandle (IOCOHTROL ( ise,  8, 0) , "IOCOHTROL") 

/* vait for SRQ before continuing program 
of 

status = 0 ; 
while ( status == 0) 
{ 

while (status == 0) 
{ 

a listener 
talker 

error_handle (10STATIJS (isc , 1 ,  tstatus) ,  " 105TA1115") 

} 

} 

/* make sure it was the scope requesting service 
·f 

error_handle (10SPOLL (scope, tstatus) . "IOSPOLL") 

status 1:= 64 
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1* clear the status byte so the scope can assert SRQ again 
* it needed . 
-I 

sendcmd ("*CLS") 
} 

void cleanup ( )  
{ 

} 

1* give local control back to the scope 
-I 

error_handle ( IOLOCAL (scope) , " IOLOCAL") 

void error_handle (int error , char *routine) 
{ 

} 

it (error ! =  HOERR) 
{ 

} 

printt ("BPIB error in call to %5 : %d, %s\n" . 
routine, error , errstr ( error» ; 

exit ( 1 )  

return 

void sendcmd (char *cmd) 
{ 

error_handle ( IOOUTPUTS (scope, cmd , strlen ( cmd» . " IOOUTPUTS" )  
} 

Multimeter Example 

I-
* This example uses the BP 34401A Multimeter as the primary device.  
* We will also use the HP 3325A Function Generator as a source tor 
• the multimeter. 
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-
• This example sets up the meter to take 128 readings , reads the data 
• into an array , then plots the data on the screen . In effect , it 
• turns the multimeter into a simple oscilloscope. This program is 
• also checking other devices that are on the bus to see if they need 
• service. The SRQ line along with parallel and serial polling is 
• used to make these checks.  The program viII continue until the user 
* presses a key on the PC keyboard. 
-I 

#include <string . h> I- used 
#include <graph . h> I- used 
#include <stdio . h> I- used 
#include <stdlib . h> I- used 
#include <conio . h> I- used 
#include "CHPIB . H" I- BPIB 
#include "CFURC.H"  I - BPIB 

#define HUM_POIITS 128 

1* function prototypes * 1  
void initialize (void) 
void setup (void) ; 
void do_srq (void) ; 
void get_data (void) 
void poll_device (long) 
void cleanup (void) ; 
int check_srq (void) ; 

for 
for 
for 
for 
for 
cmd 
cmd 

void error handle (int , char * )  

1* global data */ 

long isc ; 
long dvm ; 
long source 
long device addr 1 
long devic6_addr_2 
char cmd [200] ; 
int 
float 

length ; 
reading. [BUK_POINTS] 

void main ( )  
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strcpyO and strcat( )  -I 
graphics routines -I 
print1 ( )  -I 
exitO -I 
kbhitO -I 
l ibrary constant declarations */ 

library function prototypes */ 



{ 

} 

initialize ( )  
setup 0 , 
vhile ( ' kbhit ( ) )  
{ 

} 

/* program can do other vork here 
./ 

i1 (eheek_srq ( ) )  
{ 

cleanup C )  ; 

void initialize C )  
{ 

isc = 7L ; 
dvm = iac • lOOL + 22L ; 
source = iac • lOOL + 12L 
device_addr_l = isc • lOOL + 20L ; 
devic8_addr_2 = iac • lOOL + 7L ; 

/* initialize the hpib interface and clear devices 
./ 

error_handle (IORESET (ise) , "IORESET") ; 
error_handle (IOTIMEOUT (ise,  5 . 0) , "IOTIMEOUT") 
error_handle ( IOCLEAR (source) , "IOClEAR #1")  ; 
error_handle (IOClEAR (dvm) , "IOClEAR #2") ; 
errochandle (IOFASTOUT (ise,  1) , " IOFASTOUT") 
error_handle ( IOEOl (ise,  .. . .  , 0) , "IOEOl") ; 

/- we viII now configure all devices that can respond to a parallel 
• poll this example assumes devices at addresses 20 and 1 can 

• respond to a parallel poll. see operators manual of individual 
• devices to see if they can respond to a parallel poll . 

. / 

/. configure the device at address 20 for a parallel poll 
./ 
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} 

error_handle (lOPPOLLC (device_addr_l ,  OxOS) . " IOPPOLLC #1")  

/* configure the device at address 7 for a parallel poll 
0/ 

error handle (IOPPOLLC (devics_addr_2 .  Ox09) . " lOPPOUC #2") 

/* contigurs any other devices that can respond to parallel poll here 
0/ 

/* set the video mode 
0/ 

_setvideomode (_HRESBW) 

void setup ( )  
{ 

} 

/* let ' s  use dma to send the strings to program the devices 
0/ 

error_handle (lOOMA (ise, 40 , 3) , "lOOMA #1")  ; 

/* program the function generator 
0/ 

.trepy (emd, "RFl FR30HZ FUl ST1KH SP10KH MF1KH AM1VR TI6SE") ; 
length = strlen ( cmd) ; 
error_handle (IOOUTPUTS (source, cmd , length) , "lOOUTPUTS #1")  ; 

/* program the dvm 
0/ 

strcpy (cmd, " : COBF:VDLT:DC 30 , . 1  ; " ) 
a'trcat (cmd. " : ZERO: AUTO OFF ; " ) ; 
.treat (emd, " : TRIG: DELAY HIR ; ")  
streat (emd, " : DISP: STATE OFF ; " )  

length = strlen (cmd) ; 
error_handle (IOOUTPUTS (dvm, crnd. length) , tllOOUTPUTS #2") 

/* turn dma off again 
0/ 

error_hand.le (lOOMA (isc , D, 3 ) ,  "lOOMA #211 ) 
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void do_srq ( )  
{ 

} 

int response 

/* conduct a parallel poll 
* note that the source doesn 't respond to parallel poll ' s ,  so 
* we need to serial poll that device separately. 
of 

error_handle ( IOPPOLL Osc,  tresponse) , "IOPPOLL #1")  
if ( (response t 1 )  !=  0) 

poll_device (device_addr_l) 

it ( (response t 2) ! =  0) 
poll_device (devic8_addr_2) ; 

/* check all devices that vere configured to respond to 
• parallel poll 
of 

/* check any other devices on the bus here that weren ' t  
* contigured to respond to parallel poll by performing 
* a serial poll on each one. 
of 

error handle ( IOSPOLL (source. a:response) .  "IOSPOLL #2" ) 

/* see if ve've cleared the srq yet 
of 

error_handle ( IOSTATUS (isc , 1 ,  I:response) , " IOSTATUS #3" )  
it (response == 1 )  

{ 

} 

printf ( " SRQ locked high\n") 
cleanup ( )  
exit ( 1 )  ; 

void get_data ( )  
{ 

int 
float 

i 
ymin, ymax 
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long 
char 

xaxis,  yaxis 
buffer [BO) ; 

/* Ask the DVK to send us the data 
0/ 

sprint! (cmd, " : SAMPLE : COUHT rod ; " ,  NUM_POINTS) 
strcat (cmd, " : REAO?") ; 
length = strlen ( cmd) ; 
error_handle ( IOOUTPUTS (dvm, cmd, length) , "IOOUTPUTS #2") 

/* Read in the data 
0/ 

length = HUM_POINTS 
error_handle (IOERTERA (dvm. readings.  klength) , "IOEITERA" )  

/ *  graph the data 
0/ 

/* set mode . clear screen, and drav a border around the screen 
0/ 

_clearscreen (_GCLEARSCREEN) 
moveto ( 0 , 0 )  ; 
lineto (639 ,0) ; 
lineto (639 , 199) 
lineto (0 , 199) 
lineto (0 ,0)  ; 

/* find the minimum and maximum values in the data 
0/ 

ymin = readings [0] 
ymax = readings [0] 

for (i=O , i < length 
{ 

if (readings [i) 
if (readings [i) 

} 

/* print some labels 
0/ 

< 

> 

_settextposition (2,2)  
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ymin) ymin = readings [i) 
ymax) ymax = readings [i) 



} 

sprintt (butter. "MAX = %f" .  ymax) 
_outtext (butter) ; 

_settextposition (24.2) 
sprintt (butter, "KIR = %f" ,  ymin) 
_outtext (butfer) ; 

/. scale the min and max values to give extra space on top a bottom 
• ot screen 
·1 

it (ymin > 0 . 0) 
ymin = ymin • 0 . 6  

else 
ymin • ymin • 1 . 4  

it (ymax > 0) 
ymax = ymax • 1 . 4  

else 
ymax = ymax • 0 . 6  

/ *  plot the data 
·1 
mo.eto (0 ,  ( short) (200 - (readings [0) - ymin) • 200 1 (ymar - ymin» ) 

for (i=O ; i < length ; i++) 
{ 

} 

raxis = (long)i.640LI ( (long)length-1L) 
yaxis = 200 . 0  - (readings [i] - ymin) • 200 . 0  / (ymax - ymin) 
_lineto ( (short) xaxis , (short) yaxis) 

void poll_device (long device_addr) 
{ 

int response 

/. do a serial poll of the device 
·1 

error_handle ( IOSPOLL (device_addr, aresponse) . "IOSPOLL #3") ; 

/. should check RESPONSE here to see if any action needs to be taken . 
• the values that RESPONSE can take are device depend en 
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0/ 

} 

void cleanup ( ) 
{ 

} 

/* clear the dvm so we can send the commands to reset it 
0/ 

IOCLEAR (<lvm) . "IOCLEAR#4" 

/* reset the dvm 
0/ 

strcpy (cmd. " : DISP : STATE ON' ; " )  
strcat (cmd, " .aST") ; 
length = strlen (cmd) ; 
IOOUTPUTS (dvm. cmd. length) , " IOQUTPUTS#5" 

1* uncon1igure the parallel poll 
*/ 

IOPPOLLU (isc) . "IOPPOLLU" 

/* set video mode back to normal 
0/ 

_setvideomode ( _DEFAULTMODE) ; 

int check_srq ()  
{ 

} 

int response 

error_handle ( IOSTATUS (ise, 1 .  tresponse ) . "105TA1U5 #1")  
return response ; 

void error_handle (int error, char +routine) 
{ 

if ( error ! =  10ERR) 
{ 

/* we have an error , so let ' s  abort all activity on the HPIB bus 
0/ 

error_handle (lOABORT (isc) , "10A80RT") 
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} 

} 

cleanup ( ) i 
print! ("HPIB error in call to %s : %d, %s\n" . 

routine . error , errstr (error» i 
exit ( 1 )  j 

return i 
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7 

Pascal and C Reference 

This chapter presents a detailed Command Library syntax reference for Pascal 
and C languages. 

Parameters for Library commands are separated into several groups according 
to the types of arguments you must provide. The following table summarizes 
these groups. Sec "Command Library Parameters" i n  chapters 5 and 6 for 
more detail about parameter types for Pascal and C. 

Parameter Type Pascal C 

Select Codes and Long/four-byte integer Long-integer expression 
Addresses expressIOn 

Flags and Integer variable or Integer variable or 
Discrete Information· expressIOn expressIOn 

Nwneric Data (Single)" Real variable or expression Float variable (for 
IOENTER)-double 
variable or expression (for 
IOOUTPUT and 
IOTIMEOUT) 

N\llI1cric Data (Array)* Real array Float array 

Binary Data (Array)" Any type of array Any type of array 

String Data· String variable String variable or 
expreSSiOn 

Character Data Character Character expression 

* For parameters marked _REF, a. variable or arr.ay must be passed by reference. 
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You can use literals and expressions for simple parameters that provide 
information to the command-but not for parameters that return information. 

Parameters that must be passed by reference are indicated by _REF attached 
to their designators in this chapter. For C, all array variables must be passed 
by far reference. 

Throughout this chapter, HP-IB terms are listed by abbreviation rather than 
by name. For example, "Go To Local" is listed as "GTL." A complete list of 
HP-IB abbreviations is included in appendix B ,  "Summary of HP-IB." 
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IOABORT 

IOABORT 

This command aborts all activity on the interface. IOABORT will ab 
as much as it  can depending upon its current system controller and active 
controller status. 

Syntax 

IOABORT (selecLcode) 

select_code 

Examples 

For Pascal: 

specifies the interface select code. 

error : INTEGER ; 

error ; =  IOABORT(7) (. for Microsoft Pascal .)  
if  error <> NOERR then vriteln( ' an error occurred . . , I ) ;  

For C: 

int error 

error = IOABORT(7L) 
if (error ! =  NOERR) printf ( "an error occurred . . .  \n" ) ;  

Bus Activity 

If the HP 82335 is system controller: 

• IFC is pulsed at least 100 microseconds. 
• REN is set. 
• ATN is cleared . 

If the HP 82335 is active, but not system controller: 

• UNT is sent. 

H the HP 82335 is neither active nor system controller: 

• No bus activity. 
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IOABORT 

Comments 

Devices in  Local Lockout will remain locked out. 

Possible errors are NOERR and ESEL. 

If the HP  82335 was the system, but not active controller, IOABORT will make 
the HP  82335 both system and active controller. 
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IOCLEAR 

IOCLEAR 

This command returns a device to a. known, device-dependent state. It can be 
addressed to the interface or to a specific device. 

Syntax 

IOCLEAR (device_address) 
IOCLEAR (seiecLcOf/e) 

device_address specifies the address of a device to be cleared. 

selecLcode specifies the select code of the interface on which all devices are 

to be cleared. 

Examples 

For Pastal: 

VAR 
err INTEGER ; 

err : =  IOCLEAR (723) ; {Clear the device at address 23 . }  

err : =  IOCLEAR (7) ; 

For C: 

int error; 

{Clear all devices on the interface . }  

error = IOCLEAR(723L) ;  '.Clear the device at address 23 . •  ' 

error = IOCLEAR(7L) ; '.Clear all devices on the interface . •  ' 
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Bus Activity 

If a device address is specified: 

• ATN is set. 
• MTA is sent. 
• UNL is sent. 
• LAD is sent. 
• OSA is sent if specified. 
• SDC is sent. 

H a select code is specifLed: 

• ATN is set. 
• DCL is sent. 

Comments 

Possible errors are NOERR, ETlME, ECTRL, and ESEL. 
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IOCONTROL 

IOCONTROl 

This command directly sets status conditions in  the interface. It can be used to 
address or unaddress the interface as a talker or l istener I or set the interface's 
bus address. IOCONTROL can also change system controller status of the 
HP 82335 interface. 

Note 

Syntax 

IOCONTROL should be used with caution since it operates 
directly on the interface. 

rOCONTROL (se/ecLcode, condition, status) 

selecLcode 

condition 

status 

specifies the interface select code. 

specifies the status condition that is to be set. Conditions 
which can be set are: 

Value 

3 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Desuiption 

Make the interface the non-system or system 
controller. 

Address or unaddress the interface as talker. 

Address or unaddress the interface as listener. 

Set the interface's bus address. 

Clear or set ATN. 

variable into which the condition's status is placed. It can ha.ve 
the following values: 

Value 

0 

1 

Condition 3 

Meaning 

Make interface non·system controller 

Make interface system controller 
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IOCONTROL 

Examples 

For Pascal: 

VAR 
err INTEGER; 

Conditions 5 and 6 

Value Meaning 

0 Clear this condition 

1 Set specified condition 

Condition 7 

Value Meaning 

o to 30 Bus address of interface 

Condition 8 

Value Meaning 

0 Clear ATN 

1 Set ATN asynchronously 

2 Set ATN synchronously 

Other ERANGE error 

err : =  IOCONTROL (7 ,5 , 1 ) ; {Address the interface as talker . }  

For C: 

int error ; 

error = IOCONTROL(7L, 5 , 1 ) ; " Address interface as talker . "  
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IOCONTROL 

Bus Activity 

None. 

Comments 

Possible errors are NOERR, ESEL, ECTRL, ETIME, and ERANGE. 

The added functionality for changing system controller status of the 
HP  82335 is included for completeness in the Command Library. We 
strongly recommend, however, that you do not use this command unless it is 
absolutely necessary. The recommended method of using the interface as a 
non-system controller is to use the MS-DOS command IOSYSCTL in your 
AUTOEXEC.BAT file. 

For condition 8, you can set ATN either synchronously or asynchronously. 
Typically, you will set ATN asynchronously. If so, data may get lost if a data 
transfer is occurring that does not involve the liP 82335. For example, if  a 
scope is talking to a printer and ATN is sct asynchronously, some data may 
have been lost. If you want to avoid  this situation, use status 2 to set ATN 
synchronously. 

Refer to the Comments section of the IOPASSCTL command for important 
information about using §© and @)-IBreakJ. 
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IODMA 

This command sets up DMA control. Using DMA may decrease the time 
required to transfer longer sequences of data using IOENTERAB, IOENTERB, 
IOENTERS, IOOUTPUTAB, IOOUTPUTB, and IOOUTPUTS. 

Syntax 

IODMA (se/eeLcode , value, channel) 

se/eeLcode 

value 

channel 

Examples 

For Pascal: 

VAR 

specifics the interface on which DMA is to be enabled or 
disabled. 

specifies one of the following: 

Value Action Taken 

zero Disables DMA. This is the default value. 

positive value Transfer size. Determines when a DMA read 
or write is executed. For example, jf value = 

100, then DMA will be used when 100 or more 
bytes are to be read or written. 

negati ve value illegal. Will retu rn an error. 

indicates which channel to use for DMA. If the channel is other 
than 2 or 3, an error is returned. 

err INTEGER; 

err : =  IODMA (7, 1000 ,3) ; {Enable DMA for string transfers of 
1000 characters or more . }  
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For C: 

int error j 

error = IODHA (7L , 1000,3) ; I_Enable DHA for input or output 
of 1000 or more characters . •  ' 

Bus Activity 

None. 

Comments 

IOOMA 

DMA channel 3 is the recommended channel. This is least likely to conflict 
with established usage. 

If character matching is enabled at the time IOENTERAB, IOENTERB, or 
IOENTERS using DMA is attempted, the error EUNKNOWN will be returned 
for that command and no data will be transferred. 

If byte swapping is specified in  IOENTERAB, IOENTERB, IOOUTPUTAB, 
or IOOUTPUTB using DMA (swapsize is greater than 1 ) ,  the error 
EUNKNOWN will be returned for that command and no data will be 
transferred. 

Possible errors are NOERR, ESEL, and ERANGE. 
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IOENTER 

This command reads a single real number. Reading continues until one of these 
events occurs: 

• The EOI line is sensed true, if i t  i s  enabled . 

• A linefeed i s  encountered after the number starts. 

Numeric characters are the digits 0 through 9 "E" "e" "+" "-" and " "  in  , ) , , , . 
the proper sequence for representing a number. Note that " " (space) i s  not a 
numeric character. 

Syntax 

IOENTER (device_address. data_REF? 
IOENTER (selecLcode. data_REF> 

device_address specifies a device address. 

selecLcode 

data_REF 

Examples 

For Pascal: 

VAR 
reading 

err 

specifies the interface select code. 

variable into which the reading is placed. 

REAL ; 
INTEGER ; 

err : ;  IOENTER (722. reading) ; {Input a number from device 
722 and place it in READING . }  

For c: 

float 
int 

reading; 
error; 

error ; IOENTER(722L .lreading) ; I-Input a number from 
device 722 . 01 
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Bus Activity 

If a device address is  specified: 

• ATN is set. 
• UNL is sent. 
• MLA is sent. 
• TAD is sent. 
• OSA is sent if specified. 
• ATN is cleared. 
• Data is entered. 

If a select code is specified: 

• If the interface is not addressed to listen, an error results. 
• If the interface is addressed to listen, ATN is cleared and the data is read 

from the interface. 

Comments 

If a select code is to be specified in the command, the interface must first be 
addressed to listen (with IOSEND, for example) or an error occurs. 

The approximate range of valid values is 10-38 to 1038. The IEEE 754 
standard for floating point numbers makes provisions for values less than 
10-38, however the internal number conversion may not properly handle 
values less than 10-38 when entered via HP-ID or used in assignment or print 
statements. 

Possible errors are NOERR, ETIME, ESEL, EADDR, ECTRL, and ENUM. 
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IOENTERA 

This command enters numbers from a device or the interface and places them 
into a real array. Reading continues until one of these events occurs: 

• The EO! line is sensed true, if it is enabled . 

• A linefeed is encountered after the specified number of elements is received. 

Numeric characters are the digits 0 t hrough 9, "E" , "e", "+", "-" ,  and "." in 
the proper sequence for representing a number. Note that " " (space) is  not a 
numeric character. 

Syntax 

IOENTERA ( device_address. readingLREF. elements-REE') 

IOENTERA (selecL code . readings-REF. elements_ REE') 

device_address specifies a device address. 

selecCcode specifies the interface select code. 

readings_REF array into which the readings are placed. 

elemcnts-REF variable that specifies the maximum number of elements to 
be read. (An error occurs if the number is less than 0.) Upon 
return it indicates the number of elements actually received. 
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IOENTERA 

Examples 

For Pastal: 

TYPE 
REALARRAY = SUPER ARRAY [l  . .  *] of REAL ; {From IODECL. EX} 

{For Turbo Pascal, 
rea150 = ARRAY [1  . .  50] of REAL ; }  

VAR 
readings REALARRAY(50) ; {For Turbo Pascal , 

readings : realSO ; }  
elements 

err 

INTEGER; 
INTEGER ; 

elements : =  50; 
err : =  IOENTERA (723 ,readings , elements) ; {Read a maximum of 

50 values from device 723 and put them in READINGS . }  

For C: 

float 
int 
int 

readings [50] ; 
elements ;  
error; 

elements = 50 ; 
error = IOENTERA (723L, readings,&elements) ;  

I*Read a maximum of 50 values from device 723 . * 1  

Bus Activity 

If a device address is  specified: 

• ATN is set. 
• UNL is sent. 
• MLA is sent. 
• TAD is sent. 
• OSA is sent if specified. 
• ATN is cleared. 
• Data is entered. 
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If a select code is  specified: 

• If the interface is  not addressed to listen, an error results . 
• If the interface is  addressed to listen, ATN is cleared and the data i s  read 

from the interface. 

Comments 

If the specified maximum number of elements to read i s  greater than the size 
of the readings array, the size of the array is used as the maximum number for 
Microsoft Pascal only-for other languages, input data can overrun the array 
and corrupt existing data or programs. 

Nonnumeric chara.cters that do not properly belong in a real number a.re 
considered value separators. Thus, the sequence "1 ,234,567" is  entered as three 
numbers, not as "1234567". 

The number of readings available i s  dependent upon the source device. 

The approximate range of valid values is 10-38 to 1038• The IEEE 754 
standard for floating point numbers makes provisions fOT values less than 
10-38, however the internal number conversion may not properly handle 
values less than 10-38 when entered via Hp·Ill or used in assignment or print 
statements. 

If a select code i s  to be specified in the command, the interface must first be 
addressed to listen (with IOSEND, for example) or an error occurs. 

Possible errors are NO ERR, ETIME, ESEL, EADDR, ENUM, ECTRL, and 
ERANGE. 
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IOENTERAB 

This command enters arbitrary-block program data (numeric or string data 
with 1EEE-488.2 coding) from a device or the interface. Reading continues 
until onc of these events occurs: 

• The maximum number of bytes specified is received. 

• A linefecd is encountered with the E01 line sensed true, i f  the coding 
indicates indefinite length. 

• The number of bytes indicated by the coding is received, if the coding 
indicates definite length. 

Syntax 

IOENTERAB (device_address . datLREF. bytes-REF. swapsize) 
IOENTERAB (se/eeLcode. data_REF. bytes_REF. swapsize) 

device_address specifics a device address. 

selecLcode specifics the interface select code. 

data_REF array into which the readings are placed. 

bytes_REF variable specifying the maximum number of bytes to be read 
(excluding the coding bytes). (An error occurs i f  the number 
is less than 0.) Upon return it  indicates the number of bytes 
actually received (excluding the coding bytes). 

swapslze specifies how bytes are placed int.o memory. A value of 
1 indicates that bytes are placed in order. Larger values 
indlcate that bytes arc reversed i n  memory in  groups of this 
size. The value should correspond to the byte size of the 
data variable. (For example, a value of 4 specifies that each 
group of four bytes is swapped in  memory.) Valid values are 1 
through 8-other val lies return an error. 
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Examples 

For Pascal: 

TYPE 
BINDOUBLE = SUPER ARRAY [l . .  *] of REALB ; 
{Double-precision array (8 bytes/elem) from IODECL .EX} 

{For Turbo Pascal , 
doubleSO = ARRAY[l . .  SO] of REAL8 ;}  

VAR 
val . BINDOUBLE(SO) ; {For Turbo Pascal , 

val : doubleSO ; }  
elements 

swap 
err 

swap ; =  8 ;  

INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 

elements : =  50 * swap ; 
err : =  IOENTERAB (723 , val , element s , swap ) ;  {Read a maximum 

of 50 values from device 723 and put them in VAL .} 

For c: 

double 
int 
int 
int 

val [SO] ; /-Double-precision array (8 bytes/elem)_/ 
elements ;  
swap ; 
error ; 

swap = sizeof (double) ; 
elements = 50 * swap; 
error = IOENTERAB (723L , val ,telements , sYap) ; 

I*Read a maximum of 50 values from device 723 . *' 
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Bus Activity 

If a device address is specified: 

• ATN is set. 
• UNL is sent. 
• MLA is sent. 
• TAD is sent. 
• OSA is sent if specified. 
• ATN is cleared. 
• Data is entered. 

If a select code is specified: 

• If the interface is not addressed to listen, an error results. 
• If the interface is addressed to listen, ATN is cleared and the data i s  read 

from the interface. 

Comments 

IEEE-488.2 coding is described under "Arbitrary-Block Data Coding" in 
chapter 1. The coding bytes are not placed into data-this also applies to the 
ending linefeed character for indefinite-length data. Leading characters are 
ignored until a "#" character i s  received. 

If the specified maximum number of elements to read is greater than the size of 
the data array, input data. can overrun the array and corrupt existing data or 
programs. 

For Microsoft Pascal, you can use only one array type with IOENTERAB in a 
program. The IOPROC.EX file declares the type as a real array. If you want 
to use another type, edit IOPROC.EX to make the appropriate declaration
other types are included as comments in the file. 

For string transfers, only the string elements receiving data are affected. The 
string descriptor and other string elements remain unchanged for Pascal-no 
null character is appended for C. 

If DMA is active for the transfer, the swapsize parameter must be 1 and 
character matching must be disabled-<>therwise, an EUNKNOWN error 
occurs. 

The number of bytes available i s  dependent upon the source device. 
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If a select code is to be specified in the command, the interface must first be 
addressed to listen (with lOSEND, for example) or an error occurs. 

Possible errors are NOERR, ETlME, ESEL, EADDR, ERANGE, ECTRL, and 
EUNKNOWN. 
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IOENTERB 

Tills command enters binary data (numeric or string data with no coding or 
formatting) from a device or the interface. Reading continues until one of these 
events occurs: 

• The maximum number of bytes specified is received. 

• The EOr line is sensed true, if it is enabled. 

• The termination character set by IOMATCII is received with EaT true. 
(Linefeed is the default character.) 

Syntax 

IOENTERB ( deviccaddress, data_REF, bytes_REF, swapsize) 

IOENTERB (selecLcode, data_REF, byteLREF, swapsize) 

devt"ce_address specifies a device address. 

selecLcode specifies the interface select code. 

data_REF array into which the readings are placed. 

byteLREF specifies the maximum number of bytes to be read. (An error 
occurs jf  the number is less than 0.) Upon return it indicates 
the number of bytes actually received. 

swapst.ze specifies how bytes are placed into memory_ A value of 
1 indicates that bytes are placed in order. Larger values 
indicate that bytes are reversed in memory in  groups of this 
size. The value should correspond to the byte size of the 
data variable. (For example, a value of 4 specifies that each 
group of four bytes is swapped in  memory.) Valid values are 1 
through 8-other values return an error. 
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Examples 

For Pascal: 

TYPE 
BINDOUBLE = SUPER ARRAY [! . .  ') of REAL8 ; 
{Double-precision array (8 bytes/elem) from IODECL . EX} 

{For Turbo Pascal , 
double SO = ARRAY [! . .  SO) of REAL8;} 

VAR 
val BINDOUBLE(SO) ; {For Turbo Pascal , 

val : doubleSO ; }  
elements 

swap 
err 

Sllap : =  8 ;  

INTEGER ; 
INTEGER ; 
INTEGER ; 

elements : =  50 * swap ; 
err : =  IOENTERB (723 ,val , element s , swap) ; {Read a maximum 

of 50 values from device 723 and put them in VAL . }  

For c: 

double 
int 
int 
int 

val [SO) ; I'Double-precision array (8 bytes/elem)'/ 
elements j  
swap ; 
error; 

svap = sizeof(double) j  
elements = 50 * swap ; 
error = IOENTERB(723L , val ,&element s , swap) ; 

,.Read a maximum of 50 values from device 723 . * 1  
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Bus Activity 

If a device address is specified: 

• ATN is set. 
• UNL is sent. 
• M LA is sent. 
• TAD is sent. 
• OSA is sent if specified. 
• ATN is cleared. 
• Data is entered. 

If a select code is specified: 

• If the interface is not addressed to listen, an error results. 
• If the interface is addressed to listen, ATN is cleared and the data is read 

from the interface. 

Comments 

If the specified maximum number of elements to read is greater than the size of 
the data array, input data can overrun the array and corrupt existing data. or 
programs. 

For Microsoft Pascal, you can use only one array type with JOENTERB in  a 
program. The IOPROC.EX file declares the type as a real array. If you want 
to use another type, edit JOPROC.EX to make the appropriate declaration
other types are included as comments in the file. 

All data. receiw�c1 is stored in memory-except a final Umatch" character with 
EO! true if matching is enabled. 

For string transfers, only the string elements receiving data are affected. The 
string descdptor and other string elements remain unchanged for Pascal-no 
null character is appended for C.  

If DMA is active for the transfer, the swapsize parameter must be 1 and 
character matching must be disabled-otherwise, an EUNKNOWN error 
occurs. 

The number of bytes available is dependent upon the source device. 
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If a select code is to be specified in the command, the interface must first be 
addressed to listen (with IOSEND ,  for example) or an error occurs. 

Possible errors arc NOERR, ETIME, ESEL, EADDR, ERANGE, ECTRL, and 
EUNKNOWN. 
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IOENTERF 

This command reads from a device and places all received data into a file. 
Reading continues until one of these events occurs: 

• The EOl line is sensed true, if i t  is enabled. 

• The termination character set by IOMATCH is received (linefeed is the 
default) .  Note: If you are transferring binary files, you should turn off 
character match using IOMATCH to make sure the transfer does not end 
prematurely. 

• The maximum number of bytes specified is received. 

• A file error occurs, usually meaning the disk is full. 

Syntax 

IOENTERF (devic<-address • file_ name • length • append_flag) 

IOENTERF (se/eeLcode .file_name • length. append_flag) 

device_add,'ess specifies a device address. 

se/eeL code 

fil<-name 

length 

append_flag 

specifics the interface select code. 

file into which the data. is written. 

specifies the maximum number of elements to be read. (An 
error occurs if the number is less than 0.) The actual number 
of bytes read is returned here. 

specifies whether to append to the file or to overwrite it .  Zero 
overwritesj non-zero appends. 
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Examples 

For Pascal: 

error 
length 
length 

INTEGER ; 
LONGINT ; 
INTEGER4 

length : =  10 ;  

(0 for Turbo Pascal 0) 
(0 for Microsoft Pascal 0) 

error : =  IOENTERF (723 , ' ENTERF . DAT ' ,length , 0) 
if error <> NOERR then vriteln( ' an  error occurred . . . ' ) j  

For c: 

int errorj 
long length ; 

length = 10 ;  
error = IOENTERF (723L , "ENTERF . DAT" , &length, 0) 
if (error ! =  NOERR) printf ( " an  error occurred . . .  \nll ) ;  

Bus Activity 

If a device address is specifi.d: 

• ATN is set. 
• UNL is sent. 
o MLA is sent . 

o TAD is sent. 
o OSA is sent if specified. 
• ATN is cleared. 
• Data is entered. 

If a select code is specified: 

• If the i nterface is not addressed to listen, a.n error results. 
• If the interface is addressed to listen, ATN is cleared and the data is read 

from the interface. 
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Comments 

Possible errors are NOERR, ETIME, ESEL, EADDR, ERANGE, ECTRL, and 
EFILE. 

If the file does not exist, and a valid filename is given, IOENTERF will create 
the file regardless of the append flag. 

We recommend turning off character matching using the IOMA'TCH command, 
especially if you are transferring a binary file. 

Note This command does not transfer files to an HP-IB disk drive, 
but rather transfers bytes from the IIP-IB bus to a built-in disk 
drive on your computer. 
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This command enters a character string from a device or the interface. Reading 
continues until one of these events occurs: 

• The EO! line is sensed true, i f  it is enabled. 

• The termination character set by IOMATCH is received (linefeed is the 
default). 

• The maximum number of characters specified is received. 

Syntax 

IOENTERS ( device_address , data_REP , length_REE') 

IOENTERS (select-code , data_REF, length_REE') 

device_addres.,t; specifics a device address. 

select-code 

data_REF 

length_REP 

Examples 

For Pascal: 

VAR 
into 
length 
err 

specifies the interface select code. 

variable into which the string read is placed. 

variable specifying the maximum number of elements to be 
read. (An error occurs if the number is less than 0.) On return 
it indicates the number of elements actually received. 

STRING( 10) ; 
INTEGER ; 
INTEGER ; 

length : =  10 ;  
err : =  IOENTERS (723 , info, length) ; 

{Read a string of 10  characters maximum from device 723 . }  
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For C: 

int error ; 
int length ; 
char info [llJ ; /-10 characters plus null-/ 

length = 10 ;  
error = IOENTERS(723L , info,&length) ; /.Read a string of 

10  characters maximum from device 723 . *1 

Bus Activity 

If a device address is specified: 

• ATN is set . 

• UNL is sent. 
• MLA is sent. 
• TAD is sent. 
• OSA is sent if specified. 
• ATN is cleared. 
• Data. is entered. 

If a. select code is specifLeci: 

• If the interface is not addressed to listen, an error results. 

IOENTERS 

• If the interface is addressed to listen, ATN is cleared and the data is read 
from the i nterface. 

Comments 

If the specified maximum number of elements to read is greater than the 
dimensioned length of the data string: 

• For Pascal, the dimensioned length is used instead of the maximum number. 

• For C, input data can overrun the string and corrupt existing data or 
programs. 

If a select code is to be specified in  the command, the interface must first be 
addressed to listen (with IOSEND or a previous IOENTER, for example) or an 
error occurs. 
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The termination character is entered as part of the string. For C ,  a null 
character is appended to the string. 

If DMA is active for the transfer, character matching must be disabled
otherwise, an error occurs. 

Possible errors are NOERR, ETIME, ESEL, EADDR, ENUM, ERANGE, 
ECTRL, and EUNKNOWN. 
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This command enables or disables the End Or Identify (EOI) mode of the 
interface. It is used to: 

IOEOI 

• Enable or disable a write operation to set the EOI line on the last byte of the 
write . 

• Enable or disable a read operation to terminate upon sensing the EOI line 
true. 

The default is EOI enabled. 

Syntax 

IOEO I (selecLcode , state) 

selecLcode specifies the interface select code. 

state enables EO! if non zero and disables EO! if zero. 

Examples 

For Pascal: 

VAR 
state 

err 
INTEGER; 
INTEGER ; 

state : =  0 ;  
err : =  IOEOI(7, state) ; {Disable EOI . }  

For C: 

int error; 

error = IOEOI(7L ,O) ; /-Disable EOI . _/  
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Bus Activity 

None. 

Comments 

When reading with EO! enabled, receipt of a byte with EO! set causes the 
read operation to terminate, regardless of whether you are reading a string, 
a real number, or an array of real numbers. (The EO! state is ignored by 
JOENTERAB.) 

When writing, EO! is set on the last byte of the End Of Line sequence if EO! 
is enabled. Note that if the EOL sequence is of 0 length, EO! is set on the last 
data byte sent. (The EOl line is not set on the last byte for IOOUTPUTAB.) 

When sending a real number ",rray with JOOUTPUTA, the EOL sequence (and 
subsequent EOI) is appended after the last element in the array, not after each 
clement. 

Note that 10SEN D does not set EO! because this line has a different meaning 
in Command mode. 

Possible errors are NOERR and ESEL. 
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IOEOL 

This command defines the End of Line (EOL) string that is to be sent 
following every IOOUTPUT, IOOUTPUTA, IOOUTPUTB, and IOOUTPUTS 
command. 

The default is carriage return and lincfeed. 

Syntax 

IOEOL (selecLcode, endline_REF, length) 

sclecLcode specifics the interface select code. 

endline_REF specifies the EOL string that is to be sent following a data 
transmission. A maximum of eight characters can be specified. 

length specifies the length of the termination string. If Zero is 
specified, no characters are appended to a data transmission. If 
the length is less than 0 or more than 8,  an error occurs. 

Examples 

For Pascal: 

VAR 
length 

endline 
err 

length 
end line [1] 
endline[2] 

err 

INTEGER; 
STRING(2) ; 
INTEGER ; 

; =  2 ;  
. - CHR(13) ; 
: =  CHR(10) ; 
: =  IOEOL(7 ,endline, length) ; {EOL = CRlLF . }  
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For C:  

int length;  
char endline [2] ; 
int error; 

length = 2 ;  
endline[O] = 13 ; 
endline [l] = 1 0 ;  
error = IOEOL (7 ,endline,length) ; /*EOL = CR/LF .*/  

Bus Activity 

None. 

Comments 

With IOOUTPUTA and IOOUTPUTB, the EOL sequence is appended after 
all data has been sent, not following each element. 

Possible errors are NOERR, ESEL, and ERANGE. 
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IOFASTOUT 

This command enables or disables high-speed bus timing for output transfers 
only. 

The default is high-speed output disabled (standard speed). 

Syntax 

IOFASTOUT (se/eeLcode, state) 

selecLcode specifies the interface select codc. 

state enables high-speed output if nonzero and disablet; high-speed 
output if zero. 

Examples 

For Pascal: 

VAR 
state 

err 
INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 

state : =  O J  
err : =  IOFASTOUT(7 , state) ; {Disable high-speed output . }  

For C: 

int error ; 

error = IOFASTOUT(7L ,O) ; ,oDisable high-speed output . o' 

Bus Activity 

None. 
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Comments 

For proper operation, high-speed output requires the HP-IB system to meet all 
of these requirements: 

I All HP-IB devices must have tri-state drivers, not open-collector drivers. 
(The HP-IB interface meets this requirement.) 

I All HP-ID devices must be turned on. 

I HP-ID cable length should be as short as possible, but not longer than 15  
meters (50 feet). At least one HP-ID device should be  connected for each 
meter (3 feet) of cable, with a maximum of 15 devices. (The HP-ID interface 
counts as one device.) 

I Each HP-IB device must have a capacitance of less than 50 pF on each 
HP-ID line except REN and IFC. (The HP-IR interface meets this 
requirement.) 

High-speed output applies only during output transfers (including DMA output 
transfers)-but not between transfers and not during input transfers. The 
speed of an input transfer depends upon the talker device. 

High-speed output decreases the data-settling time from 2.5 microseconds to 
840 nanoseconds. 

Possible errors are NOERR and ESEL. 
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IOGETIERM 

This command determines the reason the last read terminated. 

Syntax 

IOGETTERH (selecLcode, reason_REFl 

selecLcode 

reason_REF 

Examples 

For Pascal: 

VAR 
reason 

err 

specifies the interface select code. 

variable to receive the sum of the values for the reasons the 
last read terminated. The possible reasons for termination are 

Value 

o 

1 

2 

4 

INTEGER ; 
INTEGER ; 

Description 

The read was terminated for some reason not 
covered by any of the other reasons. 

The expected number of elements was received. 

The termination character set by [OMATCH 
was encountered. 

The EOr line was sensed true. 

err :=  IOGETTERH(7, reason) ; 
IF « reason and 4) = 4) then 

WRITELN( 'EOI ENCOUNTERED ' ) ;  
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For c: 

int reason; 
int error; 

arror = IOGETTERH(7L ,traason) ; 
if« raason & 4) == 4) 

printf ("EOI ENCOUNTERED\n" ) ;  

Bus Activity 

None. 

Comments 

Upon return, the reason integer contains the ,sum of the values for the reasons 
for termination. For example, if the last read terminated when the termination 
cha,racter was encountered and EOI was set, the value of reason would be 
2 + 4 = 6. 

Possible errors are NOERR and ESEL. 
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IOLLOCKOUT 

This command sends a Local Lockout (LLD) to disable a device front panel. It 
i s  received by all devices on the i nterface, whether or not they are addressed to 
listen. 

Syntax 

IOLLOCKOUT ( selp.cLcode ) 

selecLcode 

Examples 

For Pascal: 

VAR 

specifies the interface select code. 

err : INTEGER; 

err : =  IOLLOCKOUT (7) ; 

For C: 

int errorj 

error = I OLLOCKOUT(7L) ; 

Bus Activity 

• ATN is sent . 
• LLD is sent. 

Comments 

If a device is ill Local mode when LLD is received, LLD does not take effect 
until the device is addressed to listen. 

Possible errors are NDERR, ETIME, ECTRL, and ESEL. 
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This command executes a Go To Local (GTL) or clears the REN line to enable 
a device front panel. 

Syntax 

IOLOCAL (device_address) 

IOLOCAL (se/ecLcode) 

device_address specifies a. device address. 

se/ecLcode specifies the interface select code. 

Examples 

For Pascal: 

VAR 
err INTEGER; 

err : =  IOLOCAL (722) ; {Place device 722 in Local mode . }  

For C: 

int error; 

error = IOLOCAL(722L) ; ,'Place device 722 in local mode . "  

Bus Activity 

If a device address is specified: 

• ATN is set. 
• MTA is sent. 
• UNL is sent. 
• LAD is sent. 
• OSA is sent if specified. 
• GTL is sent. 
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If a. select code is specified: 

• REN is cleared . 
• ATN i s  cleared. 

Comments 

If a. device address is specified, the device is temporarily placed i n  Local 
mode---it will return to Remote mode if it is later addressed to listen. If Loca.l 
Lockout is in effect, the device wHI return to the Locko1lt �tatc i f  i t  is later 
addressed to listen. 

If an interface select code is specified, all instruments on the bus are placed in  
Local mode and any Local Lockout i s  cancelled. 

Possible errors are NOERR, ETIME, ECTRL, and ESEL. 
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This command defines the character used by IOENTERD and IOENTERS for 
termination. 

The default character is l inefeed. 

Syntax 

IOHATCH (sel«Leooc, ehamcter,flag) 

seleeLeode 

character 

flag 

Examples 

For Pascal: 

VAR 
match 
flag 

err 

specifies the interface select code. 

specifies the character used by IOENTERD and [OENTERS 
for termination checking. 

indicates whether character matching should be enabled or 
disabled. Zero disables matching, and any non7.cro value 
enables it .  

CHAR; 
INTEGER ; 
INTEGER ; 

match : =  CHR(10) ; {Terminate on linefeed . }  
flag : =  1 ;  

err : =  rOMATCH (7 ,match,flag) ; 

For C: 

char match ; 
int flag; 
int error ; 

match = 10 ; /oTerminate on linefeed . o/ 
flag = 1 ;  
error = IOMATCH (7L ,match ,flag) ; 
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Bus Activity 

None. 

Comments 

Only a single match character may be specified in this command. 

For IOENTERS, the match character becomes part of the entered string. For 
IOENTERB, the match character mllst be received with EOT trlle, and the 
character does not become part of the data. 

IOMATCH does not apply to TOENTER, IOENTERA, or IOENTERAB. 

Possible errors are NOERR and ESEL. 
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This command outputs a real number to a device or to the interface. After the 
number is sent, the EOL string is sent and the EOr line is set (if enabled). 

Syntax 

IOOUTPUT (device_address, data) 
IOOUTPUT (selecLcode, data) 

device_address specifies a device address. 

selecLcode 

data 

Examples 

For Pascal: 

VAR 

specifics the interface select code. 

specifies the number to be output. 

data REAL ; 
err INTEGER; 

data := 1 2 . 3 ;  
err : =  IOOUTPUT (722, data) ; {Output ' 12 . 3 '  t o  dev 722 . }  

For c: 

double 
int 

data; 
error ; 

data = 1 2 . 3 ;  
error = IOOUTPUT(722L, data) ; I_Output ' 1 2 . 3 '  to dev 722 . -1 
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Bus Activity 

If a device address is specified: 

• ATN is set. 
• MTA is sent. 
• UNL is sent. 
• LAD is sent. 
• OSA is sent if specified. 
• ATN is cleared. 
• Data is output. 
• EOL is output. 

If a select code is specified: 

• If the interface is not addressed to talk, an error results. 
• If the interface is addressed to talk, ATN is cleared and the data is sent 

followed by an EO 1. 

Comments 

Numbers with absolute values between 10-5 and 106 are rounded to seven 
significant digits and output in  floating point notation. If the number rounds 
to an integer value, the decimal point i s  not sent. Numbers outside this range 
are rounded to seven significant digits and output in  scientific notation. 

If the number i s  positive, a. leading space is output for the sign; jf it's negative, 
a leading H _ "  is output. 

If a select code is to be specified, the interface must first be addressed to talk 
(with IOSEND, for example), or an error occurs. 

Possible errors are NOERR, ETIME, ESEL, ECTRL, and EADDR. 
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This command outputs an array of real numbers to a specified device or to the 
bus. Values output are separated by commas. After the last number is sent, 
the EOL string is sent and the EO! line is set (if enabled). 

Syntax 

IOOUTPUTA ( device_address, data_REF, elements) 

IOOUTPUTA (se/eeLcade, data_REF, elements) 

device_address specifies a device address. 

se/ecLcade 

data_ REF 

elements 

Examples 

For Pascal: 

TYPE 

specifies the interface select code. 

array containing the real numbers to be transmitted. 

specifies the number of elements in the array to be transmitted. 
(An error occurs i f  the number is less than 0.) 

REAL ARRAY = SUPER ARRAY [l . . *J OF REAL ; {From IODECL . EX . }  
{For Turbo Pascal , 

reallO = ARRAY [l . . 10J of REAL ; }  
VAR 

info REALARRAY( lO) ; {For Turbo Pascal , 
info : reallO ; }  

num_elements 
err 

INTEGER ; 
INTEGER; 

num_elements : =  10; 
err := IOOUTPUTA (722 , info , num_elements) ; 

{Output the array INFO to device 722 .}  
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For C: 

float 
int 
int 

info [10] ; 
num_elements j  
error ; 

num_elements = 10 j 
error = IOOUTPUTA(722L , info ,num_elements) ; 

I*Output elements of ' info' to device 722 . *1 

Bus Activity 

If a device address is specified: 

• ATN is set. 
• MTA is sent. 
• UNL is sent. 
• LAD is sent. 
• OSA is sent if specified. 
• ATN is cleared. 
• Data is output. 
• EOL is output. 

If a select code is specified: 

• If the interface is not addressed to talk, an error results. 

IOOUTPUTA 

• If the interface is addressed to talk, ATN is cleared and the data is sent 
followed by an EOL. 

Comments 

If the specified maximum number of elements to output is greater than the size 
of the data array, the array size is used as the maximum number for Microsoft 
Pascal only-for other languages, the output transfer can go beyond the array 
and send meani ngless data. 

Numbers with absolute values between 10-5 and 106 are rounded to seven 
significant digits and output in floating point notation. If the number rounds 
to an integer value, the decimal point is not sent. Numbers outside this range 
are rounded to seven significant digits and output in scientific notation. 
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If the number is positive, a leading space is output for the sign; if it's negative, 
a leading "-" is output. 

If a select code is to be used as a parameter, the interface must first be 
addressed to talk (with IOSEND, for example) , or an error occurs. 

Possible errors are NOERR, ETIME, ESEL, EADDR, ECTRL, and ERANGE. 
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IOOUTPUTAB 

This command outputs arbitrary-block response data (numeric or string data 
with IEEE-488.2 coding) to a specified device or to the bus. After the last data 
byte is sent, nothing additional occurs. 

Syntax 

IOOUTPUT AB (device_address, data_REF, bytes, swapsize) 
IOOUTPUT AB (seleeLcode , data_R[;F, bytes, swapsize) 

device_add1'ess specifies a device address. 

se/eeLcode specifies the interface select code. 

data_REF array containing the data to be transmitted. 

bytes specifies the number of bytes to output (excluding the coding 
bytes). This value should be no more than the number of 
elements in the array times the number of bytes per element. 
(An error occurs if the number is less than 0.) 

swapSlze specifies how bytes are read from memory. A value of 1 
indica.tes that bytes are read in order. Larger values indicate 
that bytes are reversed as read from memory in groups of this 
size. The value should correspond to the byte size of the data 
variable. (For example, a value of 4 specifies that each group 
of four bytes is swapped when output .)  Valid values are 1 
through 8-other values return an error. 
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Examples 

For Pascal: 

TYPE 
BINDOUBLE = SUPER ARRAY [l . .  *] of REALS ; 
{Double-precision array (S bytes/elem) from IODECL . EX} 

{For Turbo Pascal , 
doublel0 = ARRAY [l . .  10] of REALS;} 

VAR 
val BINDOUBLE( !O) ; {For Turbo Pascal , 

val : double la ; }  
num_bytes 

swap 
err 

swap : = S ;  

INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 

num_bytes : ;  10 • swap ; 
err : =  IOOUTPUTAB (722, info , num_elements ,swap) ; 

{Output the array INFO to device 722 . }  

For C: 

double 
int 
int 
int 

info[10] ; /'Double-precision array (S bytes/elem) '/ 
num_bytes ;  
swap ; 
error; 

swap = sizeof(double) ;  
num_bytes = 10 • sw.p ; 
error ; IOOUTPUTAB(722L , info , num_bytes , swap) ; 

,*Output elements of ' info' to device 722 . *1 
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Bus Activity 

If a device address is specified: 

• ATN is set. 
• MTA is sent. 
• UNL is sent. 
• LAD is sent. 
• OSA is sent if specified. 
• ATN is cleared. 
• Data is output. 

If a select code is specified: 

• If the interface is not addressed to talk, an error results. 
• If the interface is addressed to talk, ATN is cleared and the data is sent. 

Comments 

IEEE-488.2 coding is described under "Arbitrary-Block Data Coding" in 
chapter 1. The coding bytes are automatically computed and inserted in front 
of the data. 

If the specified maximum number of elements to output is greater than the 
size of the data array, the ouLput transfer can go beyond Lhe array and send 
meaningless data. 

For Microsoft Pascal, you can use only one array type with IOOUTPUTAB i n  
a program. The IOPROC.EX file declares the type as a real array. If you want 
to use another type, edit IOPROC.EX to make the appropriate declaration
other types are included as comments in the file. 

H DMA is active for the transfer, the swapsizc parameter must be 1-
otherwise, an EUNKNOWN error occurs. 

If a select code is to be specified in the command, the interface must first be 
addressed to talk (with IOSEND, for example) or an error occurs. 

Possible errors are NOERR, ETIME, ESEL, EADDR, ERANGE, ECTRL, and 
EUNKNOWN. 
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This command outputs binary data (numeric or string data with no coding or 
formatting) to a specified device or to the bus. After the last number is sent, 
the EOL string is sent and the EO! line is set (if enabled). 

Syntax 

IOOUTPUTB (device_address, data_ REP, bytes, swapsize) 
IOOUTPUTB (selecLcode, data_REF, bytes, swapsize) 

device_address specifies a device address. 

selecLcode specifics the interface select code. 

data_REP array containing the data to be transmitted. 

bytes specifies the number of bytes to output. This value should be 
no more than the number of elements in the array times the 
number of bytes per element. (An error occurs if the number 
is less than 0.) 

swapstze specifics how bytes are read from memory. A value of 1 
indicates that bytes arc read 1n order. Larger values indicate 
that bytes arc reversed as read from memory in  groups of this 
size. The value should correspond to the byte size of the data 
variable. (For example, a value of 4 specifies that each group 
of four bytes is swapped when output.) Valid values are 1 
through 8-other values return an error. 
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Examples 

For Pas<al: 

TYPE 

IOOUTPUTB 

BINDOUBLE = SUPER ARRAY [l . .  _] of REAL8; 
{Double-precision array (8  bytes'elem) from IODEGL . EX} 

{For Turbo Pascal , 
doublel0 = ARRAY [1 . .  10] of REAL8 ; }  

VAR 
val BINDOUBLE(10) ; {For Turbo Pascal,  

val : doublel0 ; }  
num_bytes 

swap 
err 

swap ; =  8 ;  

INTEGER; 
INTEGER ; 
INTEGER ; 

num_bytes : =  10 - swap ; 
err : =  IOOUTPUTB (722 , info ,num_slement s , swap) ; 

{Output the array INFO to device 722 . }  

For c: 

double info[10] ; '-Double-precision array (8 bytes/elem) -/ 
int num_bytes ; 
int swap ; 
int error ; 

swap = sizeof (double) ; 
num_bytes = 10 - swap; 
error = IOOUTPUTB(722L ,info ,num_bytas , swap) ; 

I*Output elements of ' info ' to device 722 . *1 
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Bus Activity 

If a device address is specified: 

• ATN is set. 
• MTA is sent. 
• UNL is sent. 
• LAD is sent. 
• OSA is sent if specified. 
• ATN is cleared. 
• Data is output. 
• EOL is output. 

If a select code is specified: 

• If the interface is not addressed to talk, an error results. 
• If the interface is addressed to talk, ATN is cleared and the data is sent 

followed by an £01. 

Comments 

If the specified maximum number of elements to output is greater than the 
size of the data array, the output transfer can go beyond the array and send 
meaningless data. 

For Microsoft Pascal, you can use only one array type with 100UTPUTB in a 
program. The IOPROC.EX file declares the type as a rea.! array. If you want 
to use another type, edit 10PROC.EX to make the appropriate declaration
other types are included as comments in the file. 

H DMA is active for the transfer, the swapsize parameter must be 1-
otherwise, an EUNKNOWN error occurs. 

If a select code is to be specified in the command, the interface must first be 
addressed to talk (with IOSEND, for ex<unple), or an error occurs. 

Possible errors are NOERR, ETIME, ESEL, EADDR, ERANGE, ECTRL, and 
EUNKNOWN. 
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IOOUTPUTF 

This command outputs the contents of a. file to a. specified device or interface. 
After the file is sent, the EOL string is sent and the EO! line is set (if enabled). 

Syntax 

IOOUTPUTF ( deviecaddress .filL name • length) 

IOOUTPUTF (se/eeLcDde .ftlcHamc • length) 

device_address specifies a device address. 

selecLcooe 

file_name 

length 

specifics the interface select code. 

specifies the name of the file to output. 

Examples 

For Pascal: 

error 
length 
length 

specifies the maximum number of elements to be written. (An 
error occurs if the number is less than 0.)  

INTEGER ; 
LONGINT ; (. for Turbo Pascal 0 )  
INTEGER4 (0 for Microsoft Pascal 0 )  

length : =  10 ; 
error : =  IOOUTPUTF (723 • •  OUTPUT. DAT' • length) 
if error <> NOERR then writeln( ( an error occurred . .  , ' ) ;  

For C :  

int error ; 
long length 

length = 10  
error = IOOUTPUTF(723L, " OUTPUT . DAT" , &length) 
if (error ! =  NOERR) printf elan error occurred . . .  \n" ) j 
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Bus Activity 

If a device address is specified: 

• ATN is set. 
• MTA is sent. 
• UN L is sent. 
• LAD is sent. 
• OSA is sent i f  specified. 
• ATN is cleared. 
• Data is entered, 
• EOL is output. 

If a. select code is specified: 

• Lf the interface is not addressed to talk, an error results. 
• If the interface is addressed to talk, ATN is cleared and the data is sent 

followed by the EOL string. 

Comments 

Possible errors are NOERR, ET/ME, ESEL, EADDR, ERANGE, ECTRL, and 
EFILE. 

If you are transferring a binary file, we recommend that you turn off the EOL 
string using the IOEOL command. If you do not, the current EOL string will 
be appended to the Iile. 

Note This command does not transfer files from an IlP-ID disk drive, 
but ra.Lher trallsfers bytes rrom a bui1t·in disk drive on your 
computer to the IlP-IB bus. 
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IOOUTPUTS 

This command outputs a string to a specified device or to the interface. After 
the string is sent, the EO!' string i s  sent and the EOr line is set (if  enabled). 

Syntax 

IOOUTPUTS (deviccaddress, data_ REF, length) 
IOOUTPUTS (se/eeLcode, data_REF, length) 

device_address specifies a device address. 

se/ecLcade 

data_REF 

length 

specifies the interface select code. 

array specifying the string to be sent. 

Examples 

For Pascal: 

VAR 
info 

length 
err 

specifies the length of the output string. (An error occurs if the 
number is less than 0.) 

STRING(4) ;  
INTEGER ; 
INTEGER; 

info : = ' 1ST! ' ;  
lengtb : =  4 ;  
err : =  IOOUTPUTS (723 , info ,lengtb) ; 

{Send the programming code ' lST1 ' to device 723 . }  
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For c: 

char *info 
int length ; 
int error;  

info = " lST1" ; 
length = 4 ;  
error = IOOUTPUTS (723L , info ,length) ; 

I*Send the programming code I tST1 )  to device 723 . *1 

Bus Activity 

If a device address is specified: 

• ATN is set. 
• MTA is sent. 
• UNL is sent. 
• LAD is sent. 
• OSA is sent if specified. 
• ATN is cleared. 
• Data is output. 
• EOL is output. 

If a select code is specified: 

• If the interface is not addressed to talk, an error results. 
• If the interface is addressed to talk, ATN is cleared and the data is sent 

followed by an EO L. 

Comments 

If the specified maximum number of elements to output is greater than the 
current length of the data string: 

• For Pascal, the current length is used instead of the maximum number. 

• For C, the output transfer can go beyond the string and send meaningless 
data. 
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If a select code is to be used in the command, the interface must first be 
addressed to talk (with IOSEND, for example), or an error occurs. 

Possible errors arc NOERR, ETIME, ESEL, EADDR, ECTRL, and ERANGE. 
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This command passes active control from the HP 82335 HP-IB card to a device 
on the bus. The device must be capable of taking control. 

Syntax 

IOPASSCTL ( device_address) 

device_address specifics a device address. 

Examples 

For Pascal: 

error : INTEGER ; 

error : =  IOPASSCTL(723) 
if error <> NOERR then writeln ( ' an error occurred . . .  ' ) ;  

For C: 

int error ; 

signal (SIGINT. ctrlc_handler) f* trap CTRL-C *f 

error = IOPASSCTL(723L) 
if (error ! =NOERR) printf ( l Ian error occurred . . .  \n") i 

void ctrlc_handler ( ) f* used for CTRL-C interrupts *f 
{ 

} 

exit ( 1 ) ; f* exit with error code 1 *f 
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Bus Activity 

If a device address is specified: 

• ATN is set. 
• UNL is sent. 
• MLA is scnl. 
• TAD is sent. 
• TCT is sent. 
• ATN is cleared. 

Comments 

If your program does not seem to work properly after passing control, make 
sure that you do not have an interrupt (IRQ) conflict with another device. You 
can find out what IRQ your HP-IB board is using by running the INSTALL 
utility. 

The Command Library defaults to address 30. If desired, you can change this 
using the IOCONTROL command. 

The IOPASSCTL command passes active control only. This command will not 
change the state of the system controller status of the HP 82335. 

Any type of shell command will cause the Command Library to stop working if 
i t  is currently non-controller, including the SYSTEM function in C languages 
and the EXEC function in Pascal languages. 

The Command Library needs to do some cleaning up after running as 
non-active or non-system controller. It will do this automatically when you 
take control back, or when your program exits normally. It wil1 not, however, 
clean up  after itself if §© or §(Break) is used to exit the program. We 
recommend that you use the capabilities of the language you are using to trap 
these keys and call a routine which exits normally, possibly with a non-zero 
exit code. In C, use signal and exit if §© is pressed. In Pascal, use 
CheckBreak and halt. If you do not, your computer will be left in an unstable 
state and could lock up. 

Possible errors are NOERR, ETIME, ESEL, and ECTRL. 
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This command performs a parallel paH of the interface. It sets a variable to a 
value (0 to 255) representing the response of those instruments on the interface 
that respond to a parallel poll. 

Syntax 

IOPPOLL (selecLcode, response_REFl 

selecLcode specifies the interface sc1cct code. 

response_REF variable into which the parallel poH response byte is to be 
placed. The allowable  range is 0 to 255. The eight bits of the 
response byte correspond to the eight HP-IB data lines (DIOl 
through DI08). Thus, a value of 32 would indicate that some 
device has responded to the parallel poll with a "1" on DI06. 

Examples 

For Pas tal: 

VAR 
response 

err 
INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 

err : =  IOPPOLL (7 ,response) ; 

For C: 

int response ;  
int error ; 

error = IOPPOLL(7L,&response) ; 

Bus Activity 

• ATN and EO! are asserted for 25 microseconds. 
• The poll byte is read. 
• EO! is cleared. 
• ATN is restored to its previous state. 
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Comments 

During a parallel poll, each enabled device may put a "1" on an assigned 
HP-IB data line according to its service request status-otherwise, the line is a 
"0" . There a.re eight data lines (though more than one device may be assigned 
to onc line). Using a parane) poll, several devices can indicate their service 
request status simultaneously. The response variable contains the state of the 
eight data lines: DIOI (in bit 0) through DIOB (in bit 7). 

If the ,.espouse varia.ble contai l ls  a "1" i ll allY bit, a clevice assigned to the 
corresponding HP-Ill line has the service request status the device was set up 
to report. (See IOPPOLLC.) For example, a device may be set up to report on 
line DJ04 when it requests service. If a.n IOPPOLL comma.nd shows a. "1"  i n  
bit 3 of response, your program knows the device needs service (assuming no 
other device is assigned to that line). 

Not all devices arc capable of responding to a parallel poll. Consult your 
particular device manuals for specifics. 

Possible errors arc NOEllll, ECTRL, and ESEL. 
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This command performs a Parallel Poll Con figure. In preparation for a parallel 
poll command, it tells an instrument how to respond affirmatively to the 
parallel poll, and on which data line to respond. 

In general, it sets a parallel poll response byte to reflect the response of a 
desired arrangement of instruments. Typically, you could define the bits to 
reflect the responses of particular instruments, or the result of a logical OR 
operation on several instrument responses. 

Refer to IOPPOLL for more information. 

Syntax 

IOPPOLLC (device_address, configuration) 

IOPPOLLC (select-code, configuration) 

device_address specifies the bus address of the device to be configured. 

selecLcode specifies the interface select code. 

configuration sent to the specified device indicating how it 's to respond to a 
parallel poll. (S .. "Comments" below.) 

Examples 

For Pascal: 

VAR 
configuration 

err 
INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 

configuration : =  10 ;  {Respond vith a ' 1 '  on line DI03 . }  

err : =  IOPPOLLC (723 ,configuration) ; 
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For c: 

int error ; 
int configuration ; 

IOPPOLLC 

configuration = l O j  /*Respond with a ' 1 '  on line D103 . * 1  
error = IOPPOLLC(723L, configuration) ; 

Bus Activity 

If a device address is specified: 

• ATN is set. 
• MTA is sent. 
• U NL is sent. 
• LAD is sent. 
• OSA is sent i f  specified. 
• PPC is sent. 
• PPE is sent. 

If a select code is speci lied: 

• PPC is sent. 
• PPE is sent. 

Comments 

The configuration parameter defines both the HP-IB line on which to respond 
and the service request status to i ndicate. It represents an eight-bit byte 
described below. 

Bit 7 Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 1 Bit 3 Bit 2 I Bit I I Bit 0 

0 0 0 0 Response DIO Line (DIOI to DI08) 
(0 or I) 

Bit 3 specifies the meaning of an affirmative response. Bits 2 through 0 specify 
the data line (DI08 through DIOl). The vaJid range for configumtion is  0 to 
15---other val ues cause an error. 
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Parallel Poll Configuration Bits Value 

Affirmative response for service request OOOOlxxx 8 

Affirmative response for no service request OOOOOxxx 0 

Respond on line DI08 OOOOx11  I 7 

Respond on line DI07 OOOOx110 6 

Respond on line Dl06 OOOOxlOI 5 

Respond on line DI05 0000xl00 4 

Respond on line DI04 OOOOxOI 1  3 

Respond on line Dl03 0000xOl0 2 

Respond on line DI02 OOOOxOOI 1 

Respond on line DJO 1 OOOOxOOO 0 

For example, to set up a device to indicate an affirmative response ("I")  on 
line DI05 if it needs service, the configur ation value would be 8 + 4 = 12.  
Alternatively, for the device to indicate an affirmative response ("1") on line 
DI05 when it doesn't need service, the configuration value would be 0 + 4 = 4 .  

Not all devices can be  configured to respond to  a parallel poll. Consult your 
particular device manuals for specifics. 

Possible errors are NOERR, ETIME, ESEL, ECTRL, and ERANGE. 
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IOPPOLLU 

This command performs a Parallel Poll Unconfigurc (PPU). It directs an 

i nstrument to not respond to a parallel poll. It can be addressed to the 
interface or a specific device. Refer to IOPPOLLC for more information. 

Syntax 

IOPPOLLU ( dP.1Jicc_flrld,." .... ) 

IOPPOLLU (selecLcode) 

device_address specifies a device address. 

selecLcode 

Examples 

For Paseal: 

VAR 

specifies the interface ·select code. 

err INTEGER; 

err : =  IOPPOLLU (722) ; 

For C: 

int error ; 

error = IOPPOLLU(722L) ;  

Bus Activity 

H a device address is specified: 

• ATN is set. 
• MTA is sent. 
• UNL is sent. 
• LAD is sent. 
• OSA is sent if specified. 
• PPC is sent. 
• PPD is sent. 
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If a select code is specified: 

• ATN is sent . 
• PPU is sent. 

Comments 

Some devices cannot be unconfigured from the bus. Consult your particular 
device manuals for specifics. 

Possible errors are NOERR, ETIME, ECTRL, and ESEL. 
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IOREMOTE 

This command places a device in  Remote mode to disable the device front 
panel. It can be addressed to the interface or to a specific device. 

Syntax 

IOREHOTE (devicf-address) 
IOREHOTE (selecLcode) 

device_address specifies a device address. 

se/ecLcode 

Examples 

For Pastal: 

VAR 

specifies the interface select code. 

err INTEGER; 

err : =  IOREHOTE (723 ) ;  {Places device 723 in Remote . }  

err : =  IOREHOTE (7) ; 

For C:  

int error j 

{Set the interface REN line . }  

error = IOREMOTE(723L) ; I*Place device 723 in Remot e . * 1  

error = IOREHOTE(7L) ; I*Set the interface REN line . * 1  
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Bus Activity 

If a device address is specified: 

• REN is set. 
• ATN is set. 
• MTA is sent. 
• UNL is sent. 
• LAD is sent. 
• OSA is sent. if specified. 

If a select code is speci�ed, then !tEN is set. 

Comments 

If a select code is specified, a device will not switch into Remole mode until it  
is addressed to listen. 

Possible errors are NOERR, ETlME, ECTRL, and ESEL. 
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IOREQUEST 

This command sets up a serial poll status byte for the HP 82335 and optionally 
asserts the Service Request (SRQ) line. 

Syntax 

IOREQUEST (se/eeLcooe , status) 

selecLcorle specifics the interface select code. 

status specifies the serial poll status byte. If bit 6 in the status byte 
is set, the SRQ line will be asserted. If bit 6 is clear, SRQ will 
not be asserted. 

Examples 

For Pascal: 

error INTEGER ; 

error : =  IOTAKECTL(7 ,  $042) 
error : =  IOTAKECTL(7 ,  #042) 

(* for Turbo Pascal * )  
( *  for Microsoft Pascal .) 

if error <> NOERR then writeln( ' an error occurred . . .  ' ) ;  

-For C: 

int error ; 

error = IOTAKECTL(7L , Ox42) 
if (error ! =NOERR) printf ("an error occurred . . .  \nll ) ;  

Bus Activity 

If bit 6 is set in the status parameter: SRQ is asserted. 

If bit 6 is clear in the status parameter: no bus activity. 
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Comments 

The HP 82335 interface must not be active controller, or else an ECTRL error 
will result. 

Possible errors are NOERR, ECTRL, and ESEL. 
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IORESET 

This command sets the interface to its start-up state, in which it is not 
listening and not talking. 

In addition, it sets the following HP-ID parameters as indicated: 

• The interface timeout is set to 0 seconds (the timeout is disabled). 

• The interface EO! mode is enabled. 

• High-speed data output is disabled. 

• CR/LF is set as the EOL default. 

• LF is set as the IOMATCH default. 

• If the interface was system controller, then it will also become active 
controller. 

Syntax 

IORESET ( selecL code) 

selecLcode 

Examples 

For Pascal: 

VAR 

specifies the interface select code. 

err INTEGER; 

err : =  IORESET (7) ; 

For C: 

int error j 

error = IORESET(7L) ; 
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Bus Activity 

If the interface is system controller: 

• IFC is pulsed (at least 100 microseconds). 
• REN is cleared (at least 100 microseconds). 
• ATN is cleared. 

If the interface is non-system controller: 

• No bus activity. 

Comments 

This command returns all devices on the interface to local (front panel) control. 

Possible errors are NOERR and ESEL. 
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IOSEND 

This command sends any sequence of user-specified HP-ID commands to the 
interface. For example, to send an output command to several instruments 
simultaneously, you can establish their talk/listen status with the IOSEND 
command, then issue the output command specifying a select code rather than 
a device address. 

Syntax 

IOsEND (se/eeLcade, commandLREF, length) 

selecLcode specifies the interface select code. 

commands_REF specifies a string of characters, each of which is treated as an 
interface command. 

length specifies the number of characters in the command string. 
(An error occurs if the number is less than 0.) 

Examples 

For Pascal: 

VAR 
commands STRING [4] ; 

length INTEGER; 
err INTEGER ; 

commands . - ' ? ) /4 '  j {Specifies unlisten, then 
listen addresses 9 ,  15 , and 20 . }  

length := 4;  
err : =  IOsEND ( 7 ,commands ,length) ; 
err := IOTRIGGER (7) ; 

{Triggers devices at addresses 9 ,  15 ,  and 20 . }  
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For c: 

char .commands ; 
int length ; 
int error ; 

commands = "?)/4" ; I*Specifies unlistenJ then 
listen addresses 9 ,  15 ,  and 20 . *' 

length = 4 ;  
error = IOSEND (7L , commands ,length) ; 

error = IOTRIGGER(7L) ; 
I.Triggers devices at addresses 9 ,  15 ,  and 20 . •  ' 

Bus Activity 

• ATN is set . 
• Command bytes are sent. 

Comments 

See appendix B for a list of lIP-Ill commands and the corresponding data 
characters. 

All bytes are sent with ATN set. The EOL sequence is not appended, nor is 
EO! set. 

Possible errors are NOERR, ETIME, ESEL, ECTRL, and ERANGE. 
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IOSPOlL 

This command performs a serial poll of a specified device. It sets a variable 
representing the device's response byte. 

Syntax 

IOSPOLL (device_address, response_RE£') 

device_address specifies lhe bus aJdl'ess of the device lo be polled. 

response_REP variable into which lhe response byte is placed. 

Examples 

For Pastal: 

VAR 
response 

err 
INTEGER ; 
INTEGER ; 

err . - IOSPOLL (723 ,response) ; {Performs a serial poll on 
device 723 and puts the response byte in RESPONSE . }  

For c: 

int response; 
int error j 

error = IOSPOLL(723L,&response) ;  '_Perform a serial poll on 
device 723 and put the response byte in response . •  ' 
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Bus Activity 

• ATN is set. 
• UNL is sent. 
• MLA is sent. 
• TAD is sent. 
• OSA is sent if specified. 
• SPE is sent. 
• ATN is cleared. 
• Poll byte is read. 
• ATN is set. 
• SPD is sent. 
• UNT is sent. 

Comments 

If a device is requesting service, it stops requesting service when its response 
byte is read. 

Some devices are not capable of responding to a serial poll, i n  which case 
pol1ing may result i n  an error. Consult the instrument manual to determine 
if an instrument can respond to a serial poll and how its response byte is 
interpreted. 

Possible errors are NOERR, ETIME, ECTRL, and ESEL. 
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IOSTATUS 

This command determines the current interface status regarding a particular 
condition. It sets a. variable representing that status. 

Syntax 

IOSTATUS {selecLcode , condilion, status_REE? 

se/eeL code 

condition 

specifies the interface seled cotle. 

specifics the condition being checked, rrom 0 to 1 1 .  The 
possible conditions are: 

Value 

o 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

1 1  

12 

Description 

Is the interface currently in  the remote state? 
(always no) 

What is the current state of the SRQ line? 

What is the current state of the NDAC line? 

Is the interface currently system controller? 

Is the interface currently active controller? 

Is the interrace currently addressed as talker? 

Is the interface currently addressed as listener? 

What is the interface's bus address? 

What i s  the state of the ATN line? 

What is the address status of the interface? 

What is on the DIO l ines now? 

What is the bus status of the i nterface? 

What interraced card is installed? 
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status-REF varia.ble into which the condition's status is placed. It can have 
the following values: 

Conditions 0 to 6 and 8 

Value Meaning 

0 Clear or No 

I Set or Yes 

Condition 7 

Value Meaning 

o to 30 Address of card 

Condition 9' 

Dit Value Meaning 

0 I ulpa 

I 2 TADS 

2 4 LADS 

3 8 TPAS 

4 16 LPAS 

5 32 ATN 

6 64 LW 

7 128 REM 

Condition 10  

Valne MeRning 

o to 255 Value of the data lines on the bus 
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Condition 1 1 "  

Bit Value Meaning 

0 1 REN 

1 2 I FC 

2 4 SRQ 

3 8 EOI 

4 16 NRFD 

5 32 NDAC 

6 61 DAV 

7 128 ATN 

Condition 12 

Value Meaning 

0 no interface card 

1 HP 82990 (old) 

2 HP 82335 

• The actual value returned from conditions 9 and 1 1  will be the sum of the 
values of all true conditions. For example, the value returned if bits 2 and 3 
were true would be 12. 

To check whether a specific condition is  true, use the AND operand 
in your language. For· example , to check if DAV is true, you could call 
IOSTAnJS(7L . l l . iresult),  then check whether (result AND 32) '" 32. then 
(DAV is set) . Make sure you are using the binary AND in your language and 
not the logical AND. 
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Examples 

For Pascal: 

VAR 
condition 

status 
err 

INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
INTEGER ; 

select : = 1 ;  

For c: 

err : =  IOSTATUS (7 . condition , status) ;  
{Determine if SRQ is set . }  

int select ; 
int status ; 
int error; 

select = 1 ;  
error = IOSTATUS(7L , select ,tstatus) ; 

" Determine if SRQ is set . •  , 

Bus Activity 

None. 

Comments 

Status conditions 9 through 1 1  are rarely used. 

Possible errors are NOERR, ESEL, and ERANGE. 
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IOTAKECTL 

This command takes active control from the currently active controller back to 
the HP-IB card. 

Syntax 

IOTAKECTL (selecLcode , priority) 

selecLcode 

priority 

specifies the interfa.ce selecl code. 

specifics the priority of the request. This parameter can take 
one of three values: 

1 

2 

3 

Examples 

For Pascal: 

error INTEGER ; 

error : =  IOTAKECTL(7 , 1) 

Wait until the active controller passes control 
back to me. 1 t  will wait until i t  receives 
control or until i t  times out as specified by the 
IOTIMEOUT function. 

Assert SRQ with bits 1 and 6 set, then wait 
until the active controller pac;ses control back 
to me. It will wait until either it receives 
control or until i t  times out as specified by the 
IOTIMEOUT function. 

Assert the Interface Clear (IFC) tine. 
Asserting the IFC line immediately makes the 
HP 82335 the active controller. The HP 82335, 
however, must be the system controller to be 
able to assert the IFC line. If it is not the 
system controUer, an ECTRL error will result. 

if error <> NOERR then writeln( ' an error occurred . . .  ' ) ; 
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For c: 

int error ; 

error = IOTAKECTL (7L, 1) 
if (error != NOERR) printf ("an error occurred . . . \n" ) ; 

Bus Activity 

Bus activity is controlled by the active controller until IOTAKECTL is 
finished. 

Comments 

The Command Library defaults (0 address 30. If necessary, you can change 
this using the IOCONTROL command. 

It may take awhile for the device that has active control to pass control back 
to the Command Libra.ry. You may want to increase your timeout value 
using IOTIMEOUT before calling IOTAKECTL, and decrease i t  after the 
IOTAKECTL call. 

Possible errors are NOERR, ETIME, ESEL, ERANGE, and ECTRL. 
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IOTIMEOUT 

This command sets an interface timeout value i n  seconds for I/O operations 
that do not complete (for example, the printer runs out of paper). 

The default is timeout disabled. 

Syntax 

IOTIHEOUT (seleeLcode , limeoul) 

selecLcode specifies the interface select code. 

timeout specifies the length of the timcoul period. A value of 0.0 
disables the timeout, while a negative value results in an error. 

Examples 

For Pascal: 

VAR 
timeout_val REAL ; 

err INTEGER; 

timeout_val : =  1 . 23 ;  {Time out after 1 . 23 seconds . }  
err : =  IOTIHEOUT (7 ,timeout_val) ; 

For C: 

int 
double 

error;  
timeout_val ; 

timeout_val = 1 . 23; 'oTimeout after 1 . 23 seconds .o,  
error = IOTIHEOUT(7L ,timeout_val) ; 
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Bus Activity 

None. 

Comments 

Timeout is effective for any interface operation that transfers data or 
commands. 

A timeout error occurs only if timeout is enabled (that is, the timeout i s  set to 
a positive value). 

Timeout should be established early i n  your program. It provides a way to 
recover from I/O operations that are not completed. 

The timcout value is a real number specified in seconds, which gets rounded 
to the nearest 1/16 second. To timeout after 5 seconds, set timeout to 5.0. 
To timeout after 0.5 second, set timeout to 0.5. Note that a timeout of 0.0 
effectively disables any timcouts. The maximum allowable timeout is 4096 
seconds. 

If a transfer times out, the incompleted transfer function returns the value 4 ,  
which corresponds to the ETIME error. 

Possible errors are NOERR, ESEL, and ERANGE. 
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This command triggers one or more devices. 

Syntax 

IOTRIGGER (device_address) 
IOTRIGGER (se/ecLcode) 

device_address specifies a. device address. 

selecLcode 

Examples 

For Pascal: 

VAR 

specifles the interface select code. 

err INTEGER ; 

err : =  IOTRIGGER (723) ; 

For C: 

int error j 

error = IOTRIGGER(723L) ; 

Bus Activity 

If a device address is specified: 

• ATN is set. 

• MTA is sent. 
• UNL is sent. 
• LAD is sent. 
• OSA is sent if specified . 

• GET is sent. 

IOTRIGGER 
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If a select code is specified: 

• ATN is set . 
• G ET is sent. 

Comments 

Only one device can be triggered at a time if a device address is specified. 

If a select code is specified, all devices on the bus that are addressed to listen 
(with IOSEND, for example) are triggered. 

Possible errors are NOERR, ETIME, ECTRL, and ESEL. 
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Error Descriptions 

This appendix describes the Commanu Liura.ry errors. Error HUlIlbers depend 
upon the programming language, as shown in the first column of the table that 
follows. 

Error Number 
BASIC / Pascal or C 

0 / 0  

100001 / 1 

Mnemonic Description 

NOERR No error occurred. 

EUNKNOWN Unknown error occurred. Check for 
malfunctioning equipment or incorrect 
hardware configuration. This error can 
also occur under these conditions: 

• IOENTERAB, IOENTERD. While 
using DMA, character matching must 
be disabled, and the swap size must be 
1. 

• IOENTERS. While using DMA, 
character matching must be disabled. 

• IOOUTPUTAB, IOOUTPUTB. While 
using DMA, the swap size must be 1. 
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Error Number 
BASIC / Pascal or C 

100002 / 2 

A·2 Error Descriptions 

Mnemonic 

ESEL 

Description 

Invalid select code or device address was 
specified. This error would most likely 
occur under these conditions: 

• The first parameter of a call should 
have been a valid select code, but a 

device address or an invalid select code 
was specified instead. 

• A device address was expected, but a 
select code was given or a primary 
address outside the range 0 to 31 was 
specified. 

• The device address of the HP-IH 
interface was specified as a parameter 
in commands such as IOSPOLL, 
IOREMOTE, or JOCLEAR. 



Error Number 
BASIC I Pascal or C 

100003 I 3 

Mnemonic Description 

ERANGE* A comma.nd parameter was specified 
outside its a.llowable range. This error can 
occur under these conditions: 

o IOENTERA, IOENTERS. The 
specified length must be positive. 

o IOIlNTERAD, IOENTEIW. The 
specified length must be positive. The 
swap size must be from 1 to 8. 

o IOEOL. The specified length must be 
from 0 to 8. 

o IOCONTROL. The specified value 
must be from 5 to 7. If 7 is selected, 
the valid address values are 0 to 30. 

o IOOUTPUTA, IOOUTPUTS. The 
specified length must be positive. 

o IOOUTPUTAB, IOOUTPUTB. The 
specified length must be positive. The 
swap size must be from 1 to 8 . 

• IOPEN. The interrupt priority must be 

o or I .  

o IOPPOLLC. The configuration value 

must be from 0 to 15 . 

• IOSEND. The length must be positive. 

o IOSTATUS. The status specified was 
outside the range 0 to 7. 

o IOTIMEOUT. The specified timeout 
value must be greater than or equal to 
O .  
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Error N wnher Mnemonic Description 
BASIC / Pascal or C 

100001 / 1 ETIM E  The time specified by IOTIMEOUT has 
elapsed since the last byte was 
transferred. 

100005 / 5 ECTRL The lIP-Ill interface must be the active 
controller or the system controller. 

100006 / 6 EPASS This error is obsolete. 

100007 / 7 ENUM Either no digit or an improperly formed 
number was received during real number 

input using IOENTER or IOENTERA. In 
this case, 0 is returned a,.<; the data value. 

100008 / 8 EADDR Improper talker or listener addressing 
occurred. An attempt was made to input 
or output data when the interface was not 
addressed to listen or talk. This error is 
likely to occur if a select code was 
specified instead of a device address, and 
the interface was not properly addressed 

to tal k or I isLen. 

100009 / 9 EFILE A file error has occurred while reading, 
writing, or creating a file. This error 
could indicate either a disk full condition 
or a file does not exist for IOOUTPUTF. 

* Potential conflict for C languages. See the following paragraph. 
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For C languages, ERANGE is defined to a different value by the MATH.H 
file. IT MATH.H is included by a program, the compiler gives a warning and 
sets ERANGE to the last value defined. In this case, change one of the define 
statements so the names are different. For example, you could change two lines 
in the CHPIB.II Command Library file to 

'define ERNGE 3 
case ERNGE : return (11 Value out of range " ) ;  

and then use ERNGE for the Command Library error n"me (i n stead of 
ERANGE). 
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B 

Summary of HP-IB 

HP-IB Abbreviations 

The following list defines the standard HP-IB abbreviations (mnemonics) used 
in this manual: 

Mnemonic: Definition 
ATN Attention 
DCL Device Clear 
EO! End or Identify 
EOL End of Line 
GET G rou p Execute Trigger 
GTL Go To Local 
IFC Interface Clear 
LAD Listen Address 
L10 Local Lockou t 
MLA My Listen Address 
MTA My Talk Address 
OSA Other Secondary Address 
PPC Parallel Poll Configure 
PPD Parallel Poll Disable 
PPU Parallel Poll U nconfigurc 
REN Remote Enable 
SDC Selected Device Clear 
SPD Serial Poll Disable 
SPE Serial Poll Enable 
SRQ Service Request 
TAD Talk Address 
TCT Take Control 
UNL Unlisten 
UNT Untalk 
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HP-IB Description 

The Hewlett-Pukard Interface Bus ( H P-IB) i s  HP's implementation of the 
IEEE-488 communication i nterface. It is used by a variety of instruments and 
peripherals manufactured by Hewlett-Packard and other companies. HP-IB is a 
16-line bus that connects up to 15 devices in parallel on a communication link. 

The following figure shows the HP-IB connector. 
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TYPE 57 MICRORIBBON CONNECTOR 
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Of the 16 signal lines, 8 are data lines, 3 are for handshake purposes, and 
the remaining 5 are control lines. Information is transferred across the eight 
data lines in a bit-parallel, byte-serial fashion. Briefly, the eight control and 
handshake lines are used as follows: 

ATN Attention is used primarily to  differentiate between Command mode 
and Data mode. When ATN is true, information on the data l ines is 
interpreted as a bus commandj when ATN is false, the i nformation is 
treated as a data byte. 

EOI End Or Identify has two uses. EO! is asserted on the last byte of a 
data transfer-this signals all listening devices that no more data 
should be expected on the transfer. EOI is used in combination with 
ATN to perform a parallel poll. 

IFC Interface Clear is under the exclusive control of the system controller. 
When it is pulsed true, all device interfaces are returned to an idle 
state and the state of the bus is cleared. 

REN Remote Enable may be set by the system controller to permit devices 
to operate in Remote mode-that is, under programmed HP-ID 
control instead of via the device's front pa.nel. 

SRQ Service Request can be set by a device on the interface to indicate it 
is in need of service. SRQ might be set at the completion of a task 
such as taking a measurement, when an error is detected during device 
operation, or when requesting to be active controller. 

DAV Data Valid is a handshake line indicating that the active talker has 
placed data on the data lines (DIOI through DIOS). 

NRFD Not Ready For Data is a handshake line indicating that one or more 
active listeners is not ready for more data, and the active talker should 
wait before sending new data on the bus. 

NDAC Not Data Accepted is a handshake line indicating that one or more 
active listeners has not accepted the current data byte, and the active 
talker should leave the current byte asserted on the data lines. 
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The following illustration shows the design of the bus. 

DEVICE A 

TALKS, LISTENS, 
AND CONTROlS 

(Example: computer) 

DEVICE B 

TALKS AND 
LISTENS 

(Example: digital volbneter) 

DEVICEC 

LISTENS ONLY 

(Example: signal generator) 

DEVICE D 

TALKS ONLY 

(Example : tape reader) 

NOTES: 
1 .  AI signala are low-true. 
2. Signals from device. 

are logically ORed. 

BUS STRUCTURE 
TO OTHER DEVICES 

. .  + .. Ht{ 
I 

I 

( 
, 

f-
, 

)---

• 

AlA INPUT OUTPUT 

� (8 aignal linea) 

HANDSHAKE 
ate transfer) (0 

(3 aignal linea) 

eu S 
ANAGEMENT .. 

(5 lignal linea) 

} 0101--0108 

DAV 

NRFD 
NOAC 

IFC 

ATN 

SRQ 

REN 

EOI 
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Commands and Data 

There are two modes of communication on HP-IB: Command mode and Data 
mode. 

In Command mode, information transmitted across the eight data lines is 
interpreted as talk or Usten addresses, or universal address or unaddress 
commands (explained later). In this mode, only seven of the data lines are 
used. Some devices use the eighth line as a parity check for certain protocols. 

In Data mode, any eight-bit value can be transmitted. The HP-IB can 
therefore be used for transmission of binary data as well as ASCII characters. 

The three-line handshake scheme has several advantages. First, data transfer 
is asynchronous-the data rate is limited only by the speed of the devices 
actively involved in the transfer. A second, related advantage is that devices 
with different I/O speeds can be interconnected without need for other 
synchronization mechanisms. Also, multiple devices can be addressed 
concurrently. 

Controllers, Talkers, and Listeners 

To understand communication among devices, you should be familiar with the 
concepts of controller, talker, and listener. 

Controller 

Two types of controllers are defined within an HP-IB system: system controller 
and active controller. 

There must be a single system controller capable of taking control of the 
interface at any time. The system controller has exclusive control over the !FC 
and REN lines. 

Each system also has one or more devices capable of being active controller 
(sometimes referred to as controller-in-charge), although there may be only 
one active controller at any given time. The active controller has the ability to 
perform tasks such as establishing listeners and talkers, sending bus commands, 
and performing serial polls. 
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In most systems, a single computer will be both the system controller and 
the only active controller. Some non-system controller devices may request 
service indicating their desire to be active controller in order to perform some 
operation such as plotting data or directly accessing disk drives. The current 
active controller may "pass control" to a requesting device to make it the 
active controller. In other systems, a system controller may not be capable of 
operating as non-active controller, and therefore no pass-control capabilities 
will exist. Note tha.t system controller capabilities may not be transferred. 

An HP-IB system can be con figured in onc of three ways, and it  affects the 
transfer of data as described: 

• No controller. This mode of data transfer is limited to a direct transfer 
between onc device manua11y set to talk only, and one or more devices 
manually set to listen only. 

• Single controller. In this configuration, data transfer can be from controller 
to devices (Command or Data mode), from a device to controller (Data mode 
only), or from a device to other devices (Data mode only)_ 

• Multiple controllers_ This mode of data transfer is similar to that of a single 
controller, with the requirement that active controller status be passable 
from one controller to another. In this configuration, one controller must be 
designated as the system controller. This controller is  the only one that can 
control the IFC and REN lines_ 

Control is passed to another controller by addressing it as a talker and 
commanding it to "take control" (TCT). 

Talker 

In each system there can be at most one device addressed as talker at any 
given time. A device becomes addressed as talker by receiving its talk address 
from the active controller. Each device on the bus must have a unique bus 
address. This address is usually set at the manufacturing site, but i t  may be 
set by switches on the instrument. 

The addresses arc in the range 0 to 30. A talk address is formed by adding the 
primary bus address to the talk address base value of 64 and transmitting that 
value across the data lines while ATN is asserted. For example, talk address 9 
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would be formed by asserting ATN and transmitting a byte whose value is 73 
(64 + 9 = 73, ASCI! character "I"). 

Listener 

Listen addresses are formed in a similar manner to talk addresses, except that 
listen addresses use a base of 32. For example, listen address 9 is sent as value 
41 transmitted with ATN true (32 + 9 = 41, ASCII character ")" ). 

Multiple devices may be addressed to listen at any time, and data bytes will be 
received by all listeners in parallel. However, most devices cannot be addressed 
to both talk and listen at the same time. (See the table at the end of this 
appendix for talk and listen address codes.) 

Extended Addressing 

The descriptions of talk address and listen address refer to a device's 
primary address. Some devices also have extended talker or extended listener 
capabilities, sometimes used as secondary addresses or as device-dependent 
commands. With extended addressing, talk and ]isten addresses are 
represented by two command bytes. The first byte is the primary talk or listen 
address as described above. The second byte is a secondary address command. 

Secondary addresses may be in the range 0 to 31. The secondary commands 
transmitted are formed by adding the secondary address to the base value 96 
and transmitting the byte with ATN true. 

Extended addresses can be used, for example, to access a specific I/O card 
within an instrument that allows multiple I/O cards. 
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Bus Commands 

Five types of information are transmitted when the bus is operating in 
Command mode (that is, when ATN is asserted) : 

• Talk addresses. 

• Listen addresses. 

• Universal commands. 

• Addressed commands. 

• Unaddress commands. 

Talk addresses and listen addresses a.re discussed above. The other categories 
are described below. 

Universal Commands 

Universal commands are received by all responding devices on the bus whether 
addressed to listen or not. The commands are listed below. 

Mnemonic Conunand Description 

LLD Local Lockout Disables the front panel of the responding device. The 
REN line must be asserted in order for LLO to have any 
effect. If the instrument is already in Remote mode, the 
lockout will be immediate. Otherwise, the lockout will 
commence when the device receives its listen address. 

DCL 

PPU 

SPE 

SPD 

Universal 
Device Clear 

Parallel Poll 
U nconfigure 

Serial Poll 
Enable 

Serial Poll 
Disable 

All devices capable of responding are returned to some 
known, device-dependent state. In some cases a device 
will perform a self-test in response to a Universal Device 
Clear. 

Directs all devices on the HP-IB that have parallel poll 
con figure capabilities to not respond to a parallel poll. 

Enables Serial Poll mode on the interface. 

Disables Serial Poll mode on the interface. 
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Addressed Commands 

Addressed commands are executed only by those devices that are currently 
addressed as listeners. They allow the controller to initiate a simultaneous 
action by a selected group of devices on the bus, such as triggering them to 
take readings at the same time. The commands are listed below. 

Mnemonic Command 

SDC Selected Device 
Clear 

GTL Go To Local 

GET Group Execute 
Trigger 

PPC Parallel Poll 
Configure 

TCT Take Control 

Unaddress Commands 

Description 

Similar to a Universal Device Clear (DeL) with only 
those devices addressed to listen responding. 

Returns devices that are addressed to listen to Local 
mode (re-enables front panel programming). REN stays 
asserted when a GTL is sent, and devices will be 
returned to Remote upon receipt of their listen address. 

Initiates some preprogrammed action by listening 
devices. This may be used to simultaneously start action 
in a group of devices that are addressed to listen. 

Configures a device to respond to a parallel poll on a 
specified data line with either a positive or negative 
signal. A secondary command sent after PPC contains 
the data that configures the device. 

Transfers active controller status to the device that is 
currently addressed to talk. 

The two unaddress commands can be considered as extensions of talk and 
listen addresses. 

UNL (Unlisten) causes all devices on the bus (except those that have a built-in 
switch set to Listen Only) to stop being listeners. UNL is equivalent to listen 
address 31.  

UNT (Untalk)  directs any device on the interface to no longer be addressed 
as talker. Since there may only be one device addressed to talk at any time, 
receipt of another device's talk address is equivalent to receiving a UNT. UNT 
is equivalent to talk address 31. 
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Service Requests 

Some devices that operate on the interface have the abiHty to request 
service from the system controller. A device may request service when it  has 
completed a mea.surement� when it  has detected a critical condition, Of under 
many other circumstances. 

A service request (SRQ) is initiated when the device sets the SRQ line true. 
The controller, sensing that SRQ has been set (typically either by polling the 
status of the line or by enabl ing an SRQ iuterrupt), ca.1l poll Jevice� in one of 
two ways: serial pol l or parallel poll. 

Serial Poll 

A typical sequence of events in perform ing a. serial poll is: 

• Establish a device as a talker. 

• Send SPE to set "l' Serial Poll mode. 

• Wait for the addressed device to send its serial poll response byte. 

• Send an SPD and UNT to disable the Serial Poll mode. 

The meaning of the serial poll response byte depends upon the individual 
device. However, if bit 6 of the response byte (bit value 64) is 1 ,  the device 
is indicating it has requested service. If bit 6 is 0, the polled device is not 
the one that requested service. Individual device manuals provide additional 
information on the meanings of serial poll response bytes. 

Parallel Poll 

Parallel polling permits the status of multiple devices on HP-ID to be checked 
simultaneously. Each device is assigned a data line (DIOl through DIOB) that 
the device sets true during the parallel poll routine if it requires service. 

More than one device can be assigned to a particular data line. If a shared 
line is sensed true, a serial poll can typica.lly be performed to determine which 
device set the line. A parallel poll is started when the controller asserts ATN 
and EOI together. After a short period of time the controller reads the poll 
byte and begins its interpretation thereof. 
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Some devices can be con figured (by the PPC command) to respond on specific 
da.ta lines. Other devices may respond on lines selected by switches or jumpers 
in the devices. Some devices do not have parallel poll capability. 

ASCII Codes 

The following table lists ASCII codes , characters, and corresponding HP-IB 
commands. YOII can used these characters with the IOSEND Library command 
to send HP-IB commands. 
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Code Char Cmd Code Char Cmd Code Char Cmd Code Char Cmd 

0 N U L  32 SP LO 64 @ TO 96 , 
1 SOH GTL 33 r L l  65 A 1'1 97 • 

2 STX 31 " L2 66 B T2 98 b 

3 ETX 35 # L3 67 C T3 99 c 

4 EOT SDC 36 $ L1 68 D T4 100 d 

5 ENQ PPC 37 % L5 69 E T5 1 0 1  e 

6 ACK 38 & L6 70 F T6 102 f 
7 BEL 39 , L7 71  G 1'7 103 g 

8 llS GET 40 ( L8 72 H T8 104 h 
9 HT 'rCT 41  ) L9 73 I T9 105 I 

10 LF 42 • LIO 74 J TIO 106 J 
1 1  VT 43 + L I I  75 K T 1 1  107 k 
12 FF 44 , L12 76 L T12 108 I 

13 CR 45 - L13 77 M 1'13 109 m 

14 SO 46 L14 78 N '1'14 1 1 0  n 

15 SI 47 / L15 79 0 1'15 I I I  0 

16 DLE 48 0 L16 80 P 1'16 1 1 2  P 
1 7  DCI LLO 49 I LI7 8 1  Q 1'17 113 q 

1 8  DC2 50 2 LI8 82 R TI8 1 1 4  r 

1 9  DC3 5 1  3 LI9 83 S T19 1 1 5  s 

20 DC4 DCL 52 4 L20 84 l' 1'20 1 16 l 
21 NAK PPU 53 5 L21 85 U T21 1 1 7  u 

22 SYN 54 6 L22 86 V 1'22 l I 8  v 

23 ETB 55 7 1,23 87 W 1'23 1 1 9  w 

24 CAN SPE 56 8 L24 88 X 1'24 120 x 

25 EM SPI) 57 9 L25 89 Y T25 121  Y 
26 SUB 58 L26 90 Z 1'26 122 z 

27 ESC 59 , L27 91  [ T27 123 { 
28 FS 60 < L28 92 \ 1'28 124 I 
29 GS 61  - L29 93 1 1'29 125 } 
30 RS 62 > L30 94 /\ '1'30 126 -
3 1  US 63 ? UNL 95 UNT 127 DEL 
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Reserved Names 

The following pages list reserved names that are used internally by Ihe 
Command Library. You should avoid using these names in your programs. 

GW BASIC, Vectra BASIC, and BASICA: 

(No reserved names for the Command Library) 

Quick BASIC 4.0 and laler, Microsoft Compiled BASIC, and BASIC PDS: 

DEFERR HPIBLIB_PER PEN RESTORE 

PEKsETUP 

(Plus next page) 

Pascal Languages: 

(See nexl page) 

C Languages: 

(See next page) 

c 

Reserved Names C·1 



All Languages (except GW BASIC, Vec!ra BASIC, and BASICA): 

A_GETBYTE HPIBLIB_IODHA HPIBLIB_SEKDCHD 
HPIBLIB_ABORT HPIBLIB_LISTENCTL HPIBLIB_SEKDSTR 
HPIBLIB_ADDRESS HPIBLIB_LOCAL HPIBLIB_SETADDR 
HPIBLIB_ATlCTL HPIBLIB_LOCKOUT HPIBLIB_SETTIHEOUT 
HPIBLIB_CHECKADDR HPIBLIB_KATCH HPIBLIB_SHORTTI 
HPIBLIB_CHECKLIHES HPIBLIB_OUTPUTA HPIBLIB_SPOLL 
BPIBLIB_CHECKSTATE HPIBLIB_OUTPUTAB HPIBLIB_STATUS 
HPIBLIB_CHIPRESET HPIBLIB_OUTPUTB HPIBLIB_TAKECTL 
HPIBLIB_CLEAR HPIBLIB_OUTPUTF HPIBLIB_TALKCTL 
HPIBLIB_COITROL HPIBLIB_OUTPUTS HPIBLIB_TERHREASON 
HPIBLIB_DHAREAD HPIBLIB_PASSCTL HPIBLIB_TIHEOUT 
HPIBLIB_DHAWRITE HPIBLIB]POLL HPIBLIB_TRIGGER 
HPIBLIB_DDPPOLL HPIBLIB_PPOLLC HPIBLIB_GETFILE 
HPIBLIB_ENTERA HPIBLIB_PPOLLU HPIBTOOL_SYSCTL 
HPIBLIB_EHTERAB HPIBLIB_READREG HPLIBGET 
HPIBLIB_EHTERB HPIBLIB_RELEASERFD HPLIBPUT 
HPIBLIB_EHTERF HPIBLIB_REHOTE IHSTVECT 
HPIBLIB_EHTERS HPIBLIB_REKCTL ISCTERHREASON 
HPIBLIB_EOICTL BPIBLIB_REQUEST HEW_IRQ 
BPIBLIB_EOL BPIBLIB_RESET PASSRESTORE 
BPIBLIB]ASTOUT BPIBLIB_SEKD PASSSETUP 
HPIBLIB_GETBIB BPIBLIB_SEHDFILE REQUEST 
HPIBLIB_GETBYTE HPIBLIB_SENDBIH RESTOREVECT 
HPIBLIB_GETSTR BPIBLIB_SEKDBYTE WAITTCT 
BPIBLIB_IOABORT 

C·2 Reserved Names 



Index 

A 

active control, 1-40 
addresses 

basic, 1-39 
extended, 1-39 , B-8 
HP-lB interface, 4-7, 4-84, 7-7, 7-79 
specifying, 1-38 

arbitrary-block data 
coding, 1-20 
description, 1-16 

a.rrays 
in Microsoft Pascal , 7-19, 7-23, 7-51, 

7-54 
in QuickBASIC, 3-4, 3-21, 3-22 
transferring, 1-9 
variable types, 2- 15,  3-2 1 ,  3-22, 5-20, 

5-21, 6-22, 6-23 
ASCII characters 

as data, 1-23 
converted to numbers, 1-12, 1-13 
list of, 8-12 

AUTOEXEC.BAT 
automatic revision I 2-2 
for GW-BASIC, 2-3 
for QuickBASIC, 3-13 

B 

BASICA, 1-2, 2-1 
binary data, 1-16 
block data, 1-16 
block transfers 

byte-swapping, 1-19 

cllding illPut, 1-17, 1··18 
ending output, 1-18, 1- 19 
faster, 1-12 
operation, 1-15 
options, 1-17 

byte-swapping 

C 

data transfer summary, 1-10 
description, 1-10, l- 19 
with block transfers, 1-17  
with DMA transfers, 1 - 1 9 , 1-27, 4-12, 

4-22, 4-26, 4-53, 4-57, 7-1 1 , 7-19, 
7-23, 7-51, 7-54, A-I 

CFUNC.H file 
in C program, 6-5 
prototypes, 6-2 

chaining programs, 2-7, 3-4 
channels 

DMA, 1-27, 4-12, 7-11 
character data, 5-21, 6-23 
CHPlB.H file 

ERANGE conflict, A-5 
error function, 6-19 
in C program, 6-5 

C languages 

compiling, 6-12, 6-13, 6-14, 6-15 
error processing, 6-6, 6-19 
example programs, 6-4, 6-23, 6-29 
Library files, 6-2 
Library parameter types, 6-20, 7-1 
linking, 1>- 12, 6-13, 6-14, 6-15 

Index-' 



memory models, 6-2, 6-14 
programming, 6-4 
program structure, 6-5 
reserved names, C-l 
using, 6-1, 7-1 

COMMAND.COM, 2-3 
Command Library 

BASIC parameters, 3-20 
C error processing, 6-6, 6-19 
C files, 6-2 
command summary I 1-4 
compatibility, 1-6 
C parameters, 6-20, 7-1 
error names, 1-36, A-I 
error processing, 1-35, 1-37 
error summary, A-I 
error variables, 1-36, 2-8, 3-8 
GW-BASIC error processing, 2-8, 

2-13 
GW-BASIC files, 2-2 
GW-BASIC parameters, 2-14, 4-1 
HP-IB capability codes, 1-3 
installing, 2-2 
operation, 1-1  
overview, 1-2 
Pascal error processing, 5-5, 5-17 
Pascal files, 5-2 
Pascal parameters, 5-18, 7-1 
QuickBASIC error processing, 3-8, 

3-17 
QuickBASIC files, 3-2 
QuickBASIC parameters, 4-1 
reserved names, C-1 
specifying devices, 1-38 
system requirements, 1-1  
with C, 6-1,  7-1 
with GW-BASIC, 2-1, 4-1 
with Pascal, 5-1, 7-1 
with QBasic, 3-1 
with QuickBASIC, 3-1, 4-1 

Compiled BASIC, 1-2, 3-1 

Index-2 

compiling programs 
C, 6-12, 6-13, &-14, 6-15 
Pascal, 5-13, 5-14, 5-15, 5-16 
QuickBASIC, 3-13, 3-14, 3-16 

control 
active, 1-7, 1-40 
system, 1-40, 1-4 1 , 4-7 

control passing, 1-7 

o 
data formats 

data transfers, 1-8, 1-9 
internal, 1-15 

da.ta. transfers 
ASCII numbers, 1-12 
binary, 1-15 
block, 1-15 
byte-swapping summary, 1-10 
command summary, 1-9, 1-10 
device formats, 1-8, 1-9 
DMA operation, 1-26 
DMA summary, 1-10 
ending input, 1-10, 1-14, 1-17, 1-18, 

1-25, 4-39, 7-37 
ending output, 1-10, 1-14, 1-18, 1-19, 

1-25 
formatted, 1-12 
six types, 1-8 
speeds, 1-8, 1-9, 1-12 
string, 1-16, 1-23 
timeout, 4-90, 7-85, A-4 
variable types, 1-8, 1-9 

DEF.ERR, 2-7 
DEFERR, 3-5 
definite-length data, 1-20 
disk drives 

during installation, 2-2, 3-2, 5-2, 6-2 
DMA 

channels, 1-27, 4-12, 7- 1 1  
data transfer summary, 1-10 
description, 1-10, 1-26 



E 

disabling, 1-27 
enabling, 1-27 
faster, 1-12 
interrupted transfers, 1-28, I-3D, 1-32, 

1-34, 4-65 
no byte-swapping, 1-19, 1-27, 4-12, 

4-22, 4-26, 4-53, 4-57, 7-1 1 , 7-19, 
7-23, 7-51, 7-54, A-I 

no matching, 1-27, 4-12, 4-32, i-I I ,  
7-30, A-I 

not for formatted transfers,  1-13 
reference, 4-1 1 ,  7-10 
restrictions, 1-27 
transfer size, 1-27 
with block transfers, 1-17, 1-18 
with string transfers, 1-24, 1-25 

environment variables 
PATH, 2-3, 3-13, 5-13, 5-15, 6-13 
PCIB, 2-3 

EO! line 
control line, 8-4 
in arbitrary-block data, 1-20 
reference, 4-33, 7-31 
with block transfers, 1-17, 1-18, 1-19 
with formatted transfers, 1-14 
with string transfers, 1-24, 1-25 

EOL string 
reference, 4-35, 7-33 
with block transfers, 1-17, 1-18, 1-19 
with formatted transfers, 1-14 
with string transfers, 1-24, 1-25 

ERANGE conflict, A-5 
ERL variable 

error line, 2-13, 3-18 
ERROR function 

GW-BASIC, 2-13, 3-18 
errors 

BASIC variables, 1-36, 2-8, 3-8 
C processing, 6-6, 6-19 

GW-BASIC processing, 2-8, 2-13 
names, 1-36, A-I 
Pascal processing, 5-5, 5-17 
processing, 1-35, 1-37 
QuickBASIC processing, 3-8, 3-17 
summary, A-I 

eresLe 
error function, 5·5, 5-17, 6-6, 6-19 

ERR variable 
error number, 2-13, 3·18 

EXAMPLE.BAS file, 2-6 
extended addresses 

specifying devices, 1-39 

F 

file transfers, 1-7 
operation, 1-21 

formatted transfers 
ending input, 1-11 
ending output, 1·14 
operation, 1-12 
options, 1·14 
slower, 1-12 

FORTRAN 
using with C libraries, 6-15 

G 
GW-BASIC 

error processing, 2·8, 2-13 
example programs, 2·6, 2·16, 2-24 
Library files, 2-2 
Library parameter types, 2-14, 4-1 
programming, 2·4 
program structure, 2·1 
starting, 2-1 
using, 2-1, 4-1 

GW BASIC 
reserved names, C-l 
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H 

high-speed timing 
faster output, 1-12 
with block output, 1-17 
with formatted output, 1-14 
with string output, 1-2-1 

HP 82990A compatibility, 1-6 
HP-IB cables, 4-38, 7-36 
HP-IB control 

operation, 1 -1  
system requirements, 1-1 

liP-ID controller, 4-78, 4-81, 7-73, 7-79, 
A-4, B-6 

HP-IB devices 
addressing, 1-38, 1-39 
clearing, 4-5, 7-5 
data formats, 1-8, 1-9, 

1-23 
1-12 1-15 , , 

modes, 4-4 1 ,  4-42, 7-39, 7-40 
triggering, 1-92, 7-87 

HP-IB interface 
aborting activity, 4-3, 7-3 
address, 4-7, 4-81, 7-7, 7-79 
cabling, 4-38, 7-36 
capability codes, 1-3 
clearing, 4-5, 7-5 
compatibility, 1-6 
resetting, 4-78, 7-73 
status, 4-7, 4-84, 7-7, 7-79 
wit.h Command Library, 1-2 

HP-lB standard 
abbreviations, 1-3, B-1 
command numbers, 8-12 
commands, 1-3, 1-6, 4-80, 7-75, B-9, 

B-1O 
con neetor I B-2 
controllers, B-6 
control lines, 1-3, 1-6, 8-4 
listeners, B-8 
summary I B-1 
talkers, B-7 

Index-4 

IIP-lB timing 
reference, 4-37, 7-35 
selecting, 1-12, 1-14, 1-17, 1-24 

HP-ID Tools 
disks, 1 - 1  

IDAS program, 2-4 
IBM BASICA, 1-2, 2-1 
IBM PCs 

using with Command Library, 1-1  
IEEE-488.2 data standard, 1-16,  1-20 
IEEE-188 standard, 1-3, B-2 
INCLUDE metacommand,  3-6, 5-5, &-5 
indefinite-length data, 1-20 
INSTALL program 

C, 6-2 
GW-BASIC, 2-2 
Pascal, 5-2 
QuickBASIC, 3-2 

interrupts 
BASIC service requests, 1-29 
C service requests, 1-34 
Pascal service requests, 1-34 

IOABORT 
reference, 4-3, 7-3 

IOCLEAR 
reference, 4-5, 7-5 

IOCONTROL 
reference, 4-7, 7-7 

IODECL.EX file 
in Pascal program, 5-5 

IODMA 
parameters, 1-27 
reference, 4-1 1 ,  7-10 
with block transfers, 1-17,  1-18 
with string transfers, 1-24, 1-25 

IOENTER 
ending transfers, 1-14 
numeric conversion, 1-12 
reference, 4-13,  7- 12 



summary, 1-9, 1-10, 1-11  
IOENTERA 

ending transfers, 1-14 
numeric conversion, 1-12 
reference, 4-15, 7-14 
summary, 1-9, 1-10, 1 -11  

IOENTERAB 
arbitrary-block data, 1-16 
byte-swapping, 1-19 
ending transfers, 1 - 17  
reference, 4-19, 7- 17 
string data, 1-24 
summary, 1-9, 1-10, 1-11 

IOENTERB 
binary data, 1-16 
byte-swapping, 1-19 
ending transfers, 1 - 18 
reference, 4-23, 7-21 
string data, 1-24 
summary, 1·9, 1-10, 1- 1 1  

IOENTERF 
file transfer, 1-21 
reference, 4-27, 7-25 
summary, 1-9, 1-10, 1-1 1  

IOENTERS 
ending transfers, 1-25 
reference, 1-30, 7-28 
string data, 1-24 
summary, 1-9, 1- 10, 1 - 1 1  

IOEOl 
reference, 4-33, 7-31 
with block transfers, 1-17, 1-18, 1 - 19 
with formatted transfers, 1-14 
with string transfers, 1-24, 1-25 

IOEOL 
reference, 4-35, 7-33 
with block lran!'fers, 1-17, 1-18, 1 - 19  
with formatted transfers, 1-14 
with string transfers, 1-24, 1-25 

I/O errors 
C processing, 6-6, 6-19 

GW-BASIC processing, 2-8, 2-13 
Pascal processing. 5-5, 5-17 
processing, 1-35 
QuickBASIC processing, 3-8, 3-17 

IOFASTOUT 
reference, 4-37, 7-35 
with block output, 1-17 
with formatted out.put, 1-14 
with string output, 1-24 

IOGETTERM 
reference, 4-39, 7-37 

IOLLOCKOUT 
reference, 4-4 1 ,  7-39 

IOLOCAL 
reference, 1-42, 7-40 

IOMATCH 
reference, 4-44, 7-42 
with block transfers, 1-17,  1-18 
with string transfers, 1-24, 1-25 

IOOUTPUT 
eliding transfers, 1-14 
numeric conversion, 1-12 
reference, 4-46, 7-44 
summary, 1-9, 1-10, 1-11 

IOOUTPUTA 
ending transfers, 1-14 
numeric conversion, 1-12 
reference, 4-48, 7-46 
summary, 1-9, 1-10, 1 - 1 1  

IOOUTPUTAB 
arbitrary-block data, 1-16 
byte-swapping, 1-19 
ending transfers, 1-18 
reference, 4-51, 7-49 
string data, 1-24 
summary, 1-9, 1-10, 1 - 1 1  

IOOUTPUTB 
binary data, 1-16 
byte-swapping, 1-19 
ending transfers, 1-19 
reference, 4-55, 7-52 
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string data, 1-24 
summary, 1-9, 1-10, 1-11 

IOOUTPUTF 
file transfer, 1-21 
reference, 4-59, 7-55 
summary, 1-9, 1-10, 1- 1 1  

IOOUTPUTS 
ending transfers, 1-25 
reference, 4-61, 7-57 
string data, 1-24 
summary, 1-9, 1-10, 1 - 1 1  

IOPASSCTL 
reference, 4-63, 7-60 

IOPEN 
compatibility, 1-6 
priorities,· 1-30, 1-32, 1-33 
reference, 4-65 
select codes, 1-30 
setting up service requests, 1-29 

IOPPOLL 
indicates device status, 1-31, 1-34 
reference, 4-67, 7-62 

IOPPOLLC 
reference, 4-69, 7-64 

IOPPOLLU 
reference, 4-72, 7-67 

IOPROC.EX file 
error function, 5-17 
in Pascal program, 5-5 

IOREMOTE 
reference, 4-74, 7-69 

IOREQUEST 
reference, 4-76, 7-71 

IORESET 
disables service requests, 1-31 
reference, 4-78, 7-73 

IOSEND 
command numbers, B-12 
reference, 4-80, 7-75 

IOSPOLL 
clears service requests, 1-31, 1-34 

Index-6 

indicates device status, 1-31, 1-34 
reference, 4-82, 7-77 

IOSTATUS 
indicates service requests, 1-29 
reference, 4-84, 7-79 

IOTAKECTL 
reference, 4-88, 7-83 

IOTIMEOUT 
reference, 4-90, 7-85 

IOTRlGGER 
reference, 4-92, 7-87 

L 

languages 
supported, 1-2, 6-1 
system requirements, 1- 1 

LEI'T$ function, 4-32 
linefeed character 

in arbitrary-block data, 1-20 
with block transfers, 1-18 
with formatted transfers, 1-11 

linking programs 
C, 6-12, 6-13, 6-14, 6-15 
Pascal, 5-13, 5-14, 5-15, 5-16 
QuickBASIC, 3-13, 3-14, 3-16 

Local Lockout mode, 4-4, 4-41 ,  4-43, 
7-4, 7-39, 7-41 

Local mode, 4-42, 4-79, 7-40, 7-74 

M 

match character 
reference, 4-44, 7-42 
with block transfers, 1-17, 1-18, 4-26, 

7-23 
with DMA transfers, 1-27, 4-12, 4-32, 

7-1 1 , 7-30, A-I 
with string transfers, 1-21, 1-25 

memory models 
for C, 6-2, 6-14 

Microsoft C, 1-2, 6-1 
Microsoft Pascal, 1-2, 5-1 



mixed-language programming 
using FORTRAN and C, 6-15 

MS-DOS 

N 

PATH variable, 2-3, 3-13, 5-13, 5-15, 
6-13 

PCIB variable, 2-2, 2-3 
requirements, 1-1  

number conversion, 1 -12  
numeric data 

transferring, 1-9 

o 

variable types, 2-14, 2-15, 3-20, 3-2 1 ,  
3-22, 5-18, 5-19, 5-20, 5-21, 6_20, 
6-21 ,  6-22, 6-23 

ON ERROR 
error processing, 2-14, 3-18 

ON PEN 
with service requests, 1-29 

p 

parallel poll 
indicates device status, 1-31, 1-34, 

4-67, 7-62, B- 1 1  
setting up, 4-69, 7-64 

parameter types 
C, 6-20, 7-1 
GW-BASIC, 2-14, 4-1 
Pascal, 5-18, 7-1 
QuickBASIC, 3-20, 4-1 

Pascal 
compiling, 5-13, 5-14, 5-15, 5-16 
error processing, 5-5, 5-17 
example programs, 5-3, 5-22, 5-29 
Library files, 5-2 
Library parameter types, 5-18, 7-1 
linking, 5-13,  5-14, 5-15, 5-16 
programming, 5-3 
program structure, 5-5 

reserved names, C-l 
supported, 1-2, 5-1 
using, 5-1 ,  7-1 

PATH variable, 2-3 
for C,  6-13 
for Pascal, 5-13, 5-15 
for QuickBASIC, 3-13 

PC-DOS 
requirements, 1 - 1  

PCIB.DASBRR 
Library error number, 2-13, 3-18 

PCIB.ERR 
error number, 1-36, 2-8, 3-8 

PCIB.ERR$ 
error message, 1-36 

PClB.GLBERR 
global error number, 1-37 

PCIB variable, 2-2, 2-3 
PC Instruments System, 1-7 
PEN 

used for service requests, 1-29 
PEN(I) function 

with service requests, 1-34, 4-66 
PEN OFF 

with service requests, I-3�, 1-31, 4-66 
PEN ON 

with service requests, 1-29, 1-32, 4-66 
PEN STOP 

with service requests, I-3�, 1-31, 4-66 
PlIPIB.LIB file 

in Turbo Pascal program, 5-5 
PIIPIB.LIB file in Microsoft Pascal 

program, 5-5 
primary addresses 

specifying devices, 1-39 
programming languages 

supported, 1-2 
system requirements, 1 - 1  

programs 
chaining, 2-7, 3-4 
compiling in C, 6-12, 6-13, 6-14, 6- 15  
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Q 

compiling in Pascal, 5-13, 5-14, 5-15, 
5-16 

compiling in QuickBASIC, 3-13, 3-14, 
3-16 

C structure, 6-5 
examples, 2-6, 2-16, 2-24, 3-6, 3-23, 

3-31, 5-3, 5-22, 5-29, 6-4, 6-23, 
6-29 

GW-BASIC structure, 2-4 
linking in C, 6-12, 6-13, 6-14, 6-15 
linking in Pascal, 5-13, 5-14, 5-15, 

5-16 
linking in QuickBASIC, 3-13, 3-14, 

3-1 6  
Pascal structure, 5-5 
QuickBASIC structure, 3-3 
running in C, 6-15 
running in GW-BASIC, 2-12 
running in Pascal, 5-16 
running in QuickBASIC, 3-16 
saving in C, 6-12 
saving in GW-BASJC, 2-12 
saving in Pascal, 5-12 
saving in QuickBASIC, 3-12 
writing in C, 6-4 
writing in GW-BASIC, 2-6 
writing in Pa.'ical, 5-3 
writing in QuickBASIC, 3-6 

Ql3asic 
programming, 3-19 
using, 3-1 

QBHPIB.LIB file,  3-15,  3-16 
QBSETUP.I3AS file 

error processing routine, 3-17 
in chained programs, 3-4 
in QuickBASIC program, 3-3 

QBXHPIB.L1B file, 3-16 
QuickI3ASIC 

compiling, 3-13, 3-14, 3-16 
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error processing, 3-8, 3-17 
example programs, 3-6, 3-23, 3-31 
Library files, 3-2 
Library parameter types, 3-20, 4-1 
linking, 3-13, 3-14, 3-16 
programming, 3-3 
program structure, 3-3 
reserved names, C-I 
using, 3-1,  4-1 

QuickC, 1-2, 6-1 

R 

READ.M E file, 1-2 
REALARRAY 

for M icrosoft Pascal, 5-20 
rebooting computer 

Library conditions, 2-2 
Remote mode, 4-43, 4-71, 7-41, 7-69 

s 
secondary addresses 

specifying devices, 1-39 
SEG keyword 

in QuickBASIC, 3-21, 3-22 
select codes 

specifying, 1-38 
serial poll 

indicates device status, 1-3 1 ,  1-34, 
4-82, 7-77, B- 1 1  

service requests 
BASIC, 1-29 
C, 1-34 
clearing, 4-83, 7-78 
compatibility, 1-6 
compiling in  QuickBASIC, 3-14, 3-15 
disabling, 1-30, 4-65 
enabling, 1-29, 4-05 
lIP-IB standard, B-II 
interrupting DMA transfers, 1-18, 

1-19, 1-25, 1-28, 1-30, 1-32, 1-34 
logging, 1-29, 1-30 



Pascal, 1-34 

priorities, 1-30, 1-32, 1-33, 4-65 

processing, 1-30, 1-31 

SRQ line, B-4 
status, 4-84, 7-79 

SETUP.BAS file 
in GW-BASIC program, 2-4 

SHELL 
disables service requests, 1-3 1 , 4-66 

SPACE$ function 
initializing strings, 2-15, 3-22, 4-31 

string data 
as binary data, 1-16 

i n  BASIC, 1-16 

initializing, 2-15, 3-22, 4-31 

transferring, 1-9 
variable types, 2-15, 3-22, 5-20, 5-2 1,  

6-22, 6-23 

string transfers 
ending input, 1-25 

ending output, 1-25 

operation, 1-23 

options, 1-24 

Supported Languages sheet, 1-2 

SYSCTL program, 1-41 

system control, 1-40 

T 

timcQut 
I/O operations, 4-90, 7-85, A-4 

TIODECL.EX file 
error function, 5-17 

ill Pascal program, 5-5 

triggering devices, 4-92, 7-87 

Turbo C, 1-2, 6-1 

Turbo Pascal, 1-2, 5-1 

U 

USES metacommand, 5-5 

v 

variables 
for data transfers, 1-8, 1-9 

Vectra BASIC, 1-2, 2-1 

Vectra computer 
using with Command Library, 1-1 

VIBAS program, 2-4 
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